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(Three clause sentence)
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●
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♦

♦

♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
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SUBJECT-VERB
AGREEMENT
বাক্যে subject এবং verb এর মক্যে person এবং number এর দিয দিক্ে দমল থাযক্ে হে।
যেমন● Person
● Number
বাক্যে েদি subject singular হে োহক্ল verb singular হক্ব এবং েদি subject plural হে োহক্ল verb plural হক্ব।
Example:
Shoumik’s grandfather lives in Barishal. (Singular)
These pens write well. (Plural)
THE RULES
RULE 1
দুদি subject “and” দ্বারা েুক্ত হক্ল verb-দি plural হক্ব।
Both Shumi and Rumi are going to school today.
You, he and I are to be blamed for this.
Exception:
েখন “and” দ্বারা েুক্ত দুদি subject এযদি unit (ham and eggs, horse and buggy) দহক্েক্ব দবক্বদিে হে েখন subject-দিক্য
singular দবক্বদিে যরা হে।
Bread and butter is his only food.

RULE 2:
‘or’ দ্বারা দুদি singular noun েুক্ত থাযক্ল verb দি singular হক্ব।
‘or’ দ্বারা দুদি plural noun েুক্ত থাযক্ল verb দি plural হক্ব।
‘or’ দ্বারা এযদি singular এবং এযদি plural noun েুক্ত থাযক্ল verb এর দনযিবেতী subject দি দ্বারা verb এর singular/plural
form দনযতাদরে হক্ব।
.
RULE 3:
Either …. Or, Neither …. nor, Not only …. But also এমন কিছু কিয়ে দুইটি subject েুক্ত থাযক্ল েম েমে দদ্বেীে
expression এর পর যেই subject বেক্ব যেদি দ্বারা verb দনযতাদরে হক্ব। অথতাৎ or, nor, but also এর পরবেতী subject দি দ্বারা verb
দনযতাদরে হক্ব।

RULE 4:
েখন দুদি Subject দনক্ের বাযোংশ দ্বারা েুক্ত থাক্য োহক্ল verb দি প্রথম subject অনুোক্র singular বা plural হে।
accompanied by
as well as
along with
in addition to
Among
together with
Even
Juhi, together with Mita, is going to Cox’s Bazar.

The three brothers accompanied by their uncle were going to the market.
RULE 5
Subject দহক্েক্ব “several”, “many”, “both”, “few” শব্দগুক্লা থাযক্ল verb েবেমে plural হক্ব।
Several have already left the college.

Preposition and Conjunction

†Kvb word wKsev phrase †K join Ki‡Z n‡j preposition w`‡q join Ki‡Z nq Avi Clause †K join Ki‡Z n‡j conjunction
w`‡q join Ki‡Z nq|
Like/As Gi e¨envi:
as/like Gi K_v aiv hvK: as n‡”Q conjunction A_©vr clause †K hy³ K‡i Avi like n‡”Q preposition A_©vr †Kv‡bv word
A_ev phrase †K hy³ K‡i|
For example:
He looks like me [Like is preposition]
It was done, as you wanted [As is conjunction]
He did as I instructed.
He instructed like my father.

Such as Gi e¨envi:
Such as I GKwU Preposition wn‡m‡e KvR K‡i A_©vr Word wKsev Phrase †K mshy³ K‡i| Avgiv †Kvb `„óvšÍ Uvb‡Z wKsev
evsjv Ô†hgbÕ A_© †evSv‡Z Such as e¨envi Kwi|
For example:
There are different kinds of newspapers such as dailies, weeklies and monthlies.
Some birds, such as robins and cardinals, spend the winter in the North.
Unless/Without Gi e¨envi:
GKBiKgfv‡e unless (conjunction) Ges without (preposition) Gi e¨envi †`Lv hvq|
For example:
I would have failed unless you helped.
I would have failed without your help.

‘Because’ and ‘Because of’ Gi e¨envi:
Because GKwU Conjunction wn‡m‡e KvR K‡i A_©vr Av‡iKwU Clause †K mshy³ K‡i| wKš‘ because of GKwU preposition
wn‡m‡e KvR K‡i A_©vr GKwU word ev phrase †K mshy³ K‡i|
For example:
He was absent because her cold was worse.
He was absent because of her cold.

 VOCABULARY 
English Section G fvj Ki‡Z n‡j cÖPzi Bs‡iwR kã, Zv‡`i A_©,
SYNONYM Ges ANTONYM kã †kLv Qvov MZ¨šÍ †bB|
Analogy, Reading Comprehension Ges Sentence
Completion (ïY¨¯’vন fvj Kivi Rb¨ k‡ãi A_© Rvb‡ZB n‡e| ‡Zvgiv
†Póv Ki‡e †Zvgv‡`i‡K wbqwgZ †h me Words ‡jKPvi kx‡U †`Iqv n‡e
†m¸‡jvi A_© Rvb‡Z Ges Zvi Synonyms গু‡jv g‡b ivL‡Z| Antonym gyL¯Í Kivi Avi †Kvb `iKvi
†bB| KviY †Kvb k‡ãi A_© Rvb‡j Antonym I choose Kiv hvq| G Rb¨ Avgv‡`i j¶¨ †Zvgv‡`i‡K
†ekx k‡ãi A_© Rvbv‡bv| G †¶‡Î Avgiv wKQy Important Words Select K‡iwQ|
Main Book Vocabulary
Unit One: Lesson-1
Synonym
Implication, significance

Word
Import

Meaning
আমদানি

Antonym
Insignificance

Awash
Inflict
Crimson
Enslave
Agony
Assume
Discussion
Negotiation

প্লানিত
অিযায়ভাবি চাপাবিা
রক্তিম
দাবে পনরণত করা
তীব্র যন্ত্রণা
ধারণ করা
আব াচিা
আপে/আব াচিা

Flooded ,Inundated
Force, Impose
Red, Rouge
Subjugate, Enthrall
Anguish, Torment
Undertake
Conference, meeting
Compromise, conciliation

………….
Desist, Withhold
…………….
Free, Liberate
Comport, Peace
Deny, Disclaim
Silence
Disagreement

Claim
Proceeding

জ ার নদবয় ি া; দানি করা
কাব র ধারা

Declare, Demand
Action, Work, Process

Disclaim
Inaction, Stoppage

Dissolve
Blame

অদৃশ্য হওয়া
জদাষ ত্রুটির দায়

Disappear, Diffuse
Censure, Guilt, Rebuke

Appear, Assemble
Praise

Prorogue

মু তনি করা

Defer, Adjourn

Continue, Carry Out

Spontaneously

স্বতঃে্ফূততভাবি

Impulsively, Instinctively

Forcibly

Struggle

েংগ্রাম

Combat, Battle, Tussle

Accord, Peace

Wretched
Downtrodden
Apparently

হতভাগ্য
নিপীনিত
আপাতদৃটিবত

Unhappy, Sad
Oppressed, Afflicted
Seemingly, Allegedly

Happy
Privileged
Dubiously, Unlikely

Confront

জমাকানি া

Outface, Encounter

Avoid, Back, Down

Suppress

দমি করা

Restrain, Inhibit

Yield, Allow

Word
Directive

Synonym
Order

Antonym
……

Anarchy
Transmit

Meaning
নিস্তানরত িা োধারণ
নিবদত শ্িা
নিরা য
জেরণ করা

Misrule, Chaos
Convey, Impart, Dispatch

Order, Discipline
Receive, Take,Get

Exterminate

খতম/েমূব িাশ্ করা

Annihilate, Kill

Bear, Create

Meaning
িাাঁধি

Synonym
Chains, Restriction

Antonym
Freedom, Emancipation

Apartheid

িণবিষময
ত

Racism, Discrimination

Equality

Democracy

গ্ণতন্ত্র

Republic

Dictatorship, autocracy

Icon

েতীক

Symbol, Model, Emblem

…….

Reconciliation

মীমাংো

Settlement, Reunion, Resolution

Separation, Alienation

Embody

িাস্তিরূপ দাি করা

Personify, Represent, Actualize

Exclude

Imprisoned

কারারুদ্ধ

Jailed, Caged, Detained

Free

Decade
Minority
Resolve
Emancipation

দশ্ক
েংখযা ঘু
দৃঢ়েংকল্প
মুক্তি

…….
The Outnumbered
Resolution, Firmness
Liberation, Release

…….
Majority
………
Repression, Deprivation

Determined

েংকল্পিদ্ধ

Firm About, Committed to resolve,
single-minded

Undetermined

Prestige
Charisma

Status, stature
Magnetism, Allure, Personality

Disrespect
…..

Discrimination

েম্মাি
েবম্মাহি শ্ক্তি, অিিয
েনতভা
নিষময

Bias, Inequity, Disparity

Equity

Intensely
Manifestation

তীব্রভাবি
স্পিকরণ, ক্ষণ, েকাশ্

Deeply, Profoundly
Demonstration, Indication

Mildly, Slightly
Concealment

Acceptance

গ্রহণ

Reception, recognition

Rejection

Healing
Chasm
Negotiate

নিরাময়
দুস্তর িযিধাি
মীমাংোর উবেবশ্য
আব াচিা করা
নিনশ্ি
অিদমি, নিপীিি

Recovery
Gap
Talk, Discuss, Collaborate

…………
Juncture, Closure
Disagree, Deny

Eminent, Important
Oppression, Subjugation

Minor, Trivial
Emancipation

পরম শ্রবদ্ধয়
জপৌরানণক
জকাবিা িযক্তির মািনেক
নিনতক গুণািন ;

Respected, Valued
Mythological
Status, Value

Despised, Hated
Factual, Real
Incompetence

Unit One:Lesson-2
Word
Shackles

Prominent
Repression
Revered
Mythic
Stature

Word
Oppressed

Meaning
নিপীনিত

Synonym
Subjugated, Demoralized

Antonym
Satisfied, uplifted

Testimony
Domination
Clan
Laud

িক্ত র, েমাণ
শ্ােি
জগ্াত্র
েশ্ংো করা

Indication, Evidence
Control, Rule
Tribe, Race
Praise, admire

Denial
Subordination
………..
Abhor, Blame

Meaning
িস্ত্র িয়ি েংক্রান্ত
কারখািা
অিতরণছত্র
স্কাইড্রাইনভং
নিবশ্ষ জ্ঞাি ও দক্ষতা

Synonym
…………..
Workshop
…………
…………
High Level skill, Ability

Antonym
……………
…………….
…………….
……………..
Weakness, Incompetence

Astronaut
Flying, Air Travel

……………..
……………..

Endure, Bear

Enjoy

Flight, Take-off

…………….

Dress
Space Shuttle
Faultlessly
Discomfort
Orbit
Log
Identify

মহাকাশ্চারী
আকাশ্ পবে গ্মি;
উড্ডায়ি
িহি/জভাগ্/অনতক্রম
করা;
উৎবক্ষপণ; জেরণ;
নিবক্ষপ;
নিবশ্ষ জপাশ্াক পরা;
মহাকাশ্গ্ামী যাি;
ত্রুটিহীিভাবি
অস্বক্তস্ত
পনরমণ্ডব ঘুবর জিিাবিা;
ন নপিদ্ধ করা
নচনিত করা

Wear
Orbiter
Flawlessly, Correctly
Soreness, uneasiness
Travel Round
Record
Recognize, Distinguish

Undress
…………..
Faultily, Dubiously
Comfort, Pleasure
……………
……………
Overlook

Approach
Regime
Presidium

অনভমুবখ গ্মি করা
শ্ােিিযিস্থা
েভাপনতমন্ড ী

Advance, Forward
Rule
Executive, Committee

Retreat
…………..
……………

Legend
Express
Sub-Continent
Determine
Astronaut
Take-Off

নকংিদনন্ত
িযস্ত করা
উপমহাবদশ্
দৃঢ় েংকল্প করা
মহাকাশ্চারী
উড্ডয়ি

Prodigy, Genius
Say, Utter
………….
Resolve, Decide
Cosmonaut
Launch, Flight, Landing, Mounting

Ordinary
Silence
……………
Hesitate
………
………

Career

জপশ্া

Occupation, Profession

………………..

Weightlessness
Responsible

ও িহীিতা
দানয়ত্বিাি

Lightness
Liable, Answerable

Heaviness
Irresponsible, Unaccountable

Malfunction

স্বাভানিকভাবি কা
করবত িা পারা
অপনরহায করা
ত

Fail, Breakdown

Perfection, Discourage

Require, Demand

………………..

Unit One:Lesson-3
Word
Textile
Plant
Parachute
Skydiving
Expertise
Cosmonaut
Flight
Undergo
Launch

Necessitate

Word
Retrieve
Repeatedly

Meaning
পুিরুদ্ধার করা
িারংিার

Synonym
Recover, Reclaim
Repetitively, Frequently

Antonym
Lose, Waste
Infrequently, Rarely

Conflict
Ill-fated
Microgravity
Conduct
Advanced
Disintegrate
Fatal
Peel Off
Intense
Penetrate

দ্বন্দ্ব; নিবরাধ; েংঘাত
হতভাগ্য; অভাগ্া
দুি ত মাধযাকষণত
পনরচা িা করা
উন্নত
খন্ড-নিখন্ড হবয় যাওয়া
োণিাশ্; মারাত্মক
খুব আো
তীব্র
অভযন্তবর েবিশ্ করা

Clash, Rivalry
unfortunate
……………..
Carry out, Execute
Developed
Collapse, Fragment
Lethal
Get Out
Acute, Severe
Enter, Pierce

Union, Harmony
Fortunate
…………….
Neglect
Ordinary
Combine, Incorporate
Harmless
Attach
Moderate
Depart

List of words you MUST REMEMBER!
Word
Meaning
ABNEGATE (v)
তযাগ্ স্বীকার করা; তযাগ্
করা;
ABATE (v)
কমাবিা
ABHOR (v)
ঘৃণােহকাবর পনরহার করা
ACME (n)
P‚ov
ACUTE (adj.)
ADEPT (adj.)
ADMIRE (v)
ADMONISH (v)
ADVOCATE (v)

তীব্র, ধারাব া
পারদশ্ী
েশ্ংো
মৃদু ভৎেিা
ত করা, েতকত
করা
েহায়তা

Synonyms
To deny oneself things; to reject; to renounce
To subside, to reduce
To detest; to hate
Peak, Pinnacle, Zenith, Summit, Crest, Apex
Sharp; shrewd
Expert, Master
Have a high opinion, Respect, Praise
censure, complain,

সমৃদ্ধি; োচুয ত
িরাে করা
মহািুভিতা
অনিক্তিত; দ্বযেক
ত

(1) Support
(2) Supporter, Proponent
Artistic
Kinship; attraction
prosperity, enrichment, opulence,
To distribute, to assign, to allot
Benevolence, Generosity
Unclear in meaning

অরা কতা; নিশ্ৃঙ্খ া

Absence of government; lawlessness; disorder

ANNOY (v)
ANXIOUS (adj.)

রাগ্াবিা
দুক্তিন্তা

APEX (n)
APPLAUDE (V)
APPROPRIATE (adj.)
APPROPRIATE (v)

শ্ীষ ত
তানরফ করা
যোে ত
অনধকার করা

Disturb, Irritate
(i) Worried, Alarmed
(ii) Eager, Desirous
Summit, Pinnacle, Zenith, Acme
Praise; appreciate, admire,
Suitable, Proper
To take without permission; annex; seize

AESTHETIC (adj.)
AFFINITY (n)
AFFLUENCE (n)
ALLOCATE (v)
ALTRUISM (n)
AMBIGUOUS
(adj.)
ANARCHY (n)

জেৌন্দযবিাধ
ত
েংক্রান্ত
েম্বন্ধ; আকষণত

APT (adj.)
ARDUOUS (adj.)
ATTRIBUTE (v)
AUTONOMOUS
BANAL (adj.)
BARTER (v)
BENEVOLENT (adj.)

কাযক্ষম
ত
কিোধয
নিনদত ি কনরয়া জদত্তয়া
স্বায়ত্তশ্ানেত
গ্তািুগ্নতক
নিনিময়

`qvjy

BLAME (v)
জদাষ
BLAMEWORTHY (adj.) wb›`bxq

having a tendency to; likely, appropriate
Hard, difficult
To credit or to assign; to ascribe
Acting independently
Unoriginal; ordinary
exchange, interchange
Kindhearted, Kind, Unselfish, Generous
Hold Responsible, Accuse
Responsible, Guilty

BLUNT (adj.)
BOISTEROUS (adj.)

স্পিিাদী

BREACH (v)
BUREAUCRACY (n)

ভঙ্গ
আম াতন্ত্র

CACOPHONOUS (adj.)

kÖæwZKUz

CANDOR (n)
CAPABLE (adj.)

অকপিতা

CARNIVOROUS
CAUSTIC (adj.)
CHAOS (n)

মাংোশ্ী
ক্ষয় িক

wek„•Ljv

meat-eating, predatory
acid, corrosive
Disorder, Mess

Chronic (adj.)

দীঘকা
ত
স্থায়ী; দুরাবরাগ্য

Constant; incurable,

CLANDESTINE (adj.)

¸ß

Secret, Covert, Furtive

COMMOTION (n)
CONCEAL (v)

জতা পাি

turmoil, disturbance, broil
Hide, Cover, Keep Secret

CONCISE (adj.)
CONSTRUCTIVE (adj.)

েংনক্ষপ্ত

MVbg~jK

succint; summarized, shortened
Helpful, Useful, Beneficial, Productive

CORROBORATE (v)
CREDULOUS (adj.)

েমেিত করা; দৃঢ় করা
নিশ্বােেিণ

support, uphold, justify,
Gullible; eager to believe

‰n‰P c~Y©

`¶/m¶g

jyKvBqv ivLv

Outspoken
Clamorous, Uproarious
A violation; a gap or break
A system of government administration consisting of
numerous offices characterized by inefficiency and
red tape; clericalism, bumbledom,
Inharmonious, Harsh, Raucous
Truthfulness; sincere honesty
Adept, Expert

APPROPRIATE PREPOSITIONS

Some nouns, adjectives, and verbs demand specific preposition that is called appropriate
preposition.
Here’s a list of some common ones:
Alien to (অপরিরিত): Cruelty is alien to his nature
Astonished by (রিরিত): I was astonished by his skill
Atone for (প্রায়রিত্ত কিা): He has decided to atone for his sins
Absorbed in (রিমগ্ন): The man was absorbed in his work
Accede to (িক্ষা কিা): I have some problems in acceding to his request
Accused of (অরিযুক্ত): He accused the man of stealing
Accustomed to (অিযস্ত): I am accustomed to hot weather
Afraid of (িীত): The firls is afraid of the dog
Aim at (তাক কিা): He aimed at the bird
Angry with (িযরক্তি সাথে িাগারিত হওয়া): The teacher was angry with me
Angry at (িস্তুি সাথে িাগারিত): He was angry at the weather
Anxious about (উরিগ্ন): They are anxious about their sick father.
Anxious for (আকারিত): Parents are anxious for their children’s success
Arrive at (ছ াট স্থাথি ছপ ৌঁ া): We arrived at the village at night
Arrive in (িড় স্থাথি ছপ ৌঁ া): Mr. Kamal has arrived in London
Ashamed of (লরিত): Aminur is ashamed of his misconduct
Agree on (ছকাি রিষথয়): I agree on this subject
Agree with (িযরক্তি সাথে): He agrees with me on this point
Abide by (ছমথি িলা): Abide by law
Abide with (a person) in/at (place) (িাস কিা): I abide with my brothers in Dhaka
Abound in, with (প্রিুি পরিমাথি োকা): Tigers abound in the Sondarban
Absent from (অিুপরস্থত োকা): He was absent from the meeting
Absolve (one) from (blame), of (sin) (ছিহাই ছেয়া, মুক্ত কিা): I absolve you from the blame.
Absorbed in (মগ্ন): He is absorbed in thought
Abstain from (রিিত োকা): You should abstain from smoking

PHRASAL VERBS
Phrasal verbs are phrases that indicate actions.
Act on/upon (ক্ষরত কিা): Over exercise acted on/upon his health
Act up to (অিুসাথি কাজ কিা): He always acts up to his mother’s advice
Act on (রক িু উপি কাজ কিা): The drug acts on the nervous system

Break away (ছিথে ছিি হথয় আসা): The thief broke away from the jail
Break down (ছিথে পড়া): Negotiation between the two sides have broken down
Break into (ছিথে প্রথিশ কিা): The robber broke into the house at midnight
Break off (হঠাৎ ছেথম যাওয়া): The speaker broke off in the middle of his speech
Break out (প্রাদুিভাি ঘটা): Small-pox has broken out in the town
Break out (ছিথে পালাথিা): The thief broke out of the prison
Break up ( রু ট হওয়া): Sumon’s school breaks up at 4 P.M
Break with (ঝগড়া কিা): He has broken with his friends
Break in upon (ছজাি কথি ঢুকা): The riff-raff broke in upon the meeting
Blow off (রিগভত কিা): The engine blows off CO2
Blow out (রিিাথিা): Blow out the lamp
Blow out (েূি কিা): I wanted mountain air to blow out malaria
Blow up (রিথফািথেি সাহাথযয উরড়থয় ছেয়া): The soldiers blew up the bridge
Blow away (উরড়থয় ছেয়া): Wind blows away dry leaves
Blow down (িুরমসাৎ কিা): The storm blew down many trees
Blow over (ছেথম যাওয়া): The storm will blow over soon
Bear away (জয় কথি ছিয়া): Habib bore away four prizes
Bear on (প্রাসরেক হওয়া): His remark does not bear on this subject
Bear out (সমেভি কিা): My report bears out his story
Bear with (সহয কিা): I cannot bear with such insult
Bear off (জয়লাি কিা): He bore off the prizes
Bear down (েমি কিা): He bore down all oppositions
Bring up (প্ররতপালি কিা): He was brought up by me
Bring out ( ারপথয় প্রকাশ কিা): A souvenir was brought out at the end of the year
Bring forth (উৎপােি কিা): Timely rain brings forth good crops
Burst into (কান্নায় ছিথে পড়া): She burst into tears hearing the sad news
Burst out (হারসথত ছেথট পড়া): the boy burst out laughing

PHRASAL VERBS

Phrasal verbs are phrases that indicate actions.
Act on/upon (ক্ষতি করা): Over exercise acted on/upon his health
Act up to (অনুসারর কাজ করা): He always acts up to his mother’s advice
Act on (তকছুর উপর কাজ করা): The drug acts on nervous system
Break away (রেরে বের হরে আসা): The thief broke away from the jail
Break down (রেরে পড়া): Negotiation between the two sides have broken down
Break into (রেরে প্ররেশ করা): The robber broke into the house at midnight
Break off (হঠাৎ বেরে যাওো): The speaker broke off in the middle of his speech
Break out (প্রাদুেভাে ঘটা): Small-pox has broken out in the town
Break out (রেরে পালারনা): The thief broke out of the prison
Break up (ছুতট হওো): Sumon’s school breaks up at 4 P.M
Break with (ঝগড়া করা): He has broken with his friends
Break in upon (রজার করর ঢুকা): The riff-raff broke in upon the meeting
Blow off (তনগভি করা): The engine blows off CO2
Blow out (তনোরনা): Blow out the lamp
Blow out (দূর করা): I wanted mountain air to blow out malaria
Blow up (তেরফাররের সাহারযে উতড়রে বদো): The soldiers blew up the bridge
Blow away (উতড়রে বদো): Wind blows away dry leaves
Blow down (েুতেসাৎ করা): The storm blew down many trees
Blow over (রেরে যাওো): The storm will blow over soon
Bear away (জে করর বনো): Habib bore away four prizes
Bear on (প্রাসতেক হওো): His remark does not bear on this subject
Bear out (সেেভন করা): My report bears out his story
Bear with (সহে করা): I cannot bear with such insult
Bear off (জেলাে করা): He bore off the prizes
Bear down (দেন করা): He bore down all oppositions
Bring up (প্রতিপালন করা): He was brought up by me
Bring out (ছাতপরে প্রকাশ করা): A souvenir was brought out at the end of the year
Bring forth (উৎপাদন করা): Timely rain brings forth good crops
Burst into (কান্নাে বেরে পড়া): She burst into tears hearing the sad news
Burst out (হাতসরি বেরট পড়া): the boy burst out laughing

ANALOGY

Analogy Question Gi gva¨‡g `ywU k‡ãi g‡a¨ A_©MZ wgj/m¤úK© (Relation) ‡ei Ki‡Z nq| g~jZ:
Analogy Question Gi gva¨‡g vocabulary I intelligence cix¶v Kiv nq| †mRb¨ Analogy
solve Gi mgq k‡ãi A_© (vocabulary) I kãØ‡qi ga¨Kvi m¤úK© (Relation) ÑG `yB‡qi Dci
†Rvi w`‡Z n‡e| Exact word meaning না জানলেও সমস্যা ননই। g‡b ivL‡Z n‡e Analogy gyL¯’
bq, A_© ey‡S solve Ki‡Z n‡e|

HOW TO SOLVE
1st Step

2nd Step

3rd Step

DETERMINE THE
PARTS OF SPEECH
OR PROBABLE
MEANING OF THE
GIVEN WORDS

DETERMINE THE
FORM OF
ANALOGY
RELATIONSHIP

MAKE UP A
SIMPLE format
SENTENCE AND
FIT IN YOUR
CHOICES INTO
YOUR TEST
SENTENCE.

Q. APPLE: FRUIT
A. Mango: Sweet B. Forest: Tree
C. Juice: Fresh
D. Rose: Flower
Solution:
1st step: Apple GKwU d‡ji bvg Ges Fruit A_© dj
2nd step: myZivs G‡`i ga¨Kvi m¤úK© `vovqÑ Apple GKwU Fruit (dj)
3rd step:
A. Mango GKwU sweet (wgwó) bq eis Mango †L‡Z wgwó

B. Forest GKwU Tree bq eis Forest nj A‡bK Mv‡Qi mgvnvi
C. Juice GKwU Fresh bq
D. Rose GKwU Flower bq
 A_©vr Correct Answer D.
SOLVING TACTICS
GLv‡b Example wn‡m‡e Relation wPšÍv Kivi wKQy Viewpoint †`Iqv
n‡jv| G¸‡jvB †kl K_v bq| Gi evB‡i I wewfbœfv‡e Relation wPšÍv
Ki‡Z cvi| wewfbœ †jKPvikxU Analogy Gi Sample ‡_‡K I †Zvgiv
†mme aviYv পাওয়া যায়|
1. Analogy-Gi †¶‡Î me©cÖ_‡g Aek¨B Question Gi kã‡Rvov co‡e Ges A_© wPšÍv Ki‡e, KLbI
Answer choice Gi k‡ãi A_© wb‡q cÖ_‡g wPšÍv Ki‡e bv|
2. Question Gi kã ‡Rvovi ga¨Kvi m¤úK© short-meaningful fv‡e wPšÍv Ki‡e|
3. Relation wU GK ai‡bi structure, wbw`©ó category bvI n‡Z cv‡i|
Example: Apple : Fruit (Apple GKwU dj), GLv‡b Apple †Kvb wKQyi bvg GB structure wU
e¨envi n‡q‡Q| “fruit” category e¨envi nqwb| A_©vr Question G d‡ji bvg Av‡Q e‡j Answer
GI d‡ji bvg _vK‡e Ggb bvI n‡Z cv‡i| GLv‡b †Kvb wKQyi bvgÑGB Relation wU e¨eüZ n‡q‡Q|
4. Eye catcher Øviv cÖfvweZ n‡e bv|

Example: Apple: Fruit G cÖ‡kœi DË‡i GKwU option G Mango wQj, GLv‡b Mango wU Eye
catcher. A_©vr mgRvZxq kã w`‡q †Zvgvi Relation MVb‡K cÖfvweZ Ki‡Z cv‡i|
5. Secondary meaning-I wPšÍv Ki‡Z n‡e hw` Primary meaning-G DËi bv wg‡j|
Example: TREE: WOOD
A. Camera: Film
B. Furniture: Decoration
C. Brick: Cement
D. Player: Team
Primary meaning relation: Tree ‡_‡K wood (KvV) cvIqv hvq, G Relation Abymv‡i †Kvb
Answer †bB| Secondary meaning relation: A‡bK¸‡jv tree wb‡q wood (eB. nq| G
Abymv‡i Answer D|
6. Answer Kivi mgq mZK© _vK‡Z n‡e Relation ‡hb reverse bv n‡q hvq|

Example: HEN : ROOSTER
A. Dog: Kennel
B. Stag: Doe
C. Duck : Drake
D. Lion : Cub

Relation: ¯¿xwj½ : cyswj½, (B. option-G cyswj½ : ¯¿xwj½ Avi (C. option-G ¯¿xwj½ : cyswj½| myZivs
Answer n‡e C|
8. –– is a characteristic of – (--- n‡”Q ----Gi ˆewkó¨)
 COURAGE: HERO
Relation: Courage (mvnm) n‡”Q Hero-Gi ˆewkó¨.
 ELECTION: DEMOCRACY
Relation: Election n‡”Q Democracy -Gi ˆewkó¨.
 STINGINESS (K…cYZv): MISER (K…cY)
Relation: Stinginess n‡”Q Miser -Gi ˆewkó¨.
9. Lack of –– is – (---Gi Afve n‡jv ---) / Antonym
 HOPE (Avkv) : PESSIMISM (‰bivk¨)
Relation: Hope ÑGi Afve n‡jv Pessimism
 FLAW (LyuZ) : PERFECTION (LyuZnxbZv)
Relation : Flaw Gi Afve n‡jv Perfection
 ORDER (k„•Ljv): CHAOS (‰bivR¨)
Relation : Order Gi Afve n‡jv Chaos
10. –––is a type of ––– (------ GK cÖKvi -------)
 ANGER (‡µvA. : EMOTION (Av‡eM)
Relation : Anger GK cÖKvi Emotion
 ORANGE : FRUIT
Relation : Orange GK cÖKvi: Fruit
 SONNET : POEM
Relation : Sonnet GK cÖKvi:: Poem
11. –––is a part of ––– (------ n‡”Q -------- Gi Ask)
 CHAPTER : NOVEL
Relation : Chapter n‡”Q Novel -Gi Ask
 BRANCH: TREE
Relation : Branch n‡”Q Tree -Gi Ask
 FINGER : HAND
Relation : Finger n‡”Q Hand-Gi Ask
12. –– is the place of –– (---- n‡”Q ---- Gi Kv‡Ri ¯’vB.
 CLASSROOM : TEACHER
Relation : Classroom n‡”Q Teacher Gi Kv‡Ri ¯’vb

 STAGE (gÂ) : ACTOR
Relation : Stage n‡”Q Actor -Gi Kv‡Ri ¯’vb
 CLINIC: NURSE
Relation : Clinic n‡”Q Nurse -Gi Kv‡Ri ¯’vb
13. Relationship of Degree (gvÎv ev ZxeªZvi m¤úK©)
 FURIOUS: ANNOYED
Relation: Furious n‡”Q Annoyed AwZwi³ ev †ekx
 MOUNTAIN: HILL
Relation: Mountain n‡”Q Hill AwZwi³ ev †ekx
 DELUGE : RAIN
Relation : Deluge n‡”Q Rain AwZwi³ ev †ekx
 EPIC : STORY
Relation : Epic n‡”Q Story AwZwi³ ev †ekx
14. Tool (Kv‡Ri hš¿ ev DcKiY) (---- Gi hš¿ n‡jv -----)
PAINTER: BRUSH
Relation : Painter -Gi hš¿ n‡jv Brush
 MECHANIC: WRENCH
Relation: Mechanic Gi hš¿ n‡jv Wrench
 WRITER : PEN
Relation: Writer Gi hš¿ n‡jv Pen
15. ------ Creates ------ ( ----- ‰Zix K‡i ---------)
 POET : SONNET
Relation : Poet ‰Zix K‡i Sonnet
 PAINTER : MURAL
Relation : Painter ‰Zix K‡i Mural
 MASON : WALL
Relation : Mason ‰Zix K‡i Wall
16. ---- is a sign of ------ (------n‡”Q ------- Gi wPý/j¶Y)
 TREMBLING: FEAR
Relation : Trembling n‡”Q Fear Gi wPý/j¶Y
 MOAN : PAIN
Relation : Moan n‡”Q Pain Gi wPý/j¶Y
 SHRIEK: TERROR
Relation : Shriek n‡”Q Terror Gi wPý/j¶Y

17. ------- causes ------ (------ Gi d‡j ------- nq)
 EXPLOSION: DESTRUCTION
Relation : Explosion Gi d‡j Destruction nq
 VIRUS: ILLNESS
Relation : Virus Gi d‡j Illness nq
 DRUG: CURE
Relation : Drug Gi d‡j Cure nq

TYPES OF COMMON ANALOGY
Some of the most common forms of Analogy:
 Person: Tool
E.g- Carpenter: Hammer
 Tool: Action
E.g- Scissors: Cut
 Action: Result
E.g- Bore: Yawn
 Cause: Effect
E.g- Germ: Disease
 Whole: Part
E.g- Forest: Tree
 Synonyms
E.g- Expose: Reveal
 Antonyms
E.g- Real: FIctional
 Degree of Intensity
E.g- Request: Beg
Analogies tend to fall into certain basic types.
 Definition
REFUGE: SHELTER  A Refuge (place of asylum) by definition Shelters.
 Defining Characteristic
TIGER: CARNIVOROUS  A Tiger is defined as a Carnivorous or meat-eating
animal.
 Class and Member
SONNET: POEM  A Sonnet is a specific kind of Poem.
Antonyms




















ANARCHY: ORDER  Anarchy is the opposite of Order.
Antonym Variants
In an Antonym, variant, the words are not strictly antonyms; their meanings,
however, are opposed.
NERVOUS: POISE  Nervous means lacking in poise.
Synonyms
MAGNIFICENT: GRANDIOSE 
Grandiose means magnificent.
Synonym Variants
In a Synonym Variant, the words are not strictly synonymous; their meanings,
however, are similar.
VERBOSE: WORDINESS  Someone Verbose is wordy; he or she exhibits
Wordiness.
Degree of Intensity
GRASPING: RAPACIOUS  To be Grasping is less extreme than to be
Rapacious.
Part to Whole
ISLAND: ARCHIPELAGO  Many Islands make up an Archipelago.
Function
ASYLUM: REFUGE  An Asylum provides Refuge or protection.
Manner
MUMBLE: SPEAK 
To Mumble is to Speak indistinctly.
Action and Its Significance
WINCE: PAIN  A Wince is a sign that one feels Pain.
Worker and Article Created
POET: SONNET  A Poet creates a Sonnet.
Worker and Tool
PAINTER: BRUSH  A Painter uses a Brush.
SICKLE: REAPER A Reaper uses a Sickle to cut the grain.
Worker and Action
FINANCIER: INVEST A Financier Invests.
Worker and Workplace
MINER: QUARRY  A Miner works in a Quarry or pit.
Tool and Its Action
DRILL : BORE  A Drill is a tool used to Bore holes.
Lack
PESSIMIST : OPTIMISM  a Pessimist lacks Optimism.
PAUPER : MONEY  a Pauper lacks Money.
Causing / Stopping
REMEDY: ILLNESS  A Remedy stops or cures an Illness.
Sex






DOE: STAG  A Doe is a female deer; a Stag, a male deer.
Age
COLT: STALLION  A Colt is a young Stallion.
Spatial Sequence
ROOF: FOUNDATION  The Roof is the highest point of a house; the
Foundation the lowest point.
Symbol and Quality It Represents
DOVE: PEACE  A Dove is the symbol of Peace.
Cause and Effect
FLOOD: MISERY Flood causes Misery

Exercise
wb‡Pi Analogy ¸‡jvi Relation ‡ei Kivi †Póv Ki:
1. Actor: Stage
Relation: Actor performs on the stage.
2. Miser: Stingy
Relation: Miser is someone stingy (কৃপেস্বোে).
3. Patriotic: Country
-----------------------------4. Composer: Music
-----------------------------5. Herd: Elephant
-----------------------------6. Head: Helmet
-----------------------------7. Tractor: Farm
-----------------------------8. Hospital: Doctor
-----------------------------9. Carpenter: Sawp
-----------------------------10. Flock: Bird
-----------------------------11. Album: Photograph
-----------------------------12. Teacher: School

-----------------------------13. Scene: Play
-----------------------------14. Mechanic: Repair
-----------------------------15. Sonnet : Poem.
-----------------------------16. Lawyer : Client
-----------------------------17. Iron : Blacksmith
-----------------------------18. Gymnasium : Exercise
-----------------------------19. Compass : Navigation
-----------------------------20. Border : Country
------------------------------

Bengali to English
1. হয় সাইফুল না হয় তার বন্ধুরা এটা করছে
Either Saiful or his friends have done this
2. কাজটট হয় মছনাছ াগ টিছয় কর নয়ছতা ছেছে িাও
Either do the work attentively or give it up
3. টিতা-িুত্র দু’জনই এ মামলায় জটেত
Both the father and the son are involved in this case
4. আটম বরং মরব তবু আত্মসমিপণ করব না
I would rather die than surrender
5. আটম বরং না ছেছয় থাকছবা, তবুও টিক্ষা করছবা না
I would rather starve than beg

6. তারা িরস্পর কলহ করটেল।
They were quarrelling with one another
7.ছস আমার বন্ধু োো আর ছকউ নয়
He is no other than my friend
8.সাইফুল োো কছক্ষ অনয ছকউ প্রছবশ কছরটন
There entered no other man than Saiful into the room
9.মামুন টনছজও িছেনা, অনযছকও িেছত ছিয়না
Mamun neither reads himself nor lets other read
10.কামাল টকংবা তার বন্ধুরা ছকউ এটা কছরটন
Neither Kamal nor his friends have done it

11. ছেশছন ছি েৌঁ ামাত্র গাটে োটেয়া টিল
Hardly had I reached the station when the train left
12. ছস বাটহছর ছ ছত না ছ ছতই ঝে উঠছলা
No sooner had he gone out than the storm blew
13. তাছক তটা ছবাকা মছন হয় ছস তত ছবাকা নয়
He is not so foolish as he seems to be
14. ছলাকটট শৃগাছলর নযায় ধূতপ
The man is as sly as a fox
15 .আমাছির ছিছশ এমন ছলাছকর িরকার ারা সটতযকার অছথপ ছিশ ছপ্রটমক
Our country needs such men as are patriots in the real
sense of the term

English to Bengali
1. Have you finished reading the book?
তুটম টক বইোনা িছ ়ে ছশষ কছরে
2. I was informed of the matter
বযািারটা আমাছক জানাছনা হছ ়েটেল
3. It admits of no doubt
এছত ছকান সছেহ নাই
4. Can I ask whom I’m speaking to, please?
আটম টক িয়া কছর জানছত িাটর আটম কার সাছথ কথা বলটে?
5. Unless you try, you will never succeed
ছেষ্টা না করছল সফল হছব না

6. Because of heavy fog, we could not go out.
কুয়াশার কারছন আমরা বাইছর ছ ছত িাটর নাই
7. And so on.
এবং এরূি আছরা অছনক
8. Are you on vacation here?
আিটন টক এোছন েুটট কাটাছত এছসছেন?
9. Man is mortal.
মানুষ মরণশীল
10. A bad workman quarrels with his tools
নােছত না জানছল উঠান বাকাৌঁ

11. A friend in need is a friend indeed
টবিছির বন্ধুই প্রকৃত বন্ধু
12.A gentle breeze is blowing
মৃদু মে বায়ু বইছে
13. A mild breeze is blowing
মে-মে বায়ু বইছে
14. Do not go about aimlessly like a vagabond
ছটা-ছটা কছর ছবটেও না
15. Don’t believe in hearsay
শুনা কথায় টবশ্বাস কটরও না

CONCEPT CLEAR
WRITING

Tips

⮚ততোমোকে নিকের নিয় বো বযনিগত তেোি topic নিকয় নিখকত বিকি, try to
make it not too formal, rather make it fun.
⮚Limited time এর েিয অনতনরি sentences িো নিকয় মূি েথোয় চকি
আসকব।
⮚ইংকরনেকত িক্ষতো তিখোকিোর েিয Vocabulary বযবহোর েকরো।

⮚ Topic sentence — the topic sentence should ideally be the first
sentence of the paragraph, and should introduce the topic that will be
discussed in the paragraph.
⮚ Support sentences — the supporting (সমর্ক)
থ sentences should
provide additional information that is relevant (প্রাসঙ্গিক) to the topic
and helps support the argument of the topic. Generally, there are 2 to
4 support sentences per paragraph.
⮚ Conclusion — the conclusion needs to be a short, cohesive
sentence that concludes the topic of the paragraph.

My favorite’s literary character
My favorite literary character is the protagonist (িোয়ে) of one of the
most prominent classic series in the history of Bangla literature, Feluda,
by Satyajit Ray. Feluda is the name of our protagonist here, who is not a
detective by profession rather by passion. I truly love how intellectually
smart this character is. He is very observant (পযযকবক্ষণশীি) of the smallest
details and has a photographic memory. The best part about Feluda
however, is his humor. He makes the most life-threatening situations
into something quirky (নবনচত্র) that grasps the attention of his audience.
Not only that, he is very adaptive to new environments and situations,
since his work requires him to travel a lot. I really love Feluda. He is
the best.

Purpose of life
People may have a very specific purpose (উকেশয) of life. Or, they may look
into the bigger picture. Personally, my purpose of life is to be a person who
well aware about his/her responsibility as a member of the society. I want
my choice of career to not only inspire me to improve myself but also to
deliberately make an impact on the community. Since a very young age, I
was passionate about the beauty of random acts of kindness. I wanted to
give back to the people around me. However, I also believed that our acts
of kindness will only be sustainable (if it is a part of our career. And this is
why, my purpose of life is to build myself up to be a person, who makes an
active impact on the social system through his/her profession.

Domestic violence
Any kinds of violence within the safe space of home, may that be mental or
physical, is regarded as domestic violence. It is usually performed the authority
figures in the family. The victims are the women, children and the maids most of the
time. In some cases, women in authority known as the in-laws, also perform such
acts of violence. Domestic violence is an issue that is surprisingly prevalent (ব্যাপক)
in almost all kinds of socioeconomic levels. And the main reason of domestic
violence is power play. Human want to assert dominance (প্রভাব্) over the weak
because it makes them feel powerful. The women of our society need to become
financially independent and socially aware of their due rights. The men of the
family have to be provided the important lessons of sensitivity (সংবব্দনশীলতা) and
kindness from a very young age. We need to come forward to help the victims of
domestic violence and voice our opinions against this heinous (জঘনয) crime. Only
then will we be able to create a better society.

Tips

⮚ তেোি সোমোনেে সমসযো নিকয় নিখকত বিকি, অবশযই তশকে আমোকির নে েরণীয় তো নিখকব।

⮚ Topic টো নিকয় তবনশ েোিকিও অকিে details নিকয় সময় িষ্ট েরকব িো।
নেছু মূি আিোিো েকর নিে েরকব এবং ক্রমোিুসোকর এগুকব।

Plastic ban
The increasing amount of plastic pollution is a very dangerous
issue in today's world. According to recent studies, plastic
make up 60 to 90% of all marine debris. This is highly
dangerous to the ocean life. Not only that, plastic can be
threatening to our ecosystem, causing groundwater, land and
air pollution all at the same time. The nature of plastic makes it
almost impossible to decompose, taking almost 10 to 1000
years. Many species will disappear if this continues. This is
why I think that plastic should be banned. However,
alternative solutions, proper implementation and individual
awareness is very important.

Cyber bullying
Cyber bullying is basically an act done by a person(s) against another person by using electronic
communication, e.g. by/on social media. A few examples of cyber bullying are, causing someone harm by
posting unwanted or private information, threatening a person by sending mean messages via emails, social
networking websites, text or audio messages, spreading rumors via email or social networking sites, sharing
private/embarrassing pictures, creating fake profiles, etc. In Bangladesh, cyber bullying is not just an act to be
scorned upon but is an offence punishable under the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Act
2006.The Act inter alia provides that a person who deliberately publishes, in a website or in electronic form,
any material which is fake and obscene or has the effect of corrupting persons who are likely to read, see or
hear the material or causes to prejudice the image of a person or may hurt religious belief or instigate against
any person, then the person publishing the material will be guilty of an offence under the Act. The punishment
for such an offence is imprisonment and fine. However before taking serious actions, the first step should be
the internal reporting process of the particular social media website or application. If we take Facebook for
example, photos and comments can be reported and the particular user can be blocked. Similar reporting
systems are in place in most popular social media websites or applications.

Practice

Explain the following concepts in English
1.The Internet
2.Global Warming
3.The historical speech of 7th march
4.Election day
5.E-commerce

SUMMARY/ PRECIS
Part A

C-UNIT এর Exam এ একটা বড় টপিক দেয়া থাকবব এবং দ ামার দেখান দথবক মূল
৫/৬ লাইবনর মবযে পলবখ দবাঝাব হবব। এজনে পকছু পজপনে দখয়াল রাখববেঃ
⮚ The key to writing an effective summary is combining the material you
choose to include into Concise, coherent sentences and paragraphs.
⮚ A good summary has an objective of the whole passage
⮚ It should not have irrelevant content
⮚ It may contain the main idea of each of the paragraphs
⮚ A good summary may use the keywords from the original text but not
the metaphor
⮚ You must express a good summary in your own words

Example of a summary is given below:
Passage

1

All snakes are hunters and predators, feeding on the animals and sometimes their eggs. Having no
limbs, snakes cannot hold their preys down to bite; hence they usually swallow them whole.
Poisonous snakes sometimes do immobilize their preys with their venom to make consumption
easier.
Most poisonous snakes are conspicuously colored to warn others off. One example is the redheaded
krait which has a bluish-black body and scarlet head and tail. Snakes like the cobras, which have less
outstanding body colors, display their fatality by lifting the front part of their body and spreading
their hoods.
It is truly a myth that poisonous snakes attack humans for food. Humans can never be their targets
for food as we are normally too large for them to swallow. in cases where snakes do bite, these
attacks are usually defensive ones and the venom injected is normally little or sometimes even
none. The full, fatal dose of the venom is only released on smaller animals which the snakes can
swallow easily. Besides helping in the killing and immobilizing of their preys, the poison also acts as
digestive agents for snakes.

Why then is the venom so deadly? In general, there are three kinds of poisons in the venom, though
in varying amounts, depending on the type of snake in question. Venoms usually contain substances
that weaken the blood corpuscles and the lining of the blood vessels. Profuse bleeding, often a
common result of snake-bites, is caused by the anticoagulants present in the poison which prevents
blood clotting. The paralysis of the heart and respiratory muscles is performed by the nervous system
attacking toxins.
Though these bites are deadly, certain actions can be taken to slow down the spread of the venom,
hence saving the victim's life. Attempting to incise and suck at the spot of the bite is more likely to
be harmful than a cure. The poisonous venom usually travels fast into the body upon being released;
hence sucking at the mouth of the wound will not help remove the poison, rather, incising the bite
may lead the victim to great pain and further profuse bleeding. Instead, a broad, firm crepe bandage
should be applied over the wound and up the full limb to compress the tissues and prevent the spread
of the venom. After which, the victim must be duly sent to the hospital for professional treatment.

Summary
Snakes attack larger animals like us when they are disturbed. These bites are not fatal
as little or none of the venom is released. The full, deadly dose of poison is used to
kill smaller animals for food. Snake venoms contain three types of poisons, usually
varying in amounts. There are substances that weaken the blood cells and walls of
blood vessels; anticoagulants to prevent blood clotting, which results in profuse
bleeding and toxins to paralyze the heart and respiratory muscles. When bitten by a
snake, one should apply a broad bandage over the wound and up the limb to help
compress the tissues and prevent the spread of the venom before sending the victim
to the hospital.

2
Nishat Mazumder made history as she became the first Bangladeshi woman to reach the top of Mount
Everest, scaling all 8,848 metres (29,028 feet) of the world’s highest mountain. Flying the flag for
Plan’s Because I am a Girl campaign, the 31-year-old accountant was joined on the climb by Bangladeshi
mountaineer MA Mohit. Although an experienced mountaineer in her own right, the climb up Everest was
Nishat’s biggest challenge to date. Nishat had to train hard for the expedition and so dedicating it to Plan’s
girls campaign seemed like an obvious choice. “Taking on this challenge as a woman, I realized just how
important it is for girls to be empowered. Plan’s Because I am a Girl campaign is all about having a voice
and being strong, so I wanted to do this to show girls around the world that nothing is impossible,” said
Nishat before the climb. The path to Everest however, was not simple. It took Nishat almost ten years of
preparation before she attempted to climb the Everest. She joined the Bangladesh Mountaineering and
Trekking Club (BMTC. in late 2003 and ever since then went on expeditions with the other members of
the organization. She received official training from in 2007 at the Darjeeling Mountaineering Club in
India. She climbed the ‘Singu Chuli’ of the Himalayas in 2008, following which, she took part in a number
of expeditions. She also took part in the Manaslu peak expedition in 2011.

Summary
Nishat Mazumder is the first Bangladeshi woman to win Mount Everest.
She was a part of Plan’s because she was at girl campaign which
empowered girls by making confident enough to state their opinions. She
wanted to show the girls all around the world that nothing is impossible.
So, after a long 10 years of constant failures, she finally reached the apex
of the glorious mountain. It was a complex path but her determination
was in place.

Write a short answer on recent topic

Part B

For example: Write a few lines about Global warming, Mention the points why it is a burning issue.

Global warming
Global Warming is a term almost everyone is familiar with. But, its meaning is still not clear to most of
us. So, global warming refers to the gradual rise in the overall temperature of the atmosphere of the
Earth. There are various activities taking place which have been increasing the temperature gradually.
Global warming is melting our ice glaciers rapidly. This is extremely harmful to the earth as well as
humans. It is quite challenging to control global warming; however, it is not unmanageable. The first
step in solving any problem is identifying the cause of the problem. Therefore, we need to first
understand the causes of global warming that will help us proceed further in solving it. The excessive
use of automobiles and fossil fuels results in increased levels of carbon dioxide . In addition, activities
like mining and cattle rearing are very harmful to the environment. One of the most common issues
that are taking place rapidly is deforestation. Individuals and governments, both have to take steps
towards battling global warming. We must begin with the reduction of greenhouse gas. Furthermore,
they need to monitor the consumption of gasoline. Subsequently, recycling must also be encouraged.

Parts of Speech
Words divided into different kinds or classes are called Parts of Speech. According to their uses; that is
according to the work they do in a Sentence.
In the parts of speech section, we will discuss identification, formation, and usage of every part of speech.
But you should be seriously careful about the usage and this is very important for your preparation.
Everywhere you will face the questions related to correct usage. So be serious about usage. Formation is
also discussed but that is for developing your vocabulary. It will go a long way to increase your aptitude
of forming new words if you know only the base word of that series. We will also discuss more or less
about identification. This is only for developing your basic foundation of English. In some other
universities, you may face some questions related to this. We will attribute on usage. So those who are
weaker in English are suggested to learn at least the usage of different parts of a sentence with other uses
of different rules. All the time we are highlighting the usage.

NOUN
Noun is a naming word of any place, thing, action, quality or nation etc.

Identification

Noun ‡Pbvi Dcvq
Rule: 01A noun is likely to have the following suffixes:
o ment – parliament, government, development, shipment, betterment, establishment BZ¨vw`
o ity – city, university, veracity, pity, parity, validity, polity, integrity BZ¨vw`
o ssion – session, mission, admission, possession, depression, obsession, submission BZ¨vw`|
o tion – station, fiction, motion, notion, potion, natation, ration, vacation, corporation BZ¨vw`|
o ness – business, idleness, sickness, baldness, weirdness, coarseness, hoarseness BZ¨vw`|
o ism – communism, militarism, cubism, paganism, Hinduism, imperialism, consumerism BZ¨vw`|
o ist – fist, gist, mist, list, protagonist, dramatist, egoist, socialist, vocalist, tourist BZ¨vw`|
o hood – boyhood, childhood, falsehood, livelihood, neighbourhood, knighthood BZ¨vw`|
o acy – bureaucracy, democracy, accuracy, adequacy, delicacy, diplomacy, intimacy BZ¨vw`|
o ery – bravery, drapery, archery, artillery, battery, bribery, artery, lottery, pottery BZ¨vw`|
o or – narrator, translator, orator, accelerator, rotor, administrator, assessor, contributor BZ¨vw`|
o er – achiever, adventurer, explorer, smoker, believer, canvasser, dancer, fighter BZ¨vw`|
o
o
o
o
o
o

ant- accountant, persistent, brilliant, contaminant, vacant, tolerant, assistant, consultant
age- breakage, wastage, package, language, advantage, damage, heritage, foliage
al- denial, proposal, refusal, dismissal, lethal, elliptical
ence- preference, dependence, interference, consequence, conference, confidence, sentence
ance- disturbance, circumstance, dominance, nuisance, endurance.
Ship- friendship, citizenship, leadership, statesmanship, clerkship, partnership, courtship, relationship,
companionship
o Cy- urgency, efficiency, frequency, accuracy, studency, emergency, mordicancy, piquancy

Write = writer
Amuse = amusement
Important = importance
True = truth
Honest = honesty
Submit = Submission
Believe = belief
Enthusiastic = Enthusiasm
Hard = hardship
Jealous = jealousy
Beg = beggar
Ock = bullock
Let = cutlet

Advertise =
advertisement
Create = Creation
Able = ability
Useful = usefulness
Waste = wastage
Agricultural = agriculture
Child = childhood
Free = freedom
Accurate = accuracy
Kin = Napkin
Tude = multitude
Let = booklet

Example-1:

Which suffix should be added to the verb „govern‟ in order to form a noun?
A ism
B ment
C ist
D ness
Explanation: A. Governism বলে ক োন শব্দ কনই,
B. Govern শব্দটির সোলথ „ment‟ ক োগ লর government হয়, োর মোলন সর োর।
C. Governist বলে ক োন শব্দ কনই
D. Governness শব্দটি exist লর নো।
Example-2
This was, of course, an open invitation to trivial forms of corruption and ––– (bribe).
(a) bribance
(b) bribery
(c) bribal
(d) bribe.
Explanation: bribe word টির র ry suffix টি ক োগ হলেই এ টি অথথলবোধ noun োওয়ো োয় bribery

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

suffix ance ুক্ত হলয়লে। ট ন্তু এর ক োলনো অথথ কনই
suffix ery ক োগ হলয় অথথলবোধ noun গঠন লরলে। তোই b হলে সটঠ উত্তর।
bribe এর সোলথ al ুক্ত হলয় ক োলনো অথথলবোধ word গঠন লর নো।
bribe এ টি verb। সোধোরণ বোল ের কশলে verb বলসনো। এলত লর বোল ের অথথ সম্পূণথরূল প্র োশ োয় নো। এই বোল ে bribe
verb টি last এ বসোলে বো েটি সটঠ অথথ প্র োশ রলত োলর নো। তোই bribe বসলবনো।

Example-3
which suffix should be added after the verb “assist” in order to form a noun?
(a) or
(b) ant
(c) ist (d) ness
Explanation: assist verb টির র ant ক োগ রলেই এ মোত্র noun োওয়ো োয় ো হলেো assistant. সুতরোাং সটঠ উত্তর হলব option b
বোট গুলেো ক ন গ্রহণল োগে নয় তো sheet এর rule-1 এ বেোখ্েো রো আলে।
Example-4
Which suffix should we use to turn the adjective happy into a noun?
(a) er
(b) ness
(c) ery
(d) ism
সটঠ উত্তর হলব option b.
Explanation: assist verb টির র ant ক োগ রলেই এ মোত্র noun োওয়ো োয় ো হলেো assistant. সুতরোাং সটঠ উত্তর হলব option b
বোট গুলেো ক ন গ্রহণল োগে নয় তো sheet এর rule-1 এ বেোখ্েো রো আলে।

Rule: 02- Article, adjective, preposition, possessive Gi ci GKwU gvÎ word _vK‡j †mUv Noun nq|
Example:
● I walked for a while.

Jim stopped and thought for a _______. Which word should be used to fill the blank?
A. momentary
B. momentarily
C. moment
D. momentarize
Explanation: A. Momentary শব্দটি adjective
B. momentarily শব্দটি adverb
C. Article „a‟ এর র এ টি noun বসলব। Moment শব্দটি এ টি noun.
D. Momentarize বলে ক োন শব্দ কনই।
Example-2:
Asif is a clever boy
The underlined word indicate(a) adverb
(b) noun
(c) adjective
(d) verb
Explanation: boy is a word that indicate common noun. তোই সটঠ উত্তর হলব option b. অনে ক option গুকেো আলে কসগুলেো ক োলনো
noun এর জনে নো।
Example-3
“Raisa is a nice girl”
How many is there in the above sentence?
(a) 1
(b) 2
(c) 3
(d) 4
Explanation: sentence টিলত দুইটি noun আলে এবাং তোরো হলে raisa এবাং girl। girl হলে common noun আর Raisa হলে proper noun
। তোই সটঠ উত্তর হলব option b.
Example-4
“I broke the glass by mistake”
How many noun is there in the sentence.
(a) 1
(b) 2
(c) 0
(d) 3
Explanation: glass হলে এই sentence এ এ মোত্র uncountable noun. এেোড়ো বোট গুলেো subject, verb এবাং object এর অন্তর্ুথক্ত। তোই
সটঠ উত্তর হলব option a.

Rule: 03- ev‡K¨ (no, any, many, much, e¨w³evPK Object) Gici Word wU Noun nq|
Example:

She has made no ______ so far. Which word should be used to fill the blank?
A commitment
C commit

B committed
D none of the above

Explanation: A. Commitment gap এ বসোলে sentence টির অথথ match লর। তোেোডো no এর র noun হ ।
B. Committed gap এ বসোলে অথথ match লর নো।
C. Commit gap এ বসোলে অথথ match লর নো।
D. খ্লনো Answer হলব নো।
Rule: 04- Article Ges preposition Gi ga¨Kvi word wU Noun nq|
Example: The _____ is his hobby
A dancing
B dancer
C dunce
D dance
Ans: D
Explanation: A. „The dancing‟ construction টি র্ুে।
B. „the dancer‟ construction টি র্ুে।
C. „Dunce‟ শব্দটির অর্থ „dance‟ কথল টর্ন্ন।
D. এখ্োলন „to dance‟ এ টি infinitive. ZvQvov এটি gap এ বসোলে অথথ match লর।)
Rule: 05- Part of speech Gi 8wU fv‡Mi cÖwZwU Noun nq|
Example: The word “Noun” is- Noun
The word „pronoun‟ is a-

A noun
B pronoun
C adverb
D interjection
Ans: A
Explanation: A. Pronoun শব্দটি এ টি parts of speech এর নোম, অতএব এটি এ টি noun।
B. Pronoun noun এর cwie‡Z© বলস।
C. Adverb verb ক describe লর।
D. Interjection হে টবস্ময় সূচ শব্দসমুহ।
Rule: 06- wKQz verb Av‡Q †h¸‡jv g~j verb Gici object wn‡m‡e e‡m Noun Gi KvR K‡i| †hgbExample: He wants help, we want love.
Jack seeks _______.
A. Know
B. Knowing
C. Knowingly
D. Knowledge
Ans: D
Explanation: A. „seek‟ verb টির র আলর টি verb বসলব নো।
B. „seek‟ verb টির র আলর টি verb বসলব নো।
C. „seek‟ verb টির র adverb বসলব নো।
D. „seek‟ verb টির র noun বসলব
Rule: 07- Gerund, Participle Ges infinitive Gi object wn‡m‡e Noun e¨eüZ nq|
Example: Walking is a good exercise.

Modelling is one of his hobbies. এখ্োলন „Modelling‟ শব্দটিA. Infinitive
B. Participle
C. Gerund
D. Verbal noun
Ans: C
Explanation:
A. To এর র verb থো লে এল বেো হয় infinitive
B. Modelling শব্দটি participle নয়।
C. -ing structure থো ো সলেও এই শব্দটি এ টি noun
D. Modelling শব্দটি verbal noun নয়।)

Extra rule:
Noun খ্ুলজ োওয়োর এ টি উোয় হলে verb ক question রলত হলব what এবাং who/whom এই গুলেো টদলয়। টদ এগুলেো বেবহোর লর
question রোর র ক answer োওয়অ োলব কসই word টি টদ sentence এর টর্তর থোল তলব কসই word টি হলে noun। নীলচ example সহ
বুটিলয় কদয়ো হলেোExample-1:
The boy is running (who is running?)
question টির উত্তর হলব the boy. তোর মোলন the boy হলে sentence টির noun
Example-2:
“We respect their sacrifice” find out the noun?
(a) we
(b) respect
(c) their
(d) their sacrifice
বেোখ্েো: sentence টির verb হলে respect. টনয়ম অনু োয়ী verb ক টদ প্রশ্ন রো হয় what we respect? উত্তর হলব their sacrifice তোই সটঠ
উত্তর হলব option d.
Extra example
How many noun is there in the following sentence?
Jyoti who lives in the village, went in her aun‟s car to the theater in Andheri, taking her cat with her.
(a) 7
(b) 6
(c) 8
(d) 9

There are some clues to identify a Noun.
� A word used as the subject or object of a verb is a Noun.
Beauty is truth. I see a bird.
� The object of Gerund, Participle or Infinitive is a Noun.
To tell the truth is hard.
Reading books is always amusing.
Seeing a tiger, I turned pale.
� If you see a word used after the preposition, it is a Noun.
Love came from Heaven.
He believes in God.
� If you see only a word after articles (a, an, the) it is a Noun.
He is a genius.
The rich are not always happy.

Formation
GKwU g~j word Gi mv‡_ suffix A_ev prefix hy³ n‡q wewfbœ parts of speech G cwiYZ nq| ZvB GKwU word Gi mv‡_
wKfv‡e suffix A_ev prefix hy³ n‡q wewfbœ parts of speech G cwiYZ nq, Zv wb‡Pi example wU ‡`L‡j fvjfv‡e eyS‡Z
cvi‡eÑ
Communicate (V. †hvMv‡hvM i¶v Kiv)
Communication (N. †hvMv‡hvM)
Communicative (Adj. evPvj)
Communicable (Adj. m`vjvcx)
Communicator (N. †hvMv‡hvM i¶vKvix)
� Verb Gi mv‡_ er/r (Suffix) ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Speak = Speaker, Make = Maker, sing – singer
� Verb Gi mv‡_ ee/e ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Pay = Payee,
Examine = Examinee
� Verb Gi †k‡l ery ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Bake = Bakery
� Verb Gi †k‡l ar ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Beg = Beggar
� Verb Gi †k‡l tion/ion ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
express – expression
emancipate–emancipation
apply – application
eradicate - eradication
� Verb Gi †k‡l ment ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
commit – commitment
embezzle –embezzlement
disappoint – disappointment
� Verb Gi †k‡l iour ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Behave = Behaviour
� Verb Gi †k‡l age ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Block = Blockage,
Cover = Coverage
� Verb Gi †k‡l or ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Visit = Visitor,
Act = Actor
inspect – inspector
invent – inventor

�
�
�
�
�
�

Verb Gi †k‡l ce ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvq t
Present = Presence, Absent = Absence
Verb Gi †k‡l th ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Grow = Growth,
Deep = Depth
Verb Gi †k‡l al ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Refuse = Refusal,
Propose = Proposal
Verb Gi †k‡l y ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Discover = Discovery
Verb Gi †k‡l ance/ ence ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
eloquent – eloquence
coherent – coherence
competent – competence
Verb Gi †k‡l sion/ion ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Express = Expression,

�
�
�
�
�
�

Divide = Division

Adjective Gi †k‡l ness ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
great – greatness
conscious– consciousness.
Adjective Gi †k‡l cy ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Efficient = Efficiency, Proficient = Proficiency
Adjective Gi †k‡l y ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Honest = Honesty,
Modest = Modesty
Adjective Gi †k‡l ship ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
Hard = Hardship
Adjective Gi †k‡l ity ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
continuous – continuity, garrulous – garrulity
Adjective Gi †k‡l ism ‡hvM K‡i Noun MVb Kiv hvqt
dynamic – dynamism optimistic – pessimism
euphemistic – euphemism

Example:
Verb of the word "Justification" is
A. justice
B. justify
C. justifiable
D. justifiably
(Explanation: Option গুটের parts of speech থোক্রলমjustice- noun, justify- verb,
justifiable- adjective, justifiably- adverb
„justify‟ শব্দটি এ টি verb ক ননো এটি দ্বোরো এ টি োজ সম্পোদন কবোিোলনো হলে।)
Verb of the word 'simplification' is − .
A. simply
B. simplicity
C. simplistic
D. simplify
Explanation: Option গুটের parts of speech থোক্রলমSimply- adverb
simplicity- noun
Simplistic- adjective
simplify- verb
„simplify‟ শব্দটি এ টি verb ক ননো এটি দ্বোরো এ টি োজ সম্পোদন রো কবোিোলনো হলে।)
The word survival is a noun. What is its verb form?
A. survey
B. service
C. survive
D. swerve(Explanation: Option গুটের meaning থোক্রলমsurvey- জটর service- কসবো survive- টিল থো ো
swerve- গটতথ টরবতথন রো
Meaning এর টদ কথল টবলবচনো রলে কবোিো োয় option B is correct.)
What is the noun of the adjective „polite‟?

A. Politic
B. Polity
C. Politeness
D. Polished
(Explanation: Option গুটের meaning থোক্রলমPolitic- রোজননটত
Polity- টবটধবদ্ধ সমোজ
Politeness- র্দ্রতো
Polished-মোটজথত
Find out the noun from the following –
A. National
B. Nationally
C. Nationalize
D. Nationality
Explanation: Option গুটের parts of speech থোক্রলমNational- adjective
Nationally- adverb
Nationalize- verb
Nationality- noun
„ity‟ suffix ক োগ লর noun টি গটঠত হলয়লে।)

Usage
Rule # 1: Subject Ges Object wn‡m‡e †Kvb word ‡K e¨envi Ki‡Z n‡j H word wU‡K Noun G cwieZ©b K‡i e¨envi Ki‡Z n‡e|
For Example:
Happiness means different things to different people.
We have already evaluated your performance.
Allocation of resources is the main theme of Economics. [Not allocate or allocated]
Coherence is necessary for writing.
Fill in the gap with any one of the following ––––– is an ancient source of energy.
(a) The wind
(b) winds
(c) wind (d) A wind
Explanation: wind word টির countable এবাং uncountable উর্য় টহলসলব বেবহোর রো োয়। আমোলদর বোল ের ধরণ এবাং option গুলেোর অথথ
টমটেলয় সবচোইলত গ্রহণল োগে উত্তর গ্রহণ রলত হলব। এখ্োলন option (a) the wind countable noun। এ ইর্োলব option (c) কতই wind ক
uncountable noun টহলসলব কদয়ো হলয়লে। তোই এখ্োলন সটঠ উত্তর হলব option (c)
Rule # 2 : Preposition Gi ci noun e‡m For Example:
English is used for communication.
He is good in English.
He believes in honesty.
He was craving for affection.
He depends on my generosity.
„Sally is good at ________. She is nearly fluent.‟ Which word should be used to fill the blank?

A Japan
B Japanese
C Both
D none
Ans: B
Explanation :A. „at‟ preposition এর র noun বসলব। Option A noun হওয়ো সলেও প্রল োজে নয় বোল ের meaning এবাং
context এর Kvi‡Y
B. Gap c~iY রোর জনে এটি থোথথ।
C. বোল ের meaning এবাং context এর Kvi‡Y এটি র্ুে
D. Option B টঠ । )
Rule # 3: Common Noun wKsev Collective Noun GKUv sentence G †h Ae¯’v‡bB AvmyK bv †Kb, H Noun wU KL‡bvB
GKv GKv Av‡m bv| ‡m‡¶‡Î Noun wU Determiner (a, an, the, this, that etc.) mn e‡m A_ev Plural n‡q e‡m|
A boy/ Boys is/are coming.
Choose the correct sentence.
A. We take decisions based on some informations

B. We take decision based on some information
C. We take decisions based on some information
D. We take a decision based on some informations

A. এখ্োলন র্ুে হলে noun এর লর খ্লনো ক োলনো noun এর plural form হলব নো। ট ন্তু এখ্োলন noun এর লর information
এলসলে ো র্ুে।
B. Singular countable noun এর ূলবথ article বসলব। ট ন্তু এখ্োলন decision এর আলগ ক োলনো article বলসটন। তোই এই
option টি র্ুে।
C. এই option টি সটঠ । োরণ এখ্োলন decision এর plural form বলসলে এবাং some এর র information এর singular
form বলসলে এবাং some এর র information এর singular form বলসলে।
D. A এর মত
Rule # 4: Article Ges Determiner Gi ci hw` ïay GKwU word _v‡K Z‡e H word wU Aek¨B Noun n‡e K‡qKwU myÎ t
(i) Determiner + Noun : The communication
(ii) Determiner + Adjective + Noun: The communicative system

The ________ ________ Dwight has developed is unhealthy
A defenses mechanism
B mechanism defense
C defense mechanism
D defense of mechanism
Ans: C
Explanation: A. Defense adjective টি pluralize হলবনো।
B. Determiner + Adjective + Noun format টি অনুসরন রো হয়টন।
C. Determiner + Adjective + Noun format টি অনুসরন রো হলয়লে।
D Determiner + Adjective + Noun format টি অনুসরন রো হয়টন।
Rule # 5: The + Noun + Preposition + Determiner + Noun : The possession of this room
For Example:
The poverty of people in the rural areas is not as visible as that of people in the city.
The history of this genetic engineering is not very old.
.
Fill in the gap with any one of the followingThe ____ ____ ____ people made the project a success
A of work many
B work many of
C works of many
D of many work
Ans: C
Explanation: A. The + Noun + Preposition + Determiner + Noun format টি follow হয়টন
B. The + Noun + Preposition + Determiner + Noun format টি follow হয়টন
C. The + Noun + Preposition + Determiner + Noun format টি follow হলয়লে।
D. The + Noun + Preposition + Determiner + Noun format টি follow হয়টন
Rule # 6: Possessive, Infinitive, Gerund Ges Participle Gi ci hw` †Kvb word e¨eüZ nq Zvn‡j I †mB word
wU‡K Noun G form K‡i use Ki‡Z n‡e|
For Example:
I like him for his honesty.
I wanted to know the destination.
To tell a lie is a great sin.

Building house is very costly.
Seeing a child drowning, he jumped into the river.

The professor is known for his _____. Which word should be used to fill the blank?
A wise
B wiseness
C wisdom
D wiseity
Ans: C
Explanation: A. wise শব্দটি এ টি adjective. Gap এ এ টি noun বসলব।
B. „wiseness‟ শব্দটি exist লর নো
C. Wisdom এ টি noun. Gap ুরন রোর জনে এটি থোথথ।
D. „wisety‟ শব্দটি exist লর নো
Rule # 7: GgbwK Preposition¸ ‡jvi c‡i hw` †Kvb VerbI Av‡m Zvn‡j H verb ¸‡jv‡K Ñ ing †hv‡M Gerund K‡i A_v©r
Noun G form K‡i use Ki‡Z n‡e|
For Example:
He saved the child after jumping in the river.
.
He is wearing the shirt for going to University.
He boasts __ ____ everything individually
A. accomplisher of
B. accomplished of
C. of accomplishing
D. of accomplishing
Ans C

Explanation: A. preposition+ ing structure format টি follow হয়টন।
B. preposition+ ing structure format টি follow হয়টন।
C. preposition+ ing structure format টি follow হলয়লে।
D. preposition+ ing structure format টি follow হয়টন।
Exercise: Find out the Noun from the following.
(1) A. Accommodation
B. Accommodate
C. Accommodating
D. Accommodated.
(2) A. Accumulation
B. Accumulate
C. Accumulating
D. Accumulated.
(3) A. Barbar
B. Barbarize
C. Barbarian
D. Barbarous.
(4) A. Beautiful
B. Beauty
C. Beautifully
D. Beautily
(5) A. General
B. Generalization
C. Generally
D. Generaling.
(6) A. Necessarily
B. Necessary
C. Necessitate
D. Necessity
(7) A. Wonderful
B. Wonderfully
C. Wonder
D. Wonderingly
(8) A. Except
B. Excepted
C. Excepting
D. Exception.
(9) A. Marry
B. Marriage
C. Married
D. Marriageable.
(10) A. officer
B. official
C. officially
D. officiate.

Answer keys:
1.a 2.a 3.a 4.b 5.b 6.d 7.c 8.d 9.b 10.a

COUNTABLE AND UNCOUNTABLE NOUN

Nouns are also divided into 2 classes - countable and uncountable noun. You are probably introduced
with these two types. Countable Nouns can be divided into two types- singular and plural.

Noun
Countable

Uncountable
Singular

Plural

It is important to distinguish between countable and uncountable noun. That is because several determiners
are used with only countable nouns whereas others are used only with uncountable nouns. Moreover, in subject-verb
agreement, you will have to identify whether a noun is singular or plural.
To distinguish between countable and uncountable, remember one thing; if you know the plural form of a
noun, then it is certainly countable.

MYbvi w`K †_‡K Noun †K `yB fv‡M fvM Kiv nq| h_v:
01. Countable Noun: ‡h Noun †K MYbv Kiv hvq Zv‡K Countable Noun ejv nq| †hgb- Chair, Table, Mobile,
Book etc.
02. Uncountable Noun: †h Noun †K MYbv bv K‡i cwigvc Kiv nq Zv‡K Uncountable Noun/non-count Noun ejv
nq| ‡hgb: Mil, Honesty, Love, hate etc.
Countable Noun Gi •ewkó¨:
i. G‡`i c~‡e© Article e‡m|
ii. G‡`i mv‡_ s/es hy³ nq|
iii. G‡`i singular ev plural `ywU form-B Kiv hvq|
iv. a/an/the ‡h †Kvb possessive form Qvov Giv evK¨ MVb K‡i bv|
Non-countable/Uncountable Noun Gi •ewkó¨:
i. G‡`i ïay Singular form nq|
ii. G‡`i mv‡_ s/es hy³ nq bv|
iii. G‡`i c~‡e© Article e‡m bv|
Some aspects on Countable/ Uncountable Noun:
Rule - 01: wb¤œwjwLZ ‡kÖYxfz³ noun ¸‡jv mvaviYZ uncountable, Giv memgq singular, G‡`i †Kvb plural iƒc †bB| †hgb-

Advice, Scenery, homework, money, poetry, anger, ignorance, music, courage, information, news,
progress, damage, knowledge, patience, equipment, leisure, permission, fun, luck, bread, oil, ash,
furniture, ignorance, learning, meat, tea, oxygen, luggage, peace, shopping, butter, milk, rice, honesty,
working, wood, stream, sand, Japanese, poverty, iron, water, sugar, happiness, grass, vegetables etc.
Noun Bs‡iwR fvlvq Non- count Noun wn‡m‡e e¨eüZ nq| ‡hgb___ is not only thing that tourist want to see.
(Scenery)
Z‡e G‡`i m‡½ wKQz measure words (cwigvc Kiv hvq Ggb kã) †hvM K‡i countable Kiv hvq| †hgba piece of advice
Two pieces of advice
A piece of bread
Two pieces of bread
A piece of equipment
Two pieces of equipment
A piece of furniture
Two pieces of furniture
A piece of information Two pieces of information

A piece of jewellery
A bottle of shampoo
A piece of mail
A piece of music
A piece of news
A piece of toast
A loaf of bread
A slice of bread
An ear of corn
A bar of soap
A bolt of lightning
A clap of thunder
A gust of wind

Two pieces of jewellery
Two bottles of shampoo
Two pieces of mail
Two pieces of music
Two pieces of news
Two pieces of toast
Two loafs of bread
Two slices of bread
Two ears of corn
Two bars of soap
Two bolts of lightning
Two claps of thunder
Two gusts of wind

Ex: Hybrids have one more__ per plant than the other varieties. (ear of corn)
I need __ soap to wash my dress with. (a piece of)
Rule - 01:
hv‡`i GKK Av‡Q [†hgbt Time, Distance, Weight, Money, Length], Zviv Aek¨B uncountable| A_©vr Giv
KL‡bvB plural nq bv| wKš‘ G‡`i GKK¸‡jv Avevi countable A_©vr Giv plural n‡Z cv‡i|
For Example:
How much distance have you traveled?
I am five hundred miles away from home.
wKQy Uncountable Noun Avevi †¶Î we‡k‡l plural n‡Z cv‡i A_©vr countable n‡Z cv‡i Z‡e †mB‡¶‡Î A_© change
n‡q hvq| †hgb t
Time, Crop, Food, Water etc.
Choose the correct ans explanation সহ কদওয়ো হলেো।

A.
B.
C.
D.

His hairs are not straight
His hair is not straight but curly
His hair are straight and curly
His hairs are not straight but curly

বেোখ্েো: Hair এ টি uncountable noun। তোই এর সোলথ s বো es ক োগ হলব নো। তোই option B হলে সটঠ উত্তর।

Rule - 02:
Hundred, Thousand wKsev Million-Gi KL‡bvB plural nq bv|
For Example:
The total population is over 600 million.
Bangladesh has 130 million people.
(Not millions)
wKš‘ wbw`©ó msL¨v bv eywS‡q AMwYZ †evSv‡Z Avevi G‡`i mv‡_ s n‡Z cv‡i|
For Example:
Hundreds of our people starve everyday.
Pick the right answer:
A millions of dollars went missing.
B million of dollar went missing
C million of dollars went missing
D millions of dollar went missing

Ans A
Explanation: A. Dollars শলব্দর quantifier এখ্োলন pluralized হলব।
B. Dollars শলব্দর quantifier এখ্োলন pluralized হলব। dollar শব্দটিও pluralize রলত হলব।
C. Dollars শলব্দর quantifier এখ্োলন pluralized হলব।
D. dollar শব্দটি pluralize রলত হলব।
Rule - 03:
AmsL¨ kã Av‡Q hviv Uncountable Noun| wKš‘ GZ¸‡jv uncountable Noun Gi list †Zvgv‡`i gyL¯Í K‡i †Kvb jvf
†bB KviY wek¦we`¨vj‡qi fwZ© cix¶vq ïaygvÎ 2/3wU word B Ny‡i wd‡i Av‡m| Avi GKvi‡Y †Zvgv‡`i Rb¨ important 3/4wU
word wk¶K K¬v‡m ej‡eb †m¸‡jv †Zvgiv g‡b ivL‡e| Avi GKwU K_v g‡b ivL‡e †h, Giv KL‡bvB plural nq bv A_©vr s e‡m bv|
For Example:
The demonstrators broke the furniture of his room.
The scenery of Gulmarg is very charming.
Choose the correct sentence.
A.
B.
C.
D.

I need a few furnitures
I do not need many funitures
I do not need some furnitures
I need some furniture

বেোখ্েো: furniture এ টি uncountable noun. তোই এর plural form হলব নো। তোই এখ্োলন সটঠ উত্তর option D.

Rule - 04:
wKQy k‡ãi mv‡_ s _vKv m‡Ë¡I Zviv plural form wn‡m‡e e¨eüZ nq bv A_©vr Giv uncountable noun.
News, Politics, Economics, Ethics Mathematics, Innings etc.
For Example:
Since long no news has been heard.

_________ is my favorite subject.
A economic
✓ B economics
C The economics
D economist
Explanation:
A. এই শব্দটি এ টি adjective
B. singular noun „economics‟ এরসোলথ singular verb বসলব।
C. Subject এর নোম সবসময় noun হয় এবাং এর আলগ খ্লনো article বলস নো।
D. „economist‟ দ্বোরো এ জন বেটক্ত ক কবোিোন হয়।
Rule - 05:

wKQy kã Av‡Q hv‡`i mv‡_ s bv _vKv m‡Ë¡I Giv plural form A_v©r countable Noun.
People, Children, Cattle etc.
For Example:
The people are generally considered to be ignorant fellows.
The gentry of that place were invited to the meeting.
The _____ ____ grazing when I went to the hills.
A. cattle were
B. were cattle
C. cattles
D. is cattle

Ans: A
Explanation: A. Cattle শব্দটি plural. এ শব্দটির সোলথ Plural verb বসলব
B. cattle noun টি verb এর আলগ বসলব।
C. এই noun টি s ুক্ত লর pluralize রো োয়নো।
D. এ শব্দটির সোলথ plural verb বসলব
Rule - 06:
wKQy Noun Av‡Q hviv singular Ges plural G AcwiewZ©Z form G _v‡K| A_©vr plural n‡jI G‡`i mv‡_ KL‡bvB s nq
bv|
sheep, deer, pair, dozen, score
For Example:
Yesterday I bought a pair of shoes.
A _____ of apples have been wasted.
A. dozen B. dozens C. of dozen
D. none
Ans: A
Explanation: A Countable noun এর unit/quantifier টি এখ্োলন singular
B. Countable noun এর unit/quantifier টি এখ্োলন singular নয়।
C. preposition use রো োলবনো
D. not applicable
Rule - 07:
Uncountable Noun Gi mv‡_ KL‡bv †Kv‡bv msL¨vevPK kã e‡m bv| wKš‘ hw` KL‡bv †Kv‡bv msL¨vevPK kã‡K
uncountable Noun Gi mv‡_ use Ki‡Z nq †m‡¶‡Î of hy³ suitable ‡Kv‡bv kã em‡e|
For Example:
I have bought five furniture. (Inc.)
I have bought five pieces of furniture (Cor.)
I need to buy ----- grain to feed my family.
A. any
B. a sack of
C. a
D. much
Ans: B
Explanation: A. „any‟ determiner টি বসোলে sentence টি meaningful হয়নো।
B. Uncountable noun ক quantify রলত এই unit টি থো থ
C. article বেবহৃত হলব নো
D. much determiner টি বসোলে sentence টি meaningful হয়নো।
Rule - 08:
Kind Ges Type GB word `ywU hLb singular noun Gi mv‡_ e‡m †m‡¶‡Î kind Ges type wn‡m‡eB use nq| wKš‘ hw`
plural noun Gi mv‡_ e‡m †m‡¶‡Î kinds Ges types n‡q hvq|
We saw several kind of birds at the wildlife. (Inc)
We saw several kinds of birds at the wildlife.(Cor)
Pick the correct sentence:
A. the wines of California have distinct smells.
B. the wine of California have distinct smells
C. the wines of California has distinct smells
D. the wine of California have distinct smells
Ans: A
Explanation: A wines শব্দটি „different types of wine‟ অলথথ বেবহৃত হলয়লে।

B. wine শব্দটি pluralize রলত হলব
C. Plural noun এর সোলথ plural verb বেবহৃত হয়
D. wine শব্দটি pluralize রলত হলব

Rule - 09:
few
G‡`i ci plural countable
a few
noun + verb plural nq|
the few
very few
not a few
For Example:
Professor Stone keeps few chairs in his office because he doesn‟t have room for many.
Fill in the gap with any one of the following
I have –– scarves. I like to wear them when it‟s cold outside.
A. a few
B. much
C. a fews
D. few
Ans: A
Explanation:
Although southern California is densly populated, –––– live in the northern part of the state.
A. a little people B. A few the people
C. few people
D. a little of people
বেোখ্েো: few এর লর plural countable noun বলস। few এর র article বলসনো। এই োরলণ option C হলে correct answer.

Rule - 10:
little/bit
(G‡`i
ci
singular
a little / a bit
uncountable noun + verb
the little
singular nq|)
very little
not a little
For Example:
There is little time to waste.
My brother used to help a lot, but now he gives me little advice.
Fill in the gap with any one of the followingExplanation:
 ––––– is currently available to researches and physicians who study and treat acromegaly, a glandular disorder
characterized by enlargement and obesity.

A.
B.
C.
D.

The little information
Few information
Little information
A few information

বেোখ্েো: information এ টি uncountable noun. তোই এর আলগ few বো a few বসলবনো।
The little বসত টদ ক োলনো ট েু টনটদথষ্ট লর কবোিোলনো হত। ট ন্তু এখ্োলন তো হয়টন। এই োরলণ সটঠ উত্তর হলব option C
 There is ––– hope of his recovery.
A. many
B. little
C. very
D. few
বেোখ্েো: hope একটি singular uncountable noun. তোই টনয়ম অনু োয়ী এর আলগ little বসলব।

Rule - 11:
Use of Some / Any :
Some e¨eüZ nq positive / affirmative sentence G, wKš‘ Any e¨eüZ nq negative Ges question G|
For Example:
John has some money.
John doesn‟t have any money.
Fill in the blanks:
Harry wants ___ information. But she doesn‟t have ___ information to give him
A. any, any
B. Some some
C. Some, any
D. Any, some
Ans: C
Explanation: A. affirmative sentence এ some বেবহৃত হলব।
B. Negative sentence এ any বেবহৃত হলব।
C. some ও any থোথথ র্োলব বেবহৃত হলয়লে।
D. affirmative sentence এ some বেবহৃত হলব আর Negative sentence এ any বেবহৃত হলব
Rule - 12:
Countable Ges Uncountable Noun Gi mv‡_ determiner Gi e¨envi RvbvUv I Riæix| KviY †Kvb †Kvb
determiner Av‡Q hviv ïay Countable Gi mv‡_ use nq, †Kvb †Kvb determiner Av‡Q hviv ïay Un countable Gi mv‡_ use
nq Avevi †KD †KD Av‡Q hviv countable Ges uncountable `y‡Uvi mv‡_B e‡m| wb‡Pi QKwU fv‡jvgZ †Lqvj Ki :
Countable Noun
few, a few, the few
Many
number of
Several, another, both
Few, a few
Fewer
a, an, the
all (of the)
some (of the)
a lot of
a great deal of
almost all (of the)
Any

Uncountable Noun
Little, a little, the little
Much
amount of
--Little, a little
Less
The
all (of the)
Some (of the)
a lot of
a great deal of
almost all (of the)
Any

Choose the correct option to fill the blank space in the sentence
 How many engineering –––– there in Bangladesh.
(a) university, is
(b) universities, are
(c) universities, is
(d) university, are
বেোখ্েো: এখ্োলন many থো োর োরলণ noun এবাং verb উর্লয়ই plural হলব। তোই সটঠ উত্তর হলব option b
 “There is ––– an the roads today”
A. too many traffic
B. very much traffic

C. too much traffic
D. few traffics
বেোখ্েো: traffics এ টি uncountable noun. তোই এর আলগ few বো many ক োলনোটিই বসলব নো। আবোর very much আমরো use টর positive
ক োলনো ট েু কবোিোলনোর জলনে। তোই logically এখ্োলন সটঠ উত্তর option C.
 I don‟t have –––– spare time these days.
A. many
B. much
C. some
D. more
বেোখ্েো: সটঠ উত্তর হলব option B বেোখ্েো আলগর example এর মতই।
 I‟m trying to calculate ––––

A.
B.
C.
D.

How many money you owe me
You owe me how much money
You own me how much money
How much money you owe me.

বেোখ্েো: এখ্োলন money uncountable noun. তোই এর আলগ many হলব নো ট ন্তু much হলব। আর personal pronoun এর লর how বসলবনো।
তোই সটঠ উত্তর হলব option D.
 Choose the correct sentence

A.
B.
C.
D.

Less people get American visas now a days.
Less people get American visas now a days
Few people get American visa now a days.
Fewer people get American visas now a days.

বেোখ্েো: এখ্োলন people এ টি plural countable noun. Plural countable noun এর আলগ few বলস। ট ন্তু এখ্োলন আলগর সোলথ তুেনো লর ম
মোনুে োর এই টবেয়িো বুিোলনো হলয়লে। তোই এখ্োলন few এর comparative degree fewer বসলব। তোই সটঠ উত্তর হলব D.
Choose the most suitable answer.
The police have collected –––– about the crime.
A. Many information
B. many information‟s
C. a lot of information
D. a lot of information‟s
বেোখ্েো: information এ টি uncountable noun. তোই এর সোলথ s বো es ক গো হলেো। আর এর আলগ টনয়মোনু োয়ী a lot of বসলব। তোই সটঠ উত্তর
option C.
 How many erross are there in the following sentence?
Certain infections are made by both viral and bacterial elements that makes treatment of those infection difficult
A. 1
B. 2
C. 3
D. 4
E. 5
বেোখ্েো: infection এবাং element uncountable noun হওয়োয় s বো es ুক্ত হলবনো। সটঠ উত্তর option B.

PRONOUN PART 01
A Pronoun is a word used instead of a Noun;
John is absent, because he is ill.

Formation

I
We

Me
Us

Possessive form
Possessive
Possessive
Adjective
Pronoun
My
Mine
Our
Ours

You
It
He
She
They

You/thee/thou
It
Him
Her
Them

Your/thine
Its
His
Her
Their

One
who

one
Whom

One’s
whose

Subject
Pronoun

Object
Pronoun

Yours
its
His
Heres
Theirs

Reflexive Pronoun
Myself
Ourselves
Yourself/yourselves
Itself
Himself
Herself
Themselves

Usage
Rule - 01:
Verb Gi Subject wn‡m‡e hw` †Kvb Pronoun Av‡m Zvn‡j Nominative form n‡e Avi verb Gi object wn‡m‡e hw`
†Kvb Pronoun Av‡m Zvn‡j objective form n‡e|
For Example:
He and they followed me and her.
I saw her at the play.
Fill in the blank
My brother gave ____ a present for her birthday.
A. she
B. she’s
C. herself
D. her
Ans: D
Explanation A. Subject pronoun ‘she’ object এর জায়গায় বসবব না
B. ‘She is’ এর contraction হল ‘she’s’
C. Reflexive pronoun এখাবন বযবহৃত হবব না
D. Object form of pronoun object এর জায়গায় বসবব
Rule - 02:
Infinitive, Gerund wKsev Participle Gi Object wn‡m‡e hw` †Kvb Pronoun Av‡m Zvn‡j H Pronoun wU‡K objective
form K‡i use Ki‡Z n‡e|
For Example:
They tried to follow me.
After dropping Sujana and her, I came here.
Fill in the blank:
I want to see ___
A. she
C. herself

B. he’s
D. her

Ans: D

Explanation: ‘To see’ এর সাবে subject form of pronoun বসবব না
B. ‘he is’ এর contraction হল ‘he’s’
C. ‘To see’ এর সাবে reflexive pronoun বসবব না
D. ‘To see’ এর সাবে object form of pronoun বসবব
Rule - 03:
Subject + verb + Objective pronoun/noun + Infinitive (to+verb). A_©vr tell, order, oblige, compel, allow,
permit, teach, instruct, warn, urge, advise, tempt, encourage, request, forbid, show, how, remind, etc Gi
ci Object + Infinitive e‡m|
For Example:
The commander ordered them to go.
Fill in the blank:
The teacher permitted us __ ____ the museum.
A. to visit B. to visiting
C. visit
D. visitor
Ans: A
Explanation: A. ‘To visit’ infinitive হওয়ায় gap এ বসবব
B. –ing structure এর প্রবয়াজন বনই
C. ‘Visit’ infinitive না হওয়ায় এটি বসবব না
D. Visitor একটি noun হওয়ায় এটি বসবব না
Rule - 04:
Preposition Gi object wn‡m‡e hw` †Kvb Pronoun Av‡m Zvn‡j H Pronoun wU‡K objective form G use Ki‡Z n‡e|
For Example:
You can depend on him and her.
wKQy Uncommon Word [between, among, except, like, but (=except), behind, beneath etc.] Av‡Q hviv
Preposition wn‡m‡e KvR K‡i| A_©vr, G‡`i c‡i I objective form n‡e|
Distribute these mangoes between you and me.
Students like us should not do this.
Fill in the blank:
He always looks after ___
A. myself B. mine
C. my
D. me
Ans: D
Explanation: A. ‘myself’ pronounটি reflexive না হওয়ায় এখাবন বসবব না
B. ‘mine’ pronoun টি possessive হওয়ায় এখাবন বসবব না
C. ‘my’ pronoun টি possessive হওয়ায় এখাবন বসবব না
D. ‘me’ pronoun টি object form হওয়ায় এখাবন বসবব
Rule - 05:
Be verb (am, is, are, was, were etc.) Gi complement wn‡m‡e hw` †Kvb Pronoun Av‡m Zvn‡j H Pronoun wU
Nominative form n‡e|
For Example:
It is he who did this.
Hers is she.
 It was us who had left
Fill in the gap with any one of the followingIt was – who first noticed the difference.
A. me
B. I

C. myself
D. mine
Ans: B
Explanation: A. ‘me’ pronoun টি subject form না হওয়ায় এখাবন বসবব না
B. I pronoun টি subject form হওয়ায় এখাবন বসবব
C. ‘my’ pronoun টি possessive হওয়ায় এখাবন বসবব না
D. ‘me’ pronoun টি object form হওয়ায় এখাবন বসবব না
Rule - 06:
Who/Whom Gi e¨envi :
Who + Verb -----Whom + Noun/ Pronoun----Verb Gi Subject wn‡m‡e †Kv‡bv cÖKvi wPšÍvfvebv QvovB who use Ki‡Z n‡e| Avi Noun/pronoun Gi mv‡_ whom use
Ki‡Z n‡e KviY G‡¶‡Î whom wU verb Gi object nq|
For Example:
I know the man who is waiting for you.
You are the lady whom he wants.
wKš‘ wb‡Pi example wUi gZ I A‡bK sentence cvIqv hvq|
You are the lady who I think is waiting for me.
 Avi GRb¨ who/whom Gi e¨envi GKUz RwUj e‡j K¬v‡k †hfv‡e example w`‡q †evSv‡bv n‡e †mLvb †_‡K †evSvi †Póv
Ki|
For Example:
Tell this who/whom looks confident.
Tell this who/whom you find.
Tell this who/whom you think is confident.
Rule - 07:
Relative Pronoun (who, which, that) Gi c‡i Verb memgq Zvi antecedent Abyhvqx n‡e A_©vr relative pronoun
Gi immediately Av‡M †h Noun ev pronoun Av‡Q †mUv Abyhvqx n‡e|
For Example:
It is you who are responsible for this.
I have lost the books which were bought from this store
[Here the verb after the relative pronoun is determined by I]
Choose the correct verb form:
It is I who ___ your friend.
A. that
B. am
C. is
D. has
Ans: B
Explanation: A. ‘I’ pronoun টির সাবে that বসবব না
B. ‘I’ pronoun টির সাবে ‘am’ verb টি ববস
C. ‘I’ pronoun টির সাবে ‘is’ verb টি ববস না
D. ‘I’ pronoun টির সাবে কখবনা ‘has’ verb টি ববস না
Rule - 08:
Positive Degree ‡Z e¨eüZ so……. as, as Ges Comparative Degree-‡Z e¨eüZ than Gi c‡i Subject Pronoun n‡e hw`
subject- Gi mv‡_ Zzjbv Kiv nq| wKš‘, hw` object- Gi mv‡_ Zzjbv Kiv nq Z‡e object pronoun n‡Z cv‡i|
For Example:
Inc: He is taller than I. [GLv‡b He Gi mv‡_ I- Gi Zzjv Kiv n‡”Q|]
My teacher loves me more than him. [GLv‡b me Gi mv‡_ him- Gi Zzjbv n‡”Q|]

Fill in the blank
My friend Risti is more athletic than ____
A. I
B. my
C. me
D. mine
Ans: A
Explanation:
A. Subject pronoun ‘I’ comparison োকার Kvi‡Y এখাবন প্রব াজয
B. Possessive pronoun ‘my’ এখাবন প্রব াজয নয়
C. Object pronoun ‘me’ এখাবন প্রব াজয নয়
D. Possessive pronoun ‘mine’ এখাবন প্রব াজয নয়
Rule - 09:
Sujbect + Be verb Gi c‡i Subject Pronoun e‡m|
Exercises:
Inc : It was her whom everyone wanted to win.
Corr : It was she whom everyone wanted to win.
Inc : Is it them at the door again?
Corr : Is it they at the door again?
Inc : This is him speaking.
Corr : this is he specking.
Choose the correct sentence:
A. The man that said that was a fool.
B. The man who said that was a fool.
C. The man, that said that, was a fool.
D. The man which said that was a fool.
Ans: B
Explanation A. এখাবন ‘that’ টিবয় ‘man’ বক describe করা ায়না
B. ‘who’ pronoun টি ‘man’ বক describe করার জনয োেথ
C. এখাবন phrasing error টবরাজমান
D. এখাবন ‘that’ টিবয় ‘man’ বক describe করা ায়না
Rule - 10: They wKsev them KL‡bvB †Kvb Relative Pronoun Gi antecedent n‡Z cv‡i bv| †m‡¶‡Î They wKsev
them bv n‡q those use nq|
For Example:
God helps those who help themselves.
Those who are guilty will be punished..
Fill in the blank
This is the girl ____ stole my briefcase!
A. that
B. who
C. those
D. can
Ans: B
Explanation: A. ‘that’ relative pronoun হওয়া সবেও ‘girl’ বক describe করবত পাবরনা
B. ‘who’ relative pronoun টি ‘girl’ noun বক describe করছ
C. ‘that’ relative pronoun হওয়া সবেও ‘girl’ বক describe করবত পাবরনা
D. Not applicable

PRONOUN PART 02
Rule - 11: hw` Subject plural nq Z‡e sentence Gi verb Ges possessive DfqB plural nq| Avevi hw` Subject
singular nq Z‡e sentence Gi verb Ges possessive DfqB singular nq|
For Example:
They are going to their college.
He is going to his college.

Subject Abycv‡Z sentence Gi possessive nq|
For Example:
One should study one’s lesson.
One must do one’s duty.
�
The more hemoglobin one has, the more oxygen is carried to − cells.
A. its
B. our
C. their
D. one's
Ans: D
Explanation: A. „one‟ এর সাথে „its‟ pronoun টি বসথব না
B. „one‟ এর সাথে „our‟ pronoun টি বসথব না
C. „one‟ এর সাথে „their‟ pronoun টি বসথব না
D. „one‟ এর সাথে „one‟s‟ pronoun টি বসথব
Rule - 12:
Verb Gi Subject wn‡m‡e hw` †Kvb Clause Av‡m †hLv‡b clause wU GKwU fact ‡K represent K‡i †m‡¶‡Î clause marker
wn‡m‡e †ewkifvM ‡¶‡Î Avgiv that ‡K use Kwi| A_©vr That Clause ‡Kvb Verb Gi Subject wn‡m‡e use n‡Z cv‡i|
For Example:
That he is poor is known to me.
Fill in the gap:
----- Polok is a good cricketer is known to allA. Our
B. When
C. Therefore
D. That
Ans: D
Explanation: A. „Our‟ টিথে এখাথন statement of fact ববাঝাথনা যাথে না
B. „When‟ টিথে এখাথন statement of fact ববাঝাথনা যাথে না
C. „Therefore‟ টিথে এখাথন statement of fact ববাঝাথনা যাথে না
D. „That‟ টিথে এখাথন statement of fact ববাঝাথনা হথেথে
Rule - 13:
Gerund Gi Av‡M hw` †Kvb Pronoun nq Zvn‡j H Pronoun wU Possessive form G nq|
For Example:
She regrets her leaving
Avi hw` Infinitive Gi Av‡M †Kv‡bv Pronoun nq †m‡¶‡Î Pronoun wU Objective form G n‡e|
Fill in the blank:
Do you mind ____ smoking?
A. me
B. mine
C. myself
D. my
Ans: A.
Explanation A. Gerund ববাঝাথে object pronoun বযবহার হথবনা
B. Gerund ববাঝাথে possessive pronoun বযবহার হথবনা
C. Gerund ববাঝাথে reflexive pronoun বযবহার হথব না
D. Gerund ববাঝাথে possessive pronoun বযবহার হথব

Rule - 14:
Complement Gi g‡a¨ hw` Ggb †Kv‡bv Pronoun _v‡K †hwU Subject ‡K wb‡`©k K‡i, †m‡¶‡Î Pronoun wU Reflexive
form G n‡e|
For Example:
He tried to console himself.
Fill in the blank:
I did it ____
A. me
B. mine
C. myself
D. my
Ans: C.
Explanation: A. Complement ববাঝাথে object pronoun বযবহার হথবনা
B. Complement ববাঝাথে possessive pronoun বযবহার হথবনা
C. Complement ববাঝাথে reflexive pronoun বযবহার হথব
D. Complement ববাঝাথে possessive pronoun বযবহার হথবনা
Rule - 15:
wb‡Pi Pronoun Gi wewfbœ form ¸‡jv †Lqvj Ki Ges cv_©K¨ †evSvi †Póv K‡iv Ges G‡`i‡K use Kivi mgq mZK©fv‡e use
Ki|
he‟s
= he is
his
= possessive form of he
who‟s
= who is
whose
= possessive form of who
they‟re
= they are
their
= possessive form of they.
Choose the correct sentence.
A. Jahir's the guy who giving us a ride
B. Jahir's the guy he giving us a ride
C. Jahir's the guy whose giving us a ride
D. Jahir's the guy who's giving us a ride
Explanation: cÖ‡Z¨KwU Pronoun ‡Kv‡bv bv †Kv‡bv Noun Gi cwie‡Z© e‡m| A_©vr cÖ‡Z¨K Pronoun Gi Aek¨B
antecedent _v‡K| G‡¶‡Î H Pronoun Gi mv‡_ antecedent Gi Number, Person Ges Gender Abyhvqx wgj ev m½wZ
_vK‡Z n‡e| GB Pronoun antecedent agreement wb‡q Avgv‡`i 10 bs †jKPv‡i Av‡jvPbv n‡e|
Rule - 16:
evsjvq (Avwg, Zzwg I †m) ejv nq, wKš‘ Bs‡iwR‡Z (Zzwg, †m I Avwg) Gfv‡e e¨eüZ nq|
For Example: You, he and I are to organize the show.
� Which one of the following sentences is correct?
A. Selim, you and I shall be punished.
B. I, you and Selim shall be punished.
C. You, me and Selim shall be punished.
D. You, Selim and I shall be punished.
* Avevi †`vl ¯^xKvi Ki‡j (Avwg, Zzwg I †m) Gfv‡eB e¨eüZ nq|
For Example: I, you and he are in the wrong.
Rule - 17: Each, Either, Neither, Every, One BZ¨vw` Øviv ïiæ nIqv Subject Gi Pronoun wU Singular n‡e|
Example:
1. Each of the boys is responsible for his duty.
Fill in the blanks:
One of the boys has taken ___ post.

A. have
B. their
C. his
D. theirs
Ans: C
Explanation A. gap এ verb বসথব না
B. এখাথন একটি singular pronoun বসথব। „Their‟ একটি plural pronoun
C. „One‟ এর সাথে singular pronoun „his‟ বসথব
D. „Theirs‟ একটি plural pronoun
Rule - 18: Several, Both, Few BZ¨vw` Øviv ïiæ nIqv Subject Gi Pronoun wU Plural n‡e|
Example: Several of the boys have done their duty properly
Both of the students seem to ___ fled the country.
A. have
B. has
C. having
D. been
Ans: A.
Explanation A. plural subject এর সাথে plural verb „have‟ বসথব
B. plural subject এর সাথে singular verb „has‟ বসথব না
C. –ing structure এখাথন inappropriate
D. „been‟ এখাথন inappropriate
Rule - 19: As well as, Including to, together with, with, along with, accompanied by, accompanied with
GB phrase ¸wji c~‡e©i Subject Singular n‡j Pronoun Singular n‡e Ges Subject Plural n‡j Pronoun wUI Plural
n‡e|
Example: He, together with his son, has done his duty.
Fill in the blank:
She, along with her naughty friends, ____ severely punished for their mischief
A. was
B. where
C. were
D. when
Ans: A.
Explanation A. Singular pronoun „she‟ এর সাথে singular verb „was‟ বসথব
B. „where‟ ও „were‟ interchangeable নে
C. Singular pronoun „she‟ এর সাথে plural verb „were‟ বসথব না
D. Not applicable
Rule - 20: Either….. or, Neither ….. nor, Not only ….. but also, or, nor, cÖf…wZ Øviv hy³ Pronoun ev Noun
Gi ‡ÿ‡Î Verb Gi wbKUeZ©x Subject Abymv‡i Pronoun wba©vwiZ n‡e|
Example: Either he or they have been confirmed about their responsibilities.
Fill in the blank:
Neither she nor he ______ up to Jane.
A. measures
B. measure
C. measuring
D. measurer
Ans: A.
Explanation: A. „he‟ singular pronoun টির সাথে singular verb „measures‟ বসথব
B. „he‟ singular pronoun টির সাথে plural verb „measure‟ বসথব না
C. –ing structure এখাথন inappropriate
D. „Measurer‟ একটি noun
Rule - 21: eB‡qi bvg, †Kv¤úvbxi bvg, Film Gi bvg cÖf…wZ †ÿ‡Î Subject AvcvZ `„wó‡Z Plural g‡b n‡jI Zviv Singular
Ges Zv‡`i c‡ii Pronoun wU Singular n‡e|
Example: Romeo and Juliet has achieved its name as a romantic play

Fill in the blank:
Titanic is known for ___ moving plot
A. its
B. it‟s
C. it‟s
D. how
Ans: A
Explanation: A. এখাথন possessive case এর সটিক বযবহার হথেথে
B. “it‟s” is the contraction of „it is‟
C. „it‟s‟ is the contraction of „it is‟
D. Not Applicable
Rule - 22: Verb+ing hLb Subject wn‡m‡e KvR Ki‡e, Zv‡`i Possessive Case wn‡m‡e its e¨eüZ nq|
Example: Swimming is the best exercise for its movement.
Choose the correct sentence:
A. Practicing is the key to her skill development
B. Practicing is the key to she skill development
C. Practicing is the key to herself skill development
D. Practicing is the key to hers skill development
Ans: A
Explanation: A. „Verb+ing‟ subject এর সাথে possessive case বযবহার হথেথে
B. „Verb+ing‟ subject এর সাথে possessive case বযবহার হে টন
C. „Verb+ing‟ subject এর সাথে possessive case বযবহার হে টন
D.„Verb+ing‟ subject এর সাথে possessive case বযবহার হে টন
Rule - 22: One hw` Sentence G Subject wn‡m‡e e¨eüZ nq Zvn‡j Possessive pronoun “One‟s” e¨eüZ nq|
Example: One should do one’s duty.
Choose the correct sentence:
A. One must not break his promises.
B. One must not break one‟s promises.
C. One must not break their promises.
D. One must not break one promises.
Ans: B
Explanation: A. „one‟ pronoun টির সাথে „his‟ possessive টি বসথব না
B. „one‟ pronoun টির সাথে „one‟s‟ possessive টি বসথব
C. „one‟ pronoun টির সাথে „their‟ possessive টি বসথব না
D. „one‟ ও „one‟s‟ interchangeable নে
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Main Book Vocabulary
Word
Tend
Relatively
Extraordinary
Adapt
Incredible
Alter
Amazing
Scientific
Pique
Interest
Prospect
Implant
Intend
Design
Survive
Transplant
Productive
Appearance
Estimate
Spread
Consider
Obtain
Strata
Vendor
Executive
Urbanite
Access
Introduce
Prevalence
Impact
Commence
Broadcast
Incorporate
Innovation
Relay
Surveillance
Exploration
Accomplish
Feat
Conspiracy
Theorist
Inspiring
Resistant
Revolutionize
Dissemination
Phenomenon
Equipment
Forerunner
Identification

e-Education

Meaning
প্রফণতা দদঔাননা
তুরনাভূরও
াধাযণ
ঔা ঔায়াননা
বফশ্বায
বযফবতিত য়া
বফস্ময়ওয;
বফজ্ঞাবনও
জাবকনয় দতারা
দওৌতূর
প্রতযাা
স্থান ওযা
প্রতযাা ওযা
বযওল্পনা ওযা
দফেঁনে থাওা
প্রবতস্থান ওযা
পরপ্রূ
অবফবিাফ
অনুভাবনও বাফ
ছবিনয় িা
বফনফেনা ওযা
জিন ওযা
াভাবজও দেবণ
বফনেতা, ওায
বনফিাবিী ওভিওতিা
(নযয) নাকবযও
প্রনফ ওযা
ূেনা ওযা
ফযাওতা, প্রেরন
প্রবাফ
শুরু ওযা
ম্প্রোয
এওিীবুত ওযা
অবফষ্কায, নতুনত্ব
ফদবর দমাকান
নজযদাবয
নুন্ধান
াপনরযয ানথ দল ওযা
ওৃবতত্ব;
লিমন্ত্র
তাবিও
নুনপ্রাযণাদায়ও, উদ্দিীও
প্রবতনযাধও
অভূর/বফপ্লবফও
প্রোয
খটনা
মন্ত্রাবত
গ্রদূত
নাক্তওযণ

Unit Two: Lesson-1
Synonym
Be Inclined, Be
Comparatively
Excellent, exceptional
Adjust
Unbelievable, astonishing
Change, Amend
Astonishing, astounding
Technical, Methodical
Arouse, Awake
Attention, Awareness
Hope, Vision, Expectation
Insert, Install
Expect, Aim
Invent, Originate, Plan
Live, Exist
Implant, Shift
Beneficial, Fruitful
Arrival, Emergence
Approximation
Extend, Expand
Regard
Achieve, Attain, Gain
Level, Division, Class
Seller, Hawker
Administrator, Official
City Dweller
Get Into, Log In
Initiate, Begin, Launch
…………..
Influence, Effect
Begin, Start, Inaugurate
Transmission
Integrate, Assimilate
Novelty, Improvement
Transmit, Communicate
Observation, Inspection
Examination, Investigation
Achieve
Achievement, Accomplishment
Plot, Scheme
Thinker, Logician
Stirring, Stimulating
Opposing
Reform, Change, Transform
Broadcasting, Spreading
Occurrence, Incident
Tools, Apparatus
Precursor, Harbinger, Pioneer
Detection, Discovery

Antonym
……………….
Absolutely
Ordinary, Normal
Unfit
Credible
Maintain
Unremarkable, ordinary
Unscientific
Dampen
Inattention
Despair
……………….
………………
……………..
Die
……………..
Destructive, Consumptive
Disappearance
………………….
Stagnation, Suppression
…………………..
Lose
…………………….
Buyer
……………………
Villagers
……….
Finish
…………
…………
End, Terminate
…………
Disintegrate
………….
…………..
Indifference
……………
Fail, Relinquish
Weakness, Fault
…………..
Practitioner
Frustrating
Accepting
Maintain
Concealment
…………….
…………….
…………….
…………….
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Indicate

Unit Two: Lesson-2
Meaning
Synonym
ওুষ্ঠনযাক
………….
(দযাক ম্বনন্ধ) বফযাভ, দিীখিস্থায়িী
Constant, Lifelong
ংোভও
Contagious
ফযাবধ/দযাক
Ailment
ফজিন ওযা
Cancel, Exclude
নাক্ত য়বন এভন
Unexplored, Undiscovered
খটা
Happen, Appear
ংমুক্ত ওযা
Connect, Combine
ফাআনফর-ম্বন্ধিীয়
…………
প্রবতনফদন বতবয ওযা
Publicize, Broadcast
প্রেবরত
General, Popular
দৃবিনকােয য়া
…………..
বফবিন্নতা/ন্তযণ
Seclusion, Segregation
(দওাননা বওছু দথনও) বযায ওযা
Avoid, Reject
বফজ্ঞাবনও
Experimental, Systematic
কবতনফক
Propulsion, Impetus
নমাবকতা
Cooperation, Association
দযাকবনণিয়
Detection
রক্ষণ
Syndrome, Evidence
অণুফিীক্ষবনও
Invisible
ভূরযায়ন, বনরূণ;
Estimation, Determination
বেবিত ওযা/নাক্ত ওযা
Recognize, Classify
বিওবানফ বনণিয় ওযা
Resolve, Verify
বেবওৎা
Cure, Medication
বেবওৎাবফদযা
Medicinal, Curative
দযাকফযাবধয বফরুনে
Vaccinate, Inoculate
দওাননা বফলয় বযোরনায দক্ষতা,
Approach, Craft
ফযবক্ত, উনদ্দয ফা তনিয প্রবত প্রনয়াজনিীয় ভথিন
Encourage
 উৎা দান ওযা
লধ প্রস্তুবত
Medicinal, Therapeutic
দান ওযা
Contribute, Bequeath
জিীফাণুনাও(ফযাওনটবযয়া)
……..
তিাফধান ওযা
Supervise, Inspect
ংমুক্ত ওযা
Connect, Integrate
বনবদিি  স্বিীওৃত ভান
Systematize
বযভাণকত
Computable, Countable
দযওায িা ফা য়া
Need, Necessitate
বফওাযও, বফবেয়ায ভাধযনভ দওাননা দানথিয
Indicator, Chemical
উবস্থবত নাক্ত ওযায জনয ফযফহৃত দাথি
বননদি ওযা
Demonstrate, Denote

Word
Definition
Substance
Organism
Genetic
Infancy
Prototype
Perfect

Meaning
ুস্পিবানফ রূনযঔা দদঔায বক্ত
বফনল ধযননয ফস্তু
জিীফত্তা
জিীন/ফংকবত ম্বন্ধিীয়
উনেলওার
ভূর নভুনা
বনঔুেঁতবানফ ম্পূণি ওযা

Word
Leprosy
Chronic
Infectious
Disease
Eliminate
Undetected
Occur
Associate
Biblical
Report
Prevalent
Appear
Isolation
Shun
Scientific
Momentum
Collaboration
Diagnosis
Symptom
Microscopic
Assessment
Identify
Determine
Treatment
Therapeutical
Immunise
Strategy
Bolster
Pharmaceutical
Donate
Antibiotic
Oversee
Combine
Standardize
Quantitative
Require
Reagent

Habitation
Space
Colonise
Achievable
Project

e-Education

Unit Two: Lesson-3
Synonym
Clarity, Resolution
Material, Item
Creature, Living Being
Hereditary
Inception, Beginning
Sample, Model
Accomplish, Implement,
Complete
ফবত
Residence, Abode
ভাূনয
…………
দওাননা স্থানন উবননফ স্থান ওযা
Subjugate
জিন দমাকয
Attainable, Possible
প্রওল্প
Programme

-2-

Antonym
…………..
Temporary, Intermittent
Harmless
Health
Add, Accept
Seen, Visible, Detected
…………..
Untie, Release
………..
…………
Limited, Scarce
………….
Integration
Accept, Admire
Unscientific
Lethargy
Disunity, Hindrance
………….
………….
Big, Large
………….
Confuse, Overlook
………….
Disease
…………
…………
…………
Discourage, Neglect
………….
Renege, Beg
………….
Neglect
Segregate, Divide
………….
Immeasurable
…………
…………
Hide, Refute

Antonym
Ambiguity, Blur, Vagueness
……………
……………
……………
Maturity, Adulthood
………….
………….
…………..
……………
…………….
Unattainable
……………..
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Barrier

প্রবতফন্ধও; প্রবতফন্ধওতা

Focus
Alternative
Renewable
Consider
Expect
Vast
Suppress
Assortment

ভননানমানকয দওন্দ্রবফন্দু
বফওল্প
নফায়নমাকয
কণয ওযা
প্রতযাা/নুভান ওযা
বফুর
বনকৃিীত ওযা, প্রওা ফা প্রোয োা দদয়া
যওভাবয ভানফ

Word
Fiction

Meaning
ওল্প ওাবনিী

Quite
Feasible
Exploration
Argue
Permanent
Launch
Revolutionize
Contribution
Application
Molecule
Destroy
Eliminate
Repair
Infancy
Unpredictable
Enormous
Literally

Word
Nightmare
Hallucination
Silvery
Dream
Horrible
Differ
Long
Passionately
Fascinate
Subject
Empirical
Scientific
Wonder
Include
Experience
Vague
Consensus
Emerge

e-Education
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Obstruction, Hindrance,
Impediment
Core, Cynosure
Option
Inexhaustible
Acknowledge
Anticipate, Presume
Immense
Withhold
Miscellany, Medley

Unit Two: Lesson-4
Synonym
Fantasy, Imagination,
Fabrication
দফ বওছুটা
Completely
ম্ভফ ফনর বফশ্বানমাকয
Probable, Possible,
Practicable
অবফষ্কানযয উনদ্দনয
Examination, Investigation,
Research
মুবক্ত প্রদিন ওযা
………….
স্থায়িী
Durable, Long lasting,
Perduring
উৎনক্ষণ ওযা
…………..
বফপ্লবফও বযফতিন অনা
Reform, Change
ফদান
Achievement, Exploit,
Performance
প্রনয়াক
Appliance, Use, Exercise
ণু
…………….
ধ্বং ফা নি ওযা
Ruin, Exterminate
দূয ওযা
Remove, Terminate
দভযাভত ওযা
Improve
উনেলওার
Beginning
বনবিত
Uncertain, Indefinite
প্রওাণ্ড
Vast, Immense, Gigantic
ক্ষনয ক্ষনয (থি দজাযানরা ওযফায উনদ্দনয)
Precisely, Actually
Unit Three: Lesson-1
Meaning
Synonym
দু:স্বপ্ন, বয়াফ ববজ্ঞতা ফা ববজ্ঞতায স্মৃবত
Bad Dream
দৃবিভ্রভ, ফতিভান ফা ওবল্পত বওছু দদঔায প্রবেয়া
Delusion, Mirage
ফা দৃিান্ত
রূাবর
……………
স্বপ্ন দদঔা
……………
ফিীবৎ, বয়ংওয
Frightful, Fearful
ববন্নরূ য়া
Vary
াগ্রন অওাঙ্ক্ষা ওযা, আিা দালণ ওযা
Desire
দযনদয ানথ, ভননাপ্রানণ;
Intensely
প্রফরবানফ অওলিণ ওযা
Enchant, Attract
ফিীবূত ওযা, ধিীনস্থ ওযা
Dominate, Rule
ফাস্তফ-ববজ্ঞ, প্রানয়াবকও,
Practical, Experimental
বফজ্ঞাবনও
Mathematical, Methodical
বফবস্মত য়া, বফস্ময় নুবফ ওযা
Marvel
ন্তবুিক্ত ওযা
Involve, Comprise
ববজ্ঞতা রাব ওযা
Go Through
স্পি, বাা বাা
Faint, Obscure
ঐওযভতা, বভর;
Harmony, Unity
দফবযনয় অা, দৌেঁছাননা
Come Out, Arise

Assistance
……………….
Definite
None Renewable
…………….
……………..
Little
Release
………………

Antonym
Non-fiction, Reality
Partially
Unfeasible, Impossible,
Impractical
……………….
…………….
Ephemeral, Temporary
………………
………………
Harm, Damage
Misuse, Abuse
…………….
Create, Save, Improve
Allow, Include
Destroy
Maturity
Predictable, Definite
Tiny, Small
Doubtfully

Antonym
Daymare
Reality, Truth
Cloudy, Dim
…………..
Beautiful, Magnificent
Conform, Coincide
Ignore
…………
Reject, Bore
Abandon, Forsake
Theoretical, Conjectual
Artistic
…………..
Abandon, Exclude
………….
Certain, Clear
Disagreement, Discord
Finish, Abandon
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Unravel
Exact
Psychoanalytic
Motivation
Interpretation
Contribute
Generate
Incorporate
Metaphor
Account
Propose
Psychotherapy
Connection

উদখাটন ওযা, ভাধান ওযা
মথাথি;
ভনঃভিীক্ষণভূরও
দপ্রলণা
ফযাঔযা
দওাননা বওছু খটানত াাময ওযা, ফদান যাঔা
খটাননা
এওিীবূত ওযা
রূও
ওাযণ ফযাঔযা ওযা, দফাঝাননা
বফনফেনায জন্ম দ ওযা, প্রস্তাফ ওযা
ভনস্তাবিও বেবওৎা
ংনমাক

-4-

Solve, Unfold
Accurate, Definite
………….
Inspiration, Ambition
Explanation, Judgement
Promote, Assist
Create, Produce
Combine, Mix
Symbol, Image
Explain, Answer
Suggest, Submit
………….
Link, Relation

Attempt
Equally
Dusty
Recess
Vanity
Dangerous
True
Winged
Barren
Snow
Refer
Meaning

Unit Three: Lesson-2
Meaning
Synonym
বফনফেনা ওযা, ভননানমানকয নে বাফা, কণয ওযা
Think, Contemplate
স্বপ্নদিিী
Visionary, Romantic
প্রাণণ দেিা/ংগ্রাভ ওযা
Fight, Endeavour
জিন ওযা
Attain, Gain
ংস্কাযও
………….
বদও
Form, Appearance
১৪.১৫  ১৬ তনওয আউনযান প্রােিীনন বগ্রও
Rebirth, Revival
জ্ঞানবফজ্ঞাননয য বববত্ত ওনয াবতয, বেত্রওরা
আতযাবদয ুনরুজ্জিীফন;
প্রফৃত্ত য়া; উদযত য়া; দেিা ওযা
Aspire, Endeavour
ভানবানফ; এওআ যওভ
Indiscriminately, Justly
প্রাণেঞ্চর ফা উৎপুল্ল নয়; বনষ্প্রাণ;
Dull, Boring
বনবৃত স্থান
Nook, Corner
াযতা; ন্তঃাযূনযতা; বভথযা
Nothingness
বফজ্জনও
Risky, Perilous
তা; মথাথি;
Real, Accurate
ডানামুক্ত
Feathered
বনষ্ফর; ফন্ধযা; ঊলয
Desolate, Arid
তুলায
Snowfall
বননদি ওযা, উনল্লঔ ওযা
Mention, Cite
থি; উনদ্দয
Definition, Interpretation

Word
Negro
Still
Cripple
Segregation
Discrimination
Lonely
Prosperity
Languish
Exile
Dramatize
Face
Deeply
Rise
Creed
Equal
Former
Slave
Owner

Meaning
ওানরা, ওৃষ্ণাে
এঔন
বফওর ওযা; অফে ওযা
জাবত বফবাজন
বফলভয
বনজিন
ভৃবে
বননস্তজ য়া; ধুেঁওা;
বনফিাবত ফযবক্ত;
নাটনও রূ দদয়া; ফণিনা ওযা
ম্মুঔিীন য়া
কবিীযবানফ; দৃঢ়বানফ;
ভৃে য়া; উন্নত য়া
ধভিভত; ধভিিীয় বফশ্বা
ভান
প্রাক্তন; ানফও
েিীতদা
ভাবরও

Word
Consider
Dreamer
Strive
Achieve
Reformer
Aspect
Renaissance

e-Education

Unit Three: Lesson-3
Synonym
Blacks
Till
Paralyze
Separation
Inequity, Disparity
Deserted
Progress
Decay
Outcast
Picturize
Confront
Profoundly
Ascend
Faith
Equivalent
Previous
Servant
Proprietor

Complicate
Obscure, Wrong
………….
Hindrance, Prevention
Complication
Impede, Harm
Prevent, Destroy
Disperse, Separate
…………
…………
Reject, Discourage
…………..
Gap, Separation

Antonym
Neglect, Ignore
Realist
Surrender, Capitulate, Lose
Lose
………….
………….
Destruction

Ignore, Neglect
Unequally
Interesting, Exciting
…………..
Eminence
Secure, Safe
False, Deceptive
…………….
Fruitful
………..
Hide, Conceal
………………

Antonym
Whites
…………
Heal
Integration
Equality
Inhabited
Poverty
Flourish
………….
……………
Escape
Superficially
Drop
Disbelief
Unequal
Current
Master
………….
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ভ্রাতৃত্ব
বতবযক্ত কযভ য়া; উত্তপ্ত য়া;
বফোয
বনিীিন
ভরুদযান
স্বাধিীনতা
ুবফোয; নযায়বফোয
বফোয ওযা; বফনফবেত য়া
স্তনক্ষ
ফণিফাদিী
ঝযা ফা ঝযাননা
স্তনক্ষ
ফাবতরওযণ
উতযওা
উনে স্থান ওযা
অেঁওাফােঁওা
দাজা
ফযক্ত ওযা; প্রওাবত য়া
ঔন্ড ঔন্ড ওনয ওাটা
বনযাা
ঐওতান
বফশ্বা
ংগ্রাভ ওযা
খন্টা ফাজাননা
বত ফৃৎ; বফার
াানিয েূিা
বফার
উেঁেু য়া ফা ওযা
বিবফ
ল্লিী
দযানভয দানয ওতৃিত্ব
দযাদভয বিস্টধভিভতাফরম্বিী

Brotherhood
Swelter
Injustice
Oppression
Oasis
Freedom
Justice
Judge
Vicious
Racist
Drip
Interposition
Nullification
Valley
Exalt
Crooked
Straight
Revel
Hew
Despair
Symphony
Faith
Struggle
Ring
Prodigious
Hilltop
Mighty
Heighten
Molehill
Hamlet
Protestant
Catholic

-5-

Kinship
Overheat
Unfairness
Suppression
…………..
Liberty
Fairness
Decide
Notorious
Racialist, Apartheid
Drizzle
Interfere
Abolishment
Basin, Bottom
Praise
Curved
Even
Disclose
Cut
Anguish, Hopeless
Harmony
Belief
Tussle
………….
Huge
Peak
Powerful
Elevate, Raise, Hillock
…………..
Village
……………
……………

Enmity
Freeze
Justice
Liberty
………….
Subjugation
Injustice
……………
Good Natured
……………
……………
……………
Allowance
……………
Disparage
Straight
Curved
Conceal
Join
Hope, Fortune
Cacophony
Disbelief
…………..
………….
Small
Bottom
Weak
Lower
………….
………….
…………..
……………

VOCABULARY
Word
ASSIST
BARREN
BRIEF
COMPULSORY
CONTRADICT
DURABLE
FERTILE
FLATTER
GENUINE
HUMOROUS
HYPOCRISY
IGNORANT
INFAMOUS
IRREGUALR
PERMANENT
PURIFY
RANDOM

e-Education

Meaning
mn‡hvwMZv Kiv
Abye©i
msw¶ß
eva¨Zvg~jK
A¯^xKvi Kiv
‡UKmB
(1) De©i
(2) D™¢vebkw³ m¤úbœ
‡Zvlv‡gv` Kiv
LvuwU
‡KŠZzKc~Y©
fÐvgx
Awkw¶Z
RNb¨
wbqgewnf©~Z
wPi¯’vqx
weï×
G‡jv‡g‡jv

Synonyms
Help, Aid, Support
Infertile, Useless, Unproductive
Short, Temporary, Concise, Summary
Mandatory, Obligatory
Refute, Deny, Oppose
Enduring
(1) Productive, Fruitful (2) Inventive, Creative
Over-praise
Authentic, Bonafide
Funny, Amusing
Insincerity
Uneducated
Notorious
Unconventional, Unsymmetrical
Perpetual, Eternal Everlasting
Make Pure
Haphazard, Unplanned
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SINCERE

AK…wÎg

Unfeigned

SWIFT

PUc‡U

Hasty, Rapid, Prompt

URGENT

Riæix

Pressing, Critical

VIRTUOUS

‰bwZK m`¸Ym¤úbœ

Morally good, Moral

ABHOR

N„Yv Kiv

Detest, Loathe, Despise, Disdain, Scorn

BANAL

MZvbyMwZK

Trite, Hackneyed, Prosaic, Pedestrian

DELETERIOUS

¶wZKi

Detrimental,
Harmful

FRAGILE

f½yi

Frangible, Brittle

GREGARIOUS

wgïK

Sociable, Friendly

HARMONIOUS

(1) kÖæwZgayi
(2) wgj wewkó

(1) Melodious, Sweet Sounding
(2) Friendly

CAUTIOUS

mZK©

Careful, Alert

DENY

AMÖvn¨

Contradict, Refute

DETER

evav †`qv

Prevent, Obstruct, Stop, Discourage

APPEASE

(1) kvšÍKiv
(2) cÖkwgZ Kiv

(1) Pacify, Placate
(2) Allay, Alleviate, Mitigate

DESPISE

AeÁvKiv

Scorn, Loathe, Detest, Abhor, Disdain

DISCORD

(1) gZv‰bK¨
(2) †emy‡iv

(1) Dispute, Conflict
(2) Cacophony, Disharmony

DORMANT

myß

Inactive, Sleeping

FLUCTUATE

(1) cwieZ©b nIqv
(2) gbw¯’i bv nIqv

(1) Change often
(2) Waver
(3) Vacillate

GALLANT

mvnmx

Valiant, Valorous

PROMPT

Zrci

Alert

RESOLUTION

`„p msKí

Determination

SANGUINE

Avkvev`x

Optimistic

SOPHISTICATED

AvaywbK

Complicated, Complex

ADVERSARY

kÎæ/ wec¶

Foe, Antagonist,

ANTAGONIST
ASSENT
BELLICOSE

kÎæ
ivwR
gvigy‡Lv

Opponent, Adversary
Agree, Concur
Belligerent, Martial, Aggressive

BELLIGERENT

hy×evR

Bellicose

BREVITY

(1) msw¶ßZv
(2) ¯^í¯’vwqZ¡

(1) Shortness,
(2) Temporality

CRESTFALLEN

gbgiv

Downcast, Dejected, Depressed

DISPERSE

Qwo‡q †`qv

Scatter, spread

ECCENTRIC

A™¢yZ

Peculiar, Odd

EPHEMERAL

¶Y¯’vqx

Temporary

e-Education
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IDIOMS & PHRASES
ABC (প্রাথমিক জ্ঞান) He does not even have the ABC of music.
Above all (সর্বামি) Above all, be careful of your health.
Achilles’ heel (দু্বলতা) She was his Achilles’ heel.
All at once ( হঠাৎ) All at once, everything made sense.
All of a sudden (হঠাৎ) All of a sudden, the doorbell started to ring.
All but (প্রায়) Your relationship is all but ruined.
As usual ( যথািীমত) He is behaving unprofessionally as usual.
At a loss (হত্ুমি) He was at a loss and did not know what to do.
At arm’s length (দূরি) Try to keep the boy at arm’s length.
At a stretch (একটানা) He can run ten miles at a stretch.
At home (দক্ষ) He is at home in Mathematics.
At large (স্বাধীন) The criminal is still at large.
At one’s wit’s end (হত্ুমি) He was at his wit’s end and did not know what to do.
At random (ব্রিায়া) He hit the ball at random.
Bad blood (িরনািামলনয) Now there is bad blood between you and me.
Bed of roses (আিািদায়ক অ্স্থা) Life is not a bed of roses.
Beat black and blue (প্রচন্ড প্রহাি কিা) They beat the thief black and blue.
Black sheep (কুলাঙ্গাি) He is the black sheep of the family.
By all means ( স্বপ্রকারি)Try to do it by all means)
By chance ( দদ্াৎ) Did you see him today by any chance?

APPROPRIATE PREPOSITION
Believe in (ম্শ্বাস কিা) I do not believe in his honesty.
Belong to ( অমধকারি থাকা) This chair belongs to her.
Bent on (ব াোঁক) He is bent on doing this work.
Blessed in, with ( আশী্বাদূর্)ব He is blessed with good parents.
Boast of ( গ্ব কিা) Do not boast of anything.
Bound for ( যাত্রাি জনয) The ship is bound for England.
Brood on, over ( িন খািা কিা) Do not brood over your misfortunate.
Busy with (্যস্ত) What are you so busy with these days?
Callous to ( উদাসীন) He is callous to his work.
Capable of ( সক্ষি) He is not capable of doing any good.
Capacity for (বযাগযতা ) He doesn’t have the capacity for doing this task.
Care for ( গ্রাহয কিা) I do not care for you.
Careful of ( যত্ন্ান) He is careful of his money.
Certain of (মনমিত) He is now certain of his ground.
Close to ( মনকরট) The school is very close to our home.
Come of ( জন্মগ্রহর্ কিা) He comes of noble family.
Commence on (শুরু কিা) My mid-term commences on 29th February and therefore I can’t go with you.
Compare with (তুলনা কিা) It’s not good parenting practice to compare your children with other children.
Comply with ( বিরন বনওয়া) I shall comply with your request.
Composed of ( দতিী) Water is composed of Hydrogen and Oxygen.
Confident of ( আত্মম্শ্বাসী) I am extremely confident of my capabilities.
Congratulate (অমিনমিত কিা) I congratulate you on your success.
Crave for ( আকাঙ্ক্ষা কিা) She graves for peace.
Deal with (্য্সা কিা) I can not deal with him right now as I am busy.

SPELLING
Absence, accelerate, accomplish, accumulate, acknowledge, acquaintance, acquire, aficionado, anoint, apology,
axle, accordion, Barbecue, beginning, broccoli, business, Camouflage, candidate, cantaloupe, carburetor,
Caribbean, Cartilage, chauvinism, chili, chocolaty, coliseum, colonel, commemorate, congratulations, coolly,
criticize, Dalmatian, Deceive, defendant, defiant, desiccate, desperate, deterrence, development, diorama,
disappear, disappoint, dissipate, difference, Ecstasy, especially ,excellent, exercise, explanation, Fahrenheit,
finally ,flabbergast, flotation, fourth, fulfill, Generally, genius, government, grammar, guttural, handkerchief
,horrific, hypocrisy, Imitate, inadvertent, incidentally, incredible, ingenious, irascible, irresistible, Knowledge,
Labeled, lieutenant, lightning, liquefy, lollipop, lying, Magically, marshmallow, mischief, misogyny, missile,
Nauseous, necessary, Occurred, octopus, official, omitted, onomatopoeia, Parallel, parliament, particular,
peninsula, Pharaoh, Physical, piece pigeon, pistachio, pleasant, plenitude, preferable, presumptuous, proceed,
propagate, puerile, pursue, putrefy, Raspberry, receipt, refrigerator, religious, remembrance, renowned,
ridiculous, Sacrilegious, salary, sandal, sandwich, savvy, scissors, seize, sensible, septuagenarian, sheriff, siege,
similar, simile, special, subpoena, success, surprise, Tableau, tariff, tattoo, tomorrow, tongue, tragedy, truly,
Ukulele, usage, vicious

Correct Spelling
Deceive, Dilemma, Deceit, Disappointment, Demagogue, Diarrhea, Diarrhea, Disagreeable,
Diligence, Delicacy, Duplicity, Eruption, Efficiency, Equilibrium, Excellence, Eccentric,
Embarrassment, Embassy, Exaggerate, Excellence, Extraneous, Exaggerate, Efficacious,
Encyclopedia.

GROUP VERB
Call at (ক োন ো জোয়গোয় যোওয়ো) She called at my office yesterday.
Call for (চোওয়ো) He called for an explanation from me.
Call forth ( োনজ োগোন ো) You have to call forth all your energy in the ensuing examination.
Call in (কডন পোঠোন ো) The headmaster called in the student to his office.
Call off (উঠঠনয় ক ওয়ো) The strike was called off.
Call out (ঠচৎ োর রো) He called out for help.
Call over (ডো ো) The teacher called over the name of the students in class.
Call up (মন রো) I can’t call up your name.
Carry away (স্থো োন্তোঠরত রো) The wounded man was carried away to the hospital.
Carry over (ঠোনের কযর পনরর পোতোয় ক ওয়ো) This amount should be carried over to the next page.
Carry with (ম্মত রো) He carried the audience with him.
Cast about (ক োন ো ঠ ছুর ন্ধোন কঘোরো) He is casting about an opportunity.
Cast aside (ছুনে কেো) He cast aside his old suit.
Cast out (কের নর কেওয়ো) He was cast out from his village.
Catch at (ুনযোগ গ্রণ রো) A drowning man catches at a straw.
Catch up ( োগো ধরো) He needs to catch up with the class.
Come about (ঘটো) How did the accident come about?
Come across (কেখনত পোওয়ো) I came across the lame man on the way.
Come at ( োগো পোওয়ো) The fox tried to come at the grape but failed.

ANALOGY
1) STRANGE : FAMILIAR
A) easy : simple
B) great : good
C) pretty : sour
D) sick : healthy
Ans. D
Explanation : এখোন “strange” এেং “famililar” এর relation নে “antonym”. “easy” and “simple” নে
synonym. “great” and “good” নে degree. “pretty” and “sour” এর ক োন ো ম্প ক ক ই। “sick” এেং “healthy”
এর relation নে “antonym”. তোই D ঠঠ ।
2) BREAD : BAKERY
A) coffee : café
B) clothing : laundromat
C) medicine : church
D) money : supermarket
Ans. A
Explanation : এখোন “bread” এেং “bakery” এর relation নে bread is made in bakery. “medicine” and
“church” ,“clothing” and “laundromat” , “money” and “supermarket” এর ক োন ো ম্প ক ক ই। “coffee” এেং
“cafe” এর relation নে coffee is made in café . তোই A ঠঠ ।
3) BUILDING : MANMADE
A) bracelet : stylish
B) jacket : leather
C) school : strict
D) biography : nonfiction
Ans. D
Explanation : এখোন “building” এেং “manmade” এর relation নে “characteristics”. “jacket” এেং “leather”
এর ম্প ক নে jacket can be made of leather এেং “ stylish”, “school” and “strict” এর ক োন ো ম্প ক ক ই োরণ
school strict োও নত পোনর এেং bracelet stylish োও নত পোনর। “biography” এেং “nonfiction” এর relation নে
“characteristics”. তোই D ঠঠ ।
Intermediate Level
4) AIMLESS : DIRECTION
A) wary : trust
B) pathetic : dignity
C) lazy : health
D) silly : comedy
Ans. A
Explanation : এখোন “aimless” এেং “direction” এর relation নে aimless মো ুনর direction োই. “silly” and
“comedy” নে synonym.” Wary” and “trust, “lazy” and “health” এর ক োন ো ম্প ক ক ই। “pathetic” এেং
“dignity” এর relation নে “pathetic “মো ুনর “dignity” োই. তোই B ঠঠ ।
5) APATHETIC : ZEAL
A) righteous : judgment
B) secular : belief
C) unapologetic : remorse
D) impressionable : youth
Ans . C

Explanation : এখোন “apathetic” এেং “zeal” এর relation নে apathetic মো ুনর zeal োই. “righteous” and
“judgement”, ” impressionable” and “youth”, “secular” and “belief” এর ক োন ো ম্প ক ক ই। “unapologetic”
এেং “remorse” এর relation নে “unapologetic “মো ুনর “remorse” োই. তোই C ঠঠ ।
6) AVARICE : GENEROSITY
A) tenacity : determination
B) jeopardy : security
C) territorialism : land
D) retaliation : revenge
Ans. B
Explanation : এখোন “avarice” এেং “generosity” এর relation নে “antonym”. “tenacity” and
“determination”, “retaliation” and “revenge” এর ম্প ক নে “synonym”, “territorialism” and “land” এর
ম্প ক নে “territorialism” নে এ টো system কযখোন “land owners” কের ক্ষমতো কেওয়ো য়।. “jeopardy” এেং
“security” এর relation নে “antonym”. তোই D ঠঠ ।
Advanced Level
7) ASPHYXIA : AIR
A) cancer : tumors
B) obesity : fat
C) anemia : iron
D) anorexia : disorder
Ans. C
Explanation : এখোন “asphyxia” এেং “air” এর relation নে “অভোে”. “obesity” and “fat” নে synonym.
“cancer” and “tumor” নে degree. “anorexia” and “disorder” এর ম্প ক নে “characteristics” । “anemia”
এেং “iron” এর relation নে “অভোে”. তোই C ঠঠ
8) ABOMINABLE : DISAGREEABLE
A) lovable : annoying
B) dry : desiccated
C) dismal : lugubrious
D) precipitous : steep
Ans. D
Explanation : এখোন “abominable” এেং “disagreeable” এর relation নে “degree”. “dry” and
“desiccated”, “dismal” এেং “lugubrious” এর ম্প ক ও নে degree ঠ ন্তু order টো উনটো. precipitous” এেং
“steep” এর relation নে “degree”. তোই D ঠঠ ।
E) precipitous : steep
9) BESEECH : REQUEST
A) elucidate : clarify
B) excite : pique
C) search : discover
D) scrutinize : observe
Ans. D
Explanation : এখোন “beseech” এেং “request” এর relation নে “degree”. “elucidate” and “elucidate” এর
ম্প ক নে “antonym”, “excite” and “pique” এর ক োন ো ম্প ক ক ই।. “scrutinize” এেং “observe” এর relation
নে “degree”. তোই D ঠঠ ।
10) BOMBASTIC : TURGID
A) whimsical : capricious

B) maligned : beneficent
C) experienced : inchoate
D) robust : disillusioned
Ans.A
Explanation : এখোন “bombastic” এেং “turgid” এর relation নে “synonym”. “maligned” and
“beneficent”, “experienced” and “inchoate” এর ম্প ক নে “antonym”, “robust” and “disillusioned” এর
ক োন ো ম্প ক ক ই।. “whimsical” এেং “capricious” এর relation নে “synonym”. তোই D ঠঠ ।
11) SHEPHERD : DOG
A) marsupial : kangaroo
B) whelp : dragon
C) albatross : bird
D) hornet : bee
Ans. C
Explanation : এখোন “shepherd” এেং “dog” এর relation নে “type”. “whelp” and “dragon” , “hornet”
এেং “bee” এর ম্প ক ক ই, “marsupial” এেং “kangaroo” এর ম্প ক “synonym”. “albatross” এেং “bird” এর
relation নে “type”. তোই C ঠঠ ।
12) IRRATIONAL : REASON
A) voluble : fluency
B) irreproachable : flaws
C) eclectic : versatility
D) nefarious : sin
Ans. B
Explanation : এখোন “irrational” এেং “reason” এর relation নে irrational মো ুনর reason োই. “nefarious”
and “sin” নে characteristic.” “eclectic” and “versatility”, “voluble” and “fluency” এর ম্প ক
“synonym”। “irreproachable” মো ুনর “flaws” োই. তোই B ঠঠ ।
13) VOLUMINOUS : LARGE
A) ravenous : hungry
B) separable : divisible
C) sinuous : straight
D) lustrous : golden
Ans. D
Explanation : এখোন “volumminous” এেং “large” এর relation নে “degree”. “sinous” and “straight” নে
antonym, “separable” and “anniversary” এর ম্প ক “synonym”।. “lustrous” এেং “golden” এর relation
নে “degree”. তোই D ঠঠ ।
Intermediate Level
14) REBUTTAL : REFUTE
A) convulsion : shudder
B) message : inform
C) emporium : purchase
D) henchman : lead
Ans. B
Explanation : এখোন “rebuttal” is used to “refute”. “convulsion” and “shudder” নে
synonym.”Purchase” is made at “emporium”. “henchman” “lead”s her followers. “message” is used to
“inform”. তোই B ঠঠ ।

15) MUTINOUS : COMPLIANT
A) nebulous : distinct
B) heinous : awful
C) laborious : toilsome
D) nominal : trivial
Ans . A
Explanation : এখোন “mutinous” এেং “compliant” এর relation নে “antonym”. “henious” and “awful”,
“laborious” and “toilsome” নে synonym. “nominal” and “trivial” এর ক োন ো ম্প ক ক ই। “nebulous” এেং
“distinct” এর relation নে “antonym”. তোই D ঠঠ ।
16) BELLICOSE : AGGRESSIVE
A) reputable : shady
B) aromatic : unscented
C) corporeal : imagined
D) irksome : annoying
Ans. D
Explanation : এখোন “bellicose” এেং “aggressive” এর relation নে “synonym”. “reputable” and “shady”,
“aromatic” and “unscented” , “corporeal” and “imagined”এর ম্প ক নে “antonym”. “irksome” এেং
“annoying” এর relation নে “synonym”. তোই D ঠঠ ।
17) RANT : BOMBASTIC
A) recluse : friendly
B) bard : talkative
C) conflagration : disastrous
D) obelisk : mysterious
Ans. C
Explanation : এখোন “rant” এেং “bombastic” এর relation নে “characteristics ”. “recluse” and “friendly”
নে antonym. “bard” and “talkative” ,“obelisk” and “mysterious” এর ম্প ক োই। “conflagration” এেং
“disastrous” এর relation নে “characteristics”. তোই C ঠঠ ।
18) CASTLE : EDIFICE
A) objective : task
B) profiteer : mercenary
C) subpoena : summons
D) trilogy : sequel
Ans. C
Explanation : এখোন “objective” এেং “task” এর relation নে “type”. “trilogy” and “sequel” এর ম্প ক ক ই,
“profiteer” এেং “mercenary” এর ম্প ক “synonym”. “subpoena” এেং “summons” এর relation নে “type”.
তোই C ঠঠ ।
19) NEGLIGENCE : CARELESSNESS
A) stone : lithograph
B) jubilation : anniversary
C) bigotry : friendship
D) admiration : reverence
Ans. D
Explanation : এখোন “negligence” এেং “carelessness” এর relation নে “synonym”. “stone” and
“lithograph”, “jubilation” and “anniversary” এর ক োন ো ম্প ক ক ই।. “admiration” এেং “reverence” এর
relation নে “synonym”. তোই D ঠঠ ।

20) SENATOR : LEGISLATURE
A) palisade : resort
B) battleship : armada
C) predator : wolf
D) introvert : personality
Ans.B
Explanation : এখোন “senator” এেং “legislature” এর relation নে “অংল”. “predator” and “wolf”, “introvert”
and “personality” এর ম্প ক নে “type”, “palisade” and “resort” এর ক োন ো ম্প ক ক ই।. “battleship” এেং
“armada” এর relation নে “অংল”. তোই B ঠঠ ।

Bengli to English

1.এতে ক োন সতেহ নোই - It admits of no doubt
2.এতসো েুমি আর আমি োজটো মর - Let you and me do it
3.আিোর যখন পোাঁচ বছর েখন আিোর বোবো িোরো যোন - My father died when I was five years old
4.আিোতের ক উ উপমিে মছল নো - Neither of us was present
5.ঘরটি আিোতের জনয মনেোন্তই কছোট - The room is too small for us
6.কচষ্টো নো রতল সফল হতব নো - Unless you try, you will never succeed
7.কস ক োন কেতের কলো ? - What country does he belong to?
8.েুমি পডোশুনোয় অবতহলো র ক ন? - Why do you neglect your studies?
9.মবপতের বন্ধুই প্র ৃ ে বন্ধু - A friend in need is a friend indeed
10.িৃ দু িে বোয়ু বইতছ - A gentle breeze is blowing

11. িে-িে বোয়ু বইতছ - A mild breeze is blowing
12. এ টো তলজ কখোলবোর প্রস্তোব চলতছ - A proposal is on foot to start a college
13. ডোন মেত কিোড কনয়োর পর আর পোাঁচটো ব্ল যোতবন এবং েোরপর বোি মেত কিোড মনতবন - After
turn right, go for five blocks and turn left
14. আইতনর কচোতখ সবোই সিোন - All are equal in the eye of law
15. সবতচতয় ভোতলোটো কহো কেোিোর এই োিনো রইতলো - All the best to you
16. আপনোর ফ্লোইট বোমেল হতয়তছ - Your flight has been cancelled
17. আপনোর ফ্লোইট মবলমিে হতয়তছ - Your flight is delayed
18. আপনোর পোসতপোতটের কিয়োে অমেক্রোন্ত হতয়তছ - Your passport is expired
19.আপনোর আসন নোিোর হতে ৬মড - Your seat number is 6D
20. কেোিোর জু েোটো িচ-িচ রতছ - Your shoe is creaking

you

21. আপনোর টিত তটর কিয়োে অমেক্রোন্ত হতয় মিতয়তছ - Your ticket is expired
22. আপনোর টিত ট মনমিে হতয়তছ - Your ticket has been confirmed
23. আপনোর প্রমেপোলয আিোতের মবেযোলতয়র ছোত্র - Your ward is the student of our school.
24. কেোিোর থো ঠি কলতি কিতছ - your word has come true
25. আপমন এ বোতর ঠি বতলতছন। - You’re absolutely right.
26 .সব োজ কেষ! আপনোর মবিোন ভ্রিন শুভ কহো - You’re all set! Have a nice flight
27. খু ব অল্প সিতয়র িতযয েুমি অতন দূর এমিতয়তছো - You’ve got ahead a lot within a short time
28. েুমি িতন হয় আিোর সোতথ িজো রতছো! - You’ve got to be kidding me!
29. আপনোত আতরো ভোল রতে হতব। - You’ve to keep bettering.
30. কেোিোর কেতের জনয ম ছু রো উমচৎ মছল - You should have done something for the
country

31.কেোিোর আহে কলো টিত সোহোজয রো উমচে মছল - You should have helped the injured people
32.কেোিোর পরীক্ষোয় প্রথি হওয়ো উমচে মছল - You should have stood first
33. োতজ ফোাঁম মেও নো - You should not shrink your duty
34.কেমর তর ঘু িোতনো উমচৎ নো - You should not sleep late
35. কেোিোর আতরো কবমে বযোয়োি/অনু েীলন রো উমচে - You should do more exercise
36.কেোিোর ডোক্তোর এর োতছ যোওয়ো উমচে। মেমনই বতল মেতবন কেোিোর ম রতে হতব - You should go to the
doctor; he’ll tell you
what to do.
37.কেোিোর মনয়মিে েোাঁে ব্রোে রো উমচে - You'd better brush your teeth regularly
38.আপনোর িোলোিোতলর ওজন কবমে হতয় মিতয়তছ - Your baggage is overweight
39.আপনোর সোতথ বহন রো লোতিজটি এ টু কবমে বড হতয় মিতয়তছ - Your carry-on luggage is too large
40.েুমি বরং বযোং কথত ঋণ নোও - You had better get a loan from bank

English to Bengali

1.Send word to him at once - েোত অমবলতি সংবোে েোও
2.Mind your studies - কলখোপডোয় িন েোও
3.He cursed me to my face - কস িু তখর ওপর আিোয় িোলোিোল মেল
4.I am not good at English - আমি ইংতরমজতে ভোল নই
5.I am good at cricket - আমি মক্রত ট কখলোয় েক্ষ
6.You good for nothing/worthless!- অপেোথে ক োথো োর
7.I don't know if I still have it. আমি জোমন নো আিোর োতছ এখতনো কসটো আতছ ম নো।
8.I forgot to telephone him today. আমি ওনোত আজ কফোন রতে ভুতল কিমছ।
9.I have a return ticket to Tokyo. আিোর োতছ কটোম ওর এ টো মফরমে টিম ট আতছ।
10.I just wanted to check my email. আমি খোমল আিোর ইতিলটো কেখতে কচতয়মছলোি।

11.I like to write songs in French.
আমি ফরোমস ভোষোয় িোন মলখতে ভোতলোবোমস।
12.I need new soles on these shoes.
এই জু তেোগুতলোর জনয নেুন সু েলো চোই।
13.MP3 I should've talked to Tom first.
আিোর আতি টতির সতে থো বলো উমচৎ মছল।
14.I suddenly feel very much alone.
আিোর হঠোৎ খু ব এ ো লোিতছ।
15.I think it's impossible for Tom.
আিোর িতন হয় টতির পতক্ষ এটো অসম্ভব।
16.I was born in Hiroshima in 1945.
আমি ১৯৪৫ সোতল মহতরোমেিোতে জন্মগ্রহণ তরমছলোি।
17.MP3 I would like to buy some cheese.
আমি ম ছু মচজ ম নতে চোই।
18.I would never have guessed that. আমি খনই এটো আেোজ রতে পোরেোি নো।
19.The train arrived on time, so we didn't have to wait at all.
কেনটো সিয় িতেোই এতসমছতলো, েোই আিোতের এ েিই অতপক্ষো রতে হয়মন।
20.MP3 Tom likes to be busy and hates sitting around doing nothing.
টি বযস্ত থো তে পছে তর আর ম ছু নো তর চুপচোপ বতস থো তে এ েি পছে তর নো।

21. I want to go to Australia once again before my passport expires. আিোর পোসতপোতটের কিয়োে কেষ হওয়োর
আতি আমি আবোর অতেমলয়ো কযতে চোই।
22. This book is for students whose native language is not Japanese.
এই বইটি কসই সিস্ত ছোত্রছোত্রীতের জনয যোতের িোেৃভোষো জোপোনী নয়।
23.This is like fighting someone with one arm tied behind your back.
এটো ঠি কযন এ হোে মপতছোতন কবাঁ তয োরুর সোতথ লডোই রোর িতেো বযপোর।
24.When I was thirteen, someone told me I was really good at French.
আিোর যখন কেতরো বছর বয়স েখন আিোত ক উ এ জন বতলমছতলো কয আমি নোম ফরোমসতে খু ব ভোতলো।
25.Anyway, if it just stops raining, then we might be able to go out.
যোই কহো , যমে বৃ মষ্ট থোতি, েোহতল আিরো হয়ে বোইতর কবতরোতে পোরতবো।
26.Four hundred million people speak English as their first language.
চমিে ক োটি িোনু ষ েোতের প্রথি ভোষো মহসোতব ইংতরজী বতল।
27.It took me more than two hours to translate a few pages of English.
তয় পোেো ইংরোমজ অনু বোে রতে আিোর দু ঘন্টোরও কবমে সিয় কলতিমছতলো।
28. Tom was reading the sports page when Mary came into the living room.
টি যখন কখলোর পোেোটো পডমছল েখন কিমর বসোর ঘতর ঢু ল।
29. Tom seemed genuinely surprised when I told him that Mary had left town.
আমি যখন বললোি কয কিমর েহর কছতড চতল কিতছ টিত কেতখ সমেযই মবমিে িতন হতয়মছতলো।
30.A friend loaned this book to me.
এ বন্ধু আিোত এই বইটো যোর মেতয়তছ।

31.Call me at six tomorrow morning.
আিোত োল স োল ছটোয় কফোন রতবন।
32. Can you take me to this address?
আপমন ম আিোত এই ঠি োনোয় মনতয় কযতে পোরতবন?
33.Could you write it down, please?
আপমন ম অনু গ্রহ তর এটো এ টু মলতখ মেতে পোরতবন?
34. Do you have Japanese newspapers?
আপনোর োতছ ম জোপোনী খবতরর োিজ আতছ?
35.Do you have any plans right now?
কেোিোর এখন ম ছু রোর মচন্তো ভোবনো আতছ?
36.How do you write your last name?
আপনোর পেমবটি ম ভোতব কলতখন?
37.How far's the airport from here?
এয়োরতপোটে ে দুর এখোন কথত ?
38.How much does it cost to get in?
কভেতর যোওয়োর জনয ে টো ো লোিতব?
39.I believe he is coming tomorrow.
আিোর মবশ্বোস উমন আিোিী োল আসতবন।
40.I have a good French dictionary.
আিোর খু ব ভোতলো ফরোমস অমভযোন আতছ।

CONCEPT CLEAR
WRITING

Global Warming
Global Warming is the result of climate change which is caused by the gradual increase in temperature
in the world. It has become a current issue and is being discussed worldwide which is creating a great
havoc for us. There are many causes of global warming. Deforestation at random is the main culprit of
global warming. Increasing number of human settlements and rapid industrialization are seriously
creating global warming. The impact of global warming beggar’s description. It has become very
difficult to endure the excessive amount of heat during the summer season. Floods and droughts have
become a common affair throughout the world. The sufferings of the people are over on the increase. It
has a great impact on agriculture. The crops are not grown properly. If global warming keeps on
increasing, the polar ice will melt and the sea level will rise. Some coastal areas of the world will go
underwater and will also affect human health and psychology as well. People are being mentally
disturbed by it. Therefore, we should be conscious of the impact of global warming and the concerned
people should take necessary steps to control climate change for a better world and comfortable living
for the living beings on earth

Leadership
Leadership is a quality that makes a man special than others. Every man doesn’t have
leadership skills. A leader possesses many great skills and qualities that make him
popular in the society. A man needs leadership qualities on him to start a business or to
run an organization. A good leader must have some leadership qualities. A good leader
is always courageous, punctual, hardworking, fluent, wise and flexible. He/ She leads
his/her followers using his leadership qualities. A good leader must have the ability to
influence his surroundings. He must be able to construct meaningful relationships with
his followers. Although it was previously believed leadership can’t be taught, this
notion is being challenged to quite some extent.

SUMMARY/ PRECIS
Part A

Example of a summary is given below:
Passage

1

Diabetes Mellitus is a disorder of carbohydrate metabolism resulting from insufficient production of insulin or
reduced sensitivity to insulin. A polypeptide hormone, insulin is synthesized in the pancreas and is necessary
for normal utilization of glucose by most cells in the body. People with diabetes suffer an inhibition in the
normal ability of body cells to use glucose, which results in increased blood sugar levels. As more glucose
accumulates in the blood, excess levels of sugar are excreted in the urine. There are two varieties of the
disease, Type 1 and Type 2. The two types were previously designated by Roman numerals, but now Arabic
numerals are used; for example, Type II is now known as Type 2. Type 1 was formerly referred to as juvenile
onset diabetes, but it can occur at any age. In Type 1 diabetes, insulin is not secreted by the pancreas, so it
must be injected. This type of diabetes is most often seen in people whose parents, siblings, or other close
relatives are affected by the disease. Type 2, representing 90 percent of all diabetes, used to be called adult
onset diabetes, but it can also occur at any age. It results from sluggish pancreatic insulin secretion and tissue
resistance to secreted insulin, which is complicated by subtle changes in the secretion of insulin by the beta
cells. It is generally controlled by dietary restriction. People who are at risk for this type include: women who
have delivered a baby of 9 pounds or more or have been diagnosed with gestational diabetes; people over 45
years of age, particularly those of African-American, Asian-American, Hispanic, Native American, or Pacific
Islander heritage; those who have a history of diabetes in the family; those who are obese; and those with high
blood pressure, a high triglyceride level, or high blood sugar.

A person affected with diabetes may have no symptoms at all. Or, he or she may experience one or more
of the following common symptoms: fatigue; increased urination and thirst; hunger; blurred vision;
weight loss; repeated infections of the skin, genitals, or feet; or itching and dizziness. The diagnosis is
reached by testing the blood sugar. If the blood sugar is over 126 milligrams per deciliter (mg/dl) after
an 8-hour overnight fast, or over 200 mg/dl at other times of the day, the patient is diagnosed as having
the disease. Diabetes is a formidable illness that can result in serious complications, including heart
attack, blindness, kidney failure, and loss of circulation to the lower extremities (feet and legs). This
loss of circulation can lead to amputation of the affected areas. Prior to the isolation of insulin in the
1920s, rapid death was common among diabetes sufferers. Now, the illness can be managed and those
affected can lead a long, fairly normal life with proper medical attention and proper attention to personal
care. Patients should follow nutrition plans designed to help them reach and maintain normal body
weight and to limit their intake of carbohydrates and fats. They should also exercise regularly, which
enhances the movement of glucose into muscle cells and inhibits the increase in glucose in the blood.

Summary
A notorious disease, Diabetes, is actually a disorder that restricts the normal
utilization of glucose in the body. Which results in increased blood sugar
levels. Insulin is directly injected in case of Type 1 Diabetes. Type 2
Diabetes can be controlled by dietary restrictions. Diabetes may result in
serious complications including heart attack, blindness, kidney failure etc.
People would often die before the proper diagnosis of Diabetes was
introduced. Regular exercise is very important to increase glucose in blood
and combat Diabetes.

For practice
Liberation which is the birth right of men. No nation can be exposed without liberation or independence.
Every independent nation has the background history of long struggle and blood curdling war of
liberation. The Bengalese had to face a bloody liberation war to achieve independence from the long
colonial dependency. From the birth of Pakistan, the ruling group and their vested interest group started
to treat East Pakistan as a colony of West Pakistan.
For this reason, under the leadership of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman a violent mass movement was launched
which resulted in a landslide victory of the Awami League at the election of the National Assembly of
Pakistan in December 1970. Thus, Sheikh Mujib acquired the right to form the Government of Pakistan
with his undoubted influence in the Parliament. But it was a matter of regret that the Pakistan rulers
disagreed to transfer the power. President Yahia Khan hatched a conspiracy.
On the fateful night of March 25, 1971, Sheikh Mujib was taken prisoner to West Pakistan and the
Pakistani Army cracked down upon the innocent and harmless people of East Pakistan. On 26 March,

1971, Bangladesh declared independence and it was declared by Major Ziaur Rahman on behalf of
the great leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. Then the Bengalese taking the stern oath were prepared to
fight against the Pak armies. In the city, port, village, district everywhere obstacles were built up
against them. Teachers-students, service-holders, farmers, laborer’s, doctors, engineers. Journalists
and the people of all professions formed freedom fighters groups unitedly.
The more the Pakistani rulers oppressed the Bengalese, the more the freedom fighters fought bravely
against them. In fact, every person in Bangladesh was a freedom fighter and did his best to help the
Mukti Bahini. The Pakistani Armies attacked India because of her support on the Bangladesh issue.
At last, the Mukti Bahini and the Indian forces jointly inflicted crushing blows on the enemy in every
sector compelling them to give up. After a long struggle about nine months, the Liberation War came
to an end and Bangladesh won freedom. Today the 16th of December is observed as Victory Day.

Write a short answer on recent topic

Part B

For example: What changes are seen in the body when someone is affected by migraine
headache?
The pain of a migraine headache can virtually disable a person who suffers from it. Millions and millions
of people suffer from migraines, although many of them do not even recognize that a migraine is different
from a regular headache. A migraine is not at all the same as a normal headache, and it seems to have a
very physical cause. One symptom of a migraine is a precursor, which is a visual aura before an attack.
Yet only about a third of patients actually experience that, and it is therefore not a requirement in the
diagnosis (র োগ নির্ণয়). Other symptoms include increased pain when a person moves, nausea, and sensitivity
to light and sound. Scientists now believe that migraines are caused, not by abnormal blood vessels as
previously believed, but instead by a unique electrical disorder of brain cells. Physicians used to treat
migraines with medicine to constrict blood vessels because of the belief that dilated blood vessels were the
cause. The new research has been enhanced by imaging devices that allow scientists to watch patients’
brains during an attack. The results show that sufferers have abnormally excitable (উত্তেজিক্ষম) neurons, or
brain nerve cells.

Prior to the attack, the neurons suddenly fire off electrical pulses at the back of the brain, which ripple
like waves on a lake after a stone hits the water. They ripple across the top and then the back of the brain,
ultimately affecting the brain stem where the pain centers are located. The pain then generates possibly
from the brain stem itself or from blood vessels inflamed by the rapidly changing blood flow, or perhaps
from both. Scientists have experimented by applying a powerful magnet to stimulate the neurons and
discovered that some people’s brains react differently than others. When stimulation was applied to the
brains of people who had suffered migraines, they saw the initial aura, and some actually suffered
migraines. When the same stimulation was applied to the brains of people who had never suffered
migraines, they realized no effect and the neurons showed no change. Scientists and doctors continue to
work on the research in an attempt to find the perfect treatment. It is considered important to treat
migraines because it is believed that prolonged untreated attacks could cause physical changes in the
brain leading to chronic pain.

ADJECTIVE
An adjective is a word that modifies a noun or pronoun. Adjectives fall into two categories:
descriptive and limiting. Descriptive adjectives are those that describe the color, size, or quality of a
person or thing (noun or pronoun). Limiting adjectives place restrictions on the words they modify
(quantity, distance, possession, etc.).
Descriptive

Limiting

beautiful
large
red
interesting

cardinal numbers (one, two)
ordinal numbers (first, second)
possessives (my, your, his)
demonstratives (this, that, these,
those)
quantity (few, many, much)
articles (a, an, the)

important
colorful

When descriptive adjectives modify a singular countable noun, they are usually preceded by a, an, or the.
For example- a nice girl, an interesting story, the red dress.
□ A few points to keep in mind:
✶Adjectives often come before nouns.
Example- An important test
A quiet evening
✶They often answer the question what kind or which?
Example- She is a brilliant doctor. (What kind of a doctor is she? A brilliant one.)

Identification
�
র্য।

You know Adjective is a qualifying word. You can identify any adjective in the following ways:Adjective াধাযণত Noun এয ূর্ফে ফর্ Noun এয ফযাার্য ক ার্না Information কদয় াথোৎ, Noun ক Modify

This is an honorary degree.
The goal of business is substantial gain.
Any succinct essay is appreciable.
 Linking Verb এয complement হর্র্ফ ফযফহৃত ক ান word †K identify যর্ত র্র ঐ word হির্ adjective হর্র্ফ
identify যর্ত র্ফ।
He became very much effusive.
What is intangible can be perceived only.
� Possessive Pronoun হর্র্ফ াধাযণবার্ফ াঅভযা মার্দযর্ হিহন , তাযা াঅর্র sentence এ Adjective হর্র্ফ use য়।
ুতযাাং মহদ খর্না এয ভ ক ান possessive pronoun ক identify যর্ত য় , কর্ের্ে এর্দযর্ Adjective হর্র্ফ
identify র্যা।
Your installment must be refunded.

His instability is really irritable.
✶ Pronoun + Noun = possessive adjective

Formation
Following are some conventional ways to transform a noun into an adjective.
� Noun এয কর্ল ous কমাগ র্য Adjective গঠন যা মায়াঃ
monotony
–
monotonous
harmony
–
harmonious
courtesy
–
courteous
auspiciousness
–
auspicious
� Noun এয কর্ল ent কমাগ র্য Adjective গঠন যা মায়াঃ
congruence
–
congruent
excellence
–
excellent
indifference
–
indifferent
inadvertence
–
inadvertent
� Noun এয কর্ল al কমাগ র্য Adjective গঠন যা মায়াঃ
artifice
–
artificial
convention
–
conventional
benefit
–
beneficial
perpetuation
–
perpetual.
� Noun এয কর্ল -full or –less কমাগ র্য Adjective গঠন যা মায়াঃ
beauty
–
beautiful
care
–
careless/careful
� Verb এয কর্ল able কমাগ র্য Adjective গঠন যা মায়াঃ
permeate
–
permeable
compare
–
comparable
console
–
consolable
dispense
–
dispensable
� Noun এয কর্ল ic কমাগ র্য Adjective গঠন যা মায়াঃ
artist
–
artistic
hero
–
heroic
� -bility মুক্ত Noun ক ble কমাগ র্য Adjective গঠন যা মায়াঃ
incredible
–
incredibility
incorrigible
–
incorrigibility
invisible
–
invisibility
� –tion or –sion মুক্ত Noun ক –tive or –sive কমাগ র্য Adjective গঠন যা মায়াঃ
deception
–
deceptive
apprehension
–
apprehensive
 ক ান word কর্ল ous, tive, able, ar, tory, enful, ible, ing, ic, ed, less, ary, ant, ent, al, some, y, ish,
ian, ate াআতযাহদ থা র্র Adjective য়।
Help = Helpful
Danger = Dangerous
Comfort = Comfortable
Interest = interesting/interested
Create = Creative
Educate = Educated/educative
Use = Useful/ Useless
Necessity = Necessary
Beauty = Beautiful
Wealth = Wealthy

Competence = Competent
Nation = National
Health Healthy
Awe = Awesome

India = Indian
Book = Bookish

Mother = Motherly
Temperature = Temperate

The + (Verb + ing) + of এাআ গঠনর্ verbal noun ফর্র।
Ex:The writing of a good letter is difficult
Hyphenated Adjectives: Noun এয ূর্ফে এ াহধ noun াাআর্পন দ্বাযা মুক্ত র্র এগুর্রা adjective হর্র্ফ াজ র্য
এফাং তার্দযর্ Hyphenated Adjective ফর্র। এগুর্রায ার্থ ক ান ভয় s/es/s মুক্ত য় না।
Ex: That magnificent eight-century-old temple was constructed by the Chinese.

Usage
Rule - 01:

Adjective এ হি হনহদেষ্ট order কভর্ন ির্র। কমভন- Determiner + Modifier + Headword.
For Example:
The active participant
A young inactive lazy boy
A round Italian pizza dish
Dad’s old threshing machine
That ugly brick building

Rule - 02:
Noun এয ূর্ফে মহদ ক ান Word ক use যর্ত য় কম word হি ঐ Noun এয ফযাার্য থা ফর্র, তার্র ঐ word হির্
Adjective এ form র্য use যর্ত র্ফ।
For Example:
The is improving day by day.
I saw that
I do not know the
� The president said that the –––– situation was very serious.
A. economical
B. economic
C. economy
D. economics
ফযাখযা: এখার্ন situation এ হি noun. এাআ noun এয াঅর্গ তার্ modify যর্ত adjective form ফর্ফ। াঅয এখার্ন adjective form র্ে
economic. তাাআ হঠ উত্তয option B.

Rule – 03:
ার্ন কের্োআ Noun ফার্ যয ভর্ধয Adjective হর্র্ফ use র্ত ার্য।
For Example:
I saw a beautiful village
Noun
I saw a beautiful village girl.
Adj.
হ ন্তু এর্ের্ে ভর্ন যাখর্ত র্ফ কম, Noun মহদ ক ান Sentence এ Adjective হর্র্ফ াজ র্য, তার্র ঐ Noun হি খর্নাাআ plural
য় না।
For Example:
This book contains ten pages. (Noun)
This ten-page book is interesting. (Adj.)
We are leaving for two weeks (noun)
We are going on a two-week vacation. (Adj.)

Give me a ten-page book. (Adj)

Rule – 04:
াধাযণবার্ফ Verb এয র্য ফা complement হর্র্ফ Adverb use য়। হ ন্তু Linking Verb এয complement হর্র্ফ
Adverb ফযফহৃত না র্য় Adjective use য়। এখার্ন প্রর্য়াজনীয় এফাং গুরুত্বূণে তগুর্রা Linking Verb ক list হর্র্ফ কদয়া
র্রা।
Be
smell

become
stay

feel
sound

appear
taste

look
seem
remain
He works silently.
wKš‘ He remains silent.
He drives carefully.
wKš‘ He looks careful.
হ ন্তু Linking Verb এয ার্থ মহদ Preposition থার্ হ াংফা Linking Verb এয Object থার্ তার্র াঅফায Adverb use
র্ফ।
For Example:
He looks after his mother carefully.
I tasted the dish curiously.
� A though he left very –––– he smiled––––
A. angrily, friendly
B. angry, friendly
C. angrily, in a friendly way
D. angry, in a friendly way
ফযাখযা: হনয়ভ ানুমায়ী ১ভ ূনযস্থার্ন Linking verb ফর্ফ এফাং ২য় ূনযস্থার্ন adverb form friendly য় াঅফায in a friendly way য়। হ ন্তু
sentence এয কর্ল ূনযস্থান থা ায় in a friendly way এয ফযফায কফী াথেফ য়। তাাআ হঠ উত্তয র্ফ option D.
� The roses in our garden smell really––– this year.
A. sweetest
B. sweetly
C. sweetening
D. sweet
ফযাখযা: হনয়ভ ানুমায়ী smell এ হি linking verb মায র্যয ূনযস্থার্ন adjective ফর্ফ। তাাআ adjective form sweet র্ফ হঠ উত্তয। তাাআ
option D র্ে হঠ উত্তয।
�Choose the most appropriate sentence

A.
B.
C.
D.

The detective looked cautious for footprints
The detective looked cautiously for footprints
The detective looked for footprints
Cautiously the detective looked for footprints

ফযাখযা: look র্ে এ হি linking verb. তাাআ এয র্য adjective form cautiously ফর্ফ। তাাআ হঠ উত্তয option B.

Rule - 05:
Noun এয াঅর্গ enough ফর্ হ ন্তু Adjective াথফা Adverb এয য enough ফর্।
enough + noun
For Example:
You can love if you have enough money to spend for women.
He has enough strength to lift this.
adjective/ adverb + enough
For Example:
She speaks English well enough to communicate efficiently.
He is strong enough to lift this.

তর্ফ Adjective াথফা Adverb এয াঅর্গ so হ াংফা too ফর্ত ার্য এফাং Adjective/Adverb এয র্য So/too এয
correct usage জানািা জরুযী।
For Example:
He teaches so swiftly that we cannot follow
He teaches too swiftly to follow.
� when your body does not get––– it cannot make the glucose it needs.
A. food as enough
B. food enoughly
C. enough the food
D. enough food
E. food enough
ফযাখযা: হনয়ভ ানুমায়ী noun এয াঅর্গ adjective ফর্। এখার্ন food এ হি noun এফাং enough এ হি adjective. তাাআ হঠ উত্তয র্ফ
enough food াথোৎ option D
� The tiny print on the poster is ––– small to be read easily.
A. so
B. much C. very
D. too
ফযাখযা: small এ হি adjective. Adjective এয াঅর্গ so াথফা too ফর্ত ার্য। এখার্ন adjective এয র্য to ফর্র্ে। তাাআ adjective এয
াঅর্গ too ফার্র sentence হি াথেফ য়।
� Correct English translation of- ক এত দূফের কম াাঁহির্ত ার্য না।

A.
B.
C.
D.

He is very weak and so he cannot walk
He cannot walk because he is very weak
He is so weak that he cannot walk
He is too weak to walk

ফযাখযা: এখার্ন কদখা মার্ে কম প্রহতহি sentence এ weak adjective হি যর্য়র্ে। াঅয ফাক্রহির্ত কদখা মার্ে কম ফরা র্য়র্ে করা হি াহতহযক্ত দূফেরতায
জর্নয াির্তাআ াযর্ে না। তাাআ এখার্ন weak adjective এয াঅর্গ too ফর্ফ াযণ too …. To sequence দ্বাযা ক ার্না হ েুয তীব্রতা প্র া যা
য়। তাাআ হঠ উত্তয র্ফ option D.

Rule - 06:
‘Little’ is used to indicate uncountable noun or quantity of something. ‘Few’ is used to indicate
countable noun or number of something. Little এফাং Few এযা হনর্জযাাআ Negative ফর্র এর্দয ার্থ খর্নাাআ ক ান
ধযর্নয Negation use র্ফ না।
For Example:
You have little money. [Not few money]
He has not few friends. [Incorrect]
He has few friends. [Correct]
হ ন্তু a little, the little হ াংফা a few, the few- এযা াঅফায Positive াথে প্র া র্য।
I have a little money.
এখার্ন াঅর্য িা থা ভর্ন যাখািা জরুযী কম only এয ার্থ খর্না শুধু little হ াংফা few use র্ফ না। মহদ use যর্ত য় তার্র
কর্ের্ে a little হ াংফা a few র্ফ।
For Example:
Only few students are lazy (Incorrect)
Only a few students are lazy (Correct)
We will need only little food (Incorrect)
We will need only a little food (Correct)
� Although southern California is densely populated, ––– live in the northern part of the state.
A. a little people
B. Only a few people
C. some of the people
D. many people
ফযাখযা: a little ফা a few এয ার্থ only াফযাআ থা র্ত র্ফ। ফা যহির্ত এিা ফুঝা মার্ে কম দহেণ াাংর্ত ার্ন ভানুল থা া র্ে উত্তয াাংর্ খুফ
ভ ভানুল থার্ । তাাআ many people র্ফ না। same of the দ্বাযা হনহদেস্ট ক ার্না এ হি াাংর্ ফা হ েু ভানুলর্ কফাঝার্না য়। হ ন্তু এখার্ন হনহদেষ্ট র্য
াউর্ কফাঝার্না য় হন। তাাআ হঠ উত্তয র্ফ option B.

� ––– is currently available to researchers and physicians who study the indigenous life of Bangladesh.
A. A little information
B. few information
C. Little information
D. A few information
ফযাখযা: only োড়া a few ফা a little ফর্ত ার্য না। information এ হি uncountable noun. Uncountable noun এয াঅর্গ little ফর্
এফাং countable noun এয াঅর্গ few ফর্। তাাআ হঠ উত্তয option C.
� A. only little crop
B. only a little crops
C. only few crops D. only a few crops
ফযাখযা: াঅর্গয প্রর্েয ভত। হঠ উত্তয option D.

Rule - 07:
Some/Any এয ফযফায :
Complement এয ভর্ধয মখন some / any াঅর্ফ কর্ের্ে মহদ sentence হি affirmative য় তার্র some use র্ফ
াঅয মহদ sentence হি negative হ াংফা Interrogative য় তার্র any use র্ফ।
some Affirmative
any negative/Interrogative

For Example:
I have earned some money.
Have you earned any money?
I could not earn any money.
Complete the sentence. Is there any milk in that Jug? Not ––––
A. none
B. many C. much D. some
ফযাখযা: Not এয র্য none ফর্র ক ার্না াথোআ প্র া র্যনা। many ফভয় countable noun এয ার্থ ফযফহৃত য়। এখার্ন milk
uncountable noun. Some এফাং much দুাআহিাআ uncountable noun এয ার্থ ফযফহৃত য়। হ ন্তু negative sentence এ some ফযফহৃত য়
না। তাাআ এখার্ন হঠ উত্তয র্ফ much াথোৎ option C.

Rule - 08:
another, other, the other এফাং some, others, the others এয ফযফায ম্পর্ ে এ িা বার্রা ধাযণা যাখািা জরুযী।
হনর্িয example গুর্রা কখয়ার র্যাাঃ
For Example:
I have two dresses. one is red and the other is blue.
I have two types of marbles. Some are red and the others are blue.

ADVERB
Modify

Verb
an action
performed by
the subject

Adverb

Adjective

Adverbs modify verbs (except linking verbs), adjectives, participle adjectives, sentences or other adverbs.
Barney eagerly accepted the challenge. (adverb modifying the main verb accepted)
It was a rapidly changing situation. (adverb modifying the present participle changing)

.
How
How often

action

where

when

✶ Four ways Adverb modifies-

How
Manner of action performed
● The alarm rang loudly (how)
● Harry ran quickly (how)

Where
Place of action
●
●

Put that cake there
I looked everywhere my book

When
Time of action
●
●

Mahee went to gym today
They go out to dinner weekly

How often
Frequency of action
●
●

Sometimes he play cricket
Ritesh never smoke-

Adjective modified by Adverb
●

He is very happy today

●

Tanha wore brightly coloured dress in party

Adverb modified by Adverb
The dancer mores so gracefully
Adv.

Adv.

The scientist quite easily solved their problem
Adv.

Adv.

Adverb is the word that qualifies the word except Noun and Pronoun. Therefore, it may qualify any Verb,
Adjective, Adverb, Phrase or a full sentence.
He runs fast. [modifier of Verb]
He is always late. [modifier of Adjective]
He runs very fast. [modifier of Adv.]
Evidently the figures are incorrect. [modifier of a sentence]

Adverb modified by Adverb
Sometimes adverbs are used at the beginning of sentences, usually followed by a comma. These adverbs
sometimes modify the entire sentence rather than one word in the sentence.
● Generally, I like my classes.
● Usually, Professor Rahi’s lectures are more interesting.

Formation
Adverbs are usually formed by adding -ly to an Adjective.
frequent – frequently
horrible- horribly
merry – merrily
effective – effectively

Usage
Rule - 01:
Adjective এর আগে যদি ক োন Word ক use রগে য় েোগ ঐ word দিগ Adv এ form গর েোরপর use রগে
গব।
For Example:

extraordin arily beautiful
Adv.
Adj.
She looks
He wanted an extremely large amount of money.

Rule - 02:
যদি ক োন word verb ক modify গর েোগ ঐ word দিগ Adverb এ form গর use রগে গব।
For Example:
He speaks English fluently.
He walks silently.

� point out the sentence with correct use of adverb-

A.
B.
C.
D.

Write the essay in brief
Write the essay briefly
Write the essay in short
Write the essay shortly

বযোখ্যো: shortly দ্বোরো normally কবোঝোগনো য় soon, in a little while ইেযোদি। অর্থোৎ দ্রুে ক োনো দ ছু কবোঝোয়। আর briefly দ্বোরো কবোঝোগনো য়
ক োগনো দ ছুর মূভোবদি  কছোি গর দবয়দি উপস্থোপন রো। স্বোভোদব ভোগবই এখ্োগন brief এর adverb form বযবহৃে গব। brief এর adverb
form গে in brief এবং briefly. দ ন্তু এখ্োগন in brief এর বযবোর কবলী অর্থব এবং মোনোনই গে। েোই দি উত্তর গব option A.
� Her grades have improved, but only ––––
A. in a small amount
B. very slightly
C. minimum
D. same
বযোখ্যো: এখ্োগন grade এর improve কবোঝোগনো গয়গছ। আর লূনযস্থোগন বগে গব adverb যো দিগয় improve ীোগর গে েো কবোঝোগনো যোগব। some
বো minimum ক োগনো adverb নয়। in a small amount এ দি phrase. েোই দি উত্তর গব option B.

Rule - 03:
Preposition যুক্ত Noun/Pronoun; Adverb এ পদরণে য়।
For Example:
in time, in the morning, at this moment, day by day, etc.
Rule - 04:
Adverb of Manner, Adverb of Place দ ংবোv Adverb of Time – এরো বোই sentence এর কলগ বগ। দ ন্তু যদি
এরো এ গে বগ কগেগে এগির দনগেগির মগযয এ িো order বো যোরো maintain রগে য়।
Manner Place Time.
For Example:
He works sincerely in his office everyday.
She went there at 9.00 pm.
Rule - 05:
দ ছু Adverbs (always, often, usually, generally, Just, quite, already, almost, ever, never,
hardly, barely, rarely, scarcely, seldom) বময় main verb এর immediately আগে বগ। এমনদ যদি ক োন
auxiliary verb দ ংবো modal র্োগ কগেগে auxiliary verb বো modal এর পগর দ ন্তু main verb এর আগে বগ।
For Example:
He often visits our house.
I hardly watch movies.
He has already completed this.
He has just arrived.
A boy always says,” I had never fallen in love with anybody before.”
Exception: have to দ ংবো used to এরো modal য়ো গে এই adverb গুগো এগির পগর নো বগ বময় আগে বগ।
For Example:
I always have to do my work.
He often used to wear unusual dress.
Rule - 06:
Hardly, Barely, Rarely, Scarcely, Seldom– এই Adverb গুগো দনগেরোই Negatives. আর এ োরগণই এগির
োগর্ ক োগনো প্র োর negation অর্থোৎ (no, not দ ংবো never) use গব নো।
For Example:
I could not hardly solve this problem (Inc)

I could hardly solve this problem. (Cor)
Identify the correct translation.
দেয োগরর ফু য়ে এর কেগয় খ্ুব এ িো কবলী ুেদি ে নো।
A. Real flowers hardly could have smelt better.
B. Real flowers could hardly have smelt better.
C. Real flower could have smelt better hardly
D. Real flower could smell better hardly
বযোখ্যো: hardly ক োগনো sentence এ বগ negative অর্থ প্র োল গর। আর hardly বময় main verb এর আগে বগব। োযোরণে hardly
auxiliary verb এর পগরই বগ। েগব have এর আগে বগ অর্থব য়। েোই এখ্োগন দি উত্তর option B.

Rule - 07:
Hardly, Barely, Rarely, Scarcely, Seldom – এগিরগ দিগয় যদি ক োগনো sentence শুরু য় েোগ
কগেগে sentence এর আগে verb েগ আগ। যদি auxiliary verb বো modal র্োগ েোগ েোরো বগ। আর যদি এরো নো র্োগ
কগেগে tense অনুযোয়ী do, does দ ংবো did বগব।
For Example:
Rarely are you found in the room.
Scarcely did I reach there when it began rain.
Hardly could I solve this problem.
Rule - 08:
Negative emphasis প্রিোন োরী দ ছু Adverbs (not once, Not only, not untill, never, never again,
only after etc.) গুগোর কবোয় এ ই দনয়ম প্রগযোেয।
For Example:
Never again will they stay in the hotel.
Not until the late middle ages did glass become a major construction material.
Rule - 09:
যদি adverb এর োগর্ োযোরণে: -ly র্োগ , দ ন্তু দ ছু words (fast, late এবং hard) আগছ যোগির োগর্ by র্ো ো গে এরো
দনগেরোই adverb। ুেরোং এগির কবোয় fastly, hardly দ ংবো lately use রো যোগব নো। েগব দভন্ন অগর্থ hardly দ ংবো lately
Adverb দগগব use গে পোগর।
For Example:
Helen types fast and efficiently.
He arrived late because of bad weather.
Only বময় যোর পোগল র্োগ েোগ ই modify গর। আর এ োরগণ only †K use রোর কবোয় ে থেো অবম্বন রগে গব োরণ
অবস্থোনগভগি only দবদভন্ন অর্থ প্রিোন গর।
For Example:
Only Bob was accused of lying. [Means that no one else was accused]
Bob was only accused of lying [He was accused but not convicted]
Bob was accused of lying only [He was not accused of any thing else]

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES AND
ADVERBS
Comparison is an area of grammar, where most students make errors, although it is not a very
complicated topic. In this unit, we will cover different aspects of comparisons in details. Comparisons
indicate degrees of difference with adjectives and adverbs, and may be equal or unequal. Adjective or
Adverb changes in form to show the comparison. They are called the three Degrees of Comparison.
Positive Degree:
The Positive Degree of an Adj. is the Adj. in its simple form. It is used to denote the mere existence of
some quality of what we speak about. It is used when no comparison is made.
He is as ferocious as a tiger.
Comparative Degree:
The Comparative Degree of an Adj. denotes a higher degree of the quality than the Positive, and is
used when two things are compared.
Harun's mango is sweeter than Rahim's.
Superlative Degree:
The Superlative Degree of an Adj. denotes the highest degree of the quality, and is used when more
than two things are compared.
This boy is the strongest in the class.

Adverbials
Adverbs

Adverb Phrases

Adverb Clauses

Adverbials is a broad term. It includes:
1. single word adverb- He came here yesterday.
2. Adverb Phrases - We reached there after the sunset.
Hawkings sat up all night long.
3. Adverb Clause-Hawkins met his friends when he was released.
Note: A phrase is a group of words without a finite verb. A clause is a part of a larger sentence having
a finite verb.
(Phrase লো এমন group of words যোলে Finite verb থোলে নো, কেন্তু clause-এ Finite verb থোলে।)
Comparison of Adverbs
Some Advers have three forms-Positive, Comparative & Superlative.
[Adjective- এর মলেো কেছু Adverb এর Positive, Comparative এবং Superlative এআ কেনকি form- এ েুনো য়।]
(a) কেছু Adverbs- এর র- er যযোলে Comparative এবং est যযোলে Superlative য়।
Positive
Fast
Late
Soon
Quick

Comparative
Faster
Later
Sooner
quicker

Superlative
Fastest
Latest, last
Soonest
quickest

(b) যয ব Adverb এর যলল -ly -থোলে, েোর ূলবে more বকলয় Comparative এবং most বকলয় Superlative েরো য়।
Positive
Comparative
Superlative
Clearly
more clearly
most clearly
Loudly
more loudly
most loudly

Quickly
more quickly
Rapidly
more rapidly
Easily
more easily
Swiftly
more swiftly
Wisely
more wisely
Beautifully
more beautifully
Skillfully
more skillfully
Exception: Early
earlier

most quickly
most rapidly
most easily
most swiftly
most wisely
most beautifully
most skillfully
earliest

(c) েেগুলো Adverb-এর Comparison যেোন ধরোবোাঁধো কনয়লম য় নো।
Positive
Comparative Superlative
Well (ভোলোভোলব)
better
best
Badly (খোরোভোলব)
worse
worst
Far (দুলর, অলরো)
farther, further farthest, furthest
Much (প্রচুর)
more
most
Little (ল্প)
less
least.
N.B. Far, Much, Little এগুক Adjective এবংAdverb দুভোলবআ প্রলয়োে য়।

Formation
1. GK Syllable কবকলষ্ট Adjective/Positive এর োলথ er এবং est যযোে েলর Comparative  Superlative েরো য়।
Positive
Comparative
Superlative
Great
Greater
Greatest
Poor
Poorer
Poorest
Rich
Richer
Richest
Strong
Stronger
Strongest
Tall
Taller
Tallest
2. Positive word এর যলল এেকি consonant এবং এর অলে এেকি vowel থোেল যললর consonant কি কিগুণ য় এবং er 
est যযোে েরো য়।
Positive
Comparative
Superlative
Thin
Thinner
Thinnest
Fat
Fatter
Fattest
Mad
Madder
Maddest
3. Positive word এর যলল e থোেল r এবং st যুক্ত েলর comparative  superlative েরো য়।
Positive
Comparative
Superlative
Noble
Nobler
Noblest
Fine
Finer
Finest
Brave
Braver
Bravest
4. Positive word এর যলল y থোেল এবং y এর অলে consonant থোেল y উলে কেলয় ier এবং iest যুক্ত েলর comparative
AND superlative েরো য়।
Positive
Comparative
Superlative
Mighty
Mightier
Mightiest
Busy
Busier
Busiest

5. Positive word এর যলল y থোেল এবং y এর অলে vowel থোেল y নো উলে কেলয় er এবং est যুক্ত েলর comparative
AND superlative েরো য়।
Positive
Comparative
Superlative
Gay
Gayer
Gayest
Grey
Grayer
Grayest
6. দুআ বো েলেোকধে Syllable কবকলষ্ট Adjective/Positive এর অলে যবকল বুঝোলে more এবং most অর েম বুঝোলে less এবং
least যযোে েলর Comparative  Superlative েরো য়।
Positive Comparative
Superlative
Famous More/less famous Most/least
famous
Intellige More/less
Most/least
nt
intelligent
intelligent
7. কেছু Positive word অলছ যযগুলোলে Comparative  Superlative েরোর যেোন কনয়ম যনআ।
Positive
Comparative
Superlative
Near
Nearer
Nearest, Next
Much
More
Most
Good
Better
Best
8. A few adjectives and adverbs have irregular and double forms for the comparative and superlative. You
are required to remember this.

Adjective
or
Adverb

Comparative

Superlative

far

 farther 


 further 

 farthest 


 furthest 

little

less/littler

least/ littlest

much 


many 
 good 


well 

more

most

better

best

worse

worst

old

older 


elder 

oldest

late

later 


latter 

up
in
out

upper
inner
outer

latest 


last 

bad 


badly 

upper most
inmost
outest

For the benefits of discussion, we can divide it into two parts: Equal comparison & Unequal comparison.
Equal comparison will include positive degree and unequal comparison will include comparative and
superlative degree.

Equal Comparison
Rule - 01:
যেোন Sentence এ as......as এবং so......as থোেল বুঝলে লব sentence কি positive degree যে অলছ।
For positive degree, and affirmative sentences ‘as ..... as’ is used
His Brother is as intelligent as he.
In the case of a negative sentence, ‘so.... as’ is used.
Your tea is not so cold as mine.
He is not so stupid as his brother.
Rule - 02:
Different এমন এেকি word যযকিলে use েলর েখলনো Compare েরো যোয় নো। অর এেোরলণ different এর োলথ েখলনো
‘than’ use নো েলর ‘from’ use েরলে লব।
For Example:
My nationality is different from her.
Our climate is different from Canada's.

Unequal Comparison
Rule - 01:
যেোন Sentence এর মোঝখোলন than থোেল বুঝলে লব sentence কি comparative degree যে অলছ।
For Example:
Remember to always use the subject form of the pronoun after than.
John's grades are higher than his sister's.
This chair is more comfortable than the other.
He speaks Spanish more fluently than I.

Rule - 02:
Remember:

2 entities - comparative
3 or more - superlative

যকি দুআকি entity এর মলধে Comparison য় েোল Comparative degree অর যকি দুআলয়র যবকল entity এর মলধে
comparison য় েোল superlative degree use েরলে য়। োধোরণ ভোলব Comparative form এর োলথ েখলনোআ the অল
নো। কেন্তু যোলিরলে Compare েরো লে েোলিরলে যকি কনকিেষ্টভোলব যবোঝোলনো য়, েোল অবোর Comparative form এর োলথ the
use য়। থেোৎ, of the two যকি থোলে যেোন Sentence এ, যলেলে বলেআ Comparative form use েরলে লব এবং ঐ
Comparative form এর োলথ the যে use েরলে লব।
subject + verb + the + comparative + of the
two + noun

or
of the two + (noun) + subject + verb + the +
comparative
For Example:
Rony is the smarter of the two boys.
Of the two shirts, this one is the prettier.

Rule - 03:
Double Comparatives:
একি Sentence এর এেকি Structure যযকিলে অমরো ‘যে ..... েে’ এআ লথে use েকর। এআলেলে Sentence এ দুকি ংল থোলে এবং
এআ দুকি ংললর শুরুলেআ Comparative form লব। এআ Comparative form এর োলথ the লব।
the + comparative + subject + verb + the +
comparative + subject + verb
For Example:
The harder he tried, the easier it became.
The finer the weather, the better the wind will be.
The more you review, the easier the patterns.
Rule - 04:
Illogical Comparatives:
োধোরণে : এেআ entity এর মলধে Compare েরলে লব। েখলনোআ অোিো দুকি কজকনলর মলধে Compare েরো যোলব নো। যকি েখলনো
অোিো দুকি কজকনলর মলধে Compare েরো য় েোল illogical Comparison য়।
এেোরলণ যকি েখলনো এরেমভোলব Compare েরো য় েোল that of কেংবো those of use েরলে য়।
For Example:
The Jute of Bangladesh is different from that in other countries.
The rules are different from those of soccer.
Rule - 05:
Multiple Number Comparatives:
Multiple Number (twice, thrice, two times, five times, half, one third etc) যখন যেোন Sentence এ use
লব, যলেলে Multiple Number এর োলথ েখলনোআ more than use েরো যোলব নো। এলেলে Multiple Number এর োলথ
as much as কেংবোv as many as যে use েরো যযলে োলর।
subject + verb + number multiple + as +
much 
noun


  (noun )  as  

many 
 pronoun 

For Example:
This encyclopedia costs twice as much as the other one.
At the clambake last week, Fred ate three times as many oysters as Barney.
Jerome has half as many records now as I had last year.
Rule - 06:
যয যেোন Comparative form এর োলথ much কেংবো far use লে োলর। এিো যমোলিআ ভু যেোলনো formation নো।
Comparison িোলে intensify েরোর জনে বো বোড়োলনোর জনে Comparative form এর োলথ much কেংবো far use লে োলর।
subject + verb
noun



pronoun



 far  adjective 


 
+ much  + adverb  +er

+ than+

 far  more  adjective

 


subject+verb+ much  + less  adverb  +than+
noun



 pronoun 

For Example:
Harry's watch is far more expensive than mine.
That movie we saw last night was much less interesting than the one on television.
A watermelon is much sweeter than a lemon.
Rule - 07:
One of এর লর Superlative degree থোেলে োলর অবোর নো থোেলে োলর, কেন্তু এআ One of; sentence এর যয Position
এ বুে নো যেন, এর োলথ Noun কি বময় plural লব। অবোর One of যুক্ত যেোন word যকি sentence এর Subject কললব
অল েোল Verb কি singular লব।
He is one of my friend [Inc]
He is one of my friends [Cor]
One of my friends is a doctor
One of the greatest tennis players in the world is Bjorn Borg.
Kuwait is one of the biggest oil producers in the world.
Rule - 08:
any এর বেবোরঃany যে use েরো য় এেিো individual এর োলথ এেিো group এর compare েরলে। এলেলে any যে েেেভোলব use েরলে
লব। েোরণ যকি ঐ individual কি Group এর member য় যলেলে বলেআ any other use েরলে লব। অর যকি ঐ
individual কি group এর member নো য় যলেলে শুধু any use লব।
Inc: Iron is useful than any metal
Cor: Iron is more useful than any other metal.
Coal is more useful than any metal (Cor)
এেআ েোরলণ anybody, anyone কেংবো anything --- এরো এেো এেো অল নো। এলির োলথ else যে use েরলে য়।
You have more patience than anyone else I know.
Rule - 09:
কেছু word (Inferior, Superior, Prior, Anterior, Posterior, Senior, Junior) অলছ যোরো কনলজরোআ Comparative
form এলির োলথ েখলনোআ than অলব নো। এলেলে Compare েরোর জনে to use েরলে লব।
He is senior to me.
Rule - 10:
Former, latter, elder, further, inner, outer, upper – এআ word গুলোলে Comparative form বল মলন ল 
এলিরলে েখলনোআ Compare েরোর জনে use েরো য় নো। এরো Noun এর োলথ normal adjective কললব use য়।
George and Fred are twin brothers; the former (George) owns a shop while the latter (Fred)
works at the Ministry of Magic.
Rule - 11:
Usage of double forms of Comparatives and Superlatives
কেছু word অলছ যোলির Comparative কেংবো Superlative এ double form অলছ। কেন্তু যোলিরআ double form অলছ েোলির
মলধে দু’কি form আ েখলনো Compare েরোর জনে use েরো য় নো। বময় এেিোলে Compare েরোর জনে use েরো য় অর
নেকিলে Normal adjective কললব use েরলে য়।
� Later, latter; latest, last:- Later, latter; latest, last:- Later and latest refer to time; but latter and last
refer to position.
Farah finished the race later than I. Bolt finished last.
I am always up to date with the latest news.

In the fight between Conor and Khabib, the latter (Khabib) became the winner.
� Elder, older; oldest:- Elder and eldest are used only of persons not of animals or things. They also
mean the position. Older and oldest are used by both persons and things. They really mean the
comparison of age.
My elder brother is older than you by 5 Years.
The eldest son of King Ecbert died in battle.
� Farther/ Further:- Farther means more distant or advanced; further means additional.
Do not go any farther.
We will discuss this matter further tomorrow.
Rule - 12:
Choice between different from and different:
Different from and Different have the same meaning, but Different from is used between the two
nouns compared and Different is used after the two nouns or a plural noun.
The watch in the window is a little different from this one.
A nursery school is different from a daycare center.
The watch in the window and this one are a little different.
A nursery school and a day care center are different.
Rule - 13:
Choice between the same and the same as:
The same and the same as have the same meaning, but the same as is used between the two nouns
compared and the same is used after the two nouns or a plural noun.
This car is the same as that car.
This car and that car are the same.
These cars are the same.
Rule - 14:
Choice between similar to and similar:
Similar to and similar have the same meaning but similar to is used between the two nouns compared
and similar is used after the two nouns or a plural noun
This coat is similar to that one.
This coat and that one are similar
These coats are similar.
Rule - 15:
Choice between like and alike:
Although like and alike have the same meaning, like is used between the two nouns compared, and
alike is used after the two nouns or a plural noun.
This coat is like that one.
This coat and that one are alike.
These coats are alike.

Vocabulary
Word
Steering
Acceleration
Visible

Unit Four:Lesson-1
Meaning
গতিথ তনয়ন্ত্রক চক্র
মন্ত্রন্ত্রয গতিতনয়ন্ত্রক ককৌর
দৃযভান

Specific

ফুতিভান
(কতিউটান্ত্রয) ূফবন্ত্ররখ যফযা
কযা;
ুতনতদবষ্ট

Judgement
Sophisticated

তফচায
অিযাধুতনক

Operate
Invariably
Circuit
Blur
Imagine
Fantasy
Encounter
Maintain
Restrain
Regard
Differentiate
Conscience

তযচারনা কযা
ফযতিক্রভীনবান্ত্রফ; ফবদা
ফিবনী ফা প্রদতিণ থ
অস্পষ্ট ফা দুন্ত্রফবাধয কযা
কল্পনা কযা/ভন্ত্রন কযা
অরীক কল্পনা
তফন্ত্রদয ভুন্ত্রখাভুতখ ওয়া; ম্মুখীন
ফজায় যাখা
ংমি যাখা
তফন্ত্রফচনা কযা
ৃথক কযা;
তফন্ত্রফক

Intelligent
Program

Wedge
Scrap
Alleviate
Congestion
Estimate
Intersection
Enforce
Whisk
Suburb
Designate

Unit Four:Lesson-2
Meaning
ংমুক্ত
আকতিক ও িীব্রবান্ত্রফ কভাচড় ফা
টান কদওয়া
দ্রুি এফং ঈলৎ কভাচন্ত্রড়য াান্ত্রময
নড়াচড়া কযা
কীরক
ক াট অফাতিি টুকযা
রাঘফ কযা, উভ কযা
গাদাগাতদ অফস্থা
ধাযণা কযা
কচৌযাস্তা
প্রন্ত্রয়াগ কযা
দ্রুি ও অকিাৎ তনন্ত্রয় মাওয়া
যিতর
তনন্ত্রদব কযা

Build
Complicated

তনভবাণ কযা
জতটর

Word
Attached
Wrench
Wriggle

Synonym
……………..
……………..
Tangible, Perceptible,
Noticeable
Alert, Smart
Schedule, Prearrange

Antonym
…………….
…………….
Hidden, Concealed,
Invisible
Stupid, Obtuse
……………..

Particular,
Distinguishing
View
Advanced, Highly
Developed
Manage, Handle
Always, Constantly
Route, Track
Become Hazy, Obscure
Think of, Conjecture
Daydream, imagination
Confront
Continue, Carry On
Control, Curb
Consider, Think Of
Distinguish, Contrast
Moral Sense, Principles

General, Common

Synonym
Engaged, Accompanied
Twist, Jerk

Antonym
Removed, Detached
…………..

Jerk, Turn

…………...

……………
Peace, Bit
Case, Relieve, Lessen
Overcrowding, Jam
Guess, Approximate
Junction, Crossing
Impose, Urge
Sweep, Rush
Outskirt
Indicate, Define, Show,
Specify
Construct, Form
Puzzling, Perplexing,

……………
Load, Lot Of
Increase, Intensify
…………..
………….
………….
………….
………….
Metropolis
………….

……………..
Simple, Old Fashioned
Halt
Irregularly
……………….
……………….
……………….
Reality
……………….
Suspend, Give Up
Help, Assist
Disregard
……………….
……………….

Demolish, Damage
Understandable, Simple

Compete
Unify
Regularize
Hostile

প্রতিদ্বতিিা কযা
একীবূি কযা
তফতধম্মি কযা
বফতয

Word
Killer
Stretch
Educate
Erratic

Unit Four:Lesson-3
Meaning
প্রাণঘািী
ফাড়ান্ত্রনা
তিাদান কযা
অতস্থয

Swerve
Care

ঘাভ
দুযফস্থা
াাযা কদওয়া ফা প্রাথবনায জনয
যাতি জাগযণ, জাগ
তিপ্রগতি, কভবিৎয
খাড়া, তধা
কফারা
ীড়া কদওয়া
ফযথা কযা
বতফলযদ্বাণী কযা মায় না এভন/
তনতিি ওয়া মায় না এভন,
অতনতিি
ন্ত্রয মাওয়া
কদখান্ত্রানা কযা

Safety

তনযাত্তা

Word
Curious

Unit Four:Lesson-4
Meaning
উৎুক; ককৌিূরূণব

Important
Treatment
Fascinating
Named
Feature
Slightly
Utterly

িাৎমবূণব; গুরুত্বূণব
আচযণ
ভুগ্ধ কন্ত্রয এভন
নাভক
রিণীয়বান্ত্রফ উস্থাতি কযা
ারকাবান্ত্রফ/তক ুটা
একান্তবান্ত্রফ

Devoted
Apply
Severity
Reveal

একতনষ্ঠ
প্রন্ত্রয়াগ কযা
কন্ত্র াযিা
প্রকা কযা

Belong
Marriage

স্বত্বাধীন ওয়া, অতধকাযী ওয়া
তফফা

Sweat
Plight
Vigil
Agile
Erect
Fiddle
Hurt
Ache
Unpredictable

Intricate
Fight, Struggle
Unite, Combine
…………..
Inimical, Antagonistic

……………
Separate, Disconnect
……………
Sympathetic, Amicable

Synonym
Murderer
Extend, Spread
Teach
Unpredictable,
Unsteady
Perspiration, Moisture
Difficulty, Perplexity
………….

Antonym
………….
Compress
Learn
Certain, Dependable

Nimble, Swift
Upright, Vertical
………….
Injure, Ache
Hurt, Twinge
Erratic, Unstable

Slow, Clumsy
Horizontal, Bent
……………
Relieve, Alleviate
……………
Reliable, Foreseeable

Shift, Deviate
Be Concerned, Be
Interested
Security, Assurance

Straighten
Ignore, Neglect

Synonym
Inquisitive, Interested,
Eager
Significant, Serious
Behaviour
Captivating, Impressive
Called, Known as
Present,
A little, A bit
Completely,
Thoroughly
Dedicated, Loyal
Execute
Strictness, Harshness
Disclose, Announce,
Expose, Unveil
Pertain
Wedding

Antonym
Indifferent

…………..
Boon, Blessing
……………

Risk, Peril

Minor, Trivial, Trifling
………..
Disgusting, Repulsive
………….
Portray
Severely
Slightly
Disloyal
…………..
Mildness, Easiness
Hide, Conceal
……………
……………

Strew
Outcome
Involve

আকীণব কযা, তড়ন্ত্রয় কদওয়া
তযণতি/পরাপর
জতড়ি কযা

Word
Survey

Unit Five:Lesson-1
Meaning
জতয

Sample
Acquire
Banned
Contaminate
Analyse

নভুনা
ংগ্র কযা
তনতলি
দূতলি কযা
তফন্ত্রেলণ

Fatal
Swallow

প্রাণনাক
গরধ:কযণ কযা, খাওয়া

Inhale
Detect

শ্বা কনওয়া
নাক্ত কযা, তচতিি কযা

Sensitive
Presence
Adulteration

ংন্ত্রফদনীর
উতস্থি
কবজার; কবজারতভশ্রণ

Indicate

তনন্ত্রদব কযা

Pasteurised
Processing
Procedure

জীফাণুভুক্ত, াস্তুতযি
প্রতক্রয়াজািকযণ
কামবপ্রণাতর

Manufacture
Widespread

উৎাদনকাযী
ফহুতফস্তৃি, ফযাক

Former
Monitoring
Supervision

ান্ত্রফক
মবন্ত্রফিণ
িত্ত্বাফধান

Mandatory

ফাধযিাভূরক

Reportedly
Coordinated

জনশ্রুতি অনুান্ত্রয
ভতিি

Word
Characterize

Unit Five:Lesson-2
Meaning
তচতিি কযা

Lucid
Profound

াফরীর
গবীয

Diffuse, Set, Scatter
Result, Consequence
Engage, Indulge

Accumulate, Gather
Cause
Discard, Depart

Synonym
Inspection, Study,
Investigation
Specimen
Obtain
Forbidden, Illegal
Pollute, Infect
Examine, Study,
Investigate
Deadly, Serious
Eat, Consume, Gobble
Up
Breath In, Draw In
Identify, Expose,
Reveal, Trace
Responsible, Receptive
Existence, Attendance
Defilement,
Debasement
Imply, Suggest,
Signify, Show
...............
…………….
Method, System,
Formula
Producer, Maker
Extensive, Common,
Well-known
Ex, Previous
Observing
Management,
Administration
Obligatory,
Compulsory
Supposedly, Seemingly
Synchronized,
Harmonized

Antonym
…………..

Synonym
Distinguish,
Differentiate
Explicit, Luminous
Deep, Vivid, Intense

Antonym
Accumulate

…………..
Lose
Permissible
Purify
…………..
Harmless
Vomit
Exhale
Overlook
Unresponsive, Neutral
Absence
Purification
Hide, Conceal
……………….
……………….
……………….
Destroyer
Limited
Subsequent
………………
………………
Optional
Actually
Unsystematic, Disordered

Incoherent
Superficial

Expensive
Humour
Interval
Mention
Recognize
Remember
Tiny

ফযয়ফহুর
াযয
তফযতি ফা কারান্তয
উন্ত্রেখ কযা;
নাক্ত কযা ফা তচনন্ত্রি াযা
িযণ কযা
ক াট, অতি িুদ্র

Costly, Valuable
Freak, Comedy
Break
Allude To, Refer To
Identify
Recall, Recollect
Small, Minuscule

Overlook

Have a view of, Face

Cemetery
Chat
Flatter
Last
Modest
Cut Out
Correspondence
Impression
Talkative
Inclined
Anticipate
Perhaps
Wonder
Afford
Unwise

উঁচু স্থান ন্ত্রি কদখন্ত্রি াওয়া ফা
কদখা
ভাতধন্ত্রিি
কখাগল্প
কিালান্ত্রভাদ কযা
তটন্ত্রক থাকা, চরা
ফযয়ফহুর নয় এভন, তযতভি
ফাদ কদওয়া
তচত ন্ত্রিয আদানপ্রদান
অতবফযতক্ত, প্রবাফ
ফাচার
ইচ্ছুক
ধাযণা কযা, প্রিযাা কযা
ম্ভফি
বাফা
াভথবয থাকা, ফন কযা
কফাকাতভ, অতফচিণ

Proceed
Digestion
Hospitable
Effusive
Amicable
Fancy
Wave
Airy
Gesture
Giant
Horrible
Splendid

চাতরন্ত্রয় মাওয়া
জভ, তযাক
অতিতথযায়ণ
আন্ত্রফগপ্রফণ
অভাতয়ক ভন্ত্রন কযা
কল্পনা কযা
াি তদন্ত্রয় ইাযা কযা
ফায়ফীয়, অফান্তয
ইাযা
তফার আকায ম্বন্ত্রে
বীলণ, বয়ানক
চভৎকায

Sigh
Insist
Ruin
Panic
Seize
Enormous
Succulent
Appetizing

দীঘবশ্বা কপরা
ীড়াীতড় কযা
নষ্ট কযা
আিঙ্ক
গ্রা কযা
তফার, তফযাট
যার
িুধাফধবক

Tickle

ুযুতয কদওয়া

Graveyard
Gossip, Chatter
Praise, Blandish
Survive, Endure
Decent, Moderate
Subtract, Deduct
Communication
Influence, Impact
Chatty
Willing, Consenting
Visualize, Expect
Probably, Possibly
Marvel, Surprise
Be Able To
Imprudent,
Inexperienced
Advance, Continue
Assimilation
Welcoming, Genial
Emotional
Friendly, Peace Loving
Dream, Conceive
Move, Shake
Gaseous, Aerial
Gesticulate, Flounce
Colossal, Gigantic
Terrific, Fearsome
Aristocratic, Gorgeous,
Magnificent
Exhale, Wheeze
Persist, Urge
Destroy, Perish
Terror, Fright
Impound, Confiscate
Gigantic, Robust
Juicy, Humorous
Yummy, tasty,
Palatable
Allure, Tempt

Cheap
Tragedy
…………..
Conceal
…………..
Forget
Enormous, Vast, Huge,
Large
……………
……………
……………
Criticize
Cease
Expensive, Costly
Add
…………..
…………..
Untalkative, Taciturn
Disagreeable
Be Amazed
Definitely
……………
Be Incapable Of
Prudent
Stop
……………
Inhospitable, Hostile
Quite, Introvert
Hostile
Concertize
……………
Airless
…………….
Miniature
Pleasant
Dull
………..
Endure
Construct
Calm
Free
Tiny
Dry
Distasteful, Insipid
…………..

Ingratiating
Blush
Innocent
Miserable

প্রন্নকয কিালাভুন্ত্রদ
রজ্জায কাযন্ত্রণ যতক্তভাবা
তনষ্পা
অতি নগনয

Inadequate
Retort
Gay
Vindictive
Pardonable
Complacency
Weigh

অমবাপ্ত, অপ্রিুর
জফাফ কদওয়া
াতখুত
প্রতিতংাযায়ণ
ভাজবনান্ত্রমাগয
আত্মিুতষ্ট
ওজন কযা

Adulatory, Cheerful
Flush, Redden
Impeccable, Sinless
Impoverished,
Grievous
Insufficient, Ample
Respond, Revenge
Frisky, Cheerful
Revengeful, Vengeful
Excusable, Forgivable
Blessedness, Bliss
Measure

Cheerless
Blanch
Guilty
Affluent
Adequate
Keep Silence
Cheerless
Merciful
Unpardonable
Dissatisfaction
……………

MORE VOCABULARY
ANONYMOUS
BRUTAL
ENHANCE
FASCINATE (v)
FASCINATING.
GLAMOROUS
HEALTHFUL
STAMINA
TOLERATE

Meaning
যচতয়িায নাভীন
তনষ্ঠুয
উন্নি / ফৃতি কযা
ভুগ্ধ
ভন্ত্রনাযভ
আকলবণীয়
স্বাস্থযকয
তযশ্রভ য কযায তক্ত
(১) য কযা

VALIANT
VULGAR
ABRIDGE
ADROIT
ANARCHY
ANIMOSITY
ASTUTE
BELITTLE
CALAMITY
CLARIFY
COMPETENT
CONCERN
DIN
DISPUTE
DOCILE
ELIGIBLE
ELOQUENT
ENMITY
IMPERVIOUS
INDISPENSABLE
INSOLENT
INTREPID

(২) আতত্ত কযা
াী
অভাতজবি
ংন্ত্রি কযা
দি
বনযাজয
ত্রুিা
চিুয
কয়
চযভ তফমবয়
কফাধগভয কযা
দি/ কমাগয
উন্ত্রদ্বগ
ব বচ
িকব কযা
ফাধয
ভন্ত্রনানীি ওয়ায কমাগয
ফাকটু
ত্রুিা
অন্ত্রবদয
অতযামব
উিি

Word

Synonyms

Nameless, Unnamed
Cruel, Inhuman
Heighten, Magnify, Intensify, Raise
Charm- Captivate
Charming, Interesting
Fascinating
Wholesome
Endurance, Energy
(1) Endure, Bear
(2) Allow, Permit
Courageous, Dauntless
Impolite, Plebeian
Shorten, Condense
Adept, Dexterous
Disorder, Chaos
Antagonism, Hatred Hostility, Enmity
Shrewd, Keen, Sly
Deride= Scorn= Disdain = Despise
Disaster = Catastrophe
Explain, Elucidate = Explicate
Skilled = Proficient
Anxiety = Apprehension
Clamor=Uproar= Hubbub
Challenge, Impugn
Obedient, Compliant
Fit to be chosen, Proper, Suitable, Qualified
Persuasive, Forceful
Animus= Hostility
Impermeable = Impenetrable
Essential, Mandatory
Impertinent = Audacious = Arrogant = Haughty
Fearless = Dauntless

JEOPARDY
LOQUACIOUS
MANDATORY
MELANCHOLY
MOMENTOUS
MONOTONOUS
OBLIGATORY
OBSOLETE
PRODIGIOUS

তনববীক
তফদ
ফাচার
অিযাফযক
ভনভযা
অতি গুরুত্বূণব
একন্ত্রঘঁন্ত্রয়
ফাধযিাভূরক
অপ্রচতরি

PROMINENT
RECKLESS
REPROVE
SQUANDER
SYCOPHANT
ABOLISH

(১) তফিয়কয
(২) ুতফার
প্রতি
কফন্ত্রযায়া
তিযস্কায কযা
অচয় কযা

ABORTIVE
APOCRYPHAL
ARCHAIC
COHERENT
JUDICIOUS
PINNACLE
COHERENT
ZENITH

চাটুকায
(১) তনতিি কযা
(২) ফাতির কযা
ফযথব / তনষ্ফর
কৃতিভ
প্রাচীন
ঙ্গতিূণব
তফচিণ

Danger = Peril
Talkative = Garrulous
Compulsory = Obligatory
Gloomy=Dejected
Significant = Important
Boring = Humdrum = Dull
Compulsory = Imperative
Antiquated = Antique = Archaic
(1) Extraordinary
(2) Gigantic
Eminent = Illustrious = Celebrated
Rash = Foolhardy
Rebuke= Reproach = Chide
Waste = Dissipate
Flatterer = Fawner
(1) Eradicate = Obliterate = Exterminate =
Annihilate
(2) Repeal = Revoke = Annul
Futile = Vain = Useless
Fake= Spurious
Obsolete
Organized, Systematic
Sagacious = Sage = Prudent
Acme=Zenith=Apex
Organized, Systematic
Pinnacle = Acme

Idioms and phrases
Cream of the society (best people in town, ুধধজন) : The cream of the society was present at the marriage of lata .
Chicken – hearted (a coward, কাুরু) : Dinesh is a chicken – hearted fellow .
Call in question (to doubt, ন্দে করা) : His activities are call in question .
Carry the day (to win, জয়াভ করা) : He has carried the day in question .
Close – fisted man (a miser, কৃণ) : Nobody likes a close – fisted man .
Cat’s paw ( a person who is solely influenced by another person, কারও থথার ুতু) : Many poor people are the cat’s
paw to the rich
Cut a dash (to pretend, ভান করা) : Why do you cut a dash of being what you are not ?
Cut a figure (to make a conspicuous appearance, ক্ষণীয় অবদান রাখা): Mohindra cuts a figure at every social function.
Carry coal to Newcastle (take a thing where it is in abundance, থতন্দ মাথায় থত থদওয়া) : To bring Yoga from the West
to the East is like carrying coal to Newcastle.
Carry the day (জয়াভ করা): The Azad Sporting club carried day.
Come to terms (লাধি স্থান): The quarrelling brothers at last come to terms.
Cry over spilt milk (বৃথা অনুন্দলাচনা): It is not wise to cry over spilt milk.
Count one’s chickens before they are hatched ( to depend too securely on some uncertain )
Double game (ধিমুখী নীধত): We cannot rely on him as he always plays a double game.
Devil’s advocate (pleader of a bad cause, দুজজন্দনর ন্দযাধগতা) : One who glorifies corruption is a devil’s advocate.
Die hard ( to struggle hard against death, ড়াকু) : India’s economic ills will die hard.
Dog’s age (a long time, দীঘ ময়) : We have not met a dog’s age.
Divine service (public worship, জনগন্দনর থবায়) : My father is devoting his major time in divine service.
Dry facts (uninteresting idea, নীর ধারণা) : Please do not bore me with your dry facts.
Dead against (bitterly against, ধতব্র ধবন্দরাধী) : I am dead against his opinion.
Die in harness (die while in service, কমজরত অবস্থায় মারা যাওয়া) : Mr. Haque died in harness in the office.

i) Spelling
Anopheles
Bouquet
Cabbage
Carriage
Cemetery
Mediaeval
Diarrhea
Diligent
Acclivity
Accompaniment
Apostrophe
Appreciate
Approximation
Critique
Arrogance
Accumulation
Depression
Admission
Affable
Affluence
Aggregate
Asthma
Unaccompanied
Allocation

Efficacious
Encyclopedia
Messenger
Anesthesia
Familiar
Vacillate
Garrulous
Gazette
Gymnasium
Hilarious
Humiliate
Hygienic
Hypothesis
Illimitable
Inappeasable
Interruption
Irreversible
Laboratory
Litterateur
Millennium
Magnanimous
Chancellor
Martyr
Mathematics

More Spelling
Deceive, Dilemma, Deceit, Disappointment, Demagogue, Diarrhea, Diarrhea, Disagreeable, Diligence,
Delicacy, Duplicity, Eruption, Efficiency, Equilibrium, Excellence, Eccentric, Embarrassment, Embassy,
Exaggerate, Excellence, Extraneous, Exaggerate, Efficacious, Encyclopedia.

Group Verb
Do up with (ক্লান্ত ওয়া) : I am done up with journey.
Do without (ককান ককছু ছাড়া চরা) : I can not do without help of Allah.
Deal in (ফযফা) : He deals in rice.
Deal with (ফযফায) : He deals in rice but does not deals well with customers.
Draw away (অনয কদকক কপযাকনা) : My attention was drawn away by a noise.
Draw back (ককছকয় আা) : The army is now drawing.
Draw in (ংকুকচত কযা) : Try to draw in your expenditure.
Draw on (কাছাকাকছ ওয়া) : The festival is drawing on.
Draw out (কেকন কতারা) : The dentist drew out his aching teeth.
Draw out (রম্বা কযা) : The leader drew out his speech.
Draw aside (এককদকক কয মাওয়া) : The crowd drew aside and let the car pass.
Draw back (শ্চাদযণ কযা) : You should not draw back from your word of honor.
Draw down (অজজন কযা) : His speech drew down loud cheers and claps.
Draw in (আকলজণ) : The game drew in a large crowd.
Draw off (কছকন কপকয মাওয়া) : The enemy drew off under heavy fire.

Draw on (কনকেফতজী ওয়া, জভা োকা কত উঠান) : The final examination is drawing on ( near). I had to draw on
my bank.
Draw over (যাভজ কদকয় ক্ষ তযাগ কযান) : His supporters were drawn to the beautiful girl.
Draw up (প্রস্তত ফা ততকয কযা) : The petition was draw up by me. The army was draw up in battle – array.
Draw to (আকৃষ্ট ওয়া) : The young man was very much draw to the beautiful girl.
Do away with (করা কযা) : Dowry system should be done away with.
Do for (কাকজ রাগা): This cloth will do for a flag.
Do for (ধ্বং ওয়া) : I am done for my wrong decision.
Do into (অনুফাদ কযা) : Do this English passage into Bengali.
Do up (গুছাকনা) : She is to do up your room every day.
M
ANALOGY
1. Stanza : Poem
A. Flag : Anthem
C. Mural : Painting
Ans:B

B. Story : Building
D. Program : Recital

(B) অকনকগুকরা Stanza (ককফতায ক্ষুদ্র ক্ষুদ্র অং) কভকর এককে Poem য়। অকনকগুকরা Story (বফকনয তরা) কভকর এককে
Building (বফন) য়।
2. Pea : Pod
A. Orange : Section
B. Potato : Stew
C. Nut : Shell
D. Bean : Crock
Ans:C
(C) Pea (ভেয) এয কখাা ফা ফাকযাফযণ কে Pod, Nut (ফাদাভ) এয কখাা কে Shell.
3. Cardiology : Heart
A. Pathology : Maps
B. Apology : Sorrow
C. Book : Education
D. Pharmacology : Drug
Ans:D
(D) Heart (হৃৎকন্ড) ংক্রান্ত কফদযাকক Cardiology ফকর, Drug (ঔলধ) ংক্রান্ত কফদযাকক Pharmacology ফকর।
4. Island: Archipelago
A. Team: Player
B. Star: Galaxy
C. Sphere: Hemisphere D. Continent: Ocean
Ans:B
(B) অকনকগুকরা ওংলধপ (দ্বী) কভকর Archipelago (দ্বীুঞ্জ) য়। অকনকগুকরা Star কভকর Galaxy (তাযকাুঞ্জ) য়।
5. Stethoscope : Physician
A. Water : Tank
B. Scalpel : Teacher
C. Editor : Author
D. Pestle : Pharmacist
Ans:D
(D) Physician (কচককৎক)-এয কাকজয মন্ত্রStethoscope, Physician (কম ঔলধ ততযী ককয) এয কাকজয মন্ত্র Pestle (কম াকে
ঔলধ চূণজ কযা য়)।
6. Policeman : Criminal
A. Officer : Clerk
C. Evangelist : Sinner
Ans:B

B. Doctor : Patient
D. Educator : Ignorance

(B) Policeman কাজ ককয Criminal কদয কনকয়, Doctor কাজ ককয Patient -কদয কনকয়।

7. Immortal : Death
A. Anonymous : Fame B. Hopeless : Situation
C. Vital : Life
D. Indisputable : Agreement
Ans:B
(B) Immortal (অভযণীর) তায Death (ভৃতুয) কনই। মা Anonymous (অখযাত) তায Fame (খযাকত) কনই।
8. Incorrigible : Reform
A. Immutable : Speck B. Intractable : Manage
C. Impartial : Decide
D. Intolerable : Criticize
Ans:B
(B) Incorrigible (অংকাধনীয়) কক Reform (ংকাধন) কযা মায় না, Intractable (একগুকয়) কক Manage কযা মায় না।
9. Park : Recreation
A. Kitchen : Cooking
B. Fence : Sitting
C. Tree : Climbing
D. Yard : Playing
Ans:A
(A) Recreation (কফকনাদন) াফায স্থান করা Park, Cooking (যান্না-ফান্না) কযায স্থান করা Kitchen.
10. Brake : Automobile
A. Pad : Helicopter
B. Ship : Fleet
C. Reins : Horse
D. Helmet: Motorcycle
Ans:C
(C) Brake দ্বাযা Automobile (গাড়ী) কনয়ন্ত্রণ কযা য়। Reins (রাগাভ) দ্বাযা Horse (কঘাড়া) কনয়ন্ত্রণ কযা য়।
11. Colleagues : Profession
A. Kinsfolk: Family
B. Spectators : Game
C. Exiles : Country
D. Rivals : Team
Ans:A
(A) মাযা একই Profession (কা)-এ আকছ তাকদয Colleagues (কভজী), মাযা একই Family (কযফায)-এ আকছ তাকদয
Kinsfolk (আত্মীয়) ফকর।
12. Fish : Scales
A. Plane: Wings B. Bird: Feathers
C. Cat: Claws
D. Snake: Fangs
Ans:B
(B) Fish- এয যীয Scales (ভাকছয আঁ) দ্বাযা আফৃত থাকক। Bird - এয যীয Feather (ারক) দ্বাযা আফৃত থাকক।
13. Fish: School
A. Book: Education B. Team: Practice
C. Dog: Sledge
D. Lion: Pride
Ans:D
(D) Fish এয ঝাঁককক school (ভাকছয ঝাঁক) ফকর, কতভকন Lion এয দরকক Pride (কংার) ফকর।
14. Clock: Time
A. Watch: Sleep
B. Odometer: Speed
C. Hourglass: Sand
D. Yardstick: Distance
Ans:D
(D) Time ভাা য় Clock দ্বাযা। Distance (দূযত্ব) ভাা য় Yardstick (গজকাকঠ) দ্বাযা।
15. Doctor : Disease
A. Moron : Imbecility
B. Pediatrician : Senility
C. Psychiatrist : Maladjustment
D. Broker : Stock

Ans:C
(C) Doctor এয কাজ Diseases (কযাগ) দূয কযা, Psychiatrist এয কাজ Maladjustment (ভানকক অঙ্গকত) দূয কযা।
16. Judge : Gavel
A. Orator : Dais
B. Teacher : Blackboard
C. Violin : Music
D. Conductor : Baton
Ans:D
(D) Gavel (কছাে কাকঠয াতুকড়) কদকয় Judge (কফচাযক) ফাইকক কনয়ন্ত্রণ ককয Baton (কছাে রু রাকঠ) কদকয় Conductor
(ফাদযমন্ত্রীদকরয কযচারক) ফাইকক কনয়ন্ত্রণ ককয।
17. Grain: Silo
A. Seed: Plant
B. Druggist: Doctor
C. Furlong: Mile D. Water: Bucket
Ans:D
(D) Grain (য) জভা যাখা য় Silo (য ংযক্ষণাগায) কত water জভা যাখা য় Bucket (ফারকত) কত।
18. Addendum : Book
A. Signature : Letter
B. Vote : Constitution
C. Codicil : Constitution D. Heading : Folder
Ans:C
(C) Book এয ককল Addendum (কযকষ্ট) মুক্ত থাকক।Constitution (ানতন্ত্র) এয ককল Codicil (ভূর দকরকর াকথ ংমুক্ত
দকরর) মুক্ত থাকক।
19. Cacophonous : Ear
A. Outrageous : Order
B. Objectionable : Commotion
C. Erroneous : Mind
D. Rank : Nose.
Ans:D
(D) Ear- এয ভাধযকভ Cacophonous (শ্রুকতকেু ব্দ) উরকি কযা মায়। Nose- এয ভাদযকভ Rank উরকি কযা মায়।
20. Malleable : Shaped
A. Flexible : Bullied
B. Amenable : Persuaded
C. Tolerable : Handled
D. Pliable : Hardened
Ans:B
(B) মা ককছু Malleable তাকক Shape কদয়া মায়। মা ককছু Amenable তাকক Persuade কযা মায়।
21. Scales : Justice
A. Weights : Measures
B. Laws: Courts
C. Torch : Liberty
D. Laurel : Peace
Ans:C
(C) Scales (দাকড়াল্লা) করা Justice (নযায়কফচায)-এয প্রতীক। Torch (ভার) করা Liberty (স্বাধীনতা)-এয প্রতীক।
22. Cease Fire : Hostilities
A. Alimony : Divorce
B. Battery : Missiles
C. Lull : Storm
D. Bonfire : Kindling
Ans:C
(C) Cease Fire (মুদ্ধ কফযকত) কনকদজ ককয hostilities (ত্রুতা)-এয Lull (প্রান্ত অফস্থা) কনকদজ ককয Storm (ঝড়) এয অফস্থান
23. Lariat : Cowboy
A. Rink : Shatter
B. Apron : Chef
C. Osdid : Nomad
D. Snare ; Trapper
Ans:D
(D) Cowboy (যাখার) গরুকক আেকায় Lariat (দকড়য পাঁ) এয ভাধযকভ Trapper (ককাযী)কভকায আেকায় Snare (পাঁদ)-এয
ভাধযকভ।

24. Blind: Sight::
A. Diabetic: Sugar
B. Indigent : Tact
C. Blink:Sight
D. Bonfire : Kindling
Ans:C
(C) Blind (অন্ধ) ফযকক্তয Sight (দৃকষ্টকক্ত) কনই। Amnesiac (স্মৃকতরুপ্ত ফযকক্তয Memory (স্মৃকত) কনই।
25. Judge : Courthouse
A. Carpenter : Bench
B. Lawyer : Brief
C. Architect : Blueprint
D. Physician: Infirmary
Ans:D
(D) Judge- এয কাকজয স্থান Courthouse (আদারত) Physician (কচককৎক)-এয কাকজয স্থান Infirmary (াাাতর)।
26. Disband : Army
A. Convene : Assembly
B. Muster : Platoon
C. Dissolve : Corporation D. Abandon : Navy
Ans:C
(C) Army (তনযদরকক) কবকঙ্গ কদয়াকক Disband ফকর। Corporation (ককাম্পাকন) কফরুপ্ত ওয়াকক Dissolve – ফকর।
27. Words: Writer
A. Honor : Thief
B. Mortar: Bricklayer
C. Child: Teacher
D. Batter : Baker
Ans:D
(D) Writer গল্প ততযী ককয Words -কদকয়। Baker রুকে ততযী ককয Batter (ভয়দায করই) কদকয়।
28. Amusing: Uproarious
A. Puzzling: Dumbfounding
B. Quiet: Noisy
C. Intractable : Stubborn
D. Petty: Narrow-Minded
Ans:A
(A) মা খুফ কফী Amusing (আনকেয) তা Uproarious (প্রন্ড আনকেয) মা খুফ কফী Puzzling (কফভ্রাকন্তভূরক) তা
Dumbfounding (তফুকদ্ধকয)।
29. Propitiation : Appease
A. Harassment: Vex
B. Inauguration: terminate
C. Retribution : Vindicate
D. Incitement: Mollify
Ans:A
(A) Propitiation করা Appease (ান্ত) কযা, Harassment করা Vex (জ্বারাতন) কযা।
30. Viola: Instrument
A. Color: Sound
B. Spectrum: Shade
C. Trumpet: Drum
D. Chisel: Tool
Ans:D
(D) Viola (কফারা জাতীয় ফীণা) করা এক ধযকনয Instrument Chisel (কখাদাই কযায মন্ত্র) করা এক ধযকনয Tool.

English to Bangla
1. Rome was burning while nitro was playing on flute
কার া প ৌষ মাস কার া সর্বনাশ
2. Look before you leap.
ভাবর্য়া কব ও কাজ
3. One single bomb wiped the beautiful town Hiroshima and another Nagasaki
একটিমাত্র পর্ামা সু ন্দ শহ বহর াবশমা ও নাগাসাবকরক ধ্বংস কর বিল
4. ‘Books are a man’s best companions in life’
পুস্তক মানু রষ জীর্রন সরর্বাত্তম সঙ্গী
5. He has gone to dogs
পস পগাল্লায় পগরি

6. Patience has its reward
সর্ু র পমওয়া ফরল

7. The girl was run over before our eyes
পেখরে-পেখরে পমরয়টি চা া ড়ল
8. Rakib took hold of my hand
াবকর্ আমা হাে ধ ল 9. He is in financial straits
পস র্ড় টানাটাবনরে রড়রি

10. Neither he nor you
পসও নয়, েুবমও নও

11. Should I put you on the waiting list?
আবম বক আ ানারক ওরয়টিং বলরে াখরর্া?
12.How difficult it is to get on with him
ো সারে খা খাইরয়
13.His dream will never come true
ো স্বপ্ন কখনও র্াস্তর্াবয়ে হরর্ না

14.I wish I were a philosopher like Socrates
আবম যবে সরেটিরস মে একজন োশববনক হইরে াব োম
15.You are my brother’s friend, aren’t you?
েুবম আমা ভাইরয় র্ন্ধু, োই না

16. His shoes need to be mended
ো জু ো পম ামে ক া প্ররয়াজন
17. Did you see anybody standing at the door?
আ বম বক কাউরক ে জায় োাঁবড়রয় োকরে পেরখবিরলন?
18. After passing the H.S.C Examination, Sheuli got herself admitted into the
medical college
উচ্চ মাধযবমক ীক্ষা াস কর বশউবল বচবকৎসা মহাবর্েযালরয় ভবেব হরয়বিল

19. He is not only a good student but also a good sports
পস শুধু একজন ভাল িাত্রই নয়, ভাল পখরলায়াড়ও
20. His elder brother went to Dhaka yesterday, didn’t he?
ো র্ড় ভাই গেকাল ঢাকা পগরি, োই নয় বক ?

21.I wish I were a millionaire
আবম যবে একজন লাখ বে হোম
22.Don’t wait any longer, you had better go
আ অর ক্ষা কর ানা, েুবম র্ ং যাও
23.The sum is too difficult for me to do
অংকটি এে কঠিন পয আবম ক রে া বি না
24. Do you know the man who was run over by a truck yesterday?
পয পলাকটি গেকাল ট্রারক েলায় চা া রড়বিল োরক বক েুবম পচন ?

25. Romel may have reached home by now
প ারমল হয়ে এেক্ষরে র্াবড় প ৌরি োকরর্

Bangla to English

েুবম বক র্ইখানা রড় পশষ কর ি? - Have you finished reading the book
পস আমা কাি পেরক বর্োয় বনল - He took leave of me
েুবম যেক্ষে না পফ , েেক্ষে আবম অর ক্ষা ক র্ - I shall wait until you come back
দূর পগরল প ারড় মন, কারি োকরল ঠনঠন - Absence makes the heart grow fonder
আইরন পচারখ সর্াই সমান - All are equal in the eye of law
অ োেব পযখান পেরক শুরু কর পসখারনই বফর আরস। - A bad penny always turns up
নাচরে না জানরল উরঠান র্াাঁকা। - A bad workman quarrels with his tools.
যে গরজব েে র্রষব না। - A barking dog never or seldom bites.
মাো পনই ো মাোর্যো। - A beggar cannot be a bankrupt.

1. পনংটা পনই র্াট ারড় ভয়।

-A beggar may sing before a pick-pocket.
2. হারে বজবনস পফরল দূর

বজবনস বনরে পনই।

-A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.

3. বর্না পমরে র্জ্র াে।
-A bolt from the blue.
4. েজবনকা ী র্া ষন্ডা সর্ সময়ই কা ু রুষ।
-A bully is always a cow.
5. ে -প াড়া গরু বসন্দু র পমে পেখরল ভয় ায়।

-A burnt child dreads the fire or Once bitten, twice shy.

CONCEPT CLEAR
WRITING

JUNK FOOD
Junk food is one kind of cooked food. Now it has become very popular in our country too. Junk food is a
food which is made for its pungent (having a sharply strong taste or smell) taste but it has no food value.
People usually take junk food for its pungent taste. The food is lovely looking but does not do any good to
our body whereas it does a great harm to our body. It often contains harmful chemicals and a lot of animal
fat or sugar. Junk food lacks vitamins and minerals which are very necessary for health. The high amount of
sugar in junk food damages our teeth. The junk food containing high amounts of animal fat creates fatty
tissue in our body and it harms our skin seriously. Food items such as chips, cakes, biscuits, burgers, sweets
and cold drinks are junk food. Our school going children are seen taking or having junk food with much
pleasure. Since junk food contains no element of the balanced food we should avoid having & talking about
it. Rice, khichuri and vegetables are the principal homemade food. They contain all the elements of the
balanced food. So, we should eat some homemade food regularly. our children should be discouraged from
taking junk food. Besides, the danger of Junk food should be broadcast in the newspaper or on TV widely.

Unity is Strength
Unity means the state of being in agreement and working together. It refers to bringing up the same opinion
in a body or to work together by more than one person. The impossible tasks can be made possible if there is
unity among us. Nothing can obstruct us while we are united. What is not possible to one, can be done easily
and perfectly by ten.

Every living being lives in unity. Lack of unity causes destruction. There is a proverb, “United we stand,
divided we fall.” Small particles of soil make a continent and small drops of water make an ocean. Even
nature follows this rule. So, we can do anything by maintaining unity. There is a good story about unity. An
old man had three sons who always quarreled with each other. Their parents asked them not to quarrel. But
they did not listen to their parents. The old man then tied five sticks together with rope. Then he said to his
sons to break the bundle of sticks but they could not do it. Then he untied the sticks and gave one stick to
each of his sons and told them to break it. This time they all broke their sticks easily. Thus, they realized that
together they are strong.

Tension
At present, we are very much familiar with the word ‘tension’. Tension means a
situation in which people do not trust each other, or feel unfriendly towards each
Other, and which may cause them to attack each other. It also means mental,
emotional nervous strain. A person may be said to have been suffering from tension
when he is in the grip of mental strain or excitement. According to the doctors,
tension is the source of diseases. There is no man in the world without tension. This is
an uninterrupted anxiety which cats into his vitals and causes him many serious
problems including mortal heart disease. Tension is such a disease that has no cure. If
a person wants to free himself from tension, he has to remain busy in different
activities. An active and practical individual who never suffers from tension. He
always avoids tension by remaining busy in sports and pastime. For this reason, we
should come out of this dreadful (ভয়ঙ্কর) disease.

Self-practice

1.E-commerce
2.Your Childhood
3.Artificial Intelligence

Read the concept below and answer the following questions
The worst days of any summer are the rainy ones. We spend all year looking forward to nice weather and long, hot
days. All of winter, with its dreary gray days and bitter cold, we dream of those endless days at the beach, laying on the
sand and soaking in the bright and burning sun. And then, summer comes, and it rains. As a child, I would wake up to
rainy summer days and come close to crying. It wasn’t fair. We suffered through months of school and miserable
weather for those scant ten weeks of freedom and balmy weather. Any day that I could not spend at the beach or
playing ball with my friends seemed like a punishment for something I didn’t even do. On those rainy summer days, I
had nothing fun to do and could only sit inside, staring out at the rain like a Dickensian orphan. I was an only child, so
there was no one else to play with. My father worked from home, so I was not truly alone, but he could not actively
play with me since he was technically at work. It was those days that I would resign myself to whatever was on
television or any books that I could find lying around. I’d crawl through the day and pray each night that the rain
would not be there the next day. As an adult, though, my opinion of summer rain has changed. When you have to work
every day, summer is not as eagerly anticipated. Mostly, the days run together, bleeding into each other so that they no
longer seem like separate entities and instead feel like continuations of the same long day. Everything seems
monotonous and dull, and listlessness kicks in. Such a mindset makes you cheer for anything new or different. I spend
the winter dreaming of summer and the summer dreaming of winter. When summer comes, I complain about how hot
it is. And then I look forward to the rain, because the rain brings with it a cold front, which offers a reprieve—
admittedly one that is all too short—from the torture of 100°and humid days. Rainy days are still the worst days of the
summer, but summer rain today means positively beautiful—and considerably cooler—weather tomorrow.

MCQ

1) The passage makes use of language that is
A. metaphorical
B. rhetorical
C. formal
D. ambiguous
2) According to the passage, summer is different for adults because
A. rain brings with its cold temperatures for the following days
B. the weather is much warmer than it is for children
C. they do not get a long time off from work for the season
D. they better know how to occupy their downtime
3) According to the passage, which of the following is a true statement about the narrator as a child?
A. He or she was often bored on summer days.
B. He or she preferred cooler weather.
C. He or she liked staying indoors.
D. He or she had no siblings.
4) Compared to how he or she was as a child, the narrator as an adult is
A. more realistic
B. less excitable
C. more idealistic
D. less calm
5) As used in the final paragraph, the word reprieve most nearly means
A. a permanent conclusion
B. a short continuation
C. a higher level of pain
D. a temporary break

SUMMARY/ PRECIS
Part A

Example of a summary is given below:
Passage

Bees, classified into over 10,000 species, are insects found in almost every part of the world except the
northernmost and southernmost regions. One commonly known species is the honeybee, the only bee that
produces honey and wax. Humans use the wax in making candles, lipsticks, and other products, and they
use the honey as a food. While gathering the nectar and pollen with which they make honey, bees are
simultaneously helping to fertilize the flowers on which they land. Many fruits and vegetables would not
survive if bees did not carry the pollen from blossom to blossom.
Bees live in a structured environment and social structure within a hive, which is a nest with storage space
for the honey. The different types of bees each perform a unique function. The worker bee carries nectar to
the hive in a special stomach called a honey stomach. Other workers make beeswax and shape it into a
honeycomb, which is a waterproof mass of six-sided compartments, or cells. The queen lays eggs in
completed cells. As the workers build more cells, the queen lays more eggs. All workers, like the queen, are
female, but the workers are smaller than the queen. The male honey bees are called drones; they do no
work and cannot sting. They are developed from unfertilized eggs, and their only job is to impregnate a
queen. The queen must be fertilized in order to lay worker eggs.
During the season when less honey is available and the drone is of no further use, the workers block the
drones from eating the honey so that they will starve to death.

Summary
Honeybee is the only bee that produces wax. They gather nectar and pollen
to make honey but they also fertilize the flowers on which they land on the
process. Honeybees live in a social structure within a hive, where there are
female worker bees, male ‘drone’ bees and a queen as well. The worker bees
do all the job and the drones only have to impregnate the queen so that she
can lay worker eggs. When honey is less available, drones are hardly of any
use and they are blocked from having the honey by the workers and the
drones starve to death.

Write a short answer on recent topic

Part B

What is the main cause of being Cholera and how to get remedy from this disease?

Cholera, a highly infectious disease, has resulted in millions of deaths time after time over
centuries. It is caused by the bacterium Vibrio cholera, first isolated by Robert Koch in 1883. The
organism enters the body through the digestive tract when contaminated food or water is ingested.
The bacteria multiply in the digestive tract and establish infection. As they die, they release a
potent toxin that leads to severe diarrhea and vomiting. This results in extreme dehydration,
muscle cramps, kidney failure, collapse, and sometimes death. If the disease is treated promptly,
death is less likely. In many countries, a common source of the organism is raw or poorly cooked
seafood taken from contaminated waters. The disease is especially prevalent after a natural
disaster or other destruction that results in a lack of fresh water. Sewer systems fail, and waste
travels into rivers or streams; piped water is not available so people must take their drinking and
cooking water from rivers or streams. Because people frequently develop communities along
waterways, the disease can be spread easily from one community to the next community
downstream, resulting in serious epidemics.

Degree
Comparison of adjectives বা Degree বলতে adjective-এর বববিন্ন রূপতে ববাঝায়।
The comparison of adjectives or Degree refers to different forms of the adjective.
It is divided into three types:
1) Positive Degree
2) Comparative Degree
3) Superlative Degree

Positive Degree:

এেটি sentence-এ noun বা pronoun-এর গুণ, ব াষ, অবস্থা প্রিৃ বে ববাঝাতে adjective-এর বে
রূপ বযবহৃে হয় োতে Positive Degree বতল।
The form of an adjective that depicts a noun or pronoun’s quality, flaw or state is called a
Positive degree.
Example:
He is a talented writer.
Comparative Degree:
ুটি noun বা pronoun-এর গুণ, ব াষ, অবস্থা প্রিৃ বের েু লনা েরতে adjective-এর বে রূপ বযবহৃে
হয় োতে Comparative Degree বতল।
The form of adjective which compares two nouns’ or pronouns’ quality, flaw or state is
called Comparative degree.
Example:
Arisha is taller than Trina.
Superlative Degree:
Adjective-এর বে রূপটি অতনতের মতযয েু লনা েরতে বযবহৃে হয় োতে Superlative
Degree বতল।
The form of an adjective that is used to compare among many is called Superlative Degree.
Example:
Shahab is the best player on the cricket team.

Change of Degrees:
Superlative Degree into Positive Degree
Rules of changing Superlative Degree into Positive Degree
Rule 1:
No other+ sentence-এ প্র ত্ত Superlative-এর পতরর অংশ+verb+so/as+ Superlative degree-এর
positive form+ as+ প্র ত্ত sentence-এর subject.
No other+ the latter part of the given Superlative in the sentence+ verb+ so/as +a positive form
of the Superlative degree+ as+ given sentence’s subject.
Superlative: Saira is the tallest girl in the class.

Positive: No other girl is as tall as Saira.
Superlative: Shakib is the best player.
Positive: No other player is as good as Shakib.
Rule 2:
Rule of changing Superlative Degree having one of the, all other, many other, most other, very
few, few other, into Positive Degree:
Very few+ sentence-এ প্র ত্ত Superlative-এর পতরর অংশ+ verb-এর plural form+ so/as+
Superlative degree-এর positive form+ as+ প্র ত্ত sentence-এর subject.
Very few+ the latter part of the given Superlative in the sentence+ verb’s plural form+ so/as+ a
positive form of the Superlative degree+ as+ given sentence’s subject.
Superlative: Sohana is one of the best students in her class.
Positive: Very few students in Sohana’s class are as good as her.
Superlative: Adil is one of the best players on the team.
Positive: Very few players in the team are as good as Adil.

Comparative Degree into Positive Degree
Rule 1:
Rule of changing Comparative Degree having than any other/ all other, into Positive Degree:
No other+ any other/ all other-এর পতরর অংশ+ verb+so/as+ Comparative degree-এর positive
form+ as+ মূল sentence-এর subject.
No other+ the latter part of any other/ all other in the sentence+ verb+so/as+ a positive form of
the Comparative degree+ given sentence’s subject.
Comparative: Ahan is better than any other debater in the debate club.
Positive: No other debater in the debate club is as good as Ahan.
Comparative: Aruba is sweeter than all other singers in the program.
Positive: No other singers in the program is as sweet as Aruba.
Rule 2:
Rule of changing Comparative Degree having than, into Positive Degree:
বাতেয Than-এর পতরর অংশ + verb+ not+ so/as+ Comparative degree-এর Positive রূপ+ as+
মূল sentence-এর subject.
The latter part of than in the sentence+ verb+ not+ so/as+ Comparative degree’s positive form+
as+ given sentence’s subject.
Comparative: Ahan is stronger than Rihan.
Positive: Rihan is not as strong as Ahan.
Comparative: Lisa is taller than Raisa.
Positive: Raisa is not as tall as Lisa.

Rule 3:
Rule of changing Comparative Degree having than most other/ than few other, into Positive
Degree:
Very few+ Sentence-এ most other/few other-এর পতরর অংশ+verb-এর plural form+ so/as+
Comparative degree-এর Positive রূপ+ as+ মূল sentence-এর subject.
Very few+ The latter part of most other/few other in the sentence+ verb’s plural form+ so/as+
Comparative degree’s positive form+ as+ given sentence’s subject.
Comparative: Adil is more intelligent than most other students in the academy.
Positive: Very few students in the academy are as intelligent as Adil.
Rule 4:
Rule of changing Comparative Degree having No less/ not less, into Positive Degree:
No less/ not less উতে বিতয় বে স্থাতন as বতে এবং than উতে বিতয় বে স্থাতন as বতে, বাতেযর
বাবে েববেছু অপবরববেিে থাতে।
‘As’ is placed in the places of “No less/ not less” and “than”, other things remain unchanged in
the sentence.
Comparative: Karim is no less active than Rahim.
Positive: Karim as active as Rahim.
Comparative: Ria is not less intelligent than Dia.
Positive: Ria is as intelligent as Dia.
Rule 5:
Rule of changing Comparative Degree having No sooner had…. than, into Positive Degree:
No sooner had উতে বিতয় as soon as+ subject+ verb-এর past form+ than-এর পূতবরি অংশ+ than
উতে বিতয় েমা বতে+ বাতেযর বাবে অংশ।
As soon as is placed in the place of No sooner had+ subject+ verb’s past form+ former part of
than+ a comma (,) is placed in the place of than+ rest of the sentence.
Comparative: No sooner had he listened to it than he started laughing.
Positive: As soon as he listened to it, he started laughing.

Superlative Degree into Comparative Degree
Rule 1:
Subject+ verb+ Superlative-এর Comparative রূপ+ than any other+ বাতেযর বাবে অংশ।
Subject+ verb+ Superlative degree’s Comparative form+ than any other+ rest of the sentence.

Superlative: She is the most active member of the group.
Comparative: She is more active than any other member of the group.
Note: েব of all থাতে, of all-এর ব তল than all other বতে।
If there is “of all” than all other is placed in the place of “All of”.
Superlative: He is the most honest of all men.
Comparative: He is more honest than all the other men.
Rule 2:
Rule of changing Superlative Degree having one of the, into Comparative degree:
Subject+ verb+ Superlative-এর Comparative রূপ+ than most other+ বাতেযর বাবে অংশ।
Subject+ verb+ Superlative’s comparative form+ than most other+ rest of the sentence.
Superlative: Sohana is one of the most brilliant students in the class.
Comparative: Sohana is more brilliant than most other students in the class.

Positive Degree into Comparative Degree
Rule 1:
Rule of changing Positive Degree having no other, into Comparative degree:
মূল বাক্যের শেক্ের subject+ Positive degree-এর Comparative degree+ than any other+ No
other-এর পর শেক্য verb-আক্ে পর্ন্ত।
য
Main sentence’s subject situated at the last+ Positive degree’s Comparative form+ than any
other+ latter part of “No other” up to the verb.
Positive: No other student in the class is as brilliant as him.
Comparative: He is more brilliant than most other students in the class.
Rule 2:
Rule of changing Positive Degree having very few, into Comparative degree:
মূল বাক্যের শেক্ের subject+ verb + Positive degree-এর Comparative degree + than most other+
very few-এর পর শেক্য verb-আক্ে পর্ন্ত।
য
Main sentence’s subject situated at the last+ verb+ Positive degree’s Comparative form+ than
most other+ latter part of “Very few” up to the verb.
Positive: Very few men are as honest as Mr. Abu Taleb.
Comparative: Mr. Abu Taleb is more honest than most other men.
Rule 3:
Rule of changing Positive Degree having As….as, into Comparative degree:
মূল বাক্যের শেক্ের subject+ verb+ not+ Positive degree-এর Comparative degree+ than+ মূল
বাক্যের প্রেম subject।
Main sentence’s subject situated at the last+ verb+ not+ Positive degree’s Comparative form+
than+ Main sentence’s first subject.
Positive: She is as honest as her sister.
Comparative: Her sister is not more honest than her.

Comparative Degree into Superlative Degree
Rule 1:
Subject+ verb+ the+ Comparative-এর Superlative রূপ+ বাক্যে other-এর পক্রর অংে।
Subject+ verb+ the+ Comparative’s Superlative form+ latter part of other in the sentence.
Comparative: He is more brilliant than any other student in the class.
Superlative: He is the most brilliant student in the class.
Note: any other-এর পররবক্তয of all োযক্ল, Superlative-এর পক্র of all বক্ে।
Comparative: He is more brilliant than of all students.
Superlative: He is the most brilliant of all students.
Rule 2:
Rule of changing Comparative degree having than most other/ than few other, into Superlative
degree:
Subject+ verb+ one of the+ Comparative-এর Superlative রূপ+ বাক্যে most other/few other-এর
পক্রর অংে।
Subject+ verb+ one of the+ Comparative’s Superlative form+ latter part of most other/ few
other in the sentence.
Comparative: Arif is stronger than most other boys on the team.
Superlative: Arif one of the strongest boys on the team.
Positive Degree into Superlative Degree
Rule 1:
Rule of changing Positive degree having no other, into Superlative degree:
মূল বাক্যের শেক্ের subject+ verb+ the+ Positive-এর Superlative রূপ+ no other-এর শপর শেক্য
verb-এর মাক্ের অংে।
Main sentence’s subject situated at the last+ verb+ the+ Positive degree’s Superlative form+ the
part of the sentence between No other and the verb.
Positive: No other student in the class is as brilliant as Adil.
Superlative: Adil is the most brilliant student in the class.

Rule 2:
Rule of changing Positive degree having very few, into Superlative degree:
মূল বাক্যের শেক্ের subject+ verb+ one of the+ Positive-এর Superlative রূপ+ very few -এর
শপর শেক্য verb-এর মাক্ের অংে।
The main sentence’s subject situated at the last+ verb+ one of the+ Positive degree’s Superlative
form+ the part of the sentence between Very few and the verb.
Positive: Very few students in the class are as brilliant as Sohana.
Superlative: Sohana is one of the most brilliant students in the class.

Ariticle
You have already known one thing that a common noun is never used in a sentence without an article. So
you need to know about the correct uses of articles. An article is a silly field where you often make
mistakes. Although it is not very important for the admission test, we are teaching it to you to develop
your base of English. One other thing, you may face some indirect questions from this section.

Uses of determiners A or An
🢥

A or an, can proceed only singular count nouns; they mean one. They can be used in a general
statement or to introduce a subject that has not been previously mentioned.
Baseball is round. (Means all baseballs)
I saw a boy in the street. (We don't know which boy)
🢥 The choice between a and an is determined by sound. Before a word beginning with a vowel sound,
'an' is used; A is used before words that begin with a consonant sound.
a book
an apple
The following words begin with a consonant sound and thus must always be preceded by a.
European
euphemis
uniform
m
universal
eucalyptus
eulogy
union
university
🢥 Before words beginning with H where it is not accented on the first syllable, 'an' is often used;
The following words must always be preceded by an.
hour
understandin
herbal
g
heir
unnatural
uncle
honor
umbrella
🢥 The initial sound of the word that immediately follows the indefinite article will determine whether
it should be a or an.
an hour
a whole hour
🢥 If a word is initiated with O and sounds like -wa, it requires a before it.
I saw a one-eyed man.

Uses of indefinite article
🢥 A or an is used to indicate a unit or 'per'.
Rice sells twenty takas a kilo.
🢥 To make a proper noun a common noun. (In the sense of 'one like')
An Omar is not born in all ages.
A Daniel has come to Judgment.
🢥 Before an unknown name or surname (In the vague sense of a person)
A Mr. John has come.
🢥 In an Exclamatory sentence beginning with what.
What a pity! What a pretty girl!

Uses of Definite Article

🢥

Before a person or thing already referred to.
I see a bird. The bird is an eagle.
🢥 Before a noun qualified by a phrase or clause.
The girl with blue eyes is beautiful.
🢥 A singular noun representing a whole class. [Without man and woman]
The cow is very useful. But, Man is mortal.
🢥 Before a noun denoting nation or race
The English are clever.
* But the nouns indicating languages have no article.
English is an international language.
🢥 Before the name of a road but not street or avenue.
The bus is running on the Mymensingh road.
It is available in a shop on downing street.
🢥 Before a musical instrument when one plays on it.
He plays the guitar.
* The is not used if 'play on' is used in the place of 'play'
He plays the guitar.
🢥 Before Ordinal numbers
The 21st of February is a red-letter day.
🢥 Before the names of a province having a geographical meaning.
The US, the Deccan.
🢥 Before a proper noun when it is qualified by an adjective.
The great Caesar.
🢥 Before some common nouns to express an abstract sense.
The mother rose in her.
🢥 With an adjective when it is used without a noun to mean “People who are......”
Both the young and the old will enjoy it.
The poor have many problems.
🢥 Before radio, use ‘the’ when it denotes listening. He listened to it on the radio. But I will by a radio
(a for general use )
🢥 Before the following expressions of time and positions.
The morning
the front of the beginning the afternoon
the top the end
🢥 Before double comparatives, as an adverb
The sooner, The better.
🢥 Before Superlative degree and sense
The chief minister. The man of the match.
🢥 Before decades and centuries.
the 1930s
the twenty first century
🢥 It is used in quantity expressions in this pattern:
quantifier + of + the + noun
many of the books
some of the water.
Use the following generalizations as a summary for the use of the article 'The.'
Use 'the' with
Don't use 'the' with
🢥 oceans, rivers, seas,
🢥 singular lakes
gulfs, plural lakes
Lake Geneva, Lake Erie
the Atlantic, the Great
Lakes

🢥 mountains or
mountain range
the Rocky, the Andes
🢥 earth, moon
the earth, the moon
🢥 schools, colleges,
universities when the
phrase begins with
school, etc.
The University of
Florida
🢥 Ordinal numbers
before nouns
the third chapter
🢥 certain countries or
groups of countries
with more than one
word (except Great
Britain) the United
States
🢥 Famous Books,
Holly Books,
Newspapers
The Bible, The Iliad.
🢥 historical documents
the Magne Carta
🢥 ethnic groups- the
Indians
🢥 wars (except world
wars)
the Korean War

🢥 mounts
Mount Vesuvius, Mount
McKinley
🢥 planets, constellations
Venus, Mars, Earth,
Orion.
🢥 schools, colleges,
universities when the
phrase begins with a
proper noun
Santa Fe Community
College,
🢥 cardinal numbers
after nouns
World War One,
Chapter three
🢥 countries with only
one word
France, Sweden

🢥 If the book's writer's
name is placed before it.
Nazrul's Agnibina

🢥 abstract nouns
freedom, happiness
🢥 sports
baseball, basketball
🢥 continents- Europe,
Africa, South America
🢥 Rivers, Desert,
Directions.
The Amazon, The north

Omission of Article
🢥 Before material nouns.
Gold is a precious metal.

*

BUT the is used if it is particularly referred
The coal of New Castle burns well.
🢥 Before abstract nouns
Kindness is a virtue.
* BUT the is used if it is specified
The kindness of Mohsin.
🢥 Before school, college, church, bed, hospital, market, prison when these places are visited or used for
their primary purpose.
🢥 Before the names of games and meals.
We have dinner as usual time.

Vocabulary
Word
Ballad
Narrate
Harrowing
Sea-Voyage
Mariner
Curse
Survive
Crisis
Eve
Millennium
Identify
Plenty
Rainfall
Backyard
Source
Pang
Dying
Perpetual
Stench
Glorious
Tributary
Mighty
Link
Marvel
Tide
Supply
Heavily
Chronic
Shortage
Bounty
Because Of
Toxic
Household
Establishment
Discharge
Tannery
Monster
Digest

Unit Twelve: Lesson-1
Meaning
চারণগীতি
বণনা
ণ করা
যন্ত্রণাদায়ক
সমুদ্রযাত্রা
নাতবক
অতিশাপ
ববেঁচচ থাকা, টিচক থাকা
সঙ্কি
আচগর তদন
সহস্রাব্দ
শনাক্ত করা
প্রচুর পতরমাচণ
বৃটিপাি
বাতির বপছচনর তদচকর
আতিনা
উৎস
িীব্র যন্ত্রণা
মুমূর্/মৃ
ণ িুুশযুায় শাতয়ি
অতবরি
দুগন্ধ
ণ
ঐশ্বযময়
ণ
উপনদী
ক্ষমিাশীল
সংচযাগ
তবস্মিি হওয়া
ব ায়ার
সরবরাহ করা
প্রচন্ডিাচব
দীর্স্থায়ী
ণ
র্ািতি
পুরস্কার
কারচণ
তবর্াক্ত
গৃহস্থতল সম্পৃক্ত
সংস্থাপন
তনগিণ করা
চামিার কারখানা
দানব
পতরপাক করা

Synonym
Carol
Describe
Upsetting
Cruise
Navigator
…………….
Live, Exist
Predicament
Evening Before
…………..
Detect
Profuse, Abundance
Rain
Courtyard

Antonym
……………
Hide
Pleasant
…………….
…………….
Compliment
Die
Availability
…………….
…………….
…………..
Few, Scarcity
Dryness
Frontyard

Basis
Agony
Vanishing
Continuous
Stink
Magnificent
Stream, Brook
Great
Connection
Amaze
Stream
Give
Greatly
Long-lasting
Lack
Reward
For
Poisonous
House, Domestic
Organization
Release
…………
Giant, Demon
…………..

…………
Comfort
Thriving
Temporary
Perfume
Inglorious
…………..
Weak
Gap
Bore
Ebb
Take
Lightly
Temporary
Excess
Penalty
…………
Safe
…………
…………
Load
…………
Small, Tiny
…………..

Put Up With
Thoughtless
Subject
Unless

Word
Bless
Numerous
Wetland
Biodiversity
Ecologically
Complex
Ecosystem
Interconnect
Bind
Administrative
Frequent
Upstream
Tributary
Shelter
Fry
Downstream
Resource
Capacity
Dewatering
Technique
Parent Fish
Migratory
Waterfowl
Hardly
Unfortunately
Threat
Distant
Herder
Swamp
Virtually
Decade
Patch
Exist
Exception
Vegetation

মাতনচয় বনওয়া
তবচবচনাহীন
অধীন করা
যতদ না
Unit Twelve: Lesson-2
Meaning
আশীবাদ
ণ পুি করা;
মহতমাতিি করা;
বহুসংখুক
লািূ তম
ীবববতচিুিা
বাস্তুিাতন্ত্রকিাচব
টিল
বাস্তুিন্ত্র
পরস্পর সম্পতকণি করা
বােঁধা
প্রশাসতনক
র্ন র্ন
উ ান
উপনদী
আশ্রয়স্থল
বপানা মাছ
িািা
সম্পদ
সামথুণ
পাতন তনষ্কাশন পদ্ধতি
প্র নন উপচযাগী মাছ
পতরযায়ী, যাযাবর
লচর পাতখ
কদাতচৎ
দুিাণ গুবশি
হুমতক
দূরবিী
পশুপালক
লািূ তম
বস্তুি
দশক
একিুকচরা তম
তবদুমান থাকা
বুতিক্রম
বৃক্ষরাস্ম

Bear
Inconsiderate
Rule
If not

……………
Considerate
Free
………….

Synonym
Laud, Exalt, Glorify

Antonym
Despoil, Curse,
Damn

Many
Swamp
…………..
………….
Complicated
Ecology
Interrelate
……………
Managerial
Recurrent
Tide
Branch
Refuge, Housing
………………….
Ebb
Reserve, Asset
Ability
…………….

Few
Desert
…………….
…………….
Simple
……………..
Detach, Separate
…………….
…………….
Rare, Irregular
Downstream
…………..
…………..
…………..
Upstream
………….
Inability
………….

……………
Nomadic
…………..
Barely, Seldom
Regrettable
Danger
Remote
Herdsman
Marsh
Nearly
…………
Space
Be Present
Exclusion, Elision
Plants, Flora

………….
………….
………….
Frequently
Fortunately
Safety
Near by
………….
………….
Completely
…………..
…………...
……………
Inclusive
…………..

Beel
Tourist

অতিিীয়
ছাউতন
সুতবধা
প্রতিপালন
খাগিা
ল
আকস্মিক বনুা
র্িা
মচনারম ননসতগক
ণ দৃশু
সংবতলি
তবল, লাশয়
পযিক
ণ

Word
Devastating

Unit Twelve: Lesson-3
Meaning
তবধ্বংসী/ধ্বংসাত্মক

Hinder

বাধা বদওয়া

Endanger
Habitat
Elevation
Conservation

তবপাপন্ন কচর বিালা
উস্মিদ বা ীব ন্তুর
আবাসিূ তম
উচ্চিা
সংরক্ষণ

Capable
Rely
Prediction
Restrict
Extent
Encroachment
Encompass
Severe
Nutrient

সক্ষম
তনিণর করা
িতবর্ুিাণী
সীমাবদ্ধ করা
মাত্রা
অনুপ্রচবশ
ববিন করা
িীব্র
পুটিকর/পতরচপার্ক

Breed
Diversity

বংশবৃস্মদ্ধ করা
নবতচত্রু

Word
Destroy
Erosion
Coastline

Unit Twelve: Lesson-4
Meaning
ধ্বংস করা
ক্ষয়
উপকূল বরখা

Threatened

তবপন্ন

Unique
Thatching
Benefit
Rearing
Reed
Aquatic
Flash Flood
Occur
Scenic

Exclusive
…………
Advantage
Bringing up
……….
………..
…………
Happen
Charming, Picturesque

Common
…………..
Detriment
………….
………….
Terrestrial
…………..
……………
Ordinary

……………….
Traveller

…………….
…………….

Synonym
Demolishing,
Destroying
Impede, Obstruct

Antonym
Consolatory,
Creative
Accelerate,
Promote
Help, Save
Surroundings

Imperil, Jeopard
Abode, Biosphere,
Residence
Height, Level
Preservation,
Reservation
Able, Susceptible
Depend, Confide in
Forecast, Prophecy
Limit, Constrict
Spread, Range
Invasion, Intrusion
Surround, Encircle
Intense
Supporting,
Nourishing
Generate, Reproduce
Variety

Depth
Destruction

Synonym
Demolish, Annihilate
Decay
Seaside, Border by
water
Endangered

Antonym
Make, Construct
Construction
…………..

Incapable
Distrust
………….
Derestrict
……………
……………
Expose
Mild, Trivial
……………
……………
Uniformity

…………..

Evident
Extend
Recede
Vanishing

প্রামাণু/স্পি
তবস্তার করা
সচর যাওয়া
তবলুপ্ত হচয় যায় এমন

Extreme
Indicate
Shield
Thrive
Degrade
Inevitable

Word
Locally
Rare
Scenic
Breadth
Combination
Picturesque
Expanse
Evergreen
Origin
Well
Shore
Settler
Coast
Expel
Neighbourhood
Homestead
Unique
Perhaps
Attractive
Typical
Sandy
Bathe
Pleasant
Truly
Sanctuary
Migratory
Ply
Vibrant
Indigenous

Unclear
Abridge
Advance
Appearing

চরম
তনচদণশ করা
সুরক্ষা
সমৃস্মদ্ধ লাি করা
খারাপ করা
অতনবায ণ

Explicit, Clear
Expand, Amplify
Retreat, Secede
Disappearing,
Annihilating
Absolute, Excessive
Allude, Suggest
Protection, Defence
Prosper, Flourish
Worsen
Inescapably, Fatedly

Unit Twelve: Lesson-5
Meaning
স্থানীয়িাচব
তবরল
ননসতগক
ণ
প্রস্থ
তমলন
তচত্রানুগ/দৃটিনন্দন
তবস্িৃতি, গৎ, িুবন
তচরহতরৎ
বুৎপতি
কুয়া
উপকূল
বসতি স্থাপনকারী
উপকূলবিী স্থলিাগ
তবিাতিি বা তনবাতসি
ণ
করা
আশ-পাশ
তিচিমাটি
অননু
সম্ভবি
তচিাকর্ক
ণ
নবতশিুসূচক
বালুকাময়
স্নান
মচনারম
প্রকৃিপচক্ষ
অিয়ারণু
পতরভ্রমণকারী
চলা
প্রাণবন্ত
বদশ

Synonym
Regionally
Uncommon
Lovely, Picturesque
Wideness
Arrangement
Pictorial
Realm
…………
Spring
…………
Coast
Immigrant
Shore
Outs
…………….
Farmstead
Exceptional
Possibly, Probably
Gorgeous
Distinctive
………
Wash
Pleasing
Indeed, Factually
Shelter
Travelling
Run
Dynamic
Native

Antonym
Globally
Common
Ugly
…………
Separation
Ugly
………..
………..
…………
…………
…………
Settlement
………….
Welcome
Remoteness
…………..
Common
Definitely
Ugly, Repulsive
Ordinary
…………
…………
Unpleasant
………….
………….
………….
Stop
Dull, Pale
Foreign

Moderate
Mislead
Danger
Deteriorate
Upgrade
Avoidably

Indicate
Heritage
Pilgrim
Devotee
Traditional
Fair

ইতিি করা
ঐতিহু
িীথযাত্রী
ণ
িক্ত
ঐতিহুগি
বমলা

Specify
Tradition
………….
Follower
Customary
Exhibition

 MORE VOCABULARY 
Word
ANONYMOU
S
REBELLIOUS

RELUCTANT
RETREAT

Meaning
iPwqZvi
bvgnxb
(1) we‡`ªvnx
myjf
(2)
Aeva¨
Awb”QyK
wcwQ‡q Avmv

MONSTROUS

cÖKvÛ

PERISHABLE

cPbkxj

ARROGANCE
AVARICE
AVER
CALLOUS

Ah_v Me©
A_©wjáv
`„pZv
wb`©q

ERRATIC

(1)
wbqgewnf‚©Z
(2) †Lqvwj
AvbyMZ¨
h_vh_

FIDELITY
GERMANE
IGNOBLE
KEEN

nxb
(1) m•¶¥eyw×
(2) e¨MÖ

INIMICAL

kÎæfvevcbœ

METICULOUS

OBLITERATE

LyuwU
bvuwU
e¨vcv‡iI AwZ
mZK©
wbwðý Kiv

PALATABLE

my¯^v`y/ iæwPKi

Synonyms
Nameless, Unnamed
(1) Mutinous
(2)Disobedient,Unru
ly
Loath, Averse
Withdraw,
Move
back
Huge,
Titanic,
Colossal
Subject to decay,
Short-lived,
Temporary
Haughtiness
Lust for money
Assert, Avow
Unsympathetic,
Cruel
(1)
Abnormal,
Irregular
(2) Capricious, Odd
Loyalty, Integrity
Pertinent= Relevant,
Appropriate
Despicable
(1) Astute = Shrewd
(2)
Eager,
Enthusiastic
Hostile,
Antagonistic
Painstaking
=
Fastidious = Fussy =
Finicky
Eradicate
=
Annihilate = Wipe
out
Delicious = Tasty

…………
………..
…………
Enemy
Innovative
………..

Word
PERILOUS
DASTARD
WILT

Meaning
wec`RbK
Kvcyiæl
ïwK‡q hvIqv

WITHER
FRUGAL

ïwK‡q hvIqv
wn‡mex

FATUOUS

‡evKv

HEADSTRON
G
CHARITABLE

GK¸u‡q

DETER
EXCESS
EXPLOIT
GREEDY
STATIONARY

AMBIVALEN
T
ALIENATE

(1) `vbkxj
(2) m`q
evav †`qv
gvÎvwaK¨
K…wZZ¡
cÖPÛ
A_©†jvfx
(1) w¯’i, wbðj
(2)
AcwieZ©bxq
‡`vUvbvq civ

AVERSION

we‡iva m„wó
Kiv
weiƒcZv

COMMEND

cÖksmv Kiv

DECRY

‡`vlv‡ivc

DENOUNCE

‡`vlv‡ivc

DISPARAGE
DISPARITY

AeÁv
AmgZv

EVERLASTIN
G

wPi¯’vqx

Synonyms
Hazardous = Risky
Coward = Craven
Wither=
Droop=
Shrivel
Wilt= Dry up
Economical
=
Thrifty
Inane = Vapid =
Asinine
Willful (GK¸u‡q)
(1) Generous
(2) Forgiving
Prevent, Obstruct,
Stop, Discourage
Surplus, Excessive
Achievement, Feat
Money-hungry
(1)
Motionless,
Standing
(2)Unchanged,
Constant
Contradictory,
Mixed, Conflicting
Estrange
Unwillingness,
Reluctance
Praise,
Extol,
Recommend
Censure = Disparage
=
Denounce
=
Criticize
Condemn, Criticize,
Censure = Vilify
Criticize Belittle
Inequality,
Dissimilarity
Eternal, Perpetual

Phrases and Idioms
Give away (Distribute for free) (বিতরণ করা): The president gave away the prizes.
Give a cold shoulder (Act unfriendly toward someone; ignore): After we had a fight, he started giving me a cold
shoulder when I tried to talk to him.
Give a hand (Applaud; clap)
Give a hand with (Assist)
Hand in (Give back to; return): Hand in you guns.
Hand out (Distribute): The boss handed out some cash to his employees.
Hang on (Wait): Hang on for a few minutes.
Hard to come by (Difficult go find): Honest people are hard to come by these days.
Have on (Wear): Though it was winter, he only had a shirt on.
Hear from (Be contacted by; be in touch with)
Hear of (Know about; be familiar with)
Hold on to (Grasp) (মাবিকানা তযাগ না করা)
Hold still (Not move): Hold still while I cut your nails.
Hold up (Delay)
In hot water (In trouble)
In the same boat (In the same situation; having the same problem)
Keep an eye on (Watch; take care of; look after): Keep an eye on your brother.
Keep an eye out for (Look for)
Keep on with (Continue) (সমতালি চিা)
Keep track of (Know where something or someone is) (গবতবিবির বিষল়ে ত্ত়োবকিহাি থাকা)
Kith and kin (আত্মীয়-স্বজন): He does not take care of his kith and kin.
Loaves and fishes (বৈষয়য়ক লাভ): He cares only for the loaves and fishes of office.
Let sleeping dogs lie (avoid debatable questions, ঘাটাঘাটট না করা): Be wise and let sleeping dogs lie.
Let the cat out of the bag (to disclose secrets, (গ াপন তথ্য ফাাঁস): The women quite often let the cat out of the
bag
Let the grass grow under one’s feet (idle away time, সময় নষ্ট করা): If you let the grass grow under your feet,
you will fail in life miserably.
Lay heads together (confer, আললাচনা করা): Let us lay our heads together for the good of the conutry.
Long and short (সারমম):
ম Tell me the long and short of the story.
Leave no stone unturned (গচষ্টার ত্রুটট না করা): He left no stone unturned to attain his success.

Appropriate Prepositions
Excel in (ৈযাখ্যা করা): Shakespeare excelled in poetry.

Entitled to (অয়িকারী): He is entitled to a reward for his honesty.
Envious of (ইষয়িত):
ম
My fellow became envious of my having some money.
Endowed with (ভূ য়ষত): He is endowed with talents.
Eligible for (গ

া য):

He is eligible for the post.

Exempt from (গরহাই গেওয়া): He was exempted from the fine.
Escape from (পয়রত্রাণ): The criminal found the chance of an escape from jail.
Enquire of (অনুসন্ধান করা): He enquired of me into the matter
Escape from (পলায়ন করা): The prisoner escaped from the jail.
Fatal to (মারাত্মক): he doctor's mistake proved fatal to his life.
Familiar with (সুপয়রয়চত): He is familiar with my brother.
Favourable for [অনুকূল (গকানয়কছু)]: This situation is favorable to me for doing this.
Favourable to [অনুকূল (ৈযক্তি)]: This situation is favourable to me for doing this.
Feed on (গখ্লয় ৈাাঁচা): We feed on rice.
Feed with (খ্াওয়ান): The mother feed her baby with milk.
Feed for, in (সমৈযথ্ী): I felt for him in his father’s death
Glance at (গচাখ্ ৈুয়ললয় গনওয়া): He glanced at me casually.
Grudge against (য়ৈলেষ): The conservatives feel grudge against the free thinking of the day.
Greed for (গলাভ): He has no greed for wealth.
Good at (েক্ষ): He is good at mathematics.
Guilty of (গোষী): He is guilty of murder.
Hanker after (লালায়য়ত হওয়া): Do not hanker after wealth.
Hard at (উেযমী): He is hard at work before examination.
Hard of (কম গ

ানা):

He is hard of hearing.

Heed to (মলনাল া গেওয়া): The wicked student did not pay heed to his teacher’s words.
Heir of (উত্তরায়িকারী [ৈযক্তি]): He is the heir of his uncle.
Heir to (উত্তরায়িকারী): I am the only heir to the property of my father.
Ignorant of (অজ্ঞ): He is ignorant of this rule.
Indulge in (আসি হওয়া): He indulge in drugs.
Ill with (অসুস্থ): He is ill with fever.
Impose on (চাপালনা): The task was imposed on him.
Indebted to (ঋণী; কৃতজ্ঞ): I am indebted to him for this help.
Indifferent to (উোসীন): He is indifferent to our problem.
Inferior to (য়নকৃষ্ট; হীন): He is inferior to his neighbor.
Informed of (অৈয়হত): I was not informed of your misfortune.
Inquire of [অনুসন্ধান করা (ৈযক্তি)]: I inquired of him about the matter.
Insist on (ক্তজে করা): He insisted on my going home.
Interfere in [হস্তলক্ষপ করা (গকান ৈযপার)]: Do not interfere in my job.
Interfere with [হস্তলক্ষপ করা (ৈযক্তি)]: Do not interfere with me in my business.
Jealous of (ঈষাম পরায়ণ): I am not at all jealous of his fortune.
Jump at (আগ্রহ সহকালর গ্রহণ করা): Do not jump at the offer.
Jump to (তাড়াহুলড়া কলর য়সদ্ধালে আসা): Do not jump to a conclusion without much thinking.

Justice to (নযায় য়ৈচার): We should do justice to everybody.

Commonly misspelled words

Abstract, abominable, abundant, applicable, aggression, aggressive, allegiance, bureaucratic,
comparison, compassionate, committee, concede, congratulate, conscientious, conscious,
consensus, controversial, harassment, height, hierarchy, embarrass, equipment, exceed,
exhilarate, existence, experience, extreme, fascination, leisure, liaison, library, license,
lightning, maintenance, medieval, memento, parliament, pastime, perceive, perseverance,
personnel, plagiarize, playwright, possession, potatoes, precede, presence, principle, privilege,
professor, promise, proportionate, pronunciation, sergeant, similar, skillful, speech,
spontaneity, successful, supersede.

GROUP VERBS
Call
 Call at (visit a place): I shall call at your house tomorrow.
 Call for (demanded, PvBjvg): I called for his explanation.
 Call in (‡W‡K Avbv): Please call in a doctor.
 Call on (visit a person, ‡`Lv Kiv): I shall call on you tomorrow.
 Call upon (visit): I shall call upon him tomorrow.
 Call up (remember, ¯§iY Kiv): I cannot call up his name.
 Call off (withdraw, DVvBqv jIqv)- The strike was called off.
Carry
Carry on (continue, Pvjv‡bv): I shall carry on the work in your absence.
Carry out (execute cvjb Kiv): I shall carry out your orders.

Carry through (to survive; to endure): Only courage carried him through the crisis.
Catch
 Catch at (take the opportunity, my‡hvM MÖnY Kiv)- A drowning man catches at a straw.
 Catch up (come up with, bvMvj aiv)-India is trying to catch up with the advanced countries.
Come
 Come about (happen, NUv): How did it come about?
 Come by (get, cvIqv): How did you come by this watch?
 Come down (K‡g †M‡Q): The rent of house has come down now.
 Come of (is descended from, Rš§MÖnY Kiv): He comes of a good family.
 Come off (takes place): The ceremony comes off tomorrow.

 Come out (revealed, cÖKvk †cj): The secret came out.
 Come round (recovered, Av‡ivM¨ jvf Kij): He came round very soon.
 Come to: We have not yet come to any conclusion.
 Come up to (is not equal to): Your essay does not come up to my expectation.
 Come up with (reached, bvMvj †cjvg): I gave the chase and soon came up with the thief.
Cry
 Cry to (begged): The beggars cried to the Zamindar for food.
 Cry up (extols, evwo‡q ejv): A trader cries up his own goods.
Cut
 Cut down: He cut down the tree with an axe.
 Cut off (separated): He lives in a foreign country, cut off from his kith and kin.
Cut off (died): He was cut off at an early

English to Bengali

Tit for tat.
ঢিলঢি মারলল পািলেলঢি খেলে হয় ।
Do or die.
মলের সাধন ঢেিংবা শরীর পােন
Like father like son.
বাপ কা ববটা
Many men, many minds.
নানা মু ননর না মত
Necessity is the mother of invention.
প্রয় াজনই আনবষ্কায়রর প্রসূ নত

6. Barking dogs seldom bite.
যত গয়জে তত বয়ষে না
7. While there is life there is hope.
যতক্ষণ শ্বাস ততক্ষণ আশ
8. One swallow doesn’t make a summer.
এক মায়ে শীত যা না
9. Money begets money
টাকা টাকা আয়ন
10. All that glitters is not gold.
চকচক করয়েই বসানা হ না

11. Might is right.
বজার যার মু েুক তার
12. Where there is a will, there is a way
ইচ্ছা থাকয়ে উপা হ
13. Birds of the same feather flock together.
বচায়র বচায়র মাসতুয়তা ভাই
14. Cut your coat according to your cloth.
আ বু য়ে বয কর
15. A rogue is deaf to all good.
বচারা না শুয়ন ধয়মরে কানহনী

Bengali to English
1. অধযবসাল ়ের ফললই সাফলয লাভ ঘলি ⇨ Slow and steady wins the race.
2. েই পঢ ়েলব, েেই ঢশঢেলব ⇨ The more you read, the more you learn.

3. েে ধালন েে চাল বুঝলব ⇨ You will know now what's what.
4. শরীলরর নাম মহাশ ,়ে া স্ও ়োলব োই স ়ে ⇨ We first make our habits and then habits make us.
5. ঘুঘূ খেলেল া, ফাাঁে খেেঢন ⇨ you cannot make a silk purse out of a sow's ear.
6. ঢনলের পাল ়ে েু ়োল মারা ⇨ To dig one's own grave.
7. ব ়ে ঢে হলে চাও খ াি হও েলব ⇨ Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.

8.অঢনঢিলের আশা ়ে ঢনঢিে পঢরেযাগ েঢরও না ⇨ Quit not certainty for hope.
9.অপোর্থ খ োন খর্লে শুরু েলর খসোলনই ঢফলর আলস ⇨A bad penny always turns up.

10.খসাো আঙ্গুলল ঢঘ ওলে না ⇨ A cat is more tenacious of life than any animal.
11.খপলি খেলল ঢপলে স ়ে। ⇨ Give me roast meat and beat me with the spit.
12.ঢবনা খমলঘ বজ্রপাে। ⇨ A bolt from the blue.
13.বসলে খপলল শুলে চা ়ে। ⇨ Give him an inch, and he will take an ell.
14.বজ্র আাঁিুঢন ফস্কা ঢগলরা। ⇨ the more laws, the more offenders.
15.বামুন খগললা ঘর খো লাঙ্গল েুলল ধর। ⇨ when the cat is away, the mice will play.

CONCEPT CLEAR
WRITING

Courtesy
Courtesy has a great importance in our daily life. Courtesy means good manners and polite behavior. A kind
word is a very little thing but it has a great impact in our life and sometimes these kind words give us a better
reward. Courtesy satisfies ourselves and gives pleasure to others. Kindness not only enhances
the personality but has a greatly noble effect on the character. The most important thing is the character of the
person. A person who is kind and their behavior is very polite then all the people liked them. But the people who
are rude and ill mannered, no one likes them. Courtesy is not bound for the special class of the person because
in this age the peoples are divided into classes, upper class, lower class and middle class. Courtesy is free from
the classes. It is the gift of God to humanity. Even those who are poor or rich, if they have good manners and
polite behavior then they will be successful in life. The respect of elders, love of younger people, taking care of
neighbors, helping friends, class fellows, parents are also included in a good manner. Talking with others in
polite behavior also shows good manners .By doing all this in our life we will be more happy, pleasant and
comfortable. Courtesy is expressed by us through our behavior and conduct. It is through our words and deeds
that we show good manners. Being polite and courteous is good manners. Being rude and arrogant is a sign of
having bad manners. A cultured person has good manners. A good mannered person is always appreciated and
respected by people. People like to have friendship with those who are good mannered. A person who does not
have good manners loses dignity and self-respect. Courtesy should be inculcated in childhood so that they take
firm root, and can see one through life.

Dengue
Dengue is a life-threatening disease. It is a viral disease transmitted by the bite of a female mosquito called
Aides. Its bite takes an epidemic form causing a tremendous situation. Dengue is a virus fever originating
from Africa. It is a fear in tropical countries like Bangladesh, Burma, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Singapore, and the
Philippines etc. Aide’s mosquitoes lay their eggs on stagnant water in the well, in the absconded pots,
polythene bags, in the holes of a tree where rainwater remains, on the rotten things, on the heap of waste
materials etc. The victim always feels pain, loss of appetite, serious headache, and serious pain all over the
body, vomiting and accumulation of reddish spots on the body. To cure a dengue patient, prevention is a better
means. Containers should be covered to prevent mosquitoes and flies from their access and laying eggs. Both
the air-conditioner and air cooler need to be kept neat and clean so that mosquitoes cannot take shelter there.
Mosquito bite should be checked by ringing up the curtail or mosquito net or using mosquito repellents.
People should be especially careful about both in the morning and evening. The dengue attacked patient needs
a few tests to diagnose the nature of dengue fever. The serious patient must be hospitalized at an early date.

A dengue patient is advised to drink fluids and to take Intravenous saline until the
patient’s condition becomes normal according to WHO. Dengue specialists predict that
one-third of the Dhaka households are carrying Aides mosquitoes breeding space.
Dengue took a severe turn this year with a total of 10,528 people getting infected with
the mosquito-borne disease so far. This is the record number of patients being infected
with the disease in the last 18 years in Bangladesh, according to the data of Directorate
General of Health Service. Dengue has spread to 50 districts. 35 people died of dengue
including two university students. People of all classes should be made alert and
awareness should be created among them so that they may keep their home and homesite
neat and clean. The govt. and the community must be more proactive about controlling
the sources of the dengue in order to avoid its curse.

Environment and Ecology paragraph
The environment is the natural world in which people, animals and plants live. In fact, the term
‘environment ‘refers to the air, water and land in which people, animals and plants live. Thus the
elements that make up the environment are human beings, animals, plants, air, water and soil. The
natural forces are also a part of the environment. Different elements of the environment are
interrelated. All these things hang together. The way of this relationship is known as ecology. Thus the
ecosystem is a complex web of all the elements of the environment. If the ecosystem or the
relationship among the elements of our environment is disturbed, it will lead us to tremendous
disasters. So, it is very much important to maintain ecological balance at any cost. Otherwise our
existence on earth will not be possible. Nowadays people around the world are acting indiscriminately
regarding the environment. We may save our environment by keeping it clean and danger free.
Besides, we must maintain ecological balance. The Govt. as well as the conscious people of the
society should come forward to it.

Self-practice
1.A day that I will always remember
2.Pollution due to Urbanization
3.Importance of sports

Read the concept below and answer the following questions

Marie Curie was one of the most accomplished scientists in history. Together with
her husband, Pierre, she discovered radium, an element widely used for treating
cancer, and studied uranium and other radioactive substances. Pierre and Marie’s
amicable collaboration later helped to unlock the secrets of the atom.
Marie was born in 1867 in Warsaw, Poland, where her father was a professor of
physics. At an early age, she displayed a brilliant mind and a blithe personality.
Her great exuberance for learning prompted her to continue with her studies after
high school. She became disgruntled, however, when she learned that the
university in Warsaw was closed to women. Determined to receive a higher
education, she defiantly left Poland and in 1891 entered the Sorbonne, a French
university, where she earned her master’s degree and doctorate in physics.

Marie was fortunate to have studied at the Sorbonne with some of the greatest
scientists of her day, one of whom was Pierre Curie. Marie and Pierre were married in
1895 and spent many productive years working together in the physics laboratory. A
short time after they discovered radium, Pierre was killed by a horse-drawn wagon in
1906. Marie was stunned by this horrible misfortune and endured heartbreaking
anguish. Despondently she recalled their close relationship and the joy that they had
shared in scientific research. The fact that she had two young daughters to raise by
herself greatly increased her distress.

Curie’s feeling of desolation finally began to fade when she was asked to succeed her
husband as a physics professor at the Sorbonne. She was the first woman to be given a
professorship at the world-famous university. In 1911 she received the Nobel Prize in
chemistry for isolating radium. Although Marie Curie eventually suffered a fatal illness
from her long exposure to radium, she never became disillusioned about her work.
Regardless of the consequences, she had dedicated herself to science and to revealing
the mysteries of the physical world.

MCQ

1.The Curies’ _________ collaboration helped to unlock the secrets of the atom.
A.Friendly

B.competitive

C.courteous

D.industrious

2.Marie had a bright mind and a ______ personality.
A.Strong
B.lighthearted
C.humorous
D.strange
3.When she learned that she could not attend the university in Warsaw, she felt
_________.
A.Hopeless B.annoyed
C.depressed
D.worried
4.Marie _________ by leaving Poland and traveling to France to enter the Sorbonne.
A.challenged authority B.showed intelligence C.behaved D.was distressed
5. _________ she remembered their joy together.
A.Dejectedly B.Worried
C.Tearfully
D.Happily

MCQ Answer

1.The Curies’ _________ collaboration helped to unlock the secrets of the atom.
A.Friendly

B.competitive

C.courteous

D.industrious

2.Marie had a bright mind and a ______ personality.
A.Strong
B.lighthearted
C.humorous
D.strange
3.When she learned that she could not attend the university in Warsaw, she felt
_________.
A.Hopeless B.annoyed
C.depressed
D.worried
4.Marie _________ by leaving Poland and traveling to France to enter the Sorbonne.
A.challenged authority B.showed intelligence C.behaved D.was distressed
5. _________ she remembered their joy together.
A.Dejectedly B.Worried
C.Tearfully
D.Happily

SUMMARY/ PRECIS
Part A

Example of a summary is given below:
Passage

Mount Vesuvius, a volcano located between the ancient Italian cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum, has
received much attention because of its frequent and destructive eruptions. The most famous of these
eruptions occurred in A.D. 79.
The volcano had been inactive for centuries. There was little warning of the coming eruption, although
one account unearthed by archaeologists (প্রত্নতাত্ত্বিকদের) says that a hard rain and a strong wind had
disturbed the celestial (স্বর্গীয়) calm during the preceding night. Early the next morning, the volcano poured
a huge river of molten rock down upon Herculaneum, completely burying the city and filling the harbor
with coagulated lava.
Meanwhile, on the other side of the mountain, cinders, stone and ash rained down on Pompeii. Sparks
from the burning ash ignited the combustible rooftops quickly. Large portions of the city were destroyed
in the conflagration. Fire, however, was not the only cause of destruction. Poisonous sulfuric gases
saturated the air. These heavy gases were not buoyant in the atmosphere and therefore sank toward the
earth and suffocated people.

Over the years, excavations of Pompeii and Herculaneum have revealed a great deal about the
behavior of the volcano. By analyzing data, much as a zoologist dissects an animal specimen,
scientists have concluded that the eruption changed large portions of the area’s geography. For
instance, it turned the Sarno River from its course and raised the level of the beach along the Bay of
Naples. Meteorologists studying these events have also concluded that Vesuvius caused a huge tidal
wave that affected the world’s climate.
In addition to making these investigations, archaeologists have been able to study the skeletons of
victims by using distilled water to wash away the volcanic ash. By strengthening the brittle bones with
acrylic paint, scientists have been able to examine the skeletons and draw conclusions about the diet
and habits of the residents. Finally, the excavations at both Pompeii and Herculaneum have yielded
many examples of classical art, such as jewelry made of bronze, which is an alloy of copper and tin.
The eruption of Mount Vesuvius and its tragic consequences have provided everyone with a wealth of
data about the effects that volcanoes can have on the surrounding area. Today, volcanologists can
locate and predict eruptions, saving lives and preventing the destruction of other cities and cultures.

Summary

Mount Vesuvius is a mountain famous for its frequent and destructive
eruptions. One of its most famous eruptions happened in A.D. 79, when it
erupted without after staying inactive for many years. It took a lot of lives
and destroyed large portions of the cities Pompeii and Herculaneum.
Excavations that took place later were able to show that the habitat there
was rich in classical art, such as jewelry made of bronze etc. Although the
eruptions of Mount Vesuvius have taken a lot of lives, they have saved a lot
of lives as well. Looking through all the data from the excavations of
erupted areas, volcanologists can locate and predict eruptions now, saving
lives and preventing the destruction of other cities and cultures.

Write a short answer on recent topic

Part B

Write a Short answer on Materials
A material is what something is made of. There are 5 basic materials. Most things are made with these
materials. Some things are made of metal. Some things are made of glass. Some things are made of
wood. Some things are made of cloth. And some things are made of plastic. There are some other
materials. But they are not used as much as these 5 materials. Let’s talk about metal first. Metal is very
heavy. And it is very hard and strong. It usually feels cool if you touch it. We use metal to make lots of
things. We use it for forks and knives. We use it for keys. We use it for cars. We use it for these things
because it is very strong. Next, let’s talk about glass. Glass is very smooth. It feels cool to touch. It is
not as heavy as metal. It is hard. But it is not strong. It breaks very easily! Then why do we use it? We
use it because it is clear! You can see through glass! That’s why we use it for windows. That’s also
why we use it for glasses. Now, let’s talk about wood. Wood is lighter than metal and glass. It is not as
strong as metal. But it is much stronger than glass. We use wood to make lots of things. Things made
from wood are usually light and hard and strong. Chairs and tables are made from wood. Pencils are
made from wood. Now let’s talk about cloth. Cloth is very light. It is much lighter than wood. And it is
very soft. We use cloth to make lots of things. For example, it is used to make clothing. And it is used
to make blankets. Last, let’s talk about plastic. Plastic is also very light. But it is different from cloth.
Sometimes it is soft. And sometimes it is hard. Plastic can be used to make thin plastic bags. These are
light, soft, and strong. But plastic can also be used to make bicycle helmets. These are light, hard, and
strong. A helmet and a bag seem different. But they are both made from plastic.

TENSE
Tense is a method to indicate the time of an action. There are three broad categories of tensesa. Present Tense
b. Past Tense c. Future Tense
Each of these principal tenses is again subdivided into 4 forms: Indefinite, Continuous, Perfect,
Perfect continuous.
You undoubtedly knew the definition of all the tense forms. But you have to remember the uses of all
types of tenses. We will always attribute on the usage of grammar.

Present Indefinite
াধাযণত ক ান াজ ফততভানন য় ফুঝানর ফা অবযাগত তয ফুঝানর ফা চিযতয ফুঝানর Present Indefinite Tense য়। এই
Tense- এ ফাাংরায় ভূর চিয়া এফাং ইাংনযচজনতও শুধু ভূর verb ফযফহৃত য়। তনফ ইাংনযচজ ফান য subject third person, singular
number নর verb এয কনল s ফা es কমাগ য়।
Structure:
Subject + main verb (g~j verb) + ..................
Subject + main verb + s/es + ........................
Note:
� Present Indefinite Tense -এ subject এয নয be verb (am, is, are) থা নর negative এফাং interrogative
যায ভয় do/does ফযফহৃত নফ না।
Example:
Assertive- I am working now.
Interrogative- Am I not working now?
� Present Indefinite Tense - G subject এয নয have verb (has, have) থা নর do verb ফযফায নয negative
এফাং interrogative যা মায়।
Example:
Assertive- I have a problem.
Negative- I do not have any problem.
The most interesting thing about simple present tense is that this tense is NOT used to indicate
present time. Generally, this tense is used in the following cases:
� to show present actions or state or conditions or events or facts (ফততভান ভনয়য ক ান াজ, অফস্থা, ঘটনা,
তথয প্র া যনত):
That cake smells good. I believe that you are right.
I get up at 5 a.m.
� To show habitual action-repetition or non-repetition of the same act (অবযা ফুঝানত):
I always celebrate my birthday with a family party.
The Browns do not clean their windows every week.
� to indicate an eternal truth and general law (াধাযণ তয ফা চিযতয ফুঝানত):
Man proposes but God disposes.
Parallel lines never meet.
Hydrogen and oxygen combine to make water.

� to show future events that are considered certain to happen (বচফলযনতয ক ান ঘটনা চনশ্চয়ই ঘটনফ এরূ ধাযণা
ফুঝাফায জননয):
When does the college reopen?
Her father sails for America next Sunday.
� in quotations, definitions, reporting and explanations (উদ্বৃচত ফযফানয, নযাক্ষ উচিনত, ফযাখ্যা প্রদাননয ভনয়):
Direct speech- They said, “He is a fool.”
Direct speech- They tell me that you are a fool.
� to show historical present i.e. to describe past event (অতীত ঘটনা ুভজ্জ্ব
ু র নয ফণতনা যনত):
Defeated in battle, the king now turns towards his capital.
Darwin presents evidence for the development of life from lower to higher forms.
The author of the textbook explains the problems clearly.
� to show future possibility in conditional and time clauses (বচফলযৎ ম্ভাফনা ফুঝানত ততনফাধ ও ভয় চননদত
clause-এ):
I shall give you 50 dollars if I like your work, (condition)
I shall give her 50 dollars when I see her. (time)
� in imperative sentences (আনদ, উনদ, অনুনযাধভূর ফান য):
Post the letter.
Don’t run in the sun.
Stand up on the bench.
� in exclamatory sentences beginning with here, there (here, there চদনয় চ ছু াংখ্য exclamatory
ফান য):
Here comes the bus!
There goes the ball!
Note: Simple Present Tense-এ always, often, frequently, rarely, generally, sometimes, usually,
everyday, once a week, whenever, etc এ ধযননয adverb I adverb phrase ফযফহৃত য়।

Present Continuous
ফততভানন/এখ্ন ক ান াজ িরনছ এরূ ফুঝানর presnt continuous tense য়। এই tense-G subject এয নয subject
অনুানয am/is/are ফন আয ভূর verb- এয ানথ- ing কমাগ যনত য়।
Structure:
Subject + + [verb+ ing] .................

�

The present continuous tense is used ⎯

� to describe an action going on at present time. (ফততভান ভনয় ক ান াজ িরনছ ফুঝাফায জননয):
It is raining/snowing/sleeting.
Shofera is dancing at this moment.
� to describe a future action (বচফলযনতয াজ ফণতনা যায জননয):
They are going to a concert tomorrow night.
We are repeating the experiment next month.
What are you doing tomorrow evening?

Note: "Am/Is/Are going to" is equivalent to "shall/will'' in meaning.
For example, " I am going to graduate next year" and "I will graduate next year" essentially means the
same thing.
� to show habitual action, often with the idea of showing dislike, disapproval (অবযাগত ক ান াজ মা
অছন্দনীয়, অননুনভাদননমাগয):
They are always asking for special favours.
That little girl is always biting her finger nails.
Note: In this case, the Present Indefinite Tense can be used as well.
� to show developing and changing situations (উন্নয়নীর, চযফততনীর অফস্থা ফুঝাফায জননয):
The population of the world is rising very fast.
That child’s getting bigger every day.
The universe is expanding day by day.
Note: Present Continuous Tense-এ now, right now, at present, at this moment এ ধযননয adverb I
adverb phrase ফযফহৃত য়।
I am having a meal right now.
At this moment, I am trying to focus on HSC examination.
� চ ছু Verb খ্ননা Present progressive tense - এ ফযফহৃত য় না অথফা খ্ুফ ভই Present tense - এ ফযফহৃত য়।
Want, desire, refuse, see, feel, think, forgive, wish, live, hate, like, hear, smell, recognize, realize,
understand, know, seem, etc.
I see a bird

Present Perfect
ক ান াজ এইভাত্র কল নয়নছ চ ন্তু তায পর ফততভান আনছ ফুঝানর Present Perfect Tense য়। এই tense-G subject এয
নয have/has ফন, তাযয ভূর verb-এয past participle form ফন।
Structure:
Subject + + [verb in the past participle] ........

since 2000

for 20 years

2020 (now)

Kramer has lived in the same house for twenty years.
(He still lives there.)
OR
Kramer has lived in the same house since 1997.
Recently, Kramer has left this house.

The present continuous tense is also used ⎯
� Present Perfect is used with an action that happened at an indefinite time in the past.
John has travelled around the world. (We don't know when.

� A common error is to substitute the present indefinite tense for the present perfect tense.
Present indefinite tense should not be used in place of present perfect. The latter is used when
the action, which began in the past, still continues.
I am in Delhi for seven years. (Incorrect)
I have been in Delhi for seven years. (Correct)
 For an action that happened repeatedly (এ াচধ ফায ফা ফাযফায) before now.
I have failed my driver’s test twice
I have seen that movie five times.
� We use present perfect with today / this morning / this evening etc. when these periods are not
finished at the time of speaking.
I haven’t seen you this morning.
Have you had a holiday this year?
� The following adverbs can be used with present perfect tense.
Just, already, since,
for, yet (in questions and negations),
So far, till now, never, often, ever (in questions only)

For example- I have lived in this house since 2016.
Trump has been the president of the US for 4 years.
✶ Example
He is my best friend now, and –––– for many years
A. was
B. had been
C. has been
D. was to be
ফযাখ্যা: ফা যচটনত কফাঝানন নয়নছ কম ক এখ্ন আভায বার ফন্ধু এফাং অনন ফছয ধনয ক বার ফন্ধু চননফ আনছ। অনন ফছয ধনয ফুঝাননা নয়নছ চফলয়চট
ূফত কথন িনর আনছ এফাং এখ্ননা আনছ। তাই এখ্ন Present Perfect tense নফ। ুতযাাং চি উত্তয নফ option C.

Note: It should never be used with adverbs of past time.
He has just come here yesterday. (Wrong)
He has just come here. (Right)
� Choice Between YET/ALREADY
The adverbs yet and already are used to indicate that something has happened (or hasn't
happened) at an unspecified time in the past. These adverbs are often used with the present perfect.
already - affirmative sentences
yet – negative sentences and questions
Note: Already usually appears between the auxiliary and the main verb; however, it can appear at the
beginning or end of the sentence. Yet appears at the end of the sentence.

 has 


Subject +  have + already + P.P........
We have already written our reports.
We haven't written our reports yet.

Note: Another option with the use of yet is sometimes possible. In this case, the verb is positive and the
adverb yet does not appear at the end of the sentence.

 has 


Subject+  have + yet + [verb in infinitive] ........
John has yet to learn the material.
(John hasn't learned the material yet.)
We have yet to decide what to do with the money.
(We haven't decided what to do with the money yet)

Use of been / gone:
(1) Tom is back home from holiday. He has gone to London.
এয অথত নে এখ্ন Tom রন্ডনন অথফা রন্ডন কথন কপযায নথ। এই কক্ষনত্র gone ফন।
(2) Tom is back home from holiday now. He has been to London.
এনক্ষনত্র Tom রন্ডনন অফস্থান যনছ না, ক িনর এননছ। অথতাৎ এই কক্ষনত্র been ফন।

Present Perfect Continuous
ক ান াজ ূনফত আযম্ভ নয় এখ্নও িরনছ এরু ফুঝানর Present Perfect Continuous Tense য়। এই tense-এ Subject
এয নয have been / has been ফন, তাযয ভূর verb-এয-ing ফন।
Structure:
Subject + + been + [verb + ing] ........
It has been raining for two hours.
How long have you been learning English?
I’ve been watching television since 2 o’clock.
The present perfect continuous tense is used ⎯
� to show an action that began at some time in the past and is still continuing. (ূফত কথন আযম্ভ নয়
এখ্নও িরনছ):
They have been playing since 4 p.m.
Our car has been giving us trouble recently.
She has been looking everywhere for you.
�

Choice Between FOR/SINCE

Since 2000 for 20 years

2020 (now)

� for + duration of time
for five hours, for thirty years, for ten minutes.
� since + beginning time
since 1975, since five o'clock, since January.

Past Indefinite
অতীত ানর ক ান াজ ঘনটচছর, ক ান অনবয চছর ইতযাচদ ফুঝানত Past Indefinite Tense য়। ইাংনযচজনত subject এয নয
verb-এয Past Tense- এয form ফন।
Note: In the past indefinite tense, the time of the action has to be written.
Example- She came here yesterday.
Structure:
Subject + verb in past form ................+past time indicator (Yesterday, last week, last Monday, past year,
2 years ago etc.)
Alfred arrived last night.
The house was built many years ago. (passive)
I received her letter yesterday.
Note: অতীত অনবয ফুঝানর used to ফযফহৃত য়।
used to/Would + verb (ভূর verb) .........
She used to bathe in the river every morning.
He used to play cricket every afternoon.
He would wait for her outside the office everyday.
Simple past tense is used⎯
� to describe past events (অতীত ঘটনা ফণতনা যায কক্ষনত্র):
Regularly every summer, Janet fell in love.
She was in Pakistan ten years ago.
� To write about events after if clause that are not true or that are not likely to happen
(conditional ফান য if clause- এয নয ক ান অতয ঘটনা, অথফা ঘটনা মা ঘটনফ না ফুঝাফায কক্ষনত্র):
If you loved me, you would not leave now.
If he wore a blue tie with that jacket, it would look better.
� to express a past habit / Characteristic (predictable) behaviour in the past (অতীত অবযানয ফণতনায
কক্ষনত্র):
He would wait for her outside the office (everyday)
She would often go all day without eating.
� The simple past is used for a completed action that happened at one specific time in the past. It
often occurs with adverbs or adverb phrase of past time like yesterday last night, last year, ago words that refer to the past time.
I have met him yesterday. (Incorrect)
I met him yesterday. (Correct)

Past Continuous
অতীত ানর ক ান াজ িরচছর ফুঝানত Past continuous tense ফযফহৃত য়। Past continuous tense প্রায়ই simple past
tense- এয ানথ Complex sentence এ ফযফহৃত য়, আয subordinate clause চট When, while দ্বাযা শুরু য়।
Subject এয নয was/were ফন, then Main verb-এয ানথ -ing ফযফহৃত য়।
Structure:
Subject + + [verb + ing] .................
I was painting all day yesterday.
Betsy was training her horse. ( াজচট এখ্ন আয ছরনছ না)
It was raining when I reached home.
The Past continuous tense is used ⎯
� to say that something was in progress (going on) around a particular past time (অতীত ানর ক ান াজ
িরচছর, ানজ অগ্রগচত নয়চছর চ ন্তু কল য়চন):
This time last year I was living in Brazil.
I was painting all day yesterday.
� to show an action that was going on at a time in the past when something else happened (ক ান াজ
অতীনত িরচছর মখ্ন অনয আয এ চট াজ ঘনটচছর ফুঝাফায জননয):
While Tania was watching television when lightning struck the house.
The cook was not watching the pot when it the sauce boiled over.
 It is used with an action, which was occurring in the past and was interrupted by another action. In
this case, the general rule is:
When + subject1 + simple past + subject2 + past cont.
.....
OR
Subject1 + past cont. + when + subject2 + simple past
........
When Mark came home, she was watching television.
She was watching television when Mark came home.
 Two actions occurring at the same time in the past. In this case, the following rules usually apply.
Subject1 + past cont. + while + subject2 + past cont.
.........
OR
While + subject1 + past cont.+ subject2 + past cont.
.........
Martha was watching television while John was reading a book.
While John was reading a book, Martha was watching television.

Past Perfect
অতীতকালে দুটি সম্পন্ন কালের মলধে যেটি আলে ঘলিটিে যসই কােটি past perfect tense হয়। আর verb- এর রবততী কােটি simple
past tense হয়। subject এর লর had, তারর verb-এর past participle--এর form বলস।
Structures (These are general structures. There are many sentences that may not follow these exact
structures as you will see in sentence examples later. However, the main idea stays the same):
1. Subject + had + [Verb in the past participle] + before + subject + simple past
Example:
The patient had died before the doctor came.
বোখ্ো: এই sentence টি দ্বারা যবাঝালনা হলে যে ডাক্তার আসার ূলবতই যরােীটি মারা টেলয়টিে। দুটি কালেই ূলবত ঘলিলি, টকন্তু একটির আলে আলরকটি
ঘলিলি। তাই যেটি আলে ঘলিলি যসটির সালথ past perfect tense হলয়লি এবং অনে অংশ past indefinite হলয়লি।

2. Subject + simple past + after + subject + past perfect
Example:
The patient died after the doctor had come.

3. When + Subject + simple past + subject + past perfect
Example:

(a) When I arrived home, grandfather had gone already.
(b) When I went there, he had already finished the work
বোখ্ো: এই sentence গুলোলত যদখ্া োলে যে দুটি কালের মলধে একটি অরটির আলে সম্পন্ন হলে তাই এলদর মলধে একটির verb এর past
indefinite tense হয়।

4. Subject + past perfect + when + Subject + simple past
Note: সাধারণত বালকের clause দুটি before বা after দ্বারা সংেুক্ত হলে past perfect tense before- এর ূলবত এবং afterএর লর বলস।
The past perfect tense is used ⎯
� to show that something had already happened before some other action in the past (অতীলত দুলিা
সম্পন্ন কালের যেতর যেটি ূলবত হলয়টিে, যসই কােটি বুঝাবার েলনে):
When I went home, I found that someone had stolen my fur coat.
I realised that we had met before.
� After past verbs say and thin, to talk about things that had happened before the saying or thinking
took place. (verbs of saying and thinking- এর লর অতীলত সংঘটিত যকান কালের বণতনা যদওয়া প্রসলে)
I thought I had sent the cheque a week before.
She said that she had done the work last month.
� Choice Between BEFORE/AFTER
The past perfect tense stands before the word ‘before’ and after the word ‘after’ in the sentence
containing ‘before or after’.
The patient had died before the doctor came.
Or
The patient died after the doctor had come.

Past Perfect Continuous
অতীতকালে যকান কাে যকান টবলশষ সমলয় আরম্ভ হলয় যকান টনটদতষ্ট সমলয় সম্পন্ন হলয়টিে টকন্তু উলেটখ্ত সময় েতন্ত চেটিে বুঝালত
Past Perfect continuous tense হয়। এখ্ালন েটদ দুটি টিয়ার উলেখ্ থালক তাহলে যে কােটি আলে যথলক চেটিে যসটি Past
Perfect continuous tense হয় এবং যেটি লর হলয়টিে যসটি simple past tense হয়। এই tense-এ subject- এর লর
had been বলস, এরলর মূে verb- এর সালথ -ing বসলব।
Structure:
Subject + had been + [verb + ing] ............
I’d been working hard all day.
Woman had been demanding the right to vote for many years before they finally got it.
The past perfect Continuous tense is used ⎯
� The past perfect continuous tense is used to express an action that continued in the past for a
given period of time (অতীলতর যকান ঘিনা টকিুকাে ধলর চেটিে বুঝালত):
At that time, we had been living in the caravan for about six months.
When I found Mary, I could see that she had been crying.
Condolisa had been smoking for 30 years when he finally gave it up.

Future Indefinite
েটবষেলত যকান কাে করা হলব বুঝালত Future Indefinite tense হয়। বাংো টিয়ার যশলষ ব থালক এবং ইংলরটেলত subject এর
লর shall/will বেবহার করা হয়। টিটিশ ইংলরটেলত সাধারণত First person I/we- এর লর shall, second person you,
third person he/she, they ইতোটদর লর will বলস। আলমটরকান ইংলরটেলত যে যকান person- এর লর সাধারণত will
বেবহার করা হয়।
Structure:
Subject + + main verb .............
I shall prepare my lesson this evening.
Next year will be different.
We shall need the money on the 15th of June.
The Future Indefinite tense is used⎯
� to give (ask for) information about the future or to give predictions of future events (যকান খ্বর
যদওয়া/টেলেস করা/ অনুমান করা/েটবষেদ্বাণী করার সময়):
All the family will be at the wedding.
Tomorrow will be warm.
We shall be rich one day.
� to express conditional ideas (শততেক্ত
ু োব প্রকালশর সময়):
If it rains. I shan’t go.
He’ll have an accident if he goes on driving like that.
If it rains, the match will be cancelled.

Other Verb Forms can show the Futureঅনে টকিু verb-form- এর সাহালেে Simple future tense- এর মত একই ধারণা প্রকাশ করা োয়।
� Present of be + ing অথবা going to structure- এর সাহালেে েটবষেৎ ঘিনা/কাে প্রকাশ করা োয়।

+ [verb + ing] ........ > ...... as future going to .........
The art class is going to visit the museum tomorrow.
You are not going to believe this.
We are having dinner at seven this evening.
� Present of be + infinitive- এর সাহালেে েটবষেৎ সময় প্রকাশ করা োয় টবলশষ কলর বাধেবাধকতা/টনয়ন্ত্রণ ইতোটদ বুঝাবার
যেলরেঃ
+ infinitive] ........ > ...... as future
New students are to register at two o’clock this afternoon.
Their dog is to get a rabies shot next week.
I am to go to college next evening.

� Simple presnt tense- এর সাহালেের েটবষেৎ সময় প্রকাশ করা োয়।
............ base form of verb .......... as future.
The summer term starts on April 10th.
If the price is reasonable. She will buy a new car.

Future Continuous
েটবষেলত যকান কাে চেলত থাকলব বুঝালে Future Continuous Tense হয়। ইংলরটেলত subject এর লর shall be / will
be বলস, এরলর Main verb- এর সালথ ing যোে হয়।
Structure:
Subject + + [verb + ing] ...........
Our salesman will be calling you soon to confirm your order.
I shall be leaving Dhaka by this time tomorrow.
The future progressive/Continuous tense is used⎯
� To say that something will be in progress (going on) at a particular moment in the future. (যকান
কাে েটবষেলত যকান টবলশষ মুহূলতত েতন্ত চেলত থাকলব বুঝালত):
This time tomorrow I shall be lying on the beach.
I shall be reading the book then.
� to refer to future events which are fixed or decided, or which are expected to happen in the
normal course of events. (যকান কাে টনধতাটরত আলি বা স্বাোটবকোলব ঘিলব এরূ প্রতোশা করা োয় বুঝালত):
Sometimes I think I’ll be studying English the rest of my life.
Professor Alfred will be giving another lecture on poetry.
� To indicate that an action that will be ongoing at a particular time in the future.
At noon tomorrow, I will be taking the children to their piano lessons.

Future Perfect
েটবষেলত যকান টনটদতষ্ট সমলয় যকান কাে সম্পন্ন হলব অথবা দুটি কালের মলধে ূলবত সম্পন্ন হলব বুঝালত future perfect tense হয়।
এই tense – এ ইংলরটে বালকে subject এর লর shall have/will have বলস, তারলর মূে verb-এর past participle-এর
form বসলব।
Structure:
Subject + + past participle .........
By the next June he will have written his second novel.
I shall have done the work before my father comes.
The Future perfect tense is used� to show an action that will be completed in the future (েটবষেলত যকান এক সময় যকান কাে সম্পন্ন হলব বুঝালত):
This obedience school will have trained fifty dogs by the end of the year.
The builders say they’ll have finished the roof by Tuesday.

Future Perfect Continuous
েটবষেৎকালে যকান সমলয়র মলধে যকান কাে চেলত থাকলব বুঝালে Future Perfect Continuous tense হয়। এখ্ালন ইংলরটে
বালকে subject এর লর shall have been/will have been বলস, তারর মূে verb এর সালথ ing যোে হয়।
Note: In most cases, the Future Perfect tense and the Future Perfect Continuous tense can be
used interchangibly.
Structure:
Subject + + [verb + ing] ........
I’ll have been doing the work before my father comes.
By eight o’clock he will have been walking for three hours.
The future perfect continuous tense is used� to combine the ideas of completeness and duration of time in the future.
By the end of this year our family will have been living in the same house for a hundred years.
Soon Tania will have been studying at Dhaka University for 4 years.

SEQUENCE OF TENSE
The rules according to which the tense of the verb of subordinate clause is determined with the
change of the tense of verb of principal clause is called sequence of tense.
� If the verb in the principal clause is present or future, the verb in the subordinate clause may be
in any tense.
He thinks that it will rain.
He will say that he is ill. or he was ill.
� When the verb in the principal clause is in the past tense, the verbs of the subordinate clauses
should be in the past tense.

I forgot that he was coming today.
I felt that he was a fool.

Exceptions:
The above mentioned rule is not applicable to the following cases.
� A past tense in the principal clause may or may not be followed by the past tense in the
subordinate clause if the latter expresses universal truth.
He knew that the earth is round.
� Any tense may be used in the subordinate clause, if it gives a comparison by using the word ‘than’.
He respected you more than he respects his brother.
� Any tense can be used when the dependent clause is in a quotation.
He says, “I will have my revenge.”
She said, “It will be better if you forgive him.”
� If two future actions are joined by when the one will be in the future tense and the other will be
simple present.
I will beat him when he comes.
If it rains, I will not go there.
� Events occurring at the same time must be given in the same tense.
When he fainted, his brother was with him.
� Will or shall cannot be used twice in the same sentence even if both the actions refer to the future
tense.
I shall come if he will call me. (Incorrect)
I shall come if he calls me.
(Correct)
� There is a fundamental difference between ‘am to’, ‘was to‟ and „has to‟, „have to,‟ „had to,‟ „will
have to‟
I am to go there [Planning to go there]
I have to go there [Under compulsion]

IN BRIEF:
If the main
clause
is:
Present
Tense
Past Tense

Then the dependent clause will be
1. Present Progressive
2. Will, can or may+ verb
3. Past Tense
4. Present Perfect
1. Past Progressive or Simple past
2. Would, could or might+ verb
3. Past perfect

Subject Verb Agreement
Subject এবং Verb এর মধ্যে Number এবং Person অনুযায়ী মম বা সঙ্গমি থাকধ্ি হয়। এটাই হধ্ে Subject Verb
Agreement. অথথাৎ সবসময় Subject এর Number এবং Person অনুযায়ী Verb হধ্ি হধ্ব।
Rule - 01:
Subject যমি Singular হয় িাহধ্ Verb মটও Singular হধ্ব আর Subject যমি Plural হয় িাহধ্ Verb মটও Plural হধ্ব।
The student is brilliant.
The students are brilliant.
Exception:
মকছু Noun আধ্ছ যাধ্ির সাধ্থ s থাকা সধ্েও িারা Plural Form না। এসব Noun গুধ্ার সাধ্থ আবার Singular Verb বধ্স।
The News is not expected.
Physics is his favorite subject.
আবার মকছু Noun আধ্ছ যাধ্ির সাধ্থ s না থাকা সধ্েও িারা Plural Form. সুিরাং এধ্ির সাধ্থ Plural Verb হধ্ব।
People are .........
Rule - 02:
Uncountable Noun সবসময় Singular Verb গ্রহন কধ্র।
Water is necessary for all.
Rule - 03:
And দ্বারা যখন একামযক Subject যুক্ত হয় িখন Verb সবসময় Plural হয়।
Gold and silver are precious metals.
Reena and Tonni are there.
� Exception:
মকন্তু And দ্বারা যুক্ত Subject যমি Same Person, Same Thing অথবা Same Idea ববাঝায় িাহধ্ Verb আবার Singular হয়।
The president and Headmaster is ----- (refers to same person)
The president and the Headmaster are ---- (refers to two different persons)
Time and tide waits for none.
The horse and carriage is at the door.
And দ্বারা যুক্ত হওয়া সধ্েও যমি Subject এর সাধ্থ Each অথবা Every থাধ্ক িাহধ্ও Verb Singular হধ্ব।
Every boy and girl has been given a price.
Each boy and each girl was present.
Rule - 04:
Subject এর সাধ্থ যমি each, every, either, neither, many a থাকধ্ verb সবসময় singular হধ্ব।
Many a little makes a mickle.
Each of the things is found in India
Rule - 05:
Or, Nor, Either .... or, মকংবা Neither .... nor মিধ্য় যখন একামযক subject যুক্ত হধ্ব বসধ্েধ্ে সবসময় verb এর
সবথাধ্েো মনকটবিথী subject অথথাৎ মদ্বিীয় subject অনুযায়ী verb হধ্ব।
Either nook or corner was left unexplored.
Neither he nor I was there.
He or his brothers have done this. (because ‘brothers’ is a plural word)

Neither the boy nor his parents were present.
Either he or I am to go.
Rule - 06:
মনধ্নাক্ত expression বা accompaniment গুধ্া মিধ্য় বযসব Noun বা Pronoun যুক্ত হয় িারা কখধ্নাই Verb এর
উের বকান প্রভাব বেধ্ না। Verb সবসময় আস Subject অথথাৎ এগুধ্ার েূবথবিথী Noun বা Pronoun অনুযায়ী হয়।
together with
accompanied by
accompanied with

along with
as well as
in addition to

and not
among
with

Shafiq, accompanied by his wife and children is arriving tonight.

Rule - 07:
Preposition মিধ্য় বয word বা group of words যুক্ত থাকধ্ verb মট সবসময় আস subject অনুযায়ী হয়।

The danger of the forest fires is not to be taken lightly. (Here, ‘danger’ is the subject, not ‘fires’)
The view of these disciplines varies from time to time. (Here, ‘view’ is the subject, not ‘disciplines’)
Rule - 08:
Infinitive বা Gerund যমি বকান Verb এর Subject হয় বসধ্েধ্ে Verb মট সবসময়ই Singular হধ্ব। That is
because gerunds and infinitives act as noun phrases. So, they can be the subject of a sentence.
Knowing the robbers has caused his death. (Here, ‘knowing’ is the subject, not ‘robbers’)
To tell lies is a great sin. (Here, ‘to tell’ is the subject, not ‘lies’)
Rule - 09:
যমি বকান Clause কখধ্না Verb এর Subject মহধ্সধ্ব আধ্স বসধ্েধ্েও Verb মট Singular হধ্ব।
Why he created all these problems is still unknown. (Here the subject is ‘Why he created all these
problems’)
Rule - 10:
Collective Noun সাযারণি: সবসময় Singular Verb গ্রহন কধ্র।
congress
army
group
committee
corporation
firm
class
company
government
jury
crowd
council
organization
team
family
board
The committee is scheduled to meet at one o'clock.
মকন্তু যমি এধ্ির মধ্যে Division বিখা বিয় এবং একথামট যখন
Sentence এ Directly উধ্েখ থাধ্ক িখন verb মট Plural হধ্ব।
The committee are violently debating the merits of the proposed system.
The class are arguing with one another.
The Jury were divided in their opinions but finally it has returned ...........

Rule - 11:
মনধ্ের Indefinite Pronoun গুধ্া সবসময়ই Singular Verb Receive করধ্ব যমি এরা Subject মহধ্সধ্ব থাধ্ক।
anyone
anybody
anything

someone
somebody
something

none
nobody
nothing

everyone
everybody
everything

Anyone is eligible to apply for the position.
Someone is going to suffer for this.
Rule - 12:
A number of / The number of
A number of মকংবা The number of উভধ্য়র েধ্রই Noun সবসময় Plural হধ্ব। মকন্তু যমি এরা Subject মহধ্সধ্ব থাধ্ক বসধ্েধ্ে
A number of এর ববায় Verb Plural হধ্ব এবং The number of এর ববায় Verb Singular হধ্ব।
� A number of + plural noun + plural verb
� The number of + plural noun + singular
A number of students are going to the class
The number of days in a week is seven.
Rule - 13:
Here /There:
Here মকংবা There মিধ্য় যমি বকান Sentence বিখা যায়
বস বেধ্ে Verb এর েরবিথী বয Noun বা Pronoun থাধ্ক বসমট অনুযায়ী সবসময় Verb হয়। কারণ Here মকংবা There মিধ্য় যমিও
Sentence শুরু হয় মকন্তু এরা কখধ্নাই বকান Sentence এর Subject হয় না।
There
Here

is + Singular Subject

There
Here

are + Plural Subject

Rule - 14:
It মিধ্য়ও যমি বকান Sentence শুরু হয়, বসধ্েধ্ে যমিও It বকান Sentence এর Subject হয় না, িবুও Verb মট সবসময় Singular
হধ্ব।
It is we who are guilty.
Rule - 15:
বকান Subject এর সাধ্থ যখন No থাকধ্ব বসধ্েধ্ে No এর েরবিথী Noun মটর উের মনভথর কধ্র Verb মট হধ্ব। যমি No এর েধ্রর
Noun মট Singular অথবা Uncountable হয় িাহধ্ Verb মট Singular হধ্ব আর যমি Noun মট Plural হয় িাহধ্ Verb মট
Plural হধ্ব।
no +

 Singular noun 


 non count . noun  +

singular verb
no + plural noun + plural verb
No students are present here today.
No boy is individually responsible.
No news is good nowadays.

None এর ববায়, যমি None of এর সাধ্থ Plural Noun থাধ্ক িাহধ্ Verb মট Plural হধ্ব আর যমি Uncountable Noun হয়
িাহধ্ Verb মট Singular হধ্ব।

None + of the + non count. noun + singular
verb
None of the counterfeit money has been found
None + of the + plural count. noun + plural
verb
Rule - 16:
Both, Few, Many, Others, Several – এই Word গুধ্া Subject এর সাধ্থ থাকুক অথবা মনধ্েরাই Subject মহধ্সধ্ব থাকুক
না বকন Verb মট সবসময়ই Plural হধ্ব।
Many are called but few are chosen.
Several people are unable to attend; the others are all coming.
Rule - 17:
All, Any, More, Some, Most -- এই Word গুধ্া যমি বকান Uncountable Noun এর সাধ্থ থাধ্ক িাহধ্ Verb
Singular হধ্ব আর যমি Plural Noun এর সাধ্থ থাধ্ক িাহধ্ Verb মট ও Plural হধ্ব।
Some of the firm's capital is being earmarked for expansion.
Some of the employees have returned to work.
Rule - 18:
Fraction বা Percentage মিধ্য় যমি বকান Subject থাধ্ক বসধ্েধ্ে Verb মট বকমন হধ্ব বসটা মনভথর কধ্র অধ্থথর উের। যমি
Collective entity মহধ্সধ্ব বুঝাধ্না হয় িাহধ্ singular verb হধ্ব, আর যমি separate entity মহধ্সধ্ব বুঝাধ্না হয় িাহধ্ plural
verb হধ্ব।
Three-fifths of the people have arrived. (Every person here is different and they came separately)
Sixty percent of our quotas has been met. (Quotas are not distinguishable. Therefore, ‘60% quotas’ is a
collective entity here.
Time, Distance, Weight, Money, Length- এধ্ির বয বকান quantity বা েমরমান সবসময় singular verb receive
করধ্ব।
Four months is a long time between the letters.
Five hundred dollars is a reasonable amount.
Rule - 20:
বয বকান বিধ্লর নাম, বইধ্য়র নাম, Newspaper এর নাম মকংবা Magazine এর নাম যিই Plural Form এ থাকুক না বকন Verb মট
সবসময়ই Singular হধ্ব।
The United States has a big fleet.
‘Business Letters’ is a fine book.
‘Better Homes and Gardens’ offers helpful redecorating ideas.
Rule - 21:
বয বকান Company Name যিই বসটা Plural Form এ থাকুক না বকন সবসময় Singular Verb গ্রহন করধ্ব।
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith is one of the best known brokerage houses.
Proctor & Gamble is a multinational company.

Rule - 22:
dozen, pair, sheep মকংবা deer –এই Word গুধ্া যমি Plural Noun বক বুঝায় িাহধ্ Verb মট Plural হধ্ব আর যমি
Singular Noun বক বুঝায় িাহধ্ Verb মট Singular হধ্ব।
Two dozen apples do not cost more than 20 dollars.

Rule - 23:
One of এর সাধ্থ যমি Relative Pronoun থাধ্ক বসধ্েধ্ে Verb মট বকমন হধ্ব বসমট ক্লাধ্স বযভাধ্ব ববাঝাধ্না হধ্ব বসখান বথধ্ক বুধ্ঝ
নাও।
Mr. Kamal is one of those people who are conscientious in following directions.
Rule - 24:
মকছু word (dues, earnings, wages) সবসময়ই plural. সুিরাং এরা সবসময়ই plural verb receive করধ্ব।
Cub Scout dues are collected every month.
My earnings are inadequate to meet my expenses.

Vocabulary
Unit Eight: Lesson-1
Word
Agree
Issue
Impose
Force
Equivalent
Activism
Protection
Violation
Dignity
Endow
Conscience
Declaration
Distinction
Jurisdiction
Territory

Word
Ethnic
Arbitrary
Interference
Correspondence
Asylum
Persecution
Invoke
Contrary
Deprive
Dissolution

Meaning
ম্মত া; এওভত া
আলরাচ্য বফল
চ্াবল দদা
ফাধয ওযালনা
ভতুরয, ভাথথও
বি অংগ্রণ
ুযক্ষা
রঙ্ঘন
ভমথাদা
জন্মূলে অবধওাযী া
বফলফও
দখালণা
াথথওয
বফচ্াযবফবাকী; আইনকত
যওায ফা ালওয অধীন বূঔন্ড
Unit Eight: Lesson-2
Meaning
নৃতাবিও, জাবতকত
অলমৌবিও, দেচ্ছাচ্াযী, ঔাভলঔাবর
অনবধওায চ্চ্থা; স্তলক্ষ
াযস্পবযও ঐওয/ ম্পওথ
আশ্রভ, বনযাদ স্থান
াবস্ত, মন্ত্রণা দবাক/বনীড়ন
াাময প্রাথথনা ওযা
বফযীত
অবধওায ফবিত া ফা ওযা
বফফাবও ম্পলওথ অফান/বফলচ্ছদ

Synonym
Concur
Topic, Point
Foist
Comple
Identical
………….
Safety, Security
Disobedience, Breach
Rank, Honour
Bestow
Judgement, Discretion
Announcement
Discrimination
Judicial
Land

Spouse
Manifest
Observance

োভী/স্ত্রী
ুস্পষ্টবালফ দদঔালনা
বনভ ফা প্রথা অথফা উৎফ ারন

Partner
Demonstrate
Compliance

Periodic
Suffrage

মথাফৃত্ত/ বনবদথষ্ট ভ য য খলে
দবাোবধওায

Occasional
Disagreement

Antonym
………….
Sensible
…………..
Clash
…………
Tranquility
………….
Similar
Endow
Start, Unification,
Solution
……….
Hide, Conceal
Non-observance,
Disregard
Constant
…………

Synonym
Quotation
General
Announcement, Statement
Agree, Follow, Obey

Antonym
……………
Particular
Silence
Disobey

Word
Extract
Universal
Declaration
Comply

Unit Eight: Lesson-3
Meaning
বনমথা, গ্রন্থাবদ দথলও উদ্ধৃত অং
াফথজনীন
দখালণা
ম্মত া/দভলন চ্রা

Synonym
Racial
Despotic, Whimsical
…………….
Correlation, Connection
Shelter, Refuge
Oppression
Pray, Beg, Petition
Opposite
Deny, Bereave
Separation

Antonym
Disagree
………….
………….
…………
Opposite
…………..
Attack, Disrupt
Observance
Dishonour
…………..
Immorality,
Indiscretion
Silence
Harmony
………….
…………..

Adequate
Circumstance
Wedlock
Protection
Elementary
Fundamental
Compulsory
Accessible
Personality
Promote

মথামথ, মথাপ্ত
বযবস্থবত
বফফা ফন্ধন
ুযক্ষা
প্রাথবভও
দভৌবরও
ফাধযতাভূরও
অবধকভয, প্রলফলমাকয, ুরব
ফযবিত্ফ
ংকবিত  চ্ারু ওযলত াাময ওযা

Tolerance
Formulate
Intention

নীরতা
মথামথবালফ প্রলফ ওযা
অববপ্রা, উলেয

Rubbish
Disease
Refuse
Pay
Hungry
Peace

Unit Eight: Lesson-4
Meaning
আরাদা
দওালনা বওছু চ্াা, প্রাথথনা ওযা
জফাফ দদা
ংগ্র ওযা
আফজথনা
বফলিতা
গুরুতয
ংিভণ
ভাবরও
দফদনাদাও
প্রস্তাফ ওযা
বাকযফান
এও জালতয বজবনলও অনয জালতয বজবন দথলও দফলছ
আরাদা ওযা, ফাছাই ওযা
আফজথনা
অুঔ
প্রতযাঔযান ওযা
ওাউলও বওছু দদা
ক্ষুধাতথ
াবি

Word
Exercise
Treat
Violate
Plight
Adequate
Protection

Unit Eight: Lesson-5
Meaning
প্রলাক ওযা, দবাক ওযা
আচ্যণ ওযা; ফযফায ওযা
রঙ্ঘন ওযা
দুযফস্থা; দুদথা
মথাপ্ত, মলথষ্ট
ুযক্ষা

Word
Separated
Beg
Answer
Collect
Trash
Vendor
Serious
Infection
Owner
Painful
Offer
Lucky
Sort

Sufficient
Situation, Condition
Marriage
Security
Primary
Basic
Obligatory
Attainable
Identity, Character
Develop, Accelerate,
Encourage
Patience
Systematize
Aim, Purpose

Inadequate
……………
Divorce, Dissolution
Insecurity
Advanced
Minor
Optional
Inaccessible
Impersonality
Hinder, Obstruct

Synonym
Detached, Estranged
Pray, Ask for
Reply, Respond
Gather, Assemble
Rubbish, waste
Seller
Severe
Infestation
Holder, Master
Awful, Agonizing
Give, Provide
Fortunate, Beneficial
Allocate

Antonym
Connected, Together
Give
Ask
Distribute
Necessities
Customer
Trivial, Minor
………….
Tenant, Renter
Pleasant, Wonderful
Deny, Refuse
Unlucky
Mix

Trash, Garbage
Ailment, Illness
Avoid, Decline, Deny
Lend, Loan
Starving
Harmony, Reconciliation

……………
Soundness
Accept
……………..
Satisfied, Replete
Frustration, Discord

Synonym
Apply, Utilize
Behave, Deal
Disobey, Disregard
Difficulty, Predicament
Enough, Sufficient
Care, Guardianship

Antonym
Ignore
…………
Obey, Help
Advantage
Inadequate
Destruction, Attack

Intolerance
Disorganize
Discouragement

Inevitable
Announce
Depict
Philosophical
Saw
Snarl
Rattle
Happen
Please
Leap
Refuse
Outcry
Rueful
Swing
Puff
Fright
Reflect
Convey
Significance

অবনফামথ; অবযামথ
দখালণা ওযা
বচ্বেত ওযা
দথনবববত্তও
ওযাত
িুব্ধ কজথন ওযা
ঔেয ঔেয ওযা
খো; ংখবেত া
ঔুব ওযা/ ন্তুষ্ট ওযা
রাপ দদা
অগ্রায ওযা/ অম্মত া
দজায বচ্ৎওায
অনুতাূণথ
খুলয দাাঁড়ালনা
দজালয বনিঃশ্বা দপরা
আওবিও প্রচ্ন্ড বীবত; আতঙ্ক
প্রবতপবরত ওযা
জ্ঞান ওযা
তাৎমথ

Certain, Unavoidable
Declare
Describe, Sketch
Logical, Thoughtful
…………..
Growl, Roar
Jolt, Stir
Occur, Befall
Satisfy, Delight
Jump
Disagree, Deny
Scream, Howl
Mournful, Apologetic
…………
…………
Horror, Dismay
Flash, Echo
Notify, Inform
Meaning, Importance

Landscape
Repetition

প্রাওৃবতও দৃয
ুনযাফৃবত্ত

Panorama
Recurrence

Word
Refer
Settle
Force
Collective
Scholar
Phenomenon
Movement
Noteworthy

Unit Nine:Lesson-1
Meaning
উলেঔ ওযা
ফবত স্থান ওযা
ফাধয ওযা
দমৌথ
বফদ্বান, বিত
খেভান বফল
অফস্থান বযফতথন
উলেঔলমাকয, রক্ষণী

History
Attract
Attention

ইবতা
ভলনালমাক আওলথণ ওযা
ভলনালমাক

Concern

দওালনা বফল মালত দওউ উৎাী ফা মা ওালযা ওালছ
গুরুত্বূণথ
গুরুতয  ওবিন অফস্থা, দুদথা
বফার, গুরুবায  খন
ধ্বং/বফনা

Plight
Massive
Ravage

Word

Unit Nine: Lesson-2
Meaning

Synonym
Cite, Mention
Locate
Compel, Extort
Combined, Cooperative
Master, Learner
Prodigy
Motion, Activity
Worthmentioning,
Outstanding
Past
Invite, Fascinate
Concentration, Intentness

Doubtful, Avoidable
Conceal
Hide, Suppress
Material, Objective
…………..
……………
Placate, Soothe
Stop
Annoy, Irritate
…………..
…………..
Calm
………….
………….
…………..
Confidence, Courage
…………..
Hide, Neglect
Triviality,
Insignificance
……………
Once

Antonym
Hide, Conceal
Unsettle
Yield
Separate
Ignoramus
…………..
Stagnation, Halt
Common, Usual

Interest

………….
Discourage
Indifference,
Negligence
Disinterest

Predicament, Trouble
Large, Gigantic
Damage, Devastation

Solution, Advantage
Tiny, Trivial
Creation

Synonym

Antonym

Characterize
Departure
Extract

বফবষ্টতা দান ওযা
প্রস্থান
গ্রন্থাবদ দথলও উদ্ধৃত

Identity
Attempt
Respond
Origin
Borough

Bid
Designation
Distinct

বযচ্
দচ্ষ্টা ওযা
দওালনা ওথা অথফা বিায জফাফ বিবালফ দদা
ূোত/উৎ
দম নকয ারথালভলে এও ফা এওাবধও প্রবতবনবধ দপ্রযণ
ওলয;
দওন্দ্রীবূতওযণ
মথেও
ভনবস্থয ওযা
প্রস্থান ওযা
অজথন ওযা
দৃবষ্ট বনবথয
বফজ্ঞান দদা
কিন ওযা
দঝারা, ঢরঢলর
১৩ দথলও ১৯ ফছলযয ভলধয ফ এভন;
প্রাণফস্তু
ওলথাওথন
প্রবতলফীকণ
যাজননবতও আলদারন অথফা াভাবজও ওামথিভ ইতযাবদলত
বি ফযবি
বনরাভ ডালও দয দখালণা
দভমথাদা
লজ বচ্বিতওযণলমাকয

Visible
Considerable
Pride

দৃবষ্টগ্রায
গুরুত্বূণথ
কফথ

Concentration
Tourist
Decide
Exit
Gain
Visual
Advertise
Form
Baggy
Teenage
Animated
Conversation
Neighbourhood
Activist

Unit Nine:Lesson-3
Word
Migrate
Settle
Discuss
Seek
Activity
Amazing
Estimate
Trinket
Puppet
Incredibly

Meaning
এও স্থান দথলও অনয স্থালন (ফযফালয উলেলয) চ্লর
মাা
ফফা ওযা/ উবনলফ স্থান ওযা
আলরাচ্না ওযা
অলেলণ ওযা
ওামথওরা, ওভথওান্ড
বফি বফফর ওলয দতালর এভন
আনুভাবনও বাফ
ক্ষুদ্র ভলনাাযী াভগ্রী
নালচ্য ুতুর
অবফশ্বাযবালফ

Identify, Distinguish
Exist
Quotation, Citation,
Excerpt
Oneness, Uniqueness
Try, Endeavour
Reply, Answer
Source, Antecedent
Community, District

Confuse
Arrival, Entrance
Insertion

Heed, Contemplation
Visitor, Traveller
Determine, Guess
Leave, Disappear
Acquire, Obtain
Observed, Viewable
Announce, Exhibit
Build, Construct
Flabby, Loose
Immature, Preadult
Lively, Active
Dialogue, Discussion
Community, Surrounding
Revolutionary, Opponent

Separation
Inhabitant
Refuse, Hesitate
Enter, Arrive
Lose
Obscure, Vague
Hide, Conceal
Disrupt, Disarrange
Tight, Firm
Adult, Old
Lazy, Sluggish
Silence
Whole, Remoteness
Moderate

Declaration
Label, Title
Certain, Obvious
Noticeable, Clear
Important, Respectable
Honour, Dignity

…………..
Expulsion, Exclusion
Obscure, Indefinite,
Indistinct
Inconspicuous, Vague
Minor, Insignificant
Disgrace, Depression

Synonym
Immigrate, Move

Antonym
……………

Live, Establish
Talk
Explore, Pursue
Action, Practice
Astonishing, Fascinating
Estimation, Guess
Jewelry, Ornament
Doll
Astonishingly, Especially

Leave
…………..
Ignore
…………..
Plausible, Ordinary
Truth
…………..
……………
Usually

Difference
……………
Ask
Aftermath, Outcome
…………….

Protestation
Haggling
Reverse
Flea-market
Business
Frugally

দৃঢ়বালণ, দৃলঢ়াবি
দয ওলাওবল
দওালনা বওছুয বফযীত বওছু
দছাে ুযলনা ফা ফযফহৃত বজবনলেয ফাজায
ফযফা
বভতফযবতায লে

Condition
Expense
Exceed
Inspire
Touch
Generosity

াবযাবশ্বথও অফস্থা
ফয
ছাবড়ল মাা
অনুলপ্রযণা দান ওযা
অনুবূবতলত নাড়া দদা
উদাযতা

Word
Predominantly
Phenomenon
Particular
Geographical
Employ
Illiterate
Belong
Peasantry
Encourage
Colony
Demand
Recruit
Integrate
Dramatically
Census
Population
Concentrate
Generation
Constitute
Located
Scatter
Reveal
Uphold
Identity
Detach
Rapid
Sustained
Regard

Unit Nine:Lesson-4
Meaning
প্রধানত
বফল
বফবষ্ট/রক্ষণী
দবৌলকাবরও
ওালজ রাকালনা
বনযক্ষয
অং েরূ া
দওালনা দদলয ওৃলও ম্প্রদা
উৎাবত ওযা
উবনলফল ফবযাকত ফযবিলদয দ্বাযা ফবত স্থালনয
উলেয অবধওৃত  তালদয বনবন্ত্রত দদ
চ্াা
মথাপ্ত বযভাণ ংগ্র ওযা
ভগ্রতাাধন ওযা
নােওীবালফ
আদভশুভাবয, দরাও কণনা
জনংঔযা
এওই দওবন্দ্রবূত ওযা
প্রজন্ম
কিন ওযা
অফবস্থত
ইতস্তত ছড়ালনা ফা ছবড়ল ড়া
প্রওা ওযা
অনুলভাদন ওযা/ভথথন ওযা
বযচ্/েরূ
বফবচ্ছন্ন ওযা
দফকফান
দেওই
বফলফচ্না ওযা

Challenge
Bargain
Opposite, Contrary
………..
Trade, Commerce
Economically,
Abstimeously
Circumstance, Situation
Cost, Payment
Supercede, Surpass
Encourage, Motivate
Feel
Hospitality, Kindness

Calm, Agreement
Agree, Concur
Resemblance
…………..
………….
Prodigal

Synonym
Especially, Principally
Fact, Trend
Specific, Certain
Terrestrial, Earthly
Utilize, Apply
Ignorant, Inerudite
Exist, Pertain
…………….
Inspire, Strengthen
Community, Province

Antonym
Unimportantly
………….
General, Usual
………….
Misuse, Ignore
Educated, Intelligent
Differ, Disconnect
……………
Dissuade, Deter
………….

Beseech, Ask
Call Up, Enlist
Blend, Combine
………….
………….
People, Dweller
Focus, Madidate, Gather
Genesis, Origination
Comprise, Form
Situated, Placed
Disperse, Spread
Disclose, Expose
Maintain, Support
Existence, Personality
Separate, Disconnect
Speedy, Swift
Continued, Supported
Modify, Prevail

Give
Shun
Divide, Scatter
………….
………….
………….
Scatter, Disperse
Destruction
Separate, Destroy
………….
Gather, Combine
Conceal
Deny, Attack
Difference
Combine
Slow
Ending, Interrupted
…………..

……………
Asset
Fall Behind
Dissuade
…………….
Meanness

MORE VOCABULARY
Word
ANONYMOUS
CARELESS
APATHY
AWKWARD
COMPLIANT
COMPLY
DEFAMATORY
DREADFUL
EFFORTLESS
FERVOR
FURTIVE
HINDER
HINDRANCE
IMPERISHABLE
INDOLENT
INTEGRITY
LACKLUSTER
LAVISH
NOVICE
PARSIMONIOUS
PROFICIENT
PROFOUND
SCANTY
SCORN
TENTATIVE
TRANQUIL
ACUMEN
AGGRAVATE
ALLEVIATE
ANEMIC

Meaning
যচ্বতায নাভীন
অতওথ
দওৌতূর শুণযতা
আনাবড়
এওভত
দভলন চ্রা
বনদাভূরও
বঙ্কয
জ, অনাা
উৎা
দকালন ওৃত
ফাধা দদা
প্রবতফন্ধও
বচ্যস্থাী
অর
ততা
বনম্প্রব
অবভতফযী
নফবক্ষাথথী
বভতফযী
দক্ষ
কবীয জ্ঞান ূণথ
েল্প
অফজ্ঞা ওযা
চ্ূড়াি ন এভন
াি
তীক্ষè ফুবদ্ধ
ফৃবদ্ধ াা
তীব্রতা হ্রা ওযা
পযাওাল

ARTICULATE
DISCONTENTE
D
DUPLICITY
EXEMPLARY
FASTIDIOUS
FLAMBOYANT
GRACIOUS
HUMILITY
IMPERIL
INDIGENOUS
INNOCUOUS

স্পষ্ঠ উচ্চ্াযন ওযা
অতৃপ্ত

Synonyms
Nameless, Unnamed
Negligent
Lack of interest Indifference
Clumsy, Gauche
Obedient = Docile
Conform = Obey
Libelous = landerous = Vilifying
Terrible, Horrible, Tragic
Facile = Easy
Ardor = Zeal
Surreptitious = Stealthy,Clandestine
Hamper = Obstruct = Impede = Encumber
Impediment = Obstacle
Everlasting, Durable
Lazy, Idle
Honesty = Probity
Drab = Dull =Humdrum
Extravagant = Prodigal
Learner = Tyro
Frugal = Saving = Thrifty = Economical = Sparing
Adroit = Deft = Adept =Dexterous = Skilled
Wise= Sagacious= Sage
Sparse = Scant = Meager
Despise = Disdain
Not final, Unconfirmed
Unruffled = Unperturbed = Calm = Peaceful
Sagacity = Cleverness
Intensify
Mitigate= Allay = Temper
Pale=Pallid=
Colorless
Enunciate = To Pronounce Clearly
Dissatisfied, Unhappy

ওেতা/ছরনা
অনুওযণী
ঔুাঁতঔুাঁলত
আড়ম্ব ূণথ
দ
নম্রতা
বফদগ্রস্থ ওযা
দদী
অক্ষবতওয

Deceit
Worthy of imitation
Fussy = Particular
Showy = Ornate
Courteous
Modesty = Humbleness
Jeopardize (বফন্ন ওযা)
Native
Harmless

Word
MEDLEY
MOTLEY
NEFARIOUS
OBDURATE
PEDESTRIAN
Fascinating
Feeble
Fragile
Funereal
Frugal
Facile
Fanciful

Meaning
বফববন্ন ফস্তুয বভশ্রণ
বফবফধ ফস্তুয বভশ্রণ
দুশ্চবযে
এওগুাঁল
নীয
আওলথণী/ভলনাযভ
দুফথর/অলমাকয
বেুয
দাওাফ/বনযানদ
বভতফযী
জ াধয
ওল্পনবপ্র

Fertile

উফথয

Fidelity
Flexible
Florid
Frightful
Facilitate
Feasible
Feverish
Formidable
Futile
Gay
Greedy
Gesture
Glamorous
Gratify
Gallant
Gloom
Gracious
Gregarious
Hypocrisy
Humble
Haughty
Humorous
Humane
Hateful
Heinous
Humid
Harmonious
Healthful
Heterogeneous
Homogeneous

বফশ্বস্ততা
নভনী
ফলণথাজ্জ্বর
বীবতজনও
জতয ওযা
ফাস্তফান দমাকয
অবত ফযাওুর
ববব তওয/দুদথাি
অওামথওয/ফযথথ
প্রপুে, রম্পে
প্রচ্ন্ড অথথলরাবী
অেবেী
দভানী/আওলথণী
তৃপ্ত ওযা
াী
অন্ধওায/বফলণœতা
দ/বফনী
বভশুও
বন্ডাভী/ওেতা
নম্র/ বনযঙ্কায
উদ্ধতা/ অংওাযী
দওৌতুওূণথ
দারু
খৃণাজনও
খৃণয
দবজা
শ্রুবতভধুয
োস্থযওয
বফবধ উাদালনয বভশ্রণ
ভলশ্রণীবুি/ভপ্রওৃবত

Synonyms
Assortment
Different
Wicked = Vile = Depraved
Obstinate = Intractable
Prosaic
charming, interesting
frail, exhausted, faint, weak, dull
breakable, brittle, feeble, frail, weak
mournful, dismal, obsequies
economical, stingy, thrifty
weak, easy, docile, flexible, irresolute
eccentric, humorous, capricious, whimsical,
imaginary truthful
productive, fruitful, rich, luxuriant, prolific, fecund,
conducive
faithfulness, integrity, loyalty, honesty, truthfulness
elastic, easy, changeable, yielding
ornate, flowery, adorned
awful, terrible, dreadful, alarming
expedite, make easier
practicable, workable
zealous, ardent
dreadful, horrible
ineffective, vain
cheerful, joyful, merry, lewd
money-hungry
emblem, omen, symptom

fascinating, captivating, charming
please, satisfy, gladden, reward
brave, valiant, valorous
darkness, sadness
courteous, polite
sociable, friendly
insincerity
modest, unassuming
arrogant, proud, insolent
funny, amusing
compassionate, forbearing
loathsome, abominable, detestable
atrocious, odious, abominable, hateful
wet, moist, close, sticky, oppressive
melodious, mellifluous, dulcet
beneficial, wholesome
mixed, motley
uniform, all alike

Word
Hostile
Imitate
Illicit
Imprudent
Inanimate
Inception
Inevitable
Indecent
Indigence
Indigenous
Ingenious
Innate
Interpret
Idle
Impediment
Impotent
Infidel
Insolvent
Intricate
Incense
Incessant
Incongruous
Incredible
Indifferent
Insidious
Insipid
Intimidate
Irrelevant
Jargon
Jeer
Judicious
Jumble
Justice
Juvenile
Jeopardy
Jocund
Kindle
Kinetic
Kudos
Kernel
Knot
Kinfolk

Meaning
ত্রুতাূণথ/ বফলযাধী
অনুওযণ ওযা
অনফধ বনবলদ্ধ
অবফলফচ্ও
প্রাণীন/বনলস্তজ
আযম্ভ
অবনফামথ/ আফযম্ভাফী
অবদ্র/ অশ্লীর
দাবযদ্র
দদী
যর/ বনলদথাল
জাত
ফযাঔযা ওযা/ অনুফাদ ওযা
অর
ফাধা
ওৃওা
অবফশ্বাী
ঋাণ বযলালধ অক্ষভ
দুিঃাধয
যাবকল দদা
বফযাভীন
অনুমুি
অবফশ্বায
উদাীন/ বনযলক্ষ
ছরনাূণথ
োদীন/ এওলখাঁল
ব দদঔালনা
অপ্রাবেও
অথথীন ফাওয, অবালা
িাট্টা ওযা
দূযদবথতা
বভবশ্রত ওযা
নযা বফচ্ায
বওলায
বফদ
াবঔুী/ আভুলদ
উৎাবত ওযা
কবত ম্পওী
ঔযাবত/ ম
াাঁ/ য
ফন্ধন
জ্ঞাবত/ আত্মীফকথ

Synonyms

spiteful, malicious
counterfeit, duplicate
unlawful, illegal
heedless, inconsiderate, indiscreet
insensible, unconscious
commencement, origin, outset
inescapable, unavoidable
disgusting, lewd, obscene
destitution, penury, poverty
aboriginal, inborn, innate, native
candid, frank, sincere
congenital, inborn, inherent
construe, decipher, decode, elucidate
lazy, inactive, indolent, empty, unemployed
block, hindrance, obstacle
feeble, weak, powerless, nerveless
skeptic, unbeliever, freethinker
penniless, bankrupt, badly-off
difficult, complex, complicated
anger, infuriate
ceaseless, interminable, unceasing
inappropriate
unbelievable, absurd
apathetic, neutral, unbiased
deceitful, tricky
tasteless, savorless
frighten, daunt
unrelated, impertinent
dialect, phraseology
mock, ridicule, sneer
thoughtful, sagacious, prudent, sensible
confuse, mix up, shuffle, arrange, disorganize
equity, fairness integrity, impartiality
adolescent, youthful, childish, immature
danger, peril
jovial, jolly, cheerful
ignite, excite, inspire
relating to motion, characterized by movement
praise, glory, honor, status
fruit, atom, germ, grain
joint, connection, combine
kith, kinship, clan

Word
Keynote
Lackluster
Laconic
Licentious
Loath
Loquacious
Loyalty
Luster
Lazy
Lucid
Laborious
Lament
Languish
lean
Legible
Lengthy
Limpid
Lofty
Ludicrous
Malice
Malicious
Massive
Meager
Medley
Melancholy
Mellifluous
Messy
Meticulous
Microscopic
Miserable
Mitigate
Moderate
Momentous
Monotonous
Monstrous
Motley
Meek
Mourn
Magnify
Mandatory
Mediocre
Minute

Meaning
ভভথ/ ভূরওথা
বনষ্প্রব/ বনষ্প্রণ
ংবক্ষপ্ত
অচ্চবযে
অবনচ্ছুও/ বফরূ
ফাচ্ার
বফশ্বস্ততা
জ্জ্বরয
শ্রভবফভুঔ/ অর
উজ্জর/ েচ্ছ/ স্পষ্ট
ওষ্টাধয
অনুতা ওযা
দুফথর ওযা
ওৃ
ুলফাধয
প্রফবধথত
েচ্ছ
ম্মাবনত
াযলমাকয
অওালযয ইচ্ছা
বফলদ্বলযাণ
ফৃদাতন প্রওাঅল্প/ নকণয
বফববন্ন ফস্তুয বভশ্রণ
ভনভযা
শ্রুবতভধুয
বফৃঙ্খর/ দনাংযা
ঔুাঁতঔুাঁলত
ক্ষুদ্রাবতক্ষুদ্র
দুিঃঔ
উভ ওযা
ভধযভ
অবত গুরুত্বূণথ
এওলখাঁল
প্রওা-, বফযাে
বফবফধ ফস্তুয বভশ্রণ
বফনম্র
বফরা ওযা
তীব্রতয ওযা
ফাধযতা ভূরও
কড়ভান
অবত ক্ষুদ্র

Synonyms

essence, core, gist
drab, humdrum, dull
succinct, terse, pithy, concise
immoral, wicked
averse, disinclined, hostile
talkative, garrulous
fidelity, trustworthiness
brightness, glare
idle, indolent, sluggish, slothful, inactive
limpid, transparent, distinct
arduous, burdensome, tedious
bemoan, grieve, mourn, regret
decline, fade, faint, sicken, weaken, wither
meager, bony, thin, skinny, slender, scanty
clear, intelligible, neat, readable
extended, prolonged, tedious
glassy, lucid, translucent, transparent
eminent, majestic, towering, dignified
funny, ridiculous, comic, laughable
malevolence, spite
spiteful, malevolent
colossal, gigantic, enormous, monstrous
scanty, paltry, sparse
assortment, conglomeration
gloomy, dejected
euphonious, dulcet
cluttered, littered
painstaking, fastidious, fussy
infinitesimal, minute
crestfallen, misery, agony, grief
palliate, ameliorate
temper, medium
significant, important
boring, dull, obstinate, stubborn, inflexible
huge, titanic, colossal
different, heterogeneous
gentle, submissive, mild
bemoan, bewail, deplore, lament
amplify, enhance, intensify
Compulsory, boligatory, required
average, medium, ordinary
specific, microscopic, diminutive

Word
Modesty
Nadir
Nefarious
Negligent
Nimble
Notorious
Novice
Numerous
Noxious
Nasty
Native
Neutral
New
Nominal

Meaning
বদ্রতা
বনম্নতয বফদু
দুশ্চবযে
অভলনালমাকী
চ্েলে
ওুঔযাত
নফবক্ষাথথী
ফহুংঔযও/ প্রচ্ুয
ক্ষবতওয
দনাংযা
েলদী
বনযলক্ষ
নতুন
তাৎমথূণথ

Notion

ধাযণা

Synonyms

humility, bashfulness
lowest point, base, foot
wicked, vile, corrupt
careless, inattentive
agile, light-footed
infamous, disreputable
learner, tyro, beginner
copious, abundant
harmful, unwholesome
foul, impure, obscene, offensive, disagreeable
inborn, inherent, intrinsic, indigenous
impartial, dispassionate, dull, colorless
modern, current, contemporary, advanced
so-called, symbolic, theoretical, trivial,
insignificant
concept, opinion, thought, supposition,
speculation

Idioms & Phrases
Grey area (not certain): His presence is grey area.
Gentleman’s agreement (an agreement resting on honour and not any formal contract, বদ্রলরোলেয এে েথো):
There is a gentleman’s agreement between Lokesh and Timmy to help each other.
Give the devil his due (give a fair hearing or fair play to one of the notorious character, ভুচিত চক্ষো দদওয়ো):
The Prime Minister of India Knows how to give the devil his due.
Give away (চফতযণ েযো) : The president gave away the prizes.
Gala day (a day of festivity, উদলফয চদন): The 16th December is a gala day to the Bangladeshi.
Gain ground (অগ্রয ওয়ো, ুচফধো োওয়ো) : He wanted to be more friendly with the girl but could not could not
gain ground.
Get rid of (ভুচি োওয়ো) : I must get rid of all these troubles.
Gain a ground (to make progress, উন্নচত েযো) He is gaining a ground in his educalton.
Go hard (েোলযো লক্ষ েচিন ওয়ো ): It will go hard with him if you don’t help him.
Get by heart (ভুখস্থ ) : I had got many Tagore’s Poems by heart.
Gift of the gab (power of delivering speech, ফোেটুতো) : A political leader shsould have the gift of the gab.
Go to pot (become ruined, দ োল্লোয় মোওয়ো): If you neglect your studies any more, you’ll go to pot.
Half-hearted (lacking courage, োলয অবোফ) :Half- hearted efforts are never successful.
Half the battle (anything that brings one well on road to success, পরেোভ ওয়ো) Passing a university
examination is half the battle to egtting employment.
Heat about the bush (talk irrelevantly, েোলেয েথোয় নো এল আলেফোলে েথো ফরো) You come to the point without
heating about the bush.
Have the last laugh (win after earlier defeats, প্রোথচভে যোেলয়য য দেতো): After losing some early matches,
Pakistan had the last laugh.
Have had it (to be useless, অলেলেো ওয়ো ) : This TV has had it, you should buy new one.
Hang fire (েোলে চফরম্ব েযো ) If you hang fire now, you will have to repent,
Hard and fast (ফোাঁধো-ধযো) : No hard and fast rules can be laid down in this matter.
Hold water (be effective, (দধোাঁল দটেো): This policy will not hold water in this situation.
Head and ears (Complete, ম্পূণণরূল ): He is over head and ears in debt.
Hold good (apply, প্রমুি ওয়ো) : This rule will not hold good here.
Hard time (দুঃ ভয়) : I had to pass hard time last few days.
Hush money (ঘুল) : The officer has become rich by hush money.
High time (উমুি ভয়) It is high time of your studying more.
Hard up (অবোফগ্রস্থ) Many people are hard up in our country
Haves and have-nots (ধনী-দচযদ্র ) The difference between haves and have-nots is increasing more.
Hard unt to crack (েচিন ভযো) You opponent is a hard nut to crack.
Household word (familiar name, েলরয চযচিতনোভ): Mother Teresa’s name has now become a household
word.
Heart and soul (with all energy, : The heart and soul and you will succeed.

Appropriate Prepositions
Conceal from (রুেোলনো): I concealed this from him.
Conceive of (ধোযণো েযো): I cannot conceive of such cruelty.
Concur with (a Person) in (decision) on (a point) (এেভত ওয়ো): I concur with you in your decision on this
point.
Condemn to, for (অযোধী ফলর যোয় দদয়ো): He was condemned to death for murder.
Conducive to (উেোযী) Early rising is conducive to health.
Confer on (দদয়ো): I shall confer a prize on the boy.
Confer with (যোভণ েযো): I shall confer with him about your prayer.
Confide in (চফশ্বো েযো): Confide in me.
Confident of (চফশ্বোী): He is confident of success.
Confined in (a room) to (bed) (আফদ্ধ): He is confined in Jail. My father is confined to bed by gout.
Congenial to (অনুেূর): This climate is congenial to health.
Cured of (আলযো য): The medicine cured me of ulcer.
Confined to (ফন্দী): The patient was confined to bed.
Conscious (লিতন) of- I am conscious of my knees.
Consequent (পর স্বরূ): on/ in consequence ofConsequent on (in consequence of) the failure of bank many people have lost their all.
Consideration (চফলফিনো) for/ in consideration of- Show some consideration for his age. In consideration of
his youth, he is let off this time.
Consist ( চিত) of- My family consists of 7 members.
Consist (চনচত) in- True happiness consists in contentment.
Consistent (ঙ্গচতূণণ) with- Your action is not consistent with your principles
Consult (যোভণ েযো) with (a person) on, about (a thing) I consulted with him on that matter.
Contend (প্রচতলমোচ তো েযো) with, for- He had to contend for the prize with/against a strong rival.
Conversant (ুোযোুচয অফ ত) with- He is conversant with the history of the case.
Contribute to- (অফদোন যোখো) Contribute something to this fund.
Control (চনয়ন্ত্রণ) of, over- He has no control of or over himself.
Converse (আরো েযো) with (a person) on, about (a subject) I shall converse with him on or about the
matter.
Convict (অযোধী ফলর যোয় দদয়ো) of- He was convicted of theft.
Convince (চফশ্বো েন্মোলনো) of- I am convinced of your honesty.
Cope (এাঁলট উিো) with- I cannot cope with so much work.
Covetous of (দরোরু) He is covetous of wealth.
Crave for (আেুর বোলফ েোভনো েযো) He craves for wealth.
Credit to, with- Credit the amount to my account. I credit him with good sense.
Congratulate on (অচবনন্দন েোনোলনো) – I congratulate you on your success.
Connive at (উলক্ষো েযো) How dare he connive at my orders.

 CORRECT SPELLING 
Miraculous
Mission
Monologue
Mountaineer
Mushroom
Necessary
Preliminary
Progression
Paramilitary
Passenger
Penicillin
Perseverance
Philanthropy
Pigeon
Predecessor
Maintenance
Profession
Pronunciation
Psychiatry
Psychology
Mysterious
Negligible
Occurrence
Oscillation
Parliament
Passionate
Pessimism
Mano-euvre
Mis-sion-ary
Mus-tache
Magni-fi-cence

Quarantine
Pneumonia
Redundancy
Physician
Relevancy
Rendezvous
Rhododendron
Sagacious
Satellite
Scenario
Sculpture
Semester
Signature
Sovereignty
Proprietor
Submission
Summarize
Supplementary
Surrender
Privilege
Therapeutic
Tomorrow
Tremendous
Unnecessary
Veterinary
Miscellaneous
Mistress
Mil-len-nium
Mis-spell
Mis-chief

Asylum, arbitrarily, prosecution, dissolution, conscience, manifest, genuine, suffrage, buzz-saw, snarl,
rattle, apron, spill, plight, settled, community, noteworthy, ravages, phenomenon, origin, borough,
concentration, notoriety, cues, tunics, distinct, landmarks, illiterate, plentiful, census, credit, constitute,
social networking

Group Verbs
Get at (নাগা পাওয়া): He Stretched his hands to get at the books on the upper shelf.
Get away (পায়ন করা): The thief could not get away with the necklace
Get by (পাল দদয়য় যাওয়া): Please let me get by.
Get down (নাম): Don’t get down from a running bus.
Get into (উঠা): We got into a second class compartment.
Get off (পায়ন করা): The thief got off with the goods.
Get off (যাত্রা করা): We got off at the dawn.
Get on (চা): How are you getting on with your studies?
Get out (বের হওয়া): Get out of the room.
Get out (প্রকাদলত হওয়া): The secret got out at last.
Get over (অদতক্রম করা): He tried to get over the initial difficulties.
Get up (লযযা তযাগ করা): I get up before Salatul Fazor.
Give away (দান করা): Hazi Mohammad Mohsin gave away his all in charity.
Give away (দেতরণ করা): The president gave away the prizes.
Give in (েলযতা স্বীকার করা): The enemy gave in at last.
Give off (দনিঃসৃত করা): C.N.G does not give off black smoke.
Give out (প্রকাল করা) I shall never give out the truth.
Give out (দেদ করা): A boy was giving out handbills.
Give over (হস্তাস্তর করা): He will give over the charge tomorrow.
Give up (পদরতযাগ করা): Try to give up smoking.
Go about (ঘুয়র বেড়ায়না): He goes about canvassing his goods.
Go away (প্রস্থান করা): He has gone away with all his belongings.
Go after (পশ্চাদ্ধােন করা): The dog went after the hare.
Go aside (অনযপয়থ যাওয়া): Do not go aside from the path of virtue.
Go beyond (অদতক্রম করা): You have gone beyond your limit.
Go by (অনুসায়র চা): You have to go by rules
Go by (অদতক্রান্ত হওয়া) Golden days of childhood are gone by.
Go down (অস্তদমত হওয়া) The sun has gone down.
Go off (ছুয়ে যাওয়া) The arrow went off by accident
Go off (দেয়ফাদরত হওয়া) All grenades went off simultaneously
Go on (চাদয়য় যাওয়া) What’s Going on there
Go out (োইয়র যাওয়া) The children were dressed to go out
Go out (দনয়ে যাওয়া) The candle went out suddenly
Go over (দ/রুদচ, অেযাস ইতযাদদ পদরেততন করা) I am going over to a new brand of shaving cream
Go over (পদরেততন করা) Please go over the accounts.
Go through (পড়া) Go through the works Lutfur Rahman.
Go through (সহয করা) Go through hardship
Go up (েৃদদ্ধ পাওয়া) The cost of living has gone up.
Go up (দেয়ফারয়ণ উয়ড় যাওয়া) Several yards of rail track went up as a result of a bombs explosion.
Go with (একমত হওয়া): I do not go with you on that.

Bengali to English

আমার যদি পাদির মত া ডানা থাক - Had I the wings of a bird
অদ ভদি চ াতরর লক্ষণ। - Too much courtesy, too much craft
ফলটি ফুটি ফুটি কতরও ফুটল না - The flower was about to bloom but not bloom
আপদন বাাঁ তল বাতপর নাম - Self- preservation is the first law of nature
ছত্রটি চকতট িাও - Pen through the line
অবতেতে আদম একটি চ াল কতর চফললাম - At last I scored a goal
চ ামাতক ছাড়া আমার তল না - I can not do without you
আদম চযমন কদর চে চ মনটিই কতর - He does the same as I do
চ ামার মু তি ফুল ন্দন পড়ুক - Blessed be your tongue

1. অংকটি এত কটিন যে আটি করতত পারটি না – The sum is too difficult for me to do.
2. যে যলাকটি গতকাল ট্রাতকর তলায় চাপা পতেটিল তাতক টক তুটি যচন
– Do you know the man who was run over by a truck yesterday?
3. যরাতিল হয়ত এতক্ষতে বাটে যপৌতি থাকতব – Romel may have reached home by now.
4. যসাতহল সুস্থ না হওয়া পেযন্ত তার িা তাতক যসবা করতত থাকতব
– Sohel’s mother will have been looking after shoel until he is well.
5. টতটন একজন পটিত বযাটি , তাই নয় টক ? – He is learned man isn’t he?
6. লিন শহর যেিন বে , যতিন ই সুন্দর - The city of London is as large as it is beautiful.
7. যট্রন না আসা পেযন্ত আিারতের অতপক্ষা কটরতত হইতব
– We shall have to wait until the train arrives.
8. আটি েটে সতএটিতসর িত একজন োশযটনক হইতত পাটরতাি
– I wish I were a philosopher like Socrates.

English to Bangla

1. last I scored a goal
অবতেতে আদম একটি চ াল কতর চফললাম
2. I can not do without you
চ ামাতক ছাড়া আমার তল না
3. He does the same as I do
আদম চযমন কদর চে চ মনটিই কতর
4. The flag is fluttering in the breeze
প াকাটি প প কতর উড়তছ
5. Blessed be your tongue
চ ামার মু তি ফু ল ন্দন পড়ুক

CONCEPT CLEAR
WRITING

BRAIN DRAIN
Brain drain means the immigration of brainy and talented people to the developed
countries from under developed countries. Here brain means brainy people. This brain
drain is a serious threat to the development and advancement of third world countries.
Usually talented people are ambitious in any sense. They are not getting what they
deserve in the countries they are born and brought up. The Governments of these
countries are not being able to ensure opportunities for their life and career. In their native
country these promising people get scanty amount of salary with which they cannot
support their family. Moreover, they have little opportunity to dedicate themselves in
research of their own field. So, they do not have job satisfaction. Doctors, engineers and
scientists are the assets of a country. The countries where one is born spend a huge
amount of public money to make him or her a doctor, engineer or scientist. But when they
get a better opportunity in a foreign country, their patriotic feeling and morality give way
to their personal interest. This tendency should be prevented so that the third world
countries are not depleted of talented people.

A Traffic Police
A traffic police is a familiar Figure in a city. A traffic police controls the movements of
people and vehicles on the roads. He puts on a uniform. It consists of khaki trousers, a blue
shirt and a white helmet. He uses a white umbrella to protect himself from the scorching
heat of the sun and heavy shower. Some of them use microphone to control heavy traffic
jam. A traffic police stands on the islands and street corners to control traffic jam and to
watch over the movement of vehicles. He raises his hand to stop the movement of the
vehicles. Again, when he lowers down his hand the movement of the vehicles and people
starts to walk. Sometimes a traffic police checks the necessary papers of the drivers and the
vehicles. He even punishes those who violate the traffic rules. He often helps children,
women and old men to cross the road. He is a friend to the urban people. In fact, a traffic
police plays an important role to ensure security of people on the roads.

Read the concept below and answer the following questions
Philosophy of Education is a label applied to the study of the purpose, process, nature and ideals
of education. It can be considered a branch of both philosophy and education. Education can be
defined as the teaching and learning of specific skills, and the imparting of knowledge, judgment and
wisdom, and is something broader than the societal institution of education we often speak of.
Many educationalists consider it a weak and woolly field, too far removed from the practical
applications of the real world to be useful. But philosophers dating back to Plato and the Ancient
Greeks have given the area much thought and emphasis, and there is little doubt that their work has
helped shape the practice of education over the millennia.
Plato is the earliest important educational thinker, and education is an essential element in "The
Republic" (his most important work on philosophy and political theory, written around 360 B.C.). In it,
he advocates some rather extreme methods: removing children from their mothers' care and raising
them as wards of the state, and differentiating children suitable to the various castes, the highest
receiving the most education, so that they could act as guardians of the city and care for the less able.
He believed that education should be holistic, including facts, skills, physical discipline, music and art.
Plato believed that talent and intelligence is not distributed genetically and thus is be found in children
born to all classes, although his proposed system of selective public education for an educated
minority of the population does not really follow a democratic model.

Aristotle considered human nature, habit and reason to be equally important forces to be
cultivated in education, the ultimate aim of which should be to produce good and virtuous citizens.
He proposed that teachers lead their students systematically, and that repetition be used as a key tool
to develop good habits, unlike Socrates' emphasis on questioning his listeners to bring out their own
ideas. He emphasized the balancing of the theoretical and practical aspects of subjects taught,
among which he explicitly mentions reading, writing, mathematics, music, physical education,
literature, history, and a wide range of sciences, as well as play, which he also considered important.
During the Medieval period, the idea of Perennialism was first formulated by St. Thomas
Aquinas in his work "De Magistro". Perennialism holds that one should teach those things deemed
to be of everlasting importance to all people everywhere, namely principles and reasoning, not just
facts (which are apt to change over time), and that one should teach first about people, not machines
or techniques. It was originally religious in nature, and it was only much later that a theory of
secular perennialism developed.
During the Renaissance, the French skeptic Michel de Montaigne (1533 - 1592) was one of
the first to critically look at education. Unusually for his time, Montaigne was willing to question
the conventional wisdom of the period, calling into question the whole edifice of the educational
system, and the implicit assumption that university-educated philosophers were necessarily wiser
than uneducated farm workers, for example.

MCQ

1. What is the difference between the approaches of Socrates and Aristotle?
A) Aristotle felt the need for repetition to develop good habits in students; Socrates felt that
students need to be constantly questioned
B) Aristotle felt the need for rote-learning; Socrates emphasized on dialogic learning
C)There was no difference
D)Aristotle emphasized (গুরুত্ব আর োপ ক ো) on the importance of paying attention to human
nature; Socrates emphasized upon science
2.Why do educationists consider philosophy a ‘weak and woolly’ field?
A) It is not practically applicable
B) Its theoretical concepts are easily understood
C)It is irrelevant for education
D)None of the above

3.What do you understand by the term ‘Perennialism’, in the context of the given comprehension
passage?
A) It refers to something which is quite unnecessary
B) It refers to something which is of ceaseless importance
C)It refers to something which is abstract(ভোবমূ লক) and theoretical (তোত্ত্বিক)
D) It refers to something which existed in the past and no longer exists now
4.Were Plato’s beliefs about education democratic (গণতোত্ত্বিক)?
A) He believed that only the rich have the right to acquire education
B) Yes
C)He believed that only a select few are meant to attend schools
D) He believed that all pupils are not talented
5. Why did Aquinas propose a model of education which did not lay much emphasis on facts?
A) Facts are not important
B) Facts do not lead to holistic education
C)Facts change with the changing times
D)Facts are frozen in time

MCQ Answer

1. What is the difference between the approaches of Socrates and Aristotle?
A) Aristotle felt the need for repetition to develop good habits in students; Socrates felt that
students need to be constantly questioned
B) Aristotle felt the need for rote-learning; Socrates emphasized on dialogic learning
C)There was no difference
D)Aristotle emphasized (গুরুত্ব আর োপ ক ো) on the importance of paying attention to human
nature; Socrates emphasized upon science
2.Why do educationists consider philosophy a ‘weak and woolly’ field?
A) It is not practically applicable
B) Its theoretical concepts are easily understood
C)It is irrelevant for education
D)None of the above

3.What do you understand by the term ‘Perennialism’, in the context of the given comprehension
passage?
A) It refers to something which is quite unnecessary
B) It refers to something which is of ceaseless importance
C)It refers to something which is abstract(ভোবমূ লক) and theoretical (তোত্ত্বিক)
D) It refers to something which existed in the past and no longer exists now
4.Were Plato’s beliefs about education democratic (গণতোত্ত্বিক)?
A) He believed that only the rich have the right to acquire education
B) Yes
C)He believed that only a select few are meant to attend schools
D) He believed that all pupils are not talented
5. Why did Aquinas propose a model of education which did not lay much emphasis on facts?
A) Facts are not important
B) Facts do not lead to holistic education
C)Facts change with the changing times
D)Facts are frozen in time

SUMMARY/ PRECIS

Part A

Example of a summary is given below:
Passage

Mount Vesuvius, a volcano located between the ancient Italian cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum,
has received much attention because of its frequent and destructive eruptions. The most famous of
these eruptions occurred in A.D. 79.
The volcano had been inactive for centuries. There was little warning of the coming eruption,
although one account unearthed by archaeologists (প্রত্নতাত্ত্বিকদের) says that a hard rain and a strong wind
had disturbed the celestial (স্বর্গীয়) calm during the preceding night. Early the next morning, the volcano
poured a huge river of molten rock down upon Herculaneum, completely burying the city and filling
the harbor with coagulated lava.
Meanwhile, on the other side of the mountain, cinders, stone and ash rained down on Pompeii. Sparks
from the burning ash ignited the combustible rooftops quickly. Large portions of the city were
destroyed in the conflagration. Fire, however, was not the only cause of destruction. Poisonous
sulfuric gases saturated the air. These heavy gases were not buoyant in the atmosphere and therefore
sank toward the earth and suffocated people.

Over the years, excavations of Pompeii and Herculaneum have revealed a great deal about the
behavior of the volcano. By analyzing data, much as a zoologist dissects an animal specimen,
scientists have concluded that the eruption changed large portions of the area’s geography. For
instance, it turned the Sarno River from its course and raised the level of the beach along the Bay of
Naples. Meteorologists studying these events have also concluded that Vesuvius caused a huge tidal
wave that affected the world’s climate.
In addition to making these investigations, archaeologists have been able to study the skeletons of
victims by using distilled water to wash away the volcanic ash. By strengthening the brittle bones
with acrylic paint, scientists have been able to examine the skeletons and draw conclusions about the
diet and habits of the residents. Finally, the excavations at both Pompeii and Herculaneum have
yielded many examples of classical art, such as jewelry made of bronze, which is an alloy of copper
and tin. The eruption of Mount Vesuvius and its tragic consequences have provided everyone with a
wealth of data about the effects that volcanoes can have on the surrounding area. Today,
volcanologists can locate and predict eruptions, saving lives and preventing the destruction of other
cities and cultures.

Summary
Mount Vesuvius is a mountain famous for its frequent and destructive
eruptions. One of its most famous eruptions happened in A.D. 79, when it
erupted without after staying inactive for many years. It took a lot of lives
and destroyed large portions of the cities Pompeii and Herculaneum.
Excavations that took place later were able to show that the habitat there
was rich in classical art, such as jewelry made of bronze etc. Although the
eruptions of Mount Vesuvius have taken a lot of lives, they have saved a
lot of lives as well. Looking through all the data from the excavations of
erupted areas, volcanologists can locate and predict eruptions now, saving
lives and preventing the destruction of other cities and cultures.

Write a short answer on recent topic

Part B

Do you know Romulus and Remus? Could they revenge on the King?
The early history of the city of Rome involves Romulus and Remus, two orphan boys
who, legend says, were raised by a she-wolf. The boys' mother had been murdered by
an evil king and the two babies tossed into the river Tiber. When the wolf found them
they had washed up on the shore. She perhaps took pity on the crying of the babies
and, gently picking them up in her teeth, she carried them back to her cave and fed
them on her milk. The boys grew bigger and stronger and, eventually, were found by a
herdsman who took them home. He and his wife raised the boys like their own
children. When they reached manhood they sought revenge on the king who had killed
their mother and driven them from their home.
They decided to build a city. Unfortunately, they argued over the appropriate site and
Romulus killed his brother Remus. Romulus ruled this city -- called Roma -- for thirtyseven years.

Right Forms of Verbs
Important rules of the right forms of verbs are described below:
1. Present Indefinite Tense এর subject যদি third person singular number হয় তাহলে verb এর শেলে s, es
শযাগ হলে। দিন্তু অন্য শিান্ tense এর শেলে হলে ন্া।
o

He eats rice.

o

He plays football.

Present Indefinite Tense এর subject যদি plural number হয় তাহলে verb এর শেলে s/es শযাগ হলে ন্া।
o

They play football.

o

They eat rice.

2. Present Indefinite Tense এর subject, third person singular number হলেও শেটি যদি negative
sentence হয় তাহলে does not েযেহৃত হলে। তখন্ verb এর শেলে s/es শযাগ হলেন্া।
o

He does not go to school.

o

Ashish does not eat rice.

3. Past tense or future tense হলে verb এর শেলে s/es শযাগ হলে ন্া। তখন্ শেই tense এর structure অন্ু যায়ী verb
েেলে।
o

He went to school.

o

He will go to school.

4. Modal Auxiliary verb (শযমন্: can, could, may, might, shall, should, will, would, ought to, need,
dare, have to, must etc.) এর পলর verb এর present form েলে এেং verb এর োলে শিান্ দিছু শযাগ হয় ন্া।
o

He can do the work.

o

I shall go to school.

o

You must come home.

o

He should study hard.

5. োিযটি যদি universal truth (দিরন্তন্ েতয) হয়, habitual fact (অভ্যােগত িাজ) শোঝায় তাহলে present indefinite
tense হলে।
o

The sun rises in the east.

o

Ice floats on water.

o

He drinks tea every morning.

6. Sentence টি passive voice হলে এেং modal auxiliary verb (can, could, may, might, shall, should,
will, would, ought to, need, dare, have to, must etc.) এর পলর be + past participle form of verb েলে।
o

It can be done by you.

o

All the fruits could be taken.

7. Had, rather, let, would better, had better, need not, do not, does not, did not, did never, ইতযাদি
এর পর present form of verb েলে।
o

I let them use my shoes.

o

I had better go to the market by this time.

o

I need not do the work.

8. োলিয have/has োিলে শেটি present perfect tense হলে।
o

He has done the work.

o

They have eaten rice.

9. Sentence এ yet, just, just now, recently, already, lately, ever ইতযাদি োিলে present perfect tense
হলে।
o

He has taken his lunch just now.

o

They have already come home.

o

I have met him recently.

10. Sentence এ yesterday, ago, long ago, last year, last week, last month, that day, the day before,
ইতযাদি োিলে past indefinite tense হলে।
o

He came home yesterday.

o

I went to Cox's Bazar last month.

o

A long time ago, there lived a poor farmer.

11. To এর পলর েেেময় verb এর present form েলে।
o

You need to do the work on time.

o

He went to the market to buy a shirt.

12. Since ো for এর পর েমলয়র উলেখ োিলে শেটি present perfect continuous tense হলে।
o

He has been doing the work since the morning.

o

It has been raining for two hours.

13. If দ্বারা যু ক্ত clause টি যদি present indefinite tense হয় তাহলে পলরর clause টি future indefinite tense হলে।
o

If he comes, I’ll go.

o

If you work hard, you’ll shine in life.

14. With a view to/look forward to এর পর verb এর োলে ing শযাগ হলে।
o

I’m looking forward to getting a job.

o

I went shopping with a view to buying a shirt.

15. By এর পর verb এর োলে ing শযাগ হলে।
o

She expressed her feelings by crying.

o

By digging the land, she planted trees.

16. For, of, in, without, with, before, after ইতযাদি preposition এর পলর verb এর োলে ing শযাগ হয়।
o

I’ve never been tired of going there.

o

She can’t go without waiting for me.

17. Mind, would you mind, past, worth, could not help, cannot help এর পলর verb এর োলে ing শযাগ হয়।
o

Would you mind giving me the book?

o

He cannot help doing the assignment.

18. Sentence এর শুরুলত যদি would that োলি তাহলে subject এর পর could েলে এেং এরপর verb এর present
form েলে।
o

Would that I could be a writer like Humayun Ahmed.

o

Would that I could buy a Toyota car.

19. To be/having/got োিলে verb এর past participle form হয়।
o

The assignment is to be completed immediately.

o

The thief ran away having seen the police.

o

I got the certificates sent by the Headmaster.

20. ব্র্যালিলে (be) োিলে person, number এেং tense অন্ু যায়ী am/is/are/was/were/been হলে।
o

It (be) two years ago.

o

It was two years ago.

o

Allah (be) everywhere.

o

Allah is everywhere.

o

One of my friends (be) an honest person.

o

One of my friends is/was an honest person.

21. েতত মান্ িালে িেলছ এমন্ শিান্ িাজ শোঝালে present continuous tense হয়। (এেে শেলে োধারণত at
present/now/at the moment ইতযাদি adverb েযেহৃত হয়।)
o

He is watching the Television at this moment.

o

They are playing football.

o

22. If + Present Indefinite + Future Indefinite (if যু ক্ত clause টি present indefinite tense হলে পলরর
clause টি হলে future indefinite)
o

If you come, I’ll go.

o

If you drink milk, you will be healthy.

23. যদি had/if যু ক্ত clause টি past indefinite tense হয় তাহলে পলরর clause টি শত subject এর পর
would/could/might েলে এেং verb এর present form হয়।
o

If he came, I would go to the market.

o

If I were rich enough, I would help the poor.

যদি had/if যু ক্ত clause টি past perfect tense হয় তাহলে পলরর clause টি শত subject এর পর would have/could
have/might have েলে এেং verb এর past participle form হয়।
o

If he had come, I would have gone to the market.

o

If you had walked fast, you could have reached the station.

24. Wish/fancy/it is time/it is high time ইতযাদি োিলে verb এর past tense হলে।
o

I wish I won the first prize.

o

It is high time you changed your bad habits.

o

I fancy I flew in the sky.

25. As if/as though োিলে were েলে।
o

He speaks as if he were the leader.

o

He acts as though he were a hero.

26. Each, every, everyone, any, anyone, many a, everybody, everything, anybody, nobody, no
one, nothing, anything, someone, something, one of, either, neither ইতযাদি োিলে verb এর singular
number েযেহৃত হয়।
o

Each of the students was present.

o

Every father dedicates his life to his children.

o

One of the students was very talented.

27. While এর পর verb োিলে শেটির োলে ing শযাগ হয়। দিন্তু while এর পর subject োিলে এর অংেটি past continuous
tense হয়।
o

While walking through the zoo, I saw a moose.

o

While it was raining, I was watching a movie.

28. অলন্ি েময় এিই স্থান্, দির্ঘতয ো পদরমাপ শোঝালে subject শিখলত plural মলন্ হলেও verb টি singular form হয়।
o

Twenty miles was a long way.

o

Two hundred miles is not a long distance in this modern era.

29. Main clause এর verb টি past tense হলে ও পলরর অংলে next day, next week, next month, next year
ইতযাদি উলেখ োিলে subject এর পলর should/would েলে।
o

He told that he would go home the next week.

o

She said that she would buy land next year.

30. After এর পলরর এেং before এর আলগর clause টি past perfect tense হলে এেং অন্য clause টি past indefinite
tense হলে।
o

The train had left the station before we reached.

o

The doctor came after the patient had died.

31. Passive voice এর েময় tense ও person অন্ু যায়ী auxiliary verb ও verb এর past participle form েলে।
o

English is spoken all over the world.

o

We are taught English by

32. েযদতক্রমগুলো ছাড়া Principle clause এর verb যদি past tense হয় তাহলে subordinate clause এর verb ও past
tense হলে এেং এিটি present tense হলে অন্যটিও present tense হলে।
o

He was so ill that he would not go to the school.

o

They understood that he would not come.

CONDITIONAL SENTENCE

(kZ©g~jK evK¨)
BsiRxZ kZ©g~jK evK¨ (Conditional Sentence) Zixi wKQz wekl wbqg iqQ| GmKj kZ©g~jK evK¨ ev¯Íe m¤§Z kZ© (Real
Condition) ev Aev¯Íe kZ© (Unreal Condition) n‡Z cv‡i| ev¯Íe m¤§Z kZ© (Real Condition) nj hv ev¯Í‡e NUvi m¤¢vebv
Av‡Q| Ab¨w`‡K Aev¯Íe kZ© (Unreal Condition) nj hv ev¯Í‡e NUvi m¤¢vebv †bB| wb‡gœi evK¨ mg~n j¶¨ KiæbAvwg hw` cuvPkZ UvKv cvB Z‡e †Zvgv‡K `yBkZ UvKv †`e| (GwU GKwU ev¯Íem¤§Z kZ© KviY Avgvi cuvPkZ UvKv cÖvwßi m¤¢vebv i‡q‡Q
Ges ZLb †Zvgv‡K `yBkZ UvKv avi †`e|) Avgvi Kv‡Q hw` cuvPkZ UvKv _vKZ Z‡e †Zvgv‡K `yBkZ UvKv avi w`Zvg| (GwU GKwU
Aev¯Íe kZ© KviY Avgvi Kv‡Q cuvPkZ UvKv †bB Ges †Zvgv‡K avi cÖ`vb Kiv m¤¢e bq|)
ev¯Íem¤§Z kZ©mg~‡ni MVb mvaviY Bs‡iRx ev‡K¨i gZB A_© Abymv‡i N‡U _v‡K Z‡e Aev¯Íe kZ©hy³ evK¨ MV‡bi †¶‡Î ev‡K¨i MVb
wKQzUv e¨wZµgx n‡q _v‡K|

Real Conditions
In the real condition, those types of sentences come which can be possible in some extent. The verb in the Ifclause is in the present tense, and the verb in the main clause is in the future simple. It doesn’t matter which
comes first.
If he runs he will get there in time.
He will get there in time if he runs.
This type of sentence implies that the action in the if – clause is quite probable.

Present habit
Structure : If + subject + verb (present indefinite) + complement +modifier, + subject + verb (present indefinite)
+ complement + modifier.
He goes to market everyday if he does not go to the university.
John usually walks to school if he has enough time.

Future Conditions :
Structure : If + subject + verb (present) + complement + modifier, + subject+ will/shall/can/may/must + verb
(simple) + complement + modifier.
If he comes to Chittagong, he may phone you.
If he receives your letter, he must send you a reply.
If you read, you will pass.
If it rains, I will not go there.

Unreal Conditions
These types of sentences are those, which cannot be true. These only express the wish of a man that is not real
actually.
🢥 The verb in the If-clause is in the past tense. The verb in the main clause is in the conditional tense.
If I had time, I would go to the beach with you this weekend.
If we hadn't lost our way, we would have arrived sooner.
If I had a pen I would lend it to you. (But I haven’t a pen).

Present Unreal Conditions
Structure : If + subject+ verb (past indefinite) + complement + modifier, subject + would /could/might + verb
(simple) + complement + modifier
If I had the time, I would go to market now
If I were sick, I would stay home today.

NOTE: In the unreal condition, the past tense form of 'be' is always 'were' in a conditional sentence, it can never
be 'was'.
If I were you, I wouldn't do that.

Past Unreal conditions
The verb in the If-clause is in the past perfect tense and the verb in the main clause is in the perfect conditional.
The time is past and the condition cannot be fulfilled because the action in the If-clause didn’t happen.
If I had known that you were coming, I would have met you at the airport. (But I didn’t know, so I didn’t
come)
Structure : If + subject + verb (past perfect) + complement + modifier, + subject+ would have/could have/might
have + verb (past participle) + complement + modifier.
Or, Had+ subject+ verb (past participle) + complement + modifier, + subject + would have/could have/might
have+ verb (past participle) + complement + modifier
If I had had the time, I would have gone to market yesterday.
If he had been here yesterday, I could have told you.
Had I had the time, I would have gone to market yesterday.
Had he been here yesterday, I would have told you.

Hope/Wish
🢥 These two verbs, while they are similar in meaning, are not used at all the same grammatically. The verb
HOPE is used to indicate something that possibly happened or will possibly happen. The verb WISH is used to
indicate something that definitely did not happen or definitely will not happen. The verb HOPE can be followed
by any tense. The verb wish must not be followed by any present tense verb or present tense auxiliary. Be sure
that you understand the difference in the following sentences with wish and hope.
We hope that they will come.
We wish that they might come.
🢥 Remember that wish is very similar to a contrary to fact or unreal condition.
Present unreal condition: If I were rich, I would be very happy.
Present wish: I wish I were rich.
Past unreal condition: If you had been here last night, we would have enjoyed it.
Past wish: We wish that you had been here last night.

As if / As though
In case of unreal conditions, as though and as if are two commonly used conjunctions. The verb which follows
these conjunctions must be in the past tense or past perfect.
Subject + verb (present) + + subject + verb (past)
Pamela walks as if she were a super model

He talks as though he won the first prize.
He speaks as if he were a minister.
She walks as though she studied modeling
Subject + verb (past) + +subject+verb (past perfect)
Runa looked as if she had seen a ghost. (She didn't see a ghost)
Pamela walked as if she had been a super model.
He talked as though he had won the first prize.

GERUND
Gerund is such a type of verb form, which ends in -ing, can act only as a Noun.
Running is an excellent exercise
Tonny enjoyed running in the park.
Rule-01: The following verbs will require Gerund as the complement
avoid
hate
practice
complete
keep
quit
consider
miss
regret
dislike
mention
stop
enjoy
prefer
start
finish
postpone remember

Rule-02: The following phrases will require Gerund as the complement.
approve of
forget about
object to
be better off
get through
think about
can’t help
insist on
think of
count on
keep on
do not mind
look forward to
Rule-03: A Noun or Pronoun used to modify a gerund must be in the possessive form.
Jack’s resignation came as a surprise.
We did not know of his leaving the company.

PARTICIPLE

The participle functions as a Verb and an Adjective, describing or modifying a noun. It can take several
different forms. It can appear as a single word, or it can be part of a phrase – a participial phrase. There are
three types of participles.
Running through the park, Sabrin tripped.
The Present Participle [Added by -ing]
Angered by the lack of progress in contract negotiations, the CEO rebuked everybody.
The Past Participle [Added by –ed or -en]
Having said what she wanted to say, Tumpa left the room.
The Perfect Participle [Added by having]
🢥 The Present Participle is used to show action occurring at the same time as the action expressed by the
main verb of the sentence. This main verb may be in present, past or even future tense.
The person standing by the door wishes to speak with you.
[The person is standing by the door and wishes to speak with you]
🢥 The Past Participle and Perfect Participle are used to express an action that took place before the action
expressed by the main verb in the past tense.
Having read the minutes of the previous meeting, the secretary sat down.
[The secretary sat down after reading the minutes.]

Miscellaneous
1. Future Result:
Future Tense এ একই সময়ে সম্পন্ন হয়ে এমন দুটি কাজ when/As soon as দ্বারা যুক্ত হয়ে, একটি কাজ Future
Tense -এ এেং অপর কাজটি Present Tense হয়ে।
Incorrect: I will call you when I return from my country.
Correct: I will call you when I return from my country.
Incorrect: We will call you back as soon as We will finish dinner.
Correct: We will call you back as soon as We finish dinner.
*Becterial spores germinate and sprout… favorable conditions of temperature and food supply.
a)when encountering ofw b)when they encounter c) when they will encounter d) when the encounter of
Ans:B
2.No longer (আর নয়হ)
None Longer/Not Longer এর ককান অর্ থহেনা।
Incorrect: Brad none longer works here.
Correct: Brad no longer works here.
Incorrect: Although they used to write each other every day, they are not longer exchanging letters.
Correct: Although they used to write each other every day, they are no longer exchanging letters.
-According to communications theory, after the message leaves lthe sender, he…. Controls it.
a)not longer b)none longer c)longer doesn’t d) no longer
Ans:D
3.Point of View-Verbs
Principal clause ও subordinate clause একই সায়র্ ককায়না sentence েযেহার হয়ে উভে clause ককই একই tense
েযেহার করয়ে হয়ে। অর্াৎ
থ একটি present হয়ে অপরটি present হয়ে। একটি past হয়ে অপরটিও pastহয়ে।
Examples:
Incorrect: She closed the door and hurries away to class.
Correct: She closes the door and hurries away to class.
Or, She closed the door and hurried away to class.
Incorrect: He was among the few who want to continue working on the project.
Correct: He is among the few who want to continue working on the project.
Or, He was among the few who wanted to continue working on the project.

Vocabulary
Word
Definition
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Meaning
সংজ্ঞা

Conflict
Desire

দ্বন্দ্ব, সংঘাত
ইচ্ছা, আকাঙ্ক্ষা

Inevitability

অনিবার্যতা, অবশ্যম্ভানবতা

Synonym
Explanation,
Description
Fight, Clash
Ambition, want,
Aspiration, Demand
Inextricability, Surety

Yearning

আকুলতা

Desire, Eagerness

Indictment
Loom

অনিযর্াগপত্র
আনবিভযত হওয়া এবং মযি ছাপ
ফেলা
দীপ (গযদয স্থাি িাম ছাড়া
অিযত্র বযবহার নবরল)
কাদামানি, এঁযিলমানি
অযপক্ষাকৃতত ফমািা বাঁশ্ বা
কাযের দযের উপর ও নিচ
নদযয় নবিুনি করা িরম সরু
ডাল বা বাতার কাোযমা
ফমৌমানছ পালাযির জিয (কাে,
খড়, ইতযানদ নদযয় ততনর) বাক্স
অবগুণ্ঠি, পদযা
ক্ষীণ আযলা
লাল এবং িীযলর নমশ্রযণ সৃষ্ট
রং
আিা, নশ্খাহীি উজ্জ্বলা উত্তপ্ত
অবস্থা
শ্যামাজাতীয় ফছাি নপঙ্গল বণয
গায়ক পানখনবযশ্ষ
সমুদ্র তসকযত ফছাি ফছাি
ফেউযয়র আছযড় পড়া এবং
মৃদুশ্ব্দ ফতালা
ধভসর
বযির ফিতর োঁকা জায়গা
নিযবদি করা
অবসাি হওয়া, নি:ফশ্ষ হওয়া
ছনড়যয় ফদওয়া
অন্ধকার করা বা হওয়া
সমস্ত মিযক আচ্ছন্ন বা আনবষ্ট
করা
অিুচ্চার্য, অিুচ্চানরত

Accusation, Charge
Appear, Emerge

Doubt, Uncertainty,
Hesitation
Apathy, Hate,
Hatred
Praise
Leave, Neglect

Island

…………….

Mud, Earth
………….

…………….
…………….

Apiary

…………….

Covering, Curtain
Flash, Gleam
Violet

……………
……………
……………

Burning, Brightness

Dark

……………

……………

…………..

……………

Ash
…………….
Present, Provide
Conclude, Finish
Disclose, Broadcast
Blacken, Obscure
Haunt, Engross

…………….
……………
Take
Begin, Create
Conceal, Collect
Lighten, Whiten
Distract

Unspeakable,
Forbidden

Mentionable

Isle
Clay
Wattle

Hive
Veil
Glimmer
Purple
Glow
Linnet
Lap

Grey
Glade
Offer
Expire
Circulate
Darken
Obsess
Unmentionable

Antonym
Ambiguity,
Vagueness
Peace, Agreement
Disgust, Apathy

……………
Hide, Obscure
Past

সারসংযক্ষপ

Perfume
Depict, Elucidate
Forthcoming,
Imminent
Synopsis, Brief

Word
Conflict
Describe
Characterize
Antagonism

Unit Ten: Lesson-2
Meaning
সংঘাত
বণযিা করা
মতানিকয
নবযরানধতা

Synonym
Contention, Clash
Illustrate, Depict
Identify, Symbolize
Hostility, Antipathy

Hostility
Fuel
Principle
Allow

তবনরতা
ইন্ধি সরবরাহ করা
তিনতক নবনধনবধাি
ফমযি ফিওয়া/স্বীকার করা

Antonym
Peace, Harmony
Conceal
Confuse, Mix up
Agreement,
Friendship, Amety
Peace, Friendship
…………..
…………..
Deny, Disagree

Arise
Define
Pertain

উদ্ভভত হওয়া
নিরূপণ করা, সংজ্ঞানয়ত করা
অনধকারিুক্ত হওয়া বা অংশ্
নহযসযব র্ুক্ত হওয়া
অনিবার্য

Odour
Describe
Impending

গন্ধ
বণযিা করা
আসন্ন

Summary

Inevitable
Scenario
Transpire
Harmoniously
Psychologist
Demonstrate
Assert
Occur
Maximize
Classify
Apparently
Disrupt
Guidance
Settle
Competition
Contribute

Intrigue, Animosity
Incite
Belief, Axiom
Acknowledge,
Recognize
Emerge
Explain, Ascertain
Connect, Belong To

Imminent, Sure,
Inflexible
দৃশ্যকল্প/িনবষযযতর কাল্পনিক Situation
ঘিিা পরম্পর
ঘিা
Happen
নমযলনমযশ্
Unitedly, Accordingly
মযিানবজ্ঞািী
Psychoanalyst
স্পষ্টিাযব ফদখাযিা
Manifest, Indicate,
Illustrate
কতৃত্ব
য প্রদশ্যি করা, প্রকাশ্
Affirm, Confirm
করা;
ঘিা
Happen, Take, Place
সযবযাচ্চ পনরমাণ বাড়াযিা,
Enlarge, Expand
চরযম ফতালা
ফশ্রনণনিুক্ত করা
Categorize, Divide
স্পষ্টত প্রতীয়মাি
Allegedly
বযাহত করা
Impede, Disorganize
পথনিযদযশ্/পনরচালিা
Instruction,
Counseling
শ্ান্ত করা/ নস্থর হওয়া; সমাধাি Determine, Confirm
করা
প্রনতযর্ানগতা
Contest, Fight
ঘিযত সাহার্য করা
Provide

Details, Illustrated

Finish, Disappear
Hide, Tangle
Divide, Disjoin
Uncertain, Unsure
…………..
…………..
Inharmoniously
…………..
Confuse, Close
Abandon, Hide
………….
Minimize
Unify
Dubiously
Help, Expedite
Misleading
Neglect, Hesitate
Peace, Agreement
Oppose, Hurt

Incompatible

সামঞ্জসযহীি

Word
Cruelty
Feature
Distinguish
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Meaning
নিষ্ঠুরতা
তবনশ্ষ্টয
পাথযকয করা; আলাদা করা

Valley
Dismayed
Blunder
Volley
Thunder
Flash
Sabre
Plunge
Shatter

উপতযকা নবস্তীণয এলাকা
আতনিত
িুল করা
একযর্াযগ গযজয ওো
বজ্রপাত করা
ঝলযস ওো
বাঁকা তযলায়ার
নিমনিত করা
ধ্বংস করা/ চভণয নবচভণয করা;

Sunder

পৃথক/ নবনচ্ছন্ন করা

Glory

ফগৌরব, মনহমা

Fade
Wonder

স্নাি হওয়া
নবনিত হওয়া

Stagger
Steep
Plod
Ankle
Explore

Unit Ten:Lesson-4
Meaning
োঁকা ধাতব কাোযমা; িাসমাি
ফঘাড়ার গানড়; মালবাহী
গানড়/ট্রনল
িলযত থাকা
খড়াা হযয় উযেযছ এমি;
ধীযর ধীযর এনগযয় চলা
ফগাড়ানল
অিুসন্ধাি করা

Return
Mention
Herdsman
Spectacles
Wonder
Mysterious
Explain
Pigeon

নেযর আসা
উযেখ করা
রাখাল; ফমঘপালক
চশ্মা
নবনিত হওয়া
রহসযময়
বযাখযা করা
পায়রা

Word
Pontoon
Cart

Contradictory,
Antipathetic

Compatiable,
Harmonious

Synonym
Brutality, Harshness
Characteristic, trait
Differentiate,
Individualize
Basin, Canyon
Frighted, Panicked
Mistake, Muddle
Throw
Outburst, Uproar
Flase, Blaze Up
Bayonet, Sword
Submerge, Immerse
Smash, Disrupt,
Destroy
Separate, Detach,
Differentiate
Pride, fame,
Reputation
Languish, Tarnish
Marvel, Surprise

Antonym
Kindness
…………….
Integrate, Merge

Synonym
…………
Cab

Antonym
………..
………..

Vacillate, Hesitate
Perpendicular, Upright
Toil, Drudge
Heel, Tarsus
Pursue, Research,
Investigate
Come Back, Retreat
State, Refer
Shepherd
…………
Marvel, Surprise
Arcane, Mystic
Interpret
………….

………..
Plain, Flat
Run
…………
…………

…………….
Encourage
Correct
……………
Relieve
Blur
…………..
Soar
Construct, Build
Accumulate,
Integrate
Condemnation
Brighten
……………

Go Ahead
Conceal
…………
…………
…………
Plain
…………
………….

Sway
Backward

ফগালন্দাজ বানহিী
উযেখ করা, বলা
ফমাড় ফিওয়া; নিযয় র্াওয়া
অধীর, অশ্ান্ত
উন্মুক্ত, ফখালা
প্রযরানচত করা বা তানগদ
ফদওয়া
ফদালাযিা
পশ্চাৎ

Dull
Overcast

নিষ্প্রি, নবমষয
ফমঘাচ্ছন্ন, মনলি

Word
Minimize
Violence
Pacifism

Unit Ten:Lesson-5
Meaning
কমাযিা
সনহংসতা
শ্ানন্তবাদ

Diplomacy
Boycott
Demonstration
Democracy
Conspiracy
Diverse
Characterize

কভিিীনত
বজযি
শ্ানন্তপভণয নবযক্ষাি
গণতন্ত্র
ষঢ়র্ন্ত্র
িািারকম, নবনিন্ন
নবযশ্ষিাযব নচনিত করা

Wage
Equivalent
Tend
Oppose
Proliferation

নলপ্ত হওয়া
সমতুলয, সমাথযক
প্রবণতা ফদখাযিা
নবযরানধতা করা
দ্রুত নবস্তার

Lesser
Appear
Theologian
Horror
Advocate
Form
Philanthropist
Promote
Initiative
Consul

অযপক্ষাকৃত কম
দৃশ্যমাি হওয়া
ধমযতযের ছাত্র বা নবযশ্ষজ্ঞ
নবিীনষকা, আতি
সমথযি করা
গেি করা
জিনহনতষী বযনক্ত
অগ্রগনত সাধযি সহায়তা করা
উযদযাগ
রাষ্ট্রদভত, রাষ্ট্রীয় প্রনতনিনধ

Artillery
State
Fork
Unquiet
Unlocked
Urge

………….
Mention
Ramify
Impatient, Rampant
Open, Free
Insist, Persist

………….
Hide, Conceal
………….
Quiet, Calm
Locked
Oppose, Dissuade

Swing, Move
Back Dated, Out-ofdate
Dilatory, Faded
Cloudy, Grey,
Darksome

…………
Forward

Synonym
Lessen, Mitigate
Brutality, Cruelty
Nonagression,
Nonviolence
Negotiation, Statecraft
Avoidance, Ban
Procession
Republic
Intrigue, Treason
Various, Different
Identify, Specify,
complot
Engage, Involve
Similar, Equal
Incline, Gravitate
Fight, Dispute
Increase, Spread

Antonym
Enhance, Maximize
Calm, Order
Warfare

Lower, Minor
Present, Arise
…………..
Fear, Terror
Support, Encourage
Organize, Methodize
Philanthrope
Accelerate, Encourage
Enterprise, Effort
Representative,
Delegate

Bright
Clear

…………..
Acceptance
…………..
Dictatorship
Honesty, Loyalty
Similar, Same
Confuse
………….
Different, Opposite
Neglect
Accept, Comply
Crimpling,
Prohibition
Major, More
Conceal, Leave
……………..
Calm, Delight
Oppose
Deform
Anarchist
Weaken
Idleness
…………

Reverend
Convene
Aim
Peaceable

র্াজক
সিা আহ্বাি করা
লক্ষয
শ্ানন্তময়

Clergyman, Priest
Assemble, Summon
Goal
Friendly, Tranquil

Arbitration

মধযস্থতা, সমাধাি

Achieve
Treaty

অজযি করা
আিুষ্ঠানিক চুনক্ত

Adjustment,
Agreement
Attain, Acquire
Agreement, Contract

Sign

স্বাক্ষর করা

…………..

Word
Scarce
Pack
Travel
Loveliness

Unit Eleven: Lesson-1
Meaning
অপ্রতুল/দুষ্প্রাপয
বাক্সবন্দী করা
ভ্রমণ করা
মাধুর্য

Glow
Tranquil
Rally
Gather
Stare
Laugh
Intricate
Remote
Prevent
Crawl
Tired
Follow
Remonstrate
Plead
Celebrity

Word
Colonial
Fortune
Travel
Extract
Arrival
Typical
Fantasize
Porpoise

…………
Cancel
………..
Belligerent,
Aggressive
Indecision
Destroy, Lose
Discord,
Antagonism
………….

Antonym
Adequate, Ample
Unpack
…………..
Ugliness

রনক্তমািা, ঔজ্জ্বলয;
শ্ান্ত
সমযবত হওয়া
জযড়া হওয়া বা করা
নস্থর দৃনষ্টযত তাকাযিা
শ্ব্দ কযর হাসা
জনিল, দুযবযাধয
দভরবতযী, প্রতযন্ত অঞ্চল
নবরত রাখা
অনত ধীযর চলা
শ্রান্ত, ক্লান্ত
অিুসরণ করা
প্রনতবাদ করা, ধমক ফদওয়া
অিুিয় করা
খযানতমাি বযনক্ত, তারকা;

Synonym
Insufficient, Rare
………….
Tour
Attractiveness,
Fairness
Brightness, Gleam
Calm, Placid
Gather, Converge
Assemble, Huddle
Peer, Look
Chuckle, Giggle
Complex, Difficult
Distant, Isolated
Prohibit, Halt
Plod, Creep
Exhausted, Fatigued
Pursue, Come, After
Challenge, Object
Appeal, Pray
Famous Person

Unit Eleven:Lesson-2
Meaning
ঔপনিযবনশ্ক
ফসৌিাগয
ভ্রমণ করা; আসা
গ্রন্থানদ ফথযক উদ্ধৃত অংশ্
আগমি
িমুিা বা আদশ্যস্বরূপ
উদ্ভি কল্পিা করা
শুশুক জাতীয় প্রানণনবযশ্ষ

Synonym
Subjugatory
Wealth, Affluence
Visit, Embark
Citation, Quotation
Reaching, Launch
Usual
Imagine, Hallucinate
Mammal

Antonym
Independent
Debt, Hardship
Stay Home
Insertion
Departure, Leave
Atypical
……………
……………

Dark, Dullness
Agitated, Excited
Diverge
Separate, Scatter
Ignore, Look, Away
Cry
Clear, Simple
Near, Close
Inspire, Encourage
Rush
Active, Refreshed
Avoid, Go Before
Consent, Accept
Refuse
………..

Phosphorescent
Arrowhead
Form
Conversation

জ্বল জ্বল করযছ এমি
তীযরর অগ্রিাগ বা মুখ
আকার ফদওয়া আঁকা
আলাপ-আযলাচিা

Anticipation

পভবযািাস কল্পিা; পভবয অিুমাি

Agreeable
Turbaned
Reverently

মযিারম
পাগনড় আিা/পাগনড় পনরনহনত
শ্রদ্ধাশ্ীলিাযব

Gallop
Propel
Yell
Descend
Beseech
Quay

ছুযি র্াওয়া
সম্মুযখ চালাযিা
উনচ্চ:স্বযর ফচনচযয় ওো
অবতরণ করা/িামা
সনিবযন্ধ প্রাথিা করা
জাহাজ ফিড়াযিার জিয পাথর
বা ফলাহার ততনর ঘাি বা ফজাি
থুত,ু লালা
ফিযস থাকা
ফগাসল করা
ফেিা ওো
জ্বালানি সংগ্রহ করা
জ্বলজ্বল করা
আকনিক ধাক্কা ফদওয়া
অমানজযত; ববযযরানচত
ধ্বনত করা; ফিযস আসা
অন্ধকার

Spittle
Float
Bathe
Foam
Fuel
Gleam
Jolt
Barbaric
Sound
Darkness
Hideous
Plunge
Damn
Seize

Word
Imaginary
Voyage
Create
Fictitious
Inhabit
Poison

অনত কুৎনসত; বীিৎস
েুনকযয় ফদওয়া; প্রযবশ্ করা
িরকদন্ড ফদওয়া; অনিশ্প্ত
হওয়া
সাগ্রাযহ গ্রহণ করা, ধরা
Unit Eleven: Lesson-3
Meaning
কাল্পনিক
র্াত্রা; ভ্রমণ
সৃনষ্ট করা
বাস্তব িয় বা কনল্পত;
কাল্পনিক
বসবাস করা
নবষাক্ত করা/ দভনষত করা

Shining, Dazzling
…………..
Shape, Construct
Discussion,
Consultation
Apprehension,
Preconception
Lovely
……………
Respectfully,
Admiringly
Hurry, Rush
Drive, Push
Bawl, Shout
Dribble, Move Down
Beg, Apple
Dock, Jetty

Cloudy, Gloomy
……………
Deform
Silence, Quietness

Spit, Salivation
Swim, Ride, Dribt
Wash
Bubble
……………..
Glow, Shine
Push, Knock
Brutal, Fierce
………….
Obscurity,
Lightlessness
Ugly
Thrust
Curse

…………..
Drown, Sink
……………
……………
……………
……………
……………
Civilized, Gentle
…………..
Brightness,
Enlightening
Attractive, Loveable
Pull Out
Benefit, Praise

Grab, Embrace

Reject, Liberate

Synonym
Fictitious
Cruise
Establish, Compose
Artificial, Fictional

Antonym
Existing, Real
………….
Destroy
Factual

Live, Reside
Pollute, Inflict,
Contaminate

Depart, Leave
Cleanse

Ignorance,
Unreadiness
Disagreeable
……………..
Ignorable
Stay, Stop
Stop, Finish
Stutter
Ascend, Rise
…………..
………….

Fratricidal
Obtain
Conveniently

ধমযীয়
কাযরা মযি ভ্রান্ত ধারণা
জন্মাযিা
ভ্রাতৃঘাতী
পাওয়া
সুনবধাজিকিাযব

Desire
Compliment
Pretend
Add

আশ্া করা
প্রশ্ংসাসভচক বক্তবয
িাি করা
ফর্াগ করা

Faction
Invasion
Potent
Distinguish
Allege
Determine
Imperial
Animosity

দলাদনল
বনহরাক্রমণ
শ্নক্তশ্ালী; প্রিাবশ্ালী
দুই নজনিযসর মযধয পাথযকয
করা
অনিযর্াগ ফদওয়া
দৃঢ় সংকল্প করা
রাজকীয়
ফঘার শ্ত্রুতা

Compute
Apprehend
Intestine
Disquiet
Affirm
Conjecture
Dominion

নহসাব করা; গণিা করা
বুঝযত পারা; অিুমাি করা
ঘযরায়া
অশ্ানন্ত
দৃঢ়তার সাযথ ফঘাষণা করা
অিুমাি করা
কতৃত্ব
য

Measure, Count
Capture, Seize
Internal
Unease
Declare, Confirm
Predict, Assume
Authorization, Control

Allow

Acknowledge, Grant
Primary, Ancient
Dislike, Feel, Bitter

Modern, New
Love, Be Happy

Rebellion

অিুমনত ফদওয়া; প্রযর্াজয
হওয়া
আনদম; প্রাচীি
অসন্তুষ্ট হওয়া; ফক্ষাি প্রকাশ্
করা
নবযদ্রাহ

Deny, Withhold
Hesitate
Common, General
Respect,
Friendliness
Guess, Conjecture
Misunderstand
………………
Happiness
Deny, Reject
Prove
Submission,
Weakness
Disallow, Reject

Revolution, Uprising

Commotion
Foment
Suffer
Submit
Controversy

িািাযপাযড়ি
ইন্ধি ফজাগাযিা; প্রযরানচত করা
ফিাগা/ক্ষনতগ্রস্ত হওয়া
বশ্যতা স্বীকার করা
নববাদ

Agitation, Revolt
Provoke, Agitate
Endure, Undergo
Surrender
Dispute, Argument

Harmony,
Submission
Peace, Tranquility
Dissuade
Relieve
Refuse, Defend
Agreement,
Harmony

Religious
Prejudice

Primitive
Resent
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Spiritual
Jaundice, Bias

Irreligious
…………….

………………..
Acquire, Gain
Comfortable,
Smoothly
Wish, Pursue
Praise, Admiration
Feign, Cheat
Attach, Annex,
Incorporate
Section, Gang
Attack, Offence
Vigorous, Strong
Differentiate, Identify

……………..
Lose, Give Up
Doubtedly

Claim
Resolve, Settle
Royal, Kingly
Enmity, Hostility

Dislike, Disgust
Criticism
Be Honest, Reveal
Deduct, Lessen
Entirety
Obedience, Retreat
Weak, Impotent
Combine, Connect

Word
Wonder
Differ
Extract

Meaning
নবিয়
নিন্নরূপ হওয়া
গ্রন্থানদ ফথযক উদ্ধৃত অংশ্

Enchanting

আকষযণীয়; ফমাহণীয়

Palace

রাজপ্রাসাদদ; মহল

Reference

প্রসঙ্গ, উযেখ

Identify

শ্িাক্ত করা

Significant
Point Out
Reign

গুরুত্বপভণয
ইনঙ্গত করা
রাজত্ব, শ্াসিামল

Exterior
Magnificent

বনহরাংশ্
জাঁকজমকপভণয

Residence

আবাস; বাসস্থাি

Merchant
Elegant
Harem

বনণক, সওদাগর; বযবসায়ী
অনিজাত; রুনচশ্ীল
অন্তঃপুর; অন্দরমহল

Verdigris
Pleasant

তাম্রমল
মযিারম

Hexagon
Allow
Purpose

ষড়িুজ
অিুমনত ফদয়া
উযেশ্য

Stove
Trough
Combine
Shady

নবযশ্ষ ধরযির চুলা
িালা; পাত্র
সংর্ুক্ত করা; একনত্রত করা
ছায়াময়

Stroll
Automatic

পায়চানর করা
স্বয়ংনক্রয়; আপিা-আপনি

Lissom

িমিীয়

Amorous

প্রণয়ঘনিত

Synonym
Marvel, Surprise
Contrast, Differentiate
Essence, Gist,
Substance
attractive, fascinating,
pleasant
Large Building,
Mansion
Mention, Notice,
Citation
Recognize,
Determinate, Point
Out
Important, Essential
Identify, Allude
Kingdom, Dominion,
Empire
Outside, External
Excellent, Gorgeous,
Superb
Habitation, Dwelling
place Dormitory
Trader, Seaman
Excellent, Magnificent
Gynaeceum, Zenana,
Seraglio
………..
Fascinating,
Enchanting
……………
Approve
Motive, Goal,
Intention, Objective
Oven, Heater
Duct, Channel, Vessel
Connect, Mix, Adjoin
Shadowy,
Umbrageous
Roam
Self-acting,
Spontaneous
Flexible, Soft,
Impressionable
Amatory, Passionate

Antonym
………..
Be Alike, Converge
Insertion
bothering, distrubing
Hut
………….
Confuse

Insignificant
Distract
…………..
Interior, Internal
Inelegant, Ugly
……………
Customer
Inelegant, Ugly
Exterior
………….
Unpleasant
………
………
……….
…………..
…………..
Separate
Sunny
…………
Manual
Inflexible
……………

Blandishment
Coquetry
Involuntary
Soothing
Extreme

ফতাষাযমাদকারী
ফপ্রমপ্রণয়ী
অনিনচ্ছক
শ্ীতল
চরম, পুযরাপুরী

Beam
Hump
Slanting
Latter
Clay
Intact

কনড়-কাে নবযশ্ষ
কুঁজ
োলু
পযররিা, পরবতযী
মানি
অক্ষত

Decay

ক্ষয়প্রাপ্ত হওয়া

Quiver
Decorate
Sturdy
Resistant

কাঁপা/কনম্পত হওয়া
সাজাযিা
মজবুত, বনলষ্ঠ
প্রনতযরাধী

Flattery, Coaxing
Flitration, Mash
Sought
Cool, Gentle
Utmost, Crucial,
Excessive
Joist, Thread, Plank
Bonier, Hunch
Sloping, Declining
Modern, Recent
Soil, Argil
Untouched, Unharmed

…………..
…………..
Level
Former
………….
Fragmentary,
Damaged
Decline, Destroy
Be Intact,
Strengthen
Vibrate, Tremble
Be Held
Trim, Ordain, Beautify Ravage
Strong, Robust
Cranky
Preventive, Reluctant
Permissive

VOCABULARY
Word

INEPT

Meanin
g
(1) AÜKvi
(2) welYœZv
A`¶

OBSTACLE
SCORN

evav
N„Yv Kiv

TEMPORARY

A¯’vqx

VACILIATE
CLUMSY

BZ¯ÍZ
Rey_ey

EXTRAVAGA
NT

Ace¨qx

FACILITATE

mnRZi Kiv

IMMACULAT
E
INCESSANT

LyuZnxb

GLOOM

weivgnxb

Criticism
Modesty
Voluntary
Mordant
Moderate

Synonyms
(1) Darkness
(2) Sadness
Unskilled,
Unsuitable
Impediment
Despise,
Disdain,
Contemn
Fleeting,
Evanescent
Hesitate, Waver
Blundering,
Bungling, Inept,
Awkward
Prodigal,
Spendthrift,
Squandering ,
Wasteful
Expedite,
Make, Easier
Impeccable
,Spotless
Ceaseless,
Interminable,
Unceasing

MEAGRE

Aí / `yj©f

RUTHLESS

wbg©g

SAGACIOUS

¯^v¯’¨Ki

AMELIORATE

DbœwZ nIqv

CONSIDERAT
E
FICKLE

mywe‡ePK

GARGANTUA
N
IMPECCABLE

cÖKvÛ

MENDACITY

wg_¨vevw`Zv

REBELLIOUS
RELUCTANT
RETREAT

(1) we‡`ªvnx
myjf
(2) Aeva¨
AwbPQyK
wcwQ‡q Avmv

MONSTROUS

cÖKvÛ

PERISHABLE

cPbkxj

ARROGANCE
AVARICE
AVER
CALLOUS

Ah_v Me©
A_©wjáv
`„pZv
wb`©q

ERRATIC

(1)
wbqgewnf‚©Z
(2) †Lqvwj

FIDELITY

AvbyMZ¨

GERMANE

h_vh_

IGNOBLE
KEEN

nxb
(1) m¶¥eyw×
(2) e¨MÖ

INIMICAL

kÎyfvevcbœ

‡Lqvjx

(1) wbLyuZ
(2) wb‡`©vl

Scanty, Paltry,
Sparse, Scarce
Callous,
Merciless
Salubrious,
Wholesome
Improve, Get
better
Thoughtful
Mercurial,
Whimsical,
Capricious
Gigantic,
Colossal
(1) Flawless,
Immaculate
(2) Blameless
Deceit,
Falsehood
(1) Mutinous
(2) Disobedient,
Unruly
Loath, Averse
Withdraw,
Move back
Huge, Titanic,
Colossal
Subject to
decay, Shortlived,
Temporary
Haughtiness
Lust for money
Assert, Avow
Unsympathetic,
Cruel
(1) Abnormal,
Irregular
(2) Capricious,
Odd
Loyalty,
Integrity
Pertinent=
Relevant,
Appropriate
Despicable
(1) Astute =
Shrewd
(2) Eager,
Enthusiastic
Hostile,
Antagonistic

OBLITERATE

LyuwU bvuwU
e¨vcv‡iI
AwZ mZK©
wbwðý Kiv

PALATABLE

my¯^v`y/ iywPKi

PERILOUS

wec`RbK

DASTARD

Kvcyiyl

METICULOUS

Painstaking =
Fastidious =
Fussy = Finicky
Eradicate =
Annihilate =
Wipe out
Delicious =
Tasty
Hazardous =
Risky
Coward =
Craven

IDIOMS AND PHRASES
⇨ Big guns (bvgKiv ev wewkó e¨w³MY)t There are so many big guns in the country; beware of what you
say.
⇨ By fits and starts (gv‡S gv‡S Lye D`¨‡gi mv‡_)t He shows great energy by fits and starts.
⇨ By leaps and bounds (Lye `ªyZMwZ‡Z)t The country has progressed by leaps and bounds.
⇨ Bid fair (m¤¢e e‡j †eva nIqv)t The scheme bids fair to be successful.
⇨ Between two fires (Dfq m¼U)t I am between two fires.
⇨ Between the horns of a dilemma (Dfq m¼U)t I am between the horns of a dilemma.
⇨ Bone of contention (weev‡`i KviY)t The property left by their father was a bone of contention
between the brothers.
⇨ Burning question (e¨vcK Av‡jvwPZ welq)t Unemployment is the burning question of the day.
⇨ Beat about the bush (AcÖvmw½K Av‡jvPbv Kiv)t While arguing, don’t beat about the bush.
⇨ Beat the air (e„_v kÖg Kiv)t In trying to defeat me you are only beating the air.
⇨ Beggar description (AeYbxq nIqv)t The devastation’s of the cyclone in the offshore islands beggar
description.
⇨ Black and blue (Kvjwkiv cov, wb`viæYfv‡e)t He beat the boy black and blue.
⇨ Bring to light (cÖKvk Kiv)t The secret was brought to light.
⇨ Bring to book (wZi¯‹vi Kiv)t He was brought to book for negligence of duty.
⇨ Blue blood (AvwfRvZ¨)t He is pround of his blue blood.
⇨ Break the ice (cÖv_wgK wØav m‡¼vP AwZµg Kiv)t It seemed that there was none to break the ice in the
delicate matter.
⇨ Bury the hatchet (weev` wgwU‡q †djv)t Let us bury the hatchet and be friends.
⇨ Bad blood (ill feeling, g‡bvgvwjb¨)-Now there is bad blood between the two brothers.
⇨ Birds of a feather (persons of similar nature, GKiKg ¯^fv‡ei †jvK)-Birds of a feather flock together.
⇨ By far (in all respects, me©vs‡k) – He is by far the best boy in the class.
⇨ Book worm (one who always reads books only, MÖšK
’ xU)- Don’t be a book worm.
⇨ Bosom friend (intimate friend, AšÍi½ eÜz)- Salil is my bosom friend.
⇨ Build castles in the air (indulge in idle vision, AvKvk Kzmyg iPbv Kiv)- Don’t idle away your time in building
castles in the air.
Appropriate prepositions
Delight in (আনন্দ): We Found a great delight in the matter
Different from (ভিন্ন): My book is different from yours.
Dressed in (পভিধান): The woman was dressed in black.
Decide upon or (ভিি কিা): I have not decided upon my plan of action. The case was decided against him.
Dedicate to (উৎসর্গ কিা): He dedicated the book to his mother
Deficient in (অদক্ষ): He is deficient in learning.
Deprived of (বভিত): He was deprived of all power.
Descent from, Descendant of (বংশ াদ্ভূত): The Raj claim to be a descended from (or descendants of) Sri
Ramchandra.
Despair of (হতা হওয়া): He despairs of success.
Destitute of ( ূনয): I am destitute of any friend here.
Detach from (ভবভিন্ন): He became detached from his friends.
Detrimental to (ক্ষভতকি): Drinking is detrimental to health.
Despondent of (হতা ) Never be despondent of success.
Die of (রিাশর্ মিা): The lean man died of cholera.
Die by (ইিাকৃত বা আকভিক কািশে মিা): The girl died by hanging.

Die for (আত্মতযার্ কিা): One should not hesitate to die for noe’s country
Die from (অনযানয কািশে মিা): It is a pity that he died from over- eating.
Dwell in (বাস কিা): Tigers dwell in the forest.
Dwell on (আশ াচনা কিা) The speaker dwelt on the question.
Dull of (রবাধ ভিহীন): He is dull of hearing. He is dull at Physics.
Dwell in (a place, বাস কিা) He dwells in this house.

Spelling

Scalpel, Surgeon, Perspicacious, Audacious, Avaricious, Generosity, Meritorious, Reprehensible,
Prestigious, Prescription, Stethoscope, Intrepid, Harmoniously, Psychologist, Incompatible,
Conspiracy, Proliferation, Phosphorescent, Commotion, Controversy, Blandishment, Immaculate,
Incessant, Ameliorate, Meticulous, Fastidious, Sympathetic, Colossal, Wholesome, Squander,
Authorization, Vigorous, Incorporate, Differentiate, Fictitious, Obscurity, Enlightening,
Apprehension, Preconception, Hallucinate, Subjugator, Exhausted, Belligerent, Representative,
Prohibition, Negotiation, Interpret, Languish, Condemnation, Contradictory, Acknowledge,
Intrigue, Ambiguity, Vagueness, Inextricability

GROUP
VERBS
Bear
⇨ Bear out (support, mg_©b Kiv)- His evidence does not bear out the charge.
⇨ Bear with (mn¨ Kiv): I cannot bear with such conduct.
⇨ Bear up (sustain, g‡bi †Rvi eRvq ivLv) -His patience bore him up in that crisis.
Blow
⇨ Blow out (wbwf‡q †djj): The child blew out the candle.
⇨ Blow up (we‡ùvwiZ nj): The engine blew up.
Break
⇨ Break away (‡f‡½ †ei nj): The thief broke away from the jail.
⇨ Break down (‡f‡½ coj): His health broke down through over-work.
⇨ Break in (‡Rvice©K XzKj): The robbers broke in at dead of night.
⇨ Break into (‡f‡½ XzKj): Last night a thief broke into (‡f‡½ XzKj) my house.
⇨ Break off (nVvr eÜ Kij ev †_‡g †Mj): The speaker broke off in the middle of his speech.
⇨ Break out (cÖv`yf©ve N‡U‡Q): Small-pox broken out in the town.
⇨ Break out (‡f‡½ cvjj): The thief broke out of the prison.
⇨ Break up (f½ nj): The meeting broke up at 5 p.m.
⇨ Break with (m¤úK©‡PQ` K‡i‡Q): He has broken with me.
⇨ Break through (get through by force, †Rvi K‡i †XvKv)- The soldier broke through the enemy’s line.
⇨ Break with (quarrel, SMov Kiv)- He has broken with his friend.
Bring
⇨ Bring about (NUvb n‡qwQj): His ruin was brought about by his own folly.
⇨ Bring down (n«vm Ki‡e, Kgv‡e): This will bring down the prices of things.
⇨ Bring out (‡ei n‡q‡Q): He has brought out a new edition of the book.
⇨ Bring up (jvwjZ cvwjZ nj): The child has been brought up by his aunt.
⇨ Bring in (yield, †`Iqv)- His propety brings him in Rs. 5,000 a year.
⇨ Bring off (rescue, i¶v Kiv)- He brought off the passengers on the wrecked ship.
Burst
⇨ Burst into (express emotion, nVvr Av‡eM cÖKvk Kiv): She burst into tears at the sight of her son’s misery.
⇨ Burst out (begin suddenly, dvwUqv cov): He burst out weeping like a child.

English to Bengali

1. I want to go the zoo ⇨আমি মিম ়িয়ি়াখ়ান়া যযতে ি়াই
2. You are a very beautiful person ⇨ আপমন খুব সুন্দর ি়ানুষ
3. My favorite color is pink ⇨ আি়ার মিয় রঙ য ়াল়ামপ।
4. I went to school yesterday to attend the sports day
⇨ আমি ক্রী ়ি়া মিবতস অংশ মনতে েক়াল স্কুতল ম তয়িমিল়াি
1. It is a pity, he is good for nothing. ⇨য়ার যক়ান গুণ ন়াই ে়ার কপ়াতল আগুন
2. Drops of water make ocean. ⇨ র়াই কুমিতয় যবল।
3. To add fuel to the fire ⇨জ্বলন্ত আগুতন ঘৃে়াহূমে।
4. Cheap and nasty. ⇨সস্ত়ার মেন অবস্থ়া।
5. Tit for tat. ⇨ যযিন কুকুর, যেিন িুগু ়ি।
6. Non-violence is a supreme virtue ⇨অমহংস়া পরি ধিম

11.Keep the shop, and the shop will keep thee.
⇨ য়াতক র়াতখ়া যসই র়াতখ।
12.He runs with the hare and hunts with the hound.
⇨ যস বতরর ঘতরর ি়াসী কতনর ঘতরর মপসী।
13.Good Homer sometimes nods.
⇨ভুল কর়া ি়ানুতষর স্বভ়াব
14.We first make our habits and then habits make us.
⇨শরীতরর ন়াি িহ়াশয়ি,য়া স্ওয়ি়াতব ে়াই সয়ি
15.You cannot make a silk purse out of a sow's ear.
⇨আিি়া ়াতি আি হয় ন়া।

Bengali to English

1.অমনমিতের আশ়ায়ি মনমিে পমরেয়া কমরও ন়া
⇨Quit not certainty for hope
2.অধযয়িনই ি়ানুষতক পমরপূণম কতর
⇨Reading makes a full man.
3.আজ ব়ািশ়া ক়াল ফমকর
⇨A king today is a beggar tomorrow.
4.অপি়ার্ম যযখ়ান যর্তক শুরু কতর যসখ়াতনই মফতর আতস
⇨A bad penny always turns up. A worthless
5.আ ়ািীক়াতলর জনয যক়ান ক়াজ যফতল যরখ ন়া
⇨ Never lose your today for tomorrow

CONCEPT CLEAR
WRITING

My Country
Bangladesh is a small populous country in south-east Asia. It achieved
independence on 16 December, 1971. Dhaka is the capital of Bangladesh. More than
18 crore people live here. Most of them are Muslims. The others are Hindus,
Buddhists and Christians. Most people are farmers. The rest are doctors, engineers,
teachers, businessmen, service holders etc. People of all communities live here with
peace and amity. The national dress for men is payjama and punjabi and for women
sari. There are six seasons in our country. They are summer, monsoon, autumn, late
autumn, winter and spring. It is a land of rivers. The Padma, the Meghan and the
Jamuna are the main rivers of our country. Its climate is hot and humid and the land
is plain and fertile. So, every year plenty of crops are grown here. Rice, tea, jute,
wheat etc. are our main crops. The state language of our country is Bangla.
Bangladesh is also a land of beauty and natural beauty is the main attraction of this
country. The largest sea-beach in the world is here at Cox’s Bazar.

My School Magazine
A magazine is a kind of printed book consisting of various articles like poems,
rhymes, short stories, dramas, Jokes etc. A school magazine is published from
School. To publish a school Magazine a magazine Committee should be formed
first. ‘The committee consists of nine members including three teachers and six
students. The headmaster becomes the chief patron by virtue of his post. He
selects other two teachers, one of them is an adviser and the other is a proofreader. There are Stories, essays, short plays, poems, jokes etc. in Bengali and
English in a school Magazine. Both the students and the teachers take part in
writing them. The good ones are selected by the editors. The business editors
go to different business concerns in the town and try to sell them space in the
magazine for advertising their products. A school magazine encourages
students to think and write for themselves. So, every good and big School
should publish a magazine every year.

A Street Hawker
The man who sells essential commodities walking from street to street is called a
Street hawker. He brings with him various kinds of goods such as toys, bangles
cosmetics, utensils, balloons, etc. He also brings ready-made garments, fancy goods
and things of domestic uses for women. He generally buys his goods at a cheaper
rate and sells them at a good profit. He carries his goods on head and sometimes in
hand. in bundles, in a basket or in wheeled platform. He usually shouts at the top of
his voice to draw the attention of the people who may buy things from him. He
usually sells cheap products at cheaper price. As result, his profit is not very
handsome although he sells a lot. However, he lives from hand to mouth although
he works very hard. It is because he earns a poor profit. He is a part and parcel of
our daily life.

SUMMARY/ PRECIS
Part A

Example of a summary is given below:
Passage

Vision-2021 is the manifesto of the mainstream political party of Bangladesh. It was made up
with a lot of election promises and commitments to attract the voters. In the manifesto, two
unique promises are Digital Bangladesh and Vision-2021. Vision-2021 signifies the
achievement of a number of goals of Bangladesh in between 2010 to 2021. The government of
Bangladesh is very firm to ensure 100% neat students’ enrollment at primary level within
2021. Many of the commitments have already been fulfilled.
Supplying pure drinking water, gaining self-sufficiency in food, bringing each house under
sanitation, attaining 87% annual growth rate, generating more than 7000 megawatt of
electricity and making degree level education tuition-free especially for women, have been
materialized. Besides, 20000 megawatts of electricity will be generated by 2021.
Unemployment rate will be reduced to 15% from 40%. Poverty rate will be reduced from 45%
to 15%.
Bangladesh will be known as a country of educated people with skills in information
technology. All types of contagious diseases will be eliminated and longevity of life expectancy
will increase up to 70 years. Infant mortality will come down from 54 to 15 per thousand.
Maternal death rate will come down to 1.5% from 3.8%. However, for our own betterment
Vision-2021 ought to be materialized.

Summary

Vision-2021 signifies a number of goals of Bangladesh
between2010 to 2021. Supplying pure drinking water, gaining selfsufficiency in food, bringing each house under sanitation, attaining
87% annual growth rate, generating more than 7000 megawatt of
electricity and making degree level education tuition-free
especially for women, have been materialized. Bangladesh will be
known as a country of educated people with skills in information
technology.

Write a short answer on recent topic

Part B

Write a short answer on craft work

A craft work is an applied form of art, a social and cultural product reflecting the
inclusive nature of folk imagination. It represents a way of life and a cultural flavor,
changes in lifestyle and material conditions. It functions as a stable signifier of
community values and desires over time. It doesn’t bear the signature of its maker.
Individual creativity and community aesthetics are elements of crafts. Many people
are engaged in different types of crafts like woodcraft’s, jewelry, pottery,
embroidery, etc. There are two types of craft works. They are handmade and
machine made. Machine made craft works are cheaper than handmade craft work.
The market plays a great role in promoting crafts. We can successfully use market
forces to brand our craft works both within and outside the country as there are
always buyers and users of handmade products who feel a strong attraction
towards such cultural products. Society needs to preserve the authenticity and
naturalness of craft works. We should not let it disappear rather help it revive.

Preposition
A preposition is a part of speech that indicates location, direction, time, etc. usually used in front
of nouns or pronouns and it shows the relationship between the noun or pronoun and other words
of the sentence. On, in, under, after, beside, to, towards, with, etc. are prepositions.
যে সকল শব্দ সাধারণত noun বা pronoun এর সামনে বনস noun বা pronoun এর সানে sentence এর অেযাে শনব্দর সম্পকক
প্রকাশ কনর তানেরনক preposition বলা হয়।

Example:
The book is on the table.

(Here “on” is indicating the location of the book, it is used in front of a noun “the table,” and it
shows the relationship between the mentioned words. So it’s a preposition.)
We sat under the tree.

(Here “under” is indicating the location of “we”, it is used in front of a noun “the tree,” and it
shows the relationship between the mentioned words. So it’s a preposition.)
The car was coming towards

(Here “towards” is similarly a preposition because it shows the location of ‘the car”, it is used in
front of a pronoun “me”, and it indicates the relationship between the mentioned words.)

Classification/Types of Prepositions:
Prepositions can be classified in different ways. These are discussed below.
Preposition যক বববিন্নিানব ববিক্ত করা োয় । এগুনলা বেনে বণকো করা হনলা ।
1)

Simple Preposition

2)

Compound Preposition

3)

Phrase Preposition

4)

Participle Preposition

5)

Double Preposition

6)

Preposition of time

7)

Preposition of place

8)

Preposition of direction

9)

Preposition for an agent

Preposition

used

for

Tools,

Mechanism

or

Gadget

Simple Preposition:
সাধারণত sentence এ বযবহৃত একক preposition গুনলানক simple preposition বনল ।
The preposition, used in a simple sentence is called simple preposition.
On, in, to, at, from, with, of, off, over, under, etc. are some examples of simple prepositions.
Examples:
She is living in this room.
I am going to the varsity.
He was looking at me.

For Example
I am ______ him right now
A. with
B. in
C. off
D. to
Explanation: A. with মানে সনে ো বানকযর সানে সেবতপূ ণক।
B. in দ্বারা মনধয বা যিতনর বু ঝায় ো বানকযর সনে োয় ো।
C. off মানে বববিন্ন বা ববেু ক্ত হওয়া ো এখানে েোেক েয়।
D. to বানকযর সনে োয় ো।

Compound Preposition:
যে preposition গুনলা দুন া noun, pronoun অেবা phrase যক েু ক্ত করনত বযবহৃত হয় তানেরনক compound
preposition বনল।
The preposition used to join two nouns, pronouns or phrases is called compound preposition.
Between, before, around, about, along, above, etc. are some examples of compound prepositions.
Examples:
I will complete the work before he comes.
She was asking about this matter.
The river is running across the town.

For Example
The book is _______ the cupboard
A. along
B. about
C. inside
D. before
Ans: C
Explanation: A. along মানে বরাবর ো এখানে সেবতপূ ণক েয়।
B. about মানে সম্পবকক ত ো এখানে োনি ো।
C. inside মানে যিতনর ো সঠিক।
D. before মানে পূ নবক ো এখানে োনি ো।

Phrase Preposition:
যে preposition গুনলা েলবদ্ধ শব্দ এবং sentence এর বববিন্ন অংনশর মনধয সম্পকক যবাঝায় তানেরনক phrase
preposition বনল ।
The prepositions, which are a group of words, showing the relationship among various parts of the
sentence, are called phrase prepositions.

In spite of, in front of, in order to, due to, on account of, for the sake of, etc. are some examples of
phrase prepositions.
Examples:
She came here in order to meet me.
We were standing in front of the college.
She could not come here due to her illness.
I did not go to watch the movie assuming that it would be boring.

For Example
The house is _________ of the tree
A. in order to
B. in front of
C. for the sake of
D. on account of
Ans: B
Explanation: A. in order to এখানে হনব ো কারণ এটির অেক উনেশয।
B. in front of মানে সম্মু নখ ো সেবতপূ ণক।
C. for the sake of মানে জেয ো হনব ো।
D. on account of মানে কারনণ ো সেবতপূ ণক েয়।

Double Preposition:
দুন া preposition েু ক্ত হনয় একটি েতুে preposition গঠণ করনল তানক double preposition বনল ।
When two prepositions come together to create a new word, e.g., because of, from behind, within,
out of, outside of, etc. are called Double preposition.
Examples:
He could not come to the meeting because of his illness.
I have to do this work within today.
I have to answer three questions out of all.

For Example
This has to be done ______ today.

A. because of
B. out of
C. within
Answer: C
Explanation: A. এখানে হনব ো কারণ এখানে কারণ বেষ্প্রনয়াজে।
B. out of এখানে সেবতপূ ণক েয়।
C. within মানে এর মনধয ো এ বানকযর যেনে সঠিক।

Preposition of time:
যে

preposition

য োন ো

োনের

সময়

বো

এ টি sentence এর noun গুন োর

মনযে

সমনয়র

সম্প ক ন নদক শ

নর তোন preposition of time বন ।
The preposition indicating time in a speech is called preposition of time.
Examples:
I will try to come at 6:30 pm.
This program will be held in January.
Try to come on Monday.

For Example
We will organize this party _____ Tuesday.
A. for
B. at
C. in
D. on
Ans: D
Explanation: A. হনব ো োরণ এটি সঙ্গনতপূ ণক য়। For অর্ক “ে ে/ ন নমনে”, for নদন অর্ক দোাঁড়োনব, “মঙ্গ বোর এর েন ে
আনয়োে ”, এটি সঠি

য়।

B. সপ্তোনহর য ো নদন র আনে at বনস ো।
C. সপ্তোনহর য ো নদন র আনে in বনস ো।
D. এটো সঠি

োরণ নদন র আনে on বনস র্োন ।

Preposition of place:
যে preposition গুন ো য োন োন ছু র অবস্থো ন নদক শ নর তোন preposition of place বন ।
The preposition, which is used to indicate where something is located, is called preposition of
place. Such as behind, under, on, in, at, between, over, etc.
Examples:

The boy was standing behind the tree.
She lives in Dhanmondi in Dhaka.

For Example
The book was ________ the table.
A. in
B. between
C. at
D. on
Ans:D
Explanation: A হনব ো োরণ বইটি যটনবন র যেতনর য়
B হনব ো োরণ এখোন এ টি যটনবন র র্ো ব ো হনয়নছ
C হনব ো োরণ যটনবন র সনঙ্গ এটি সঙ্গনতপূ ণক য়
D হনব োরণ বইটি যটনবন র ওপনর

Preposition of direction:
যে preposition য োন োন ছু র বো োনরো নদন ন নদক শ নর তোন preposition of direction বন ।
The preposition used to indicate the direction of something or someone is called preposition of
direction. Such as in, on, under, over, left, right, etc.
Examples:
The school is situated on the right side of the town.
The jeep is now going over the bridge.
The bird is sitting on the roof.

The pencil box is ______ the dining table.
A. in
B. between
C. at
D. on

Ans:D
Explanation: A হনব ো োরণ বইটি যটনবন র যেতনর য়
B হনব ো োরণ এখোন এ টি যটনবন র র্ো ব ো হনয়নছ। Between বেবহোর রো হয় েখ েখ দুটি নেন ষ এর মনযে পোর্ক ে বো তু ো
রো হয়। ফন এটো সঠি

য়।

C হনব ো োরণ যটনবন র সনঙ্গ এটি সঙ্গনতপূ ণক য়
D হনব োরণ বইটি যটনবন র ওপনর

Preposition for an agent:
যে preposition য োন ো োে ও োে সম্পোদ োরীর মনযে সম্প ক ন নদক শ নর তোন preposition for agent বন ।
The preposition used to indicate a relation on the basis of a cause between a work and its doer
is called preposition for an agent.
Examples:
I like to go there with you.
She likes to read the books written by Tagore.
For Example
The book was written _____ Shakespeare.
A. with
B. by
C. in
D. on
Ans:B
Explanation
A হনব ো োরণ with মোন সোনর্
B হনব োরণ by অর্ক দ্বোরো েো বোন ে সঙ্গনতপূ ণক
C হনব ো োরণ “যেতনর” বোন ের সনঙ্গ সঙ্গনতপূ ণক য়
D হনব ো োরণ বোন ের সনঙ্গ সঙ্গনতপূ ণক য়।

Preposition used for Tools, Mechanism or Gadget:
এই preposition গুন ো নবনেন্ন noun য

(েন্ত্র, বোদেেন্ত্র , যমনশ প্রেৃনত) sentence এর অ েো ে শনের সোনর্ েু ক্ত নর ।

The prepositions which are used in case of tools, mechanism or gadget are called preposition
used for tools, mechanism or gadget.

Examples:
I opened the bottle with the help of an opener.
He likes to go on long drives by his car.
She came here on foot.

For Example
He came to the wedding ____ his car.
A. at
B. by
C. before
D. with the help of
Ans:B
Explanation
A হনব ো োরণ েোনড়র সনঙ্গ at সঙ্গনতপূ ণক য়
B হনব োরণ By his car সঠি এবং সঙ্গনতপূ ণক
C হনব ো োরণ before মোন পূনবক
D সঙ্গনতপূ ণক য়

Conjunction
Conjunction একটি part of speech যা sentence এ বিবিন্ন words, phrases, িা clauses যু ক্ত করতে িযিহৃে হয়।
The conjunction is a part of speech used to join words, phrases or clauses in a certain sentence.
Such as and, or, otherwise, but, unless, since, although, etc.
Example:
Listening to music and singing songs are my hobbies.
The postman is poor, but he never shirks his duty.
You must study regularly or/otherwise, you will not pass the exam.

Classification/Types of Conjunctions:
There are mainly three types of conjunctions. Conjunction প্রধানেঃ বেন প্রকাতরর হয় ।
1)

Coordinating conjunction

2)

Subordinating conjunction

3)

Correlative conjunction

These are discussed below.
Coordinating conjunction:
যয conjunction একইরকম িযাকরণগে কাঠাতমা সম্পন্ন words, phrases or clauses যু ক্ত কতর োতক coordinating
conjunction িতে । এতক coordinator ও িো হয় ।
The conjunction which joins words, phrases or clauses having the same grammatical structure is
called coordinating conjunction. It is also called a coordinator, such as and, or, but, nor, for, yet,
so, etc.
Examples:
I will buy a pen and a book. (Joining two words)
You can find him in the library or in the classroom. (Joining two phrases)

She is poor, yet she is happy. (Joining two clauses)

For example
You, he ____ I will come
A. by
B. as
C. and
D. yet
Ans:C
Explanation
A হতি না কারণ by মাতন দ্বারা
B হতি না কারণ as কারণ অতথে িযিহৃে হয়
C হতি কারণ এখাতন “এিং” প্রতয়াজন
D হতি না কারণ yet অতথে প্রতযাজয

Subordinating Conjunction:
যয conjunction একটি subordinate/dependent clause যক একটি main/independent clause এর সাতথ যু ক্ত
কতর োতক subordinating conjunction িতে ।
The conjunction which joins a subordinate/dependent clause with a main/independent clause is
called subordinating conjunction. It is also called a subordinator, such as since, once, till, when,
where, although, after, no matter how, while, provided that, etc.
Examples:
We went to the garden where we saw different kinds of roses.
Although she was ill, she came to the class.
You will get a chance to play on the team provided that you practice hard.

For Example

I went there _______.
A. where
B. when
C. till
D. once
Ans: D
Explanation: A. যকাথায় এখাতন সঙ্গবেপূ ণে নয় কারণ প্রশ্নতিাধক িাকয নয় এটি।
B. when হতি না কারণ এটি প্রশ্নতিাধক িাকয নয়।
C. till মাতন পযেন্ত যা এখাতন হতি না।
D. once মাতন একিার যা এখাতন সঠিক।

Correlative Conjunction:
যজাড়া শব্দ যযগুতো বিপরীোথেক িা পবরপূ রক সম্পকে যু ক্ত words, phrases িা clauses যক যু ক্ত কতর োতেরতক correlative
conjunction িতে।
Paired words joining words, phrases or clauses having a reciprocal or complementary
relationship are called correlative conjunctions.
Whether…or, not only…but also, either…or, neither…nor, both…and, are some common
correlative conjunctions.
Examples:
I will travel either by bus or by air.
Neither you nor I will go there.
Both red and green are my favorite colors.
For Example
I want _________ gummy bears ____________ jelly beans for a snack.
A. neither……nor
B. either………or
C. whether…….or
D. but…….also
Ans: B

Explanation: A. হতি না কারণ োহতে যনবেিাচক অথে োাঁড়ায়।
B. হতি কারণ এটি দ্বারা যযতকান একটি িু ঝাতে
C. হতি না কারণ সতেহিাচকো যিাঝাতে যা সঙ্গবেপূ ণে নয়।
D. হতি না কারণ GLv‡b `ywUi K_v ejv nq bvB|

Vocabulary

Word
Several
Adult
Infancy
Adolescence
Individual
Irrespective
Economic
Social
Occur
Critical
Transition
Lifespan
Biological
Puberty
Determinate
Fairly
Universal
Vary
Late
Factor
Urbanization
Global
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Meaning
কয়েকটি
প্রাপ্তবেস্ক
টিশুকাল
বেঃসটিকাল
বযটি
টবয়বচনা করা হে না এমন;
অর্থননটিক
সামাটিক
ঘিা
িটিল
স্থানান্তকরণ
িীবনকাল
জিটবক
বে:সটিকাল
টনর্থারক
মমািামুটি
সাবথিনীন
টিন্ন হওো
টবলয়ে; দটরয়ি
মে ঘিনা, পটরটস্থটি-প্রিৃটি মকায়না
ফল বা পটরটস্থির কারণ
নগরােন
টবশ্ববযাপী

Communicatio
n
Preparation
Experience
Key
Maturation
Acquisition

মোগায়োগ

Role
Tremendous

িূটমকা
টবিাল

Potential
Considerable
Exert
Pressure
Alcohol

সক্ষমিা
উয়েখ্য়োগয
প্রয়োগ করা
চাপ
মদয

প্রস্তুটি
অটিজ্ঞিা লাি করা
মুখ্য
পূণি
থ া
অিথন

Synonym
Some
Grown up
Babyhood, Nonage
Puberty
Person
Regardless
Financial, Monetary
Societal
Take Place
Troublesome
Change, Transfer,
Exchange
Lifetime
Organic
Adolescence
Factor, Cause
Moderately
Worldwide
Differ
Belatedly
Reason

Antonym
None
Juvenile
……………
……………
Group, Team
Considered
None Economical
Unsocial
……………
Uncritical
Preservation

…………
Worldwide,
Cosmopolitan
Interaction

…………….
Local

Groundwork
Go Through
Major, Chief
Fulfilment
Attainment,
Achievement
Part
Great, Awesome,
Immense
Capability
Substantial
Exercise, Apply
Stress
Liquor

Unreadiness
Inexperience
Minor
Decline
Loss

…………….
…………….
Adulthood
……………..
Insufficient
Particular, Individul
Conform
Early, In Time
Consequence

……………

…………
Tiny
Inability
Inconsiderable
………….
………….
………….

Sexual
Risk
Intentional

মেৌন
ঝুটুঁ ক
উয়েিযমূলক; ইচ্ছাকৃি

Carnal
Hazard
Deliberate

Unintentional
Pregnancy
Transmit
Wide
Range
Avoidance
Abstain
Negative
Positive
Well-being
Specifically

অনুয়েিযমূলক; অটনচ্ছাকৃি
গিথাবস্থা
হস্তান্তটরি করা
বযাপক
পটরসর
পটরহার
টবরি র্াকা
মনটিবাচক
ইটিবাচক
টহহিাবস্থা
সুটনটদথষ্টিায়ব

Capable
Consequence
Inability
Vulnerable
Exploitation
Differently
Restrict
Reproductive
Pose
Barrier
Cope
Community
Promote
Intervene
Arise

সক্ষম
পটরণাম, ফলাফল
অক্ষমিা
সুরটক্ষি নে এমন
মিাষণ
টিন্নিায়ব
সীমাবদ্ধ করা
বংিবৃটদ্ধ বা প্রিনন-সংক্রান্ত
সৃটষ্ট করা
বার্া
মাটনয়ে টনয়ি
সম্প্রদাে
উন্নীি করা
হস্তয়ক্ষপ করা
উদ্ভূি হওো

Accidental, Sudden
Childbearing
Spread
Broad
Extent
Avert
Refrain, Cease
Unenthusiastic
Affirmative
Welfare, Betterment
Distinctively,
Particularly
Able
Outcome
Incapability
…………….
Abuse
Separately
Limit
Regenerative
Cause
Obstacle, Hindrance
Manage, Adjust
Society
Raise
Interfere, Mediate
Emerge

Word
Constitute
Resource
Renewal
Characterize
Inequality
Subordination
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গঠন করা
সম্পদ
নবােন
জবটিষ্টয প্রকাি করা
অসমিা
অর্ীনিা

Synonym
Comprise
Wealth
Restitution
Portray
Disparity
Subservience

Marginalization
Exclusion
Vulnerability
Violence

প্রান্তীে অবস্থা
বিথন
নািুক অবস্থা
সটহংসিা

…………
Elimination
Defenselessness
Cruelty, Disruption

Asexual
Safety
Unintentional,
Undesigned
Intentional
……………
Hide
Narrow
…………..
Indulgence
Continue
Positive
Negative
Ill-Being
Generally
Incapable
…………..
Ability
Invulnerable
…………….
Similarly
Expand
……………
Hide
Freedom
Crumble
Isolation
Demote
…………
Disappear

Antonym
Disband
Scarcity
Exhaustion
…………..
Equality
Freedom,
Independence
…………..
Inclusion
Resistance
Peace, Tranquility

Abuse
Tend
Drop Out
Dowry
Despite
Supportive
Pregnancy

অপবযবহার, হেরাটন
মবুঁয়চ র্াকা
বাদ পড়া
মেৌিুক
সয়েও
সহােক
গিথাবস্থা

Majority
Insufficient
Reproductive
Contraception
Maternal
Mortality
Mobility
Curtail
Lack
Undernourishe
d
Anaemia
Fertility
Neonatal
Concern
Somewhat
Unemployed
Unaware
Likely

Use
Neglect
Carry On, Continue
…………..
…………...
Unsupportive
Infertility

সংখ্যাগটরষ্ঠ
অপেথাপ্ত
বংিবৃটদ্ধ বা প্রিনন সংক্রান্ত
গিথটনয়রার্
মািৃ সম্পকথীে
মৃিযু
গটিমেিা বা প্রাণিটি
সঙ্কুটচি করা
অিাব ঘিা
অপুটষ্ট

Misuse
Aptitude
Exude
………….
Notwithstanding
Helpful
Childbearing,
Fertilization
…………..
Inadequate
Conceptive
Birth Spacing
…………..
Death
Movability
Restrain
…………
Malnourished

রিান্নিা, রিস্বল্পিা
প্রিনন ক্ষমিা
নবিািক
উয়েগ
টকছুিা
মবকার
অসয়চিন
সম্ভাবয

…………….
Productivity
Newborn
Anxiety
A bit
Jobless
Ignorant
Probable

…………..
Infertility
………….
Comfort
Nothing
Employed
Conscious, Aware
Unlikely

Synonym
Permission, Authority
Helpful, Encouraging
Rude, Sluggish
Defect, Incapability
Sanction, Approval
Lock-up, Coop
Bound, Confined,
Imprisoned
Take in
Stern, Grim
Implore, Beg
Relieve, Liberate, Set
Free
Labour, Toil
Dawn, Morning

Antonym
…………
Obstructive
Decent
Ability
Forbid
………….
Free

Word
Right
Supportive
Harsh
Disability
Allow
Cage
Pent
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অটর্কার
সহােক
ককথি, রূঢ়;
অক্ষমিা
অনুমটি মদওো
খ্াুঁচা
আবদ্ধ

Include
Dour-faced
Plead
Rescue

অন্তিুি
থ করা
কয়ঠার মচহারা
অনুনে-টবনে করা
উদ্ধার করা

Drudgery
Morn

নীরস একয়ঘুঁয়ে খ্ািুটন
প্রিাি, সকাল

Minority
Sufficient
Barren, Impotent
…………
…………
Immortality
Immobility
Extend
Have
Healthy

Exclude
Joyous
…………
Cage
Relaxation
………….

Distant
Wind
Drive
Outworn
Sigh
Dismay
Anxious
Dreary
Droop
Bud
Nip
Strip
Mellowing

দূরবিথী
বািায়না
িাটড়য়ে মদওো
টনঃয়িটষি
দীঘথশ্বাস মফলা
হিািা
উটেগ্ন
টবষণ্ন বা টনরানন্দ
গুটিয়ে রাখ্া
কুুঁটড়
টবনষ্ট করা, নষ্ট করা
টবচুযটি করা বা উপয়ড় মফলা
সুটমষ্ট

Word
Marry
Standard
Empowerment
Provide
Gradual
Pertain
Activity
Include
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টবয়ে করা
সার্ারণ, স্বািাটবক
ক্ষমিােন
প্রদান করা
ক্রটমক, র্ীয়র র্ীয়র সংঘটিি হে এমন
সংেুি র্াকা
কমথকান্ড, কােথক্রম
অন্তিুি
থ করা

Discussion

আয়লাচনা

Effectively

কােথকরিায়ব

Counselling
Support
Increase

পরামিথ
সমর্থন করা, সাহােয করা
বৃটদ্ধ করা

Potentially
Mortality
Decline
Complication

সম্ভাবযরূয়প
মৃিযু হার, মরণিীলিা
হ্রাস পাওো
িটিলিা

Obstructed
Morbidity
Invite
Agree
Delay
Pressure
Offspring

বযাহি
অসুস্থিা
আমন্ত্রণ িানায়না
সম্মি হওো
টবলে করা
চাপ
সন্তান-সন্তটি

Remote, Far Off
Whistle, Play
Beat Off, Repel
Exhausted
Breath Out
Frustration
Worried, Fearful
Uninteresting, Boring
Stoop
Shoot, Sprout
Perish, Annihilate
Denude, Deplete
Adorable, Sweet

Distance
…………
Invite
Energetic
…………
Elation
Care-free
Interesting
………….
………….
Save
Accumulate, Plant
Harsh

Synonym
Wed
Normal, Typical
Authorization
Give, Offer
Slow, Steady
Be Relevant, Relate
Action, Movement
Comprise, Contain,
Take in
Conversation,
Dialogue
Efficiently,
Successfully
Advice, Suggestion
Assist, Help
Add to, Enlarge,
Enhance
Probably, Likely
Death, Transience
Fall off, Drop
Difficulty, Problem,
Complexity
Thwarted, Hindered
Illness, Ailment
Call, Ask
Consent, Grant, Allow
Postpone, Suspend
Force, Demand
Progeny, Children

Antonym
Divorce
Unusual
………….
Withhold
Rapid
Separate
Inactivity
Exclude
…………….
Inefficiently
……………..
Oppose
Decrease
Surely
Immortality
Grow , Improve
Easiness
Unobstructed
Soundness, Fitness
………..
Disagree
Rush
……….
………

Provider
Inform
Available
Continue

প্রদানকারী
িানায়না
সহিপ্রাপয
চাটলয়ে োওো

Rift
Extended
Insult
Criticize
Convince
Return

দূরত্ব
বটর্থি
অপমান, টিরস্কার করা
সমায়লাচনা করা
কাউয়ক মবাঝায়না
টফয়র োওো

Word
Nonprofit
Empowerment
Mobilize
Raise
Dormitory
Diagnose
Lemonade
Ultimately
Sponsor
Weekend
Volunteer
Determination
Access
Sanitation
Donate
Benefit
Harvest
Numerous
Betray
Concentration
Camp
Occupant
Survive

Word
Etiquette

Unit Six:Lesson-5
Meaning
অলািিনক
ক্ষমিােন
সংগটঠি করা
উয়তালন করা, সংগ্রহ করা
ছাত্রাবাস
মরাগ র্রা/ লক্ষণ মদয়খ্ মরাগ টনণথে
করা
মলবুর িরবি
মিষ পেথন্ত, অবয়িয়ষ
মকায়না টকছুর বযেিার বহন করা
সাপ্তাটহক ছুটির টদন
মস্বচ্ছায়সবক
দৃঢ় সংকল্প
মকায়না টকছু অটর্কার করার টকংবা
বযবহার করার সুয়োগ বা সামর্থয
স্বাস্থয টবর্ান/পেঃটনষ্কািন বযবস্থা
টকছু দান করা
উপকার পাওো
ঘয়র মিালা ফসল
অয়নক
টবশ্বাসঘািকিা করা, র্টরয়ে মদওো
বটন্দ টিটবর
বাটসন্দা
মবুঁয়চ র্াকা
Unit Seven:Lesson-1
Meaning
টিষ্টাচার

Giver, Contributor
Tell, Notify
Existing, Obtainable
Carry On, Go On,
Persist
Crack, Gap, Spilt
Large, Joined
Offend, Abuse
Insult, Offend
Persuade, Influence
Go back, Revisit

Collector, Recipient
Keep in the dark
Rare
Stop

Synonym
Profitless
Authorization
Organize, Assemble
Collect
Hostel
Identify, Detect

Antonym
Profitable
……………
Demobilize
Distribute
…………….
Misdiagnose

Lemon-juice
Finally
Finance, Endow
Holiday
Altruist,
Philanthropist
Resolution
Attainment

……………
Initially
…………….
Work Day
…………….

Hygiene
Give, Contribute
Profit, Favour
Crops
Many
Deceive, Divulge
Prison, Camp

Dirtiness
Renege
Harm
……….
Few
Assist, Protect
…………

Inhabitant
Subsist

…………
Die

Synonym
Manner, Protocol,
Custom

Antonym
Inactivity

Connection, Union
Single, Fragmented
Praise
Praise, Laud
Dissuade
Depart

Irresolution
Forfeit

Manner
Civilized
Visitor
Tradition
Especially
Grudge
Possibly
Protest
Behave
Consider
Practise
Correct
Expression
Dignity
Subservience
Ignorance
Yell
Pleasant

জনটিক আচরণ

Etiquette, Protocol,
Good Conduct
সুসিয; সুিীল
Courtly, Urbane,
Enlightened
অটিটর্
Tourist, Guest
প্রর্া/ঐটিহয
Convention, Heritage
টবয়িষিায়ব
Particularly, Mainly,
Prominently
মকায়নাটকছু মময়ন টনয়ি অটনচ্ছুক হওো Resent, Hold Against
সম্ভবি
Perhaps, Probably
প্রটিবাদ করা
Oppose, Remonstrate
আচরণ করা
Act, Perform
টবয়বচনা করা
Regard as, Believe
চচথা করা
Exercise, Perform
সটঠক
Right, Accurate
িব্দসমটষ্ট, অটিবযটি
Term, Phrase
মেথাদা
Self respect, Honour
দাসত্ব
Obedience,
Submission
অজ্ঞিা
Unawareness,
Unknowing
টচৎকার করা
Scream, Shout
ময়নারম/আনন্দদােক
Imposing, Joyful,
Pretty

Word
Love
Friendship
Change
Possible

Unit Seven:Lesson-2
Meaning
িায়লাবাসা
বিুত্ব
পটরবটিথি হওো বা করা
সম্ভব

Describe
Benefit

বণথনা করা
উপকার

Better
Demand
Lament
Absence

উন্নি, অটর্কির িায়লা
চাটহদা
কটঠন
অনুপটস্থটি

Unkind
Ingratitude

টনদথে
অকৃিজ্ঞিা

Keen
Rude

িীক্ষ্ম
রূঢ়

Synonym
Adoration, Affection
Amity, Fellowship
Alter, Modify
Achievement,
Conceivable
Explain, Depict
Advantage, Profit,
Help
Improved, Developed
Hard, Complex
Mourn
Non-attendance, Lack,
Deficiency
Cruel, Heartless
Ungratefulness,
Thanklessness
Penetrating, Acute
Impolite, Impudent

…………
Uncivilized,
Uncultured
…………..
…………..
Normally, Usually
Like, Accept
Definitely
Support, Favour
Misbehave
Disregard
…………
Incorrect, Wrong
…………
Shame, Humiliation
Disobedience, Revolt
Knowledge
Whisper
Unpleasant, Ugly,
Unsavory

Antonym
Hatred, Dislike
Animosity, Enmity
Fix, Stabilize
Impossible
…………..
Detriment, Harm
Worse
Easy
Celebrate
Presence
Kind
Gratitude
Blunt, Dull
Polite, Civil

Folly
Remember
Word
String Bed
Warm
Knit
Woolen
Scarf
Plain
Needle
Click
Wrinkle
Maidan
Rummage
Heirloom
Attic
Except
Faded
Foggy
Creeper
Granny
Wallop
Stitch
Ankle
Wrist
Bangle
Despite
Drapery
Hip
Devilish
Wicked
Squint
Sweeper
Bony
Breeze
Marigold
Bougainvillea
Carry On
Pig-tailed
Lemoncoloured

মূখ্ি
থ া
স্মরণ করা
Unit Seven:Lesson-3
Meaning
দটড় টদয়ে ঝুলায়না টবছানা
উষ্ণ
বুনা
পিটম
কাুঁর্ ও গলা বা (মময়েয়দর) চুল মেয়ক
রাখ্ার িনয দীঘথ বস্ত্রখ্ন্ড
সাদামািা
সুই
টিক টিক িব্দ করা
চামড়ার িাুঁি
মাঠ
িন্নিন্ন কয়র মখ্াুঁিা; ওলি-পালি কয়র
মখ্াুঁিা
পরস্পরক্রয়ম প্রাপ্ত পাটরবাটরক মকায়না
বস্তু
টচয়লয়কাঠা
বযিীি
অনুজ্জ্বল; টববণথ
ঝাপসা
লিা;
নাটন বা দাটদমা
আঘাি করা
সুুঁয়চর মফাড়
মগাড়াটল
কটি
চুটড়
সয়েও
বস্ত্র; পদথা; কাপড়
টনিে
িেিানসুলি; দুষ্টুটম
দুষ্টু
টিেথকদৃষ্টয়ি িাকায়না
ঝাড়ুদার
অটস্থচমথসার
মৃদুমন্দ বািাস
গাুঁদা ফুল
বাগানটবলাস
চাটলয়ে োওো
ঝুটুঁ ি বাুঁর্া চুল
মলবুর রং েুি

Foolishness, Stupidity
Recall, Recollect

Wisdom
Forget

Synonym
Rope, Cord, Thread
Hot
Weave
Flannels
Neckwear

Antonym
……………
Cool, Frozen
……………
……………
……………

Simple, Bare
Barb
Tick
Contortion
Field
Search, Ransack

Gorgeous
…………..
…………..
…………..
…………..
……………

Legacy, Bequest

……………

Garret
Apart, From
Discoloured, Pale
Hazy, Obscure
Clinging Plant
Grandmother
Hit
………….
…………...
Carpus
Wristlet
Nevertheless
Fabric
…………..
Wicked, Demonly
Immoral, Vicious
Peek
Cleaner
Skinny, Weedy
……………
…………….
…………..
Go on
………….
…………..

……………
Including
Brightened
Clear
………..
…………
…………
…………
…………
…………
…………
…………
…………
………….
Moral
Good
…………..
…………..
Fleshy
……………
…………….
…………….
Stop, Cease
Unbraid
……………..

খ্প কয়র র্রা
ঝাুঁপ
টবস্মে প্রকাি করা
টফস্ টফস্ িব্দ কয়র টকছু বলা
নীরবিা

Grab
Dipping
Wonder
Whisper
Silence

Snatch
Sitting
Surprise
Murmur
Calm, Mute

MORE VOCABULARY
Word

Meanin
g
¶Y¯’vqx

Synonyms

HETEROGENEOUS

Fleeting,
Temporary
AwZiwÄZ Kiv Hyperbolize
Awf‡hvM n‡Z Exculpate, Vindicate,
gyw³ †`Iqv
Acquit
cÖksmv Kiv
Praise, Eulogize
fxwZKi
Dreadful
wewea Dcv`v‡bi Mixed, Motley

IMPROMPTU

cye©cÖ¯‘wZnxb

IMPROVISE

cye©cÖ¯‘wZ Qvov
Kiv
Awb”QvK…Z
‡eLvàv
D™¢ve‡b `¶
AKcU
kÖæwZgayi
weÁ
civgk©`vZv
mv`vwmav
wbkvPi
me©kw³gvb

EVANESCENT
EXAGGERATE
EXONERATE
EXTOL
FORMIDABLE

wgkÖ

INADVERTENT
INCONGRUOUS
INGENIOUS
INGENUOUS
MELLIFLUOUS
MENTOR
NAIVE
NOCTURNAL
OMNIPOTENT
OPAQUE

(1) A¯^”Q
(2) `y‡e©va¨

ABATE

Kgv‡bv

ABSURD

A‡hŠw³K

ACCUMULATE

cyÄxfzZ

ADULTERATE
AUTHENTIC

‡fRvj wgkv‡bv
weï×

Improvised,
Extemporaneous
Perform without
Preparation
Unintentional
Inappropriate
Inventive
Artless, Guileless
Euphonious, Dulcet
Adviser, Guide
Simple, Ingenuous
Night, Nighttime
All-powerful,
Almighty.
(1) Non-transparent
(2) Abstruse,
Unintelligible
Decrease, Reduce
Diminish, Lessen
Unreasonable,
Illogical, Ridiculous
Gather, Pile up,
Amass, Heap up
Contaminate, Pollute
Genuine, Real,
Reliable, Dependable

Release
Rising
………………
Shout
Noise

BENEFACTOR

DcKviK

Donor, Supporter
Patron
BENEFICIAL
DcKvix
Helpful,
Advantageous, Useful,
Healthful
CANDID
AvšÍwiK
Frank, Sincere, Open,
Honest, Truthful
CANDOR
mijZv
Frankness, Sincerity
CONTAMINATE
`ywlZ Kiv
Pollute, Adulterate
CONTAMINATION `ylb
Pollution, Adulteration
CONVICT
‡`vlx e‡j ivq Find guilty
†`qv
COUNTERFEIT
K…wÎg
Fake, Bogus
DELIBERATE
mywPwšÍZ
Preplanned, Cautious,
Slow, Intentional
EXPOSE
cÖKvk Kiv
Uncover, Reveal,
Disclose
FUTILE
AKvh©Ki/e¨_© Useless, Fruitless,
Ineffective, Vain
HAPHAZARD
G‡jv‡g‡jv
Unmethodical, Chaotic
Disorderly
HOMOGENEOUS mg‡kÖYxfz³
Uniform
HUMANE
`qvjy
Benevolent,
Charitable, Kind,
Sympathetic
INCREDIBLE
Awek¦vm¨
Unbelievable, Absurd
INDIFFERENT
wbi‡c¶
Apathetic, Neutral
PESSIMISM
nZvkv
Gloom, Hopelessness
RAGE
cÖPÛ w¶ßve¯’v Violent anger. Wrath
AUDACIOUS
(1) `ytmvnmx (1) Bold, Daring
(2) a„ó
(2) Insolent, Haughty
BRITTLE
f½yi
Fragile= Frangible =
Friable = Breakable
COERCE
eva¨ Kiv
Force, Compel
COERCION
‡RvivRywi
Compulsion, Pressure
COMMENCE
Avi¤¢ nIqv
Begin, Inaugurate
DETRIMENTAL
¶wZKi
Harmful, Injurious
DISDAIN
N„Yv Kiv
Loathe, Detest,
Despise
ECSTASY
cigvb›`
Excessive, Joy =
Rapture
EQUIVOCAL
AwbwðZ
Ambiguous, Uncertain,
Vague
HAUGHTY
D×Z
Arrogant, Disdainful

Idioms & Phrase
Easy come, easy go (money acquired without efforts and spent thoughtlessly, বিনাশ্রমে অর্জন এিং অপচয় করা) :
The old princes generally had an easygoing life.
Eye for eye (full revenge, পূর্ প্রবিম
জ
াধ) : Eye for eye is an old doctrine of vengeance.
Eat one’s words ( to withdraw one’s words, কথা প্রিযাহার কমর ননয়া ) : You should eat your word in the presence of
your friends.
End in smoke ( be fruitless, িযথ হত্তয়া
জ
) : His all efforts ended in smoke.
Every other day ( on alternate days, বিকল্প নকান বিন ) : The doctor comes to see my ailing mother every other day.
Eagle-eyed ( keen sighted, িীক্ষ্ণ িৃষ্টি ক্তি) : Nothing can remain secret before the eagle-eyed Income Tax officer.
Few and far between ( বিরল ) : His visits to our house are few and far between.
Far-sighted ( seeing to a great distance, িূরিৃষ্টি সম্পন্ন) : My father is a far-sighted man.
Fair field and no favour ( equal conditions to contest, বনরমপক্ষ পবরমি ) : Let our job be a fair field and no favour.
Fight shy ( avoid, এবরময় যাওয়া) : Why do you fight shy of your friend?
Feel like ( have a wish for , ইচ্ছা করা) : I feel like taking a cup of tea.
Fight shy of ( avoid, পবরহার করা) : He fought shy of telling the truth.
Fall in with ( to agree with, একেি হওয়া) : I cannot fall in with your views.
Fair weather friend ( false friend, সুসেময়র িন্ধু) : Never trust a fair weather friend.
Fish out of water ( an uncomfortable situation, অস্বক্তিকর পবরবিবি) : He feels like a fish out of water.
For good ( for ever, বচরিমর) : He left Bangladesh for good.
Fresh blood ( new and enthusiastic person, আগ্রহী িা উমিযাগী হওয়া) : We want fresh blood to establish Islamic
ideology.
Fair play ( no cheating, প্রিারর্া বিহীন) : Let us adopt fair play in everything.
Face value ( value as staged in paper, উবিবিি েূলয) : The face value of this coin is one taka.
Future event (অবনক্তিি ভবিষ্যমির) : If you wish to rise, don’t count your chickens before they are hatched.
Fall flat

( not

to

be effective,

ফলপ্রসূ না হওয়া) : His

Appropriate Preposition

lecture falls

flat

on the audience.

Believe in (বিশ্বাসী): Muslim believe in Allah.
Benefit by (লাভিান হওয়া): Susmi has benefit by the change.
Boast of/about (দম্ভ করা): He boasts of/about his riches.
Bare of (শূনয): Dhaka is almost bare of trees.
Beset with (সমসযা জজজবরত): our country is beset with many problems.
Bereft of (িবিত): The child was bereft of its mother.
Blind to (উদাসীন): A father should not be blind to his many problems.
bound for (অবভমুখ): The vessel bound for England.
Confidence in (দৃঢ় বিশ্বাসী): I have great confidence in him.
Congratulate on (অবভনন্দন): I congratulate you on your success.
Cure of (সুস্থ): The man is cured of illness.
Call on (দদখা করা): The ambassador called on the prime minister.
Call for (তলি করা): The boy has been called for his faults to principal’s room.
Collide with (সংঘর্জ িাধা): The car collided with a truck.
Comply with (মানা): I always comply with his request.
Careful of (যত্নিান): Shefa is very careful of her health.
Cause of (কারণ): I know the cause of my failure.
Contempt for (ঘৃণা): I have a contempt for wine.
Close to (সবিকটে): His house is close to mine.
Clue to (সমাধাটনর সুত্র): Find out the clue to the mystery.
Coincide with (সদৃশ হওয়া) : Your story coincide with his.
Comment upon (মন্তিয করা): Comment upon this passage.
Commence on/ with (শুরু করা): The examination commences on the 5th instant.
Compere with (similar things), to (dissimilar things) (তুলনা করা) : Compare Akbar with Aurangzeb. Anger is compared
to fire.
Competent for (দযাগ্য): Mukul was competent for any post.
Compete with, for (প্রবতটযাবগ্তা করা): he competed with me for the post.
Complain to (a person) against (another) of (a thing ) (নাবলশ করা): He complained to me against you or of your conduct.
Comply With (সম্মত হওয়া): He complied with my request.
Composed

of

(গ্বিত):

What

is

water

composed

of?

Spelling

Matriarchy

Excursion

Mediterranean

Helicopter

Metallurgy

Magnificent

Thesaurus

Balloon

Ballot

Affiliation

Billiards

Aggravate

Fahrenheit

Assessment

Cannoneer

Albatross

Catalogue

Alliance

Abbreviate

Ambassador

Aborigines

Anaemia

Gorgeous

Anniversary

Accessory

Champagne

Accommodation

Cheque

Accordance

Garage

Applause

Committee

Appropriate

Counselor

Archaeology

Exaggerate

Arrangement

Adherence

Ascertain

Dialogue

Adolescent

Embarrass

Familiarity, Factitious, Fascinate, Fertility, Fulfillment, Gaggle, Garrulous, Gazette, Gymnasium, Gargantuan,
Goodwill, Grammar, Gratuitous, Guerrilla, Guitar, Hallucination, Homogeneous, Hurricane, Hydraulic, Heinous,
Herbivorous, Hideous, Humorous, Hygienic, Hippopotamus, Honorarium.
adolescence, determinates, acquisition, tremendous, exert, consequence, vulnerable, intervene, transition, infancy,
puberty, transition, defining, characteristic, provider, attitude, dowry, mobility, contraception, ndernourished,
vulnerable, sweet company, drooping sit, learning's bower, fears annoy, buds are nipped, mellowing year, huntsman,
dismay, dreary, annoy, blast, empowerment, reproductive, counselling, peer, potential, hemorrhage, obstructed,

morbidity, option, advocate, empowerment, mobilize, fundraising, betray, grace, holocaust, rummage, heirloom,
faded, wallop, breeze

Group Verb
Fill in (পূরণ করা): Fill in the gaps.
Fall away (সরর পড়া): My friends fell away in my danger.
Fall back (পপছু হটা) : At last the enemy fell back.
Fall back upon (শেষ অবলম্বনরুরপ গ্রহন করা): Having lost his job, he fell back upon agriculture.
Fall in with (একমত হওয়া) : I can not fall in with his views.
Fall off (করম যাওয়া) : The quality of goods has fallen off.
Fall on/upon (আক্রমন করা): The tiger fell upon the lambs.
Fall out (ঝগড়া করা) : Don’t fall out with your friends.
Fall in (ধরস পড়া): The roof of the house fell in.
Fall through (বযর্থ হত্তযা): All his plans fell through.
Fall away (উচু হরত পতন): He has fallen away from his position.
Fall back (পশ্চাদপসরণ করা): The soldiers fell back.
Fall back upon (পনর্থর করা): He has none to fall back upon in his old age.
Fall behind (পশ্চারত পরা): He will fall far behind you.
Fall into (পতন হওয়া): Thus I fell into troubles.
Fall off (হ্রাস পাওয়া): The followers of the party fall off one after another.
Fall out (ঝগড়া করা): The two brothers fell out over a piece of land.
Fall upon (আক্রমণ করা) : The wolf fell upon the goat.
Fall to (সাগ্ররহ শুরু করা): Dinner ready, we fell to eating.

Bengali to English

AwZ `‡c© nZv j¼v
- Pride goes before destruction.
AwZ ‡jv‡f ZuvZx bó
- Grasp all lose all.
AZ fw³ †Pv‡ii jÿY
- Too much courtsey, too much craft.
AwaK সন্যাmx‡Z MvRb bó
- Too many cooks spoil the brother.
Aí weদ্যা fq¼ix
- A little learning is a dangerous thing.

Amv‡ii ZR©b MR©b mvi/ †duvciv †XuwKi kã †ewk
- Empty vessels sound much.
Avq ey‡S e¨q Ki - Cut your coat according to your cloth.
Av‡jvi bx‡PB AÜKvi
- The nearer the church, the forther from God.
B”Qv _vK‡jB Dcvq nq - Where there is a will, there is a way.
Djye‡b gy³ Qov‡bv - To cast pearls before swine.
DVwšÍ g~‡jv cË‡b †Pbv hvq - Morning shows the day.
DVj evB, †Zv KUK hvB - To act on the supur of the moment
GK nv‡Z Zvwj ev‡R bv - It takes two to make a quarrel
GK gv‡N kxZ hvq bv - One swallow does not make a summer
GK gy‡L `yB K_v - To blow hot and cold in the same breath.

Kó webv ‡Kó †g‡j bv - No pains, no gains.
KviI †PŠl gvm, KviI me©bvk - What is suport to one is death to another.
wÿ‡`i evov PvUwb †bB - hunger is the best sauce.
wÿ‡`i R¡vjvq gv_vi wVK _v‡K bv - A hungery fox is an angry fox
MvB‡Z MvB‡Z Mv‡qb, evRv‡Z evRv‡Z ev‡qb - Practice makes perfect.
Mv‡Q KuvVvj †Muv‡d †Zj - To count one’s chickens before they are hatched.
Ni‡cvov †Mviæ wmu`‡y i †gvN †`L‡j Wivq - A burnt chidl dreads the fire.
‡Pviv bv ï‡b a‡g©i Kvwnbx - The devil will not listen to the scriptures.

‡Quov Kuv_vq ï‡q jvL UvKvi ¯^cœ †`Lv
- To build castles in the air.
R‡j Kzgvxi Wv½vq evN
- Between the devil and the deep sea.
R¡jšÍ Av¸‡b N„ZvûwZ
- To add fuel to the fire.
‡Rvi hvi gyjK Zvi
- Might is right.
‡Svc ey‡S †Kvc gvi
- Strike the iron while it is hot.
VvKzi N‡i †K? Avwg Kjv LvB wb
- A guilty mind is always suspicious.
wXj gvi‡j cvU‡KjwU †L‡Z nq
- Tit for tat.

‡Zjv gv_vq †Zj †`Iqv
- To carry coal to Newcastle.
`‡ki jvwV G‡Ki †evSv
- Many a little makes a mickle.
bvbv gywbi bvbv gZ
- Many men, many minds.
bvB gvgvi †P‡q Kvbv gvgv fv‡jv
- Half a loaf is better than no loaf.
bvP‡Z bv Rvb‡j DVvb euvKv
- A bad workman quarrels with his tools.
wb‡Ri PiKvq †Zj `vI
- Oil your own machine.

CONCEPT CLEAR
WRITING

Importance of Learning English
English is an International Language. True to say that the world cannot go
for a single day without English. It is widely spoken and written language
in the world. Most of the records, documents and particulars are written in
English. All the journals, magazines, articles and papers are also written in
English. So without knowing English it is quite impossible for us to know
the latest information, invention and new discoveries. The world is running
so fast. We know that it is the age of information, communication
technology and science. All the internet activities are conducted in English.
To connect with the other person of the world within a moment, to send any
application, document and other writing material there is other language but
English.

Diaspora
The term ‘diaspora’ is used to refer to people who have left their homelands
and settled in other parts of the world, either because they were forced to
do so or because they wanted to leave on their own. The word is
increasingly used for such people as a collective group and/or a
community. The world has seen many Diasporas, among the great
Diasporas of history is that of the Jewish people, who were forced to leave
their lands in ancient times. The movement of Aryans from Central Europe
to the Indian sub-continent thousands of years ago is also a noteworthy
diaspora, although the causes of this diaspora are unclear. But the chief
reason why the phenomenon of diaspora is attracting so much attention
now is globalization.

Dream
The term ‘dream’ can include any of the images, thoughts and emotions that are
experienced during sleep. Dreams can be extraordinarily vivid or very vague; filled
with joyful emotions or frightening images; focused and understandable or unclear
and confusing. Some psychologists think that dreams are a subjective interpretation of
signals generated by the brain during sleep. Dreams are not meaningless. Instead,
during dreams the cognitive elements in our brain produce new ideas. Others think
that dreams are the result of our brains trying to interpret external stimuli during
sleep. Generally, dreams serve to ‘clean up’ chaos from the mind, much like clean-up
operations in a computer, refreshing the mind to prepare for the next day. Many
psychologists believe that dreams reflect what is happening in the unconscious mind
while others think that people, places, and objects in dreams are symbols for other
things in the dreamer’s real life.

SUMMARY/ PRECIS

Part A

Example of a summary is given below:
Passage

The time of adolescence is a period of preparation for adulthood during
which one experiences several key developments. Besides physical and
sexual maturation, these experiences include movement toward social and
economic independence, development of identity, the acquisition of skills
needed to carry out adult relationships and roles and the capacity for
abstract reasoning. While adolescence is a time of tremendous growth and
potential, it is also a time of considerable risks during which social contexts
exert powerful influences.

Summary

Adolescence – a period which comes between childhood and
adulthood is characterized by both mental and physical
changes. This phase works a as a preparation phase towards
maturation. An individual is exposed to many risks at this
phase of life because of the changes and social context.

Write a short answer on recent topic

Part B

Write a short answer on craft work

A craft work is an applied form of art, a social and cultural product reflecting the
inclusive nature of folk imagination. It represents a way of life and a cultural flavor,
changes in lifestyle and material conditions. It functions as a stable signifier of
community values and desires over time. It doesn’t bear the signature of its maker.
Individual creativity and community aesthetics are elements of crafts. Many people
are engaged in different types of crafts like woodcraft’s, jewelry, pottery,
embroidery, etc. There are two types of craft works. They are handmade and
machine made. Machine made craft works are cheaper than handmade craft work.
The market plays a great role in promoting crafts. We can successfully use market
forces to brand our craft works both within and outside the country as there are
always buyers and users of handmade products who feel a strong attraction
towards such cultural products. Society needs to preserve the authenticity and
naturalness of craft works. We should not let it disappear rather help it revive.

Narration:
একজন বক্তার বক্তবয বযক্ত করার উপায়কক narration বকে।
The way of reporting the speech of a speaker is called narration.
একজন বক্তার বক্তবয প্রধাণত: দুই উপাকয় বযক্ত হকয় থাকক:
❖ Direct Speech
❖ Indirect Speech (Sometimes called Reported Speech)

Direct Speech
Direct speech হে বক্তার দ্বারা বো হুবহু বক্তবয যা quotation mark বা উদ্ধৃতত তিকের মকধয থাকক।
Direct speech is the exact speech said by the speaker which is put within quotation marks.
Example:
⮚ He said to his friend, “I like sweets very much.”
Direct speech এর মকধয দুতি অংশ থাকক:
⮚ Reporting Speech and
⮚ Reported Speech
একতি comma (,) এবং দুতি inverted c o mma (“ ”) এই অংশ দুতিকক একক অপর থথকক পৃথক ককর।
I. Reporting Speech:
Reporting speech হে inverted comma-র বাইকরর অংশ অথথাৎ comma-র আকের অংশ। এখাকন দুতি পক্ষ জতিত থাকক, বক্তা এবং থে যাকক
বেকে।
উপকরর উদাহরকণ, He said to his friend, হে reporting speech.

Reporting speech is the part that is outside the inverted commas, i.e., the part before the comma. It involves
two parties the reporter and to whom s/he is reporting.
II. Reported Speech:
Reported Speech হে inverted comma-র মকধযকার অংশ।
Reported Speech is the part that is within the inverted commas.
উপকরর উদাহরকণ, “I like sweets very much.”- হে reported speech
Indirect Speech

Indirect speech, যা reported speech নাকমও পতরতিত, তা হে বক্তার বক্তকবযর োরাংশ যা অনয থকউ বযক্ত ককর।
Indirect speech, also known as reported speech, is the substance of the speaker’s speech given by someone
else.
Example:
ধরুন উপকরর উদাহরকণর indirect speech।
o He told his friend that he liked sweets very much.
Indirect speech or reported speech- এ তনকনাক্ত তবষয়গুকো েক্ষ করা যায়:
o থকান inverted comma বযবহৃত হয়না, reporting speech এবং reported speech একক অপকরর োকথ conjunction থযমন:
‘that’, ‘if’, or ‘whether’ প্রভৃতত দ্বারা যুক্ত থাকক।
No inverted commas are used, reporting speech and reported speech are joined with each other by
conjunctions like ‘that’, ‘if’, or ‘whether’ etc.
o
Reporting speech এবং reported speech এর মাকে থকান comma থাককনা।
Reporting speech and reported speech have no comma between them.
o
Full stop বা Period sign বযবহৃত হয় প্রশ্নকবাধক বা তবস্ময়কবাধক তিকের পতরবকতথ।
o
Reporting speech-এর tense আকের মতই থাককব।
The tense of reporting speech is the same as before.

o

o
o

Interrogative, exclamatory, operative এবং imperative sentence-থক assertive sentence-এ পতরণত করা হয়।
Interrogative, exclamatory, operative and imperative sentences are converted to the assertive
sentence.
Reported speech-এর tense, reporting speech-এর tense-থক অনুেরণ ককর।
The tense of reported speech follows the tense of reporting speech.
Reporting verb, reported speech অনুযায়ী পতরবততথত হয়। উপকরর উদাহরকণ, told একতি reporting verb এবং liked একতি
reported verb। Sentence-এর ধরন অনুযায়ী তবতভন্ন ধরকনর reporting verb বযবহৃত হয়। থযমন: asked, offered, promised
প্রভৃতত।

o

o

The reporting verb is changed according to the reported speech. In the above example, told is a
reporting verb and liked is a reported verb. Different reporting verbs are used based on the type of
sentence. Such as, asked, offered, promised, etc.
Reported speech-এর pronoun SON নাকমর একতি তনয়কম পতরবততথত হয়, থযখাকন, S=Subject, O=Object এবং N=No
change। এই তনয়ম অনুযায়ী, first-person, reporting verb-এর subject তহকেকব পতরবততথত হয়; second person, reporting
verb-এর object তহকেকব পতরবততথত হয় এবং third-person এর থক্ষকে থকান পতরবতথন হয়না।
The pronoun of reported speech is changed according to a rule called SON where, S=Subject,
O=Object and N=No change. According to this rule, the first person is changed to the subject of
reporting verb; the second person is changed to the object of reporting verb, and in the case of the
third person, there is no change.
Direct speech-এর adverb-গুকোর পতরবতথন করা হয়।
The adverbs of direct speech are changed.

Narration - Reporting to
তকভাকব direct speech-থক indirect speech-এ পতরণত করা হয় তা তনকি তবশদভাকব বতণথত হে:
যখন direct speech-থক indirect speech-এ পতরবততথত করা হয় তখন t e n s e -এর তনকনাক্ত তনয়মগুকো অনুেরণ করা হয়।
1. Direct speech-থক indirect speech-এ পতরণত করার েময় যতদ reporting verb, present বা future tense-এ থাকক তকব
reported speech-এর verb-এর থকান পতরবতথন হয়না।
During changing direct speech into indirect speech, if the reporting verb is in the present or future
tenses, there is no change in the tense of the verb in the reported speech.
Example:
o
He says, “You love music.” (Direct)
o
He says that you love music. (Indirect)
o
He says, “You loved the music.” (Direct)
o
He says that you loved the music. (Indirect)
o
He will say, “You love music.” (Direct)
o
He will say that you love music. (Indirect)
2. যখন reporting verb, past tense-এ থাকক তখন reported speech-এর verb past tense-এর িার প্রকাকরর এক বা অনয প্রকাকর
পতরবততথত হয়।

When reporting verb is in the past tense the reported speech’s verb is changed to one or the other of the
four forms of past tense.
i.
Present Indefinite Tense, Past Indefinite Tense-এ পতরবততথত হয়।
Present Indefinite Tense is changed into Past Indefinite Tense.
Example:
o
He said to me, “She goes to school every day.” (Direct)
o
He told me that she went to school every day. (Indirect)
ii. Present Continuous Tense, Past Continuous Tense- এ পতরবততথত হয়। অথথাৎAm, is বা are+ verb-এর simple form +ing –থথকক- was or were+ verb-এর simple form +ing
Present Continuous Tense is changed into Past Continuous Tense, i.e.
Am, is or are+simple form of verb+ing –to- was or were+ simple form of verb+ing
Example:
o
He said to me, “She is going to school.” (Direct)

o
o
o

He told me that she was going to school. (Indirect)
He said to me, “Is she going to school?” (Direct)
He asked me if she was going to school. (Indirect)
iii. Present Perfect tense, Past Perfect Tense- এ পতরবততথত হয়। অথথাৎHas বা Have+ verb-এর past participle form- থথকক – Had + verb-এর past participle form
Present Perfect tense is changed into Past Perfect Tense, i.e.
Has or Have+ past participle form of verb-to- Had+ past participle form of the verb
Example:
o
He said to me, “She has gone to school.” (Direct)
o
He told me that she had gone to school. (Indirect)
iv. Present Perfect Continuous tense, Past Perfect Continuous Tense- এ পতরবততথত হয়। অথথাৎHas or Have been+ verb-এর simple form +ing– থেকে -Had been+ verb-এর simple form +ing
Present Perfect Continuous tense is transformed into Past Perfect Continuous Tense, e.
Has or Have been+ simple form of verb+ing–to-Had been+ simple form of verb+ing

Example:
o
He said to me, “She has been studying for five hours.” (Direct)
o
He told me that she had been studying for five hours. (Indirect)
v. Past Indefinite Tense, Past Perfect Tense-এ পতরবততথত হয়, অথথাৎVerb-এর Past form – থথকক- Had+ verb-এর past participle form
Past Indefinite Tense is changed into Past Perfect Tense, i.e.
The past form of the verb -to- Had+ past participle form of the verb
Example:
o
He said to me, ”She did it.” (Direct)
o
He told me that she had done it. (Indirect)
vi. Past Continuous Tense, Past Perfect Continuous Tense- এ পতরবততথত হয়, অথথাৎWas or were+ verb-এর simple form +ing – থেকে - Had been+ verb-এর simple form +ing
Past Continuous Tense is changed into Past Perfect Continuous Tense, i.e.
Was or were+ simple form of verb +ing –to- Had been+ simple form of verb +ing
Example:
o
He said to me, “She was doing the work.” (Direct)
o
He told me that she had been doing the work. (Indirect)
vii. Past Perfect Tense এবং Past Perfect Continuous Tense একই থাকক।
Past Perfect Tense and Past Perfect Continuous Tense remain the same.
Example:
o
He said to me, “ She had done it.” (Direct)
o
He told me that she had done it. (Indirect)
o
He said to me, “She had been studying for three hours.” (Direct)
o
He told me that she had been studying for three hours. (Indirect)
viii. Shall এবং will “would”-এ পররবরতিত হয়; can “could”-এ এ পররবরতিত হয় এবং may “might”-এ
পররবরতিত হয়।
Shall and will are changed into “would”; can is changed into “could” and may is changed into “might”.
Example:
o
He said to me, “She will go to school.” (Direct)
o
He told me that she would go to school. (Indirect)
o
He said to me, “She can do it.” (Direct)
o
He told me that she could do it. (Indirect)
o
He said to me, “She may come.” (Direct)
o
He told me that she might come. (Indirect)

যখন reported speech থকান তিরন্তন েতয, বা অভযােেত েতয থবাোয়, তখন reported speech-এর verb অপতরবততথত থাককব যতদও
reporting verb, past form-এ থাকক।
When the reported speech states some universal truth or habitual fact, the reported speech’s verb
remains unchanged, even if the reporting verb is using the past form.
Example:
o
He said, “Son, the sun rises in the East, not the west.” (Direct)
o
Addressing me as son, he said that the sun rises in the east, not the west. (Indirect)
o
He said, “You love music.” (Direct)
o
He said that you love music. (Indirect)
3.

4. শব্দ থযগুকো দ্বারা কাকের েময় বা জায়ো থবাোয়, থেগুকো তনকনর তনয়কম দূরত্বকবাধক করা হয়:
The words showing nearness of time or place are changed into words showing the distance in the following
ways:
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Narration - Reported to Reporting Speech
Reported থথকক Reporting Speech এ পতরবতথকনর তনয়ম:
How indirect speech is changed to direct speech is broadly discussed below.
When indirect speech is changed to direct speech, the following rules of tense are followed.
1. Indirect speech-থে direct speech-এ পতরণত করার েময় যতদ reporting verb, present বা future tense-এ থাকক তকব
reporting speech-এর verb-এর থকান পতরবতথন হয় না।
During changing indirect speech into direct speech, if the reporting verb is in the present or future tenses,
there is no change in the tense of the verb in the reporting speech.

Example:
o
He says that you love cats. (Indirect)
o
He says, “You love cats.” (Direct)
o
He says that you loved the cat. (Indirect)
o
He says, “You loved the cat.” (Direct)
o
He will say that you love cats. (Indirect)
o
He will say, “You love cats.” (Direct)
2. যখন reporting verb, past tense-এ থাকক তখন reporting speech-এর verb past tense-এর চার প্রোকরর এে বা অনয
প্রোকর পররবরতিত হয়। থযমন:

Past Indefinite Tense, Present Indefinite Tense-এ পতরবততথত হয়।
Past Indefinite Tense is changed into Present Indefinite Tense.
Example:
o He told me that she studied every day. (Indirect)
o He said to me, “She studies every day.” (Direct)
i.

ii. Past Continuous Tense, Present Continuous Tense - এ পতরবততথত হয়। অথথাৎAm, is বা are+ verb-এর simple form +ing –থথকক- was বা were+ verb-এর simple form +ing
Past Continuous Tense is changed into Present Continuous Tense, i.e.
was or were + simple form of verb+ing –to- Am, is or are + simple form of verb+ing
Example:
o He told me that she was studying. (Indirect)
o He said to me, “She is studying.” (Direct)
o He asked me if she was studying. (Indirect)
o He said to me, “Is she studying?” (Direct)
iii. Past Perfect Tense, Present Perfect tense - এ পতরবততথত হয়। অথথাৎHad + verb-এর past participle form- থেকে - Has বা Have + verb-এর past participle form
Past Perfect Tense is changed into Present Perfect tense, i.e.
Had+ past participle form of verb-to- Has or Have + past participle form of the verb
Example:
o Hasan told me that Saira had done it. (Indirect)
o Hasan said to me, “Saira has done it.” (Direct)
iv. Present Perfect Continuous tense, Past Perfect Continuous Tense- এ পতরবততথত হয়। অথথাৎHad been + verb-এর simple form +ing– থথকক - Has বা Have been + verb-এর simple form +ing
Past Perfect Continuous Tense is changed into Present Perfect Continuous tense, i.e.
Had been + simple form of verb+ing–to- Has or Have been + simple form of verb+ing
Example:
o He told me that she had been singing for five hours. (Indirect)
o He said to me, “She has been singing for five hours.” (Direct)
v. Past Perfect Tense, Past Indefinite Tense -এ পতরবততথত হয়, অথথাৎHad+ verb-এর past participle form – থথকক- Verb -এর Past form
Past Perfect Tense is changed into Past Indefinite Tense, i.e.
Had+ past participle form of the verb -to- Past form of the verb
Example:
o He told me that she had sung it. (Indirect)
o He said to me, “She sang it.” (Direct)
vi. Past Perfect Continuous Tense, Past Continuous Tense - এ পতরবততথত হয়, অথথাৎ-

Had been+ verb-এর simple form +ing– থথকক - Was or were+ verb-এর simple form +ing
Past Perfect Continuous Tense is changed into Past Continuous Tense, i.e.
Had been+ simple form of verb +ing –to- Was or were+ simple form of verb +ing
Example:
o He told me that she had been singing the song. (Indirect)
o He said to me, “She was singing the song.” (Direct)
vii. Past Perfect Tense এবং Past Perfect Continuous Tense একই থাকক।
Past Perfect Tense and Past Perfect Continuous Tense remain the same.
Example:
o He told me that she had sung it. (Indirect)
o He said to me, “ She had sung it.” (Direct)
o He told me that she had been singing for three hours. (Indirect)
o He said to me, “She had been singing for three hours.” (Direct)
viii. “Would”, Shall/will -এ পতরবততথত হয়; “could”, can-এ পতরবততথত হয় এবং “might”, may -এ পতরবততথত হয়।
“Would” is changed into Shall/will; “could” is changed into can and “might” is changed into may.
Example:
o He told me that she would sing the song. (Indirect)
o He said to me, “She will sing the song.” (Direct)
o He told me that she could sing the song. (Indirect)
o He said to me, “She can sing the song.” (Direct)
o He told me that she might sing the song. (Indirect)
o He said to me, “She may sing the song.” (Direct)
2. যখন reported speech থকান তিরন্তন েতয, বা অভযােেত েতয থবাোয়, তখন reporting speech-এর verb অপতরবততথত থাককব যতদও
reporting verb, past form-এ থাকক।
When the reported speech states some universal truth or habitual fact, the reporting speech’s verb
remains unaffected even if the reporting verb is in the past form.
Example:
o He said that the sun sets in the west. (Indirect)
o He said, “The sun, sets in the west.” (Direct)
o He said that you love cats. (Indirect)
o He said, “You love cats.” (Direct)
3. দূরত্বকবাধক শব্দগুকোকক তনকনর তনয়কম কাকের েময় বা জায়ো থবাোয় এমন শকব্দ পতরণত করা হয়:
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Passage Narration
Passage narration থেখার েময় তকেু তনতদথষ্ট তনয়ম অনুেরণ করা হয়। েব তনয়মগুকো তনকি উদাহরণেহ বতণথত হে:
Some certain rules are followed while writing passage narration. All the rules are discussed with examples
below:
Rule 1:
At first, you have to read the whole passage to identify the speaker and the audience. Then you have to
determine the mood of the verb in their speeches.
প্রথকম, েম্পূণথ passage তি পকি বক্তা এবং থরাতাকক তিতেত করকত হকব না।। তারপর তাকদর উতক্তগুকোর তিয়ার ধরন বুেকত হকব না।।

Example:
o “Will you come with me?”, said Pria to Ria. “I will come.” Said Ria. (Direct)
o Pria asked Ria if she would come with her. Ria replied that she would come. (Indirect)
Rule 2:
When the reporting verb is placed in the middle or at the last of the sentence while converting it into Indirect
you have to put it after the subject in starting of the sentence.
যখন reporting verb sentence-এর মাকে বা থশকষ থাকক তকব একক Indirect করকত তাকক sentence-এর শুরুকত subject-এর পকর বোকত
হকব না।।

Example:
“Where do you live?”, said Tina. “I live at Dhanmondi.”, said Rina. (Direct)
Tina asked Rina where she lived. Rina replied that she lived at Dhanmondi. (Indirect)
Rule 3:
Passage-এ যতদ বক্তা এককর অতধক উতক্ত বযবহার ককর তকব প্রথম উতক্ত উকেখ করার পর, পরবতথী উতক্তগুকো উকেখ করার েময় তনকনাক্ত তনয়মগুকো
অনুেরণ করা হয়:

i. Assertive sentence-এর থক্ষকে: also said/again said, added/further added, প্রভৃতত বযবহার করা হয়।
In case of Assertive sentences: also said/again said, added/further added, etc. are used.
ii. Interrogative sentence-এর থক্ষকে: also asked/again asked/ further asked, প্রভৃতত বযবহার করা হয়।
In the case of Interrogative sentences: also asked/again asked/ further asked, etc. are used.
iii. Imperative sentence-এর থক্ষকে: and ordered to/ and requested, প্রভৃতত বযবহার করা হয়।
In case of Imperative sentences: and ordered to/ and requested, etc. are used.
iv. Optative sentence-এর থক্ষকে: and wished/and prayed that, প্রভৃতত বযবহার করা হয়।
In the case of Optative sentences: and wished/and prayed that, etc. are used.
v. Exclamatory sentence-এর থক্ষকে: and exclaimed with happiness/ joy that/in grief that, প্রভৃতত বযবহার করা হয়।
In the case of Exclamatory sentences: and exclaimed with happiness/ joy that/in grief that, etc. are used.
Example:
“I will help you to solve this problem. I am responsible for it.” The boy said. “Why did you do it? Do you
have time for it? You are leaving Dhaka this evening.” I said. (Direct)

The boy told me that he would solve this problem. He added that he was responsible for it. I asked him
the reason for doing it. I also asked if he had time for it. I added that he was leaving Dhaka that
evening. (Indirect)
Rule 4:
If reported speech has only “Yes”, then Subject+ replied in the affirmative or Subject+ Auxilliary Verb is
used and if reported speech has other speech after “Yes”, then Subject+ replied in the affirmative and said
that is used.
যতদ reported speech-এ শুধু “Yes” থাকক তকব Subject+ replied in the affirmative বা Subject+ Auxilliary Verb বযবহার
করা হয় এবং reported speech-এ “Yes” -এর পর আরও বক্তবয থাকক তকব Subject+ replied in the affirmative and said that
বযবহৃত হয়।

Example:
o I said to him, “Have you done the math?”. “Yes. I have also done another one.” He said. (Direct)
o I asked him if he had done the math. He replied in the affirmative. (Or, he said that he had.) And he
said that he had also done another one. (Indirect)
Rule 5:
If reported speech has only “No”, then Subject+ replied in the negative or Subject+ Auxilliary Verb+ not
is used and if reported speech has other speech after “No”, then Subject+ replied in the negative and said
that is used.
যতদ reported speech-এ শুধু “No” থাকক তকব Subject+ replied in the negative বা Subject+ Auxilliary Verb+ not
বযবহার করা হয় এবং reported speech-এ “No” এর পর আরও বক্তবয থাকক তকব Subject+ replied in the negative and said that
বযবহৃত হয়।

Example:
o I said to him, “Have you done the math?”. “No. I will do it later.” He said. (Direct)
o I asked him if he had done the math. He replied in the negative. Or, he said that he had not. And he
said that he would do it later. (Indirect)
Rule 6:
When direct speech has “Sir”, the indirect speech will use with respect/respectfully/ politely instead of
“Sir”.
যখন direct speech-এ “Sir” থাকক, indirect speech “Sir” এর পতরবকতথ with respect/respectfully/ politely বযবহার
েরকব।
Example:
o The student said to the teacher,” Sir, will you teach me the math?” (Direct)
o The student asked the teacher respectfully if he would teach him the math. / The student respectfully
asked the teacher if he would teach him the math. (Indirect)
Rule 7:
If someone is addressed in the direct speech, the indirect speech will use addressing+pronoun+by ‘as’.
যতদ direct speech-এ কাউকক েকবাধন করা হয় তকব indirect speech-এ addressing as বযবহৃত হয়।
Example:
o “Are you okay, Tonni?” said Piu. (Direct)
o Addressing her by her name, as Tonni, Piu asked Tonni if she was okay. (Indirect)
Rule 8:
If outside the inverted comma reporting speech has “ask”, it will be used after the subject in the indirect
speech.
যতদ inverted comma-র বাইকর reporting speech-এ “ask” থাকক, তকব তা indirect speech-এ subject-এর পকর বযবহৃত হয়।
Example:

o
o

“Are you coming?” asked Rina looking at me. “You may join me when I would go.”, Rina said.
(Direct)
Looking at me, Rina asked If I was going. She suggested me to join her when she would go. (Indirect)

Rule 9:
When reported speech has a note of interrogation (?) after an assertive sentence, the indirect speech will
use “being surprised” before the reporting verb.
যখন reported speech-এ একতি assertive sentence-এর পর note of interrogation (?) থাকক, indirect speech-এ reporting
verb-এর আকে “being surprised” বযবহার করা হয়।
Example:
o He said to me, “You did it?” (Direct)
o

Being surprised he asked me if I had done it. (Indirect)

Rule 10:
When reported speech has “Thank”, the indirect speech will use reported verb’s subject+ thanked+ reported
verb’s object.
যখন reported speech-এ “Thank” থাকক, তখন indirect speech, reported verb’s subject+ thanked+ reported verb’s
object বযবহার ককর।
Example:
o Karim said to me, “Thank you.” (Direct)
o Karim thanked me. (Indirect)
Rule 11:
If reported speech has “Goodbye”, the indirect speech will use reported verb’s subject+ bade+ reported
verb’s object+ goodbye.
যতদ reported speech-এ “Goodbye” থাকক তকব indirect speech, reported verb’s subject+ bade+ reported verb’s
object+ goodbye bye বযবহার করকব।
Example:
o She said Lira, “Goodbye.” (Direct)
o She bade Lira goodbye. (Indirect)
Rule 12:
If reported speech has a good night/good morning/ good evening, the indirect speech will use, reported
verb’s subject+ wished+ reported verb’s object+ good night/good morning/ good evening.
যতদ reported speech-এ good night/good morning/ good evening থাকক তকব indirect speech, reported verb’s
subject + wished + reported verb’s object+ good night/good morning/ good evening বযবহার করকব।
Example:
o He said to her, “Good evening.” (Direct)
o He wished her a good evening. (Indirect)
Rule 13:
Sometimes reported speech doesn’t have a complete sentence, in those cases, you have to follow the
speaker’s speech in the indirect speech to get the full meaning.
থকান থকানেময় reported speech-এ েম্পূণথ sentence থাককনা, থেেব থক্ষকে আপনাকক indirect speech-এ বক্তার বক্তবয অনুেরণ ককর পূণথাঙ্গ
অথথ খুুঁকজ তনকত হকব না।।

Example:
o “Thirty takas.” The salesman said to me. (Direct)
o The salesman told me it had been thirty takas. (Indirect)
Rule 14:

Often reported speech doesn’t mention the speaker and the listener, in these cases you have to mention the
speaker and the listener while transforming it into indirect speech.
প্রায়ই reported speech-এ বক্তা ও থরাতার উকেখ থাকক না, এেব থক্ষকে আপনাকক একক indirect speech-এ রূপান্ততরত করকত বক্তার থক্ষকে the
speaker এবং থরাতার থক্ষকে the listener উকেখ করকত হকব না।।
Example:
o “What are you doing now?” “I am writing an article.” (Direct)
o The speaker asked the listener what he was doing then. The listener replied that s/he was writing an
article. (Indirect)

Rule 15:
If reported speech has asked/ cried/replied/muttered, the reporting verb in the indirect speech will be
unchanged.
যতদ reported speech-এ asked/ cried/replied/muttered থাকক তকব indirect speech-এ reporting verb-এর থকান পতরবতথন
হকব না।না।

Example:
o “Help me.” He cried. (Direct)
o He cried to help him. (Indirect)

Affirmative to Negative:
Rule 1:
Only বা alone এর পররবর্তে উত্তর বার্যের শুরুর্ত None but বর্ে। আর কযান পররবতেন হয়না।
Affirmative: Only he can play good cricket.
Negative: None but he can play good cricket.
Affirmative: Only science students can apply for the post.
Negative: None but the science students can apply for the post.
Affirmative: Only they can do the work.
Negative: None but they can do the work.
Note: বস্তুর কের্ে only এর পররবর্তে nothing but বর্ে। তর্ব বয়র্ের কের্ে বা েংখ্োর কের্ে only এর পররবর্তে not
more than বর্ে।
Affirmative: He is only four.
Negative: He is not more than four.
Affirmative: They have only two cars.
Negative: They have not more than two cars.
Rule 2:
Affirmative sentence এ must থাযর্ে negative যরার েময় must এর পররবর্তে can not but/ can not help বর্ে। তর্ব
can not help এর পর্র কে verb থার্য তার োর্থ ing েুক্ত যরর্ত হয়।
Affirmative: You must yield to your fate.
Negative: You can not but yield to your fate.
Affirmative: We must obey our parents.
Negative: We can not but obey our parents.
Affirmative: You must care for them.
Negative: You can not help caring for them.
Rule 3:
Every কয Negative যরর্ত হর্ে Every এর পররবর্তে There is no বর্ে + every এর পর্রর শব্দটি বর্ে + but + প্রদত্ত
sentence এর বাযী অংশ।
Affirmative: Everyone hates a terrorist.
Negative: There is no one but hates a terrorist.
Affirmative: Everybody fears a lion.
Negative: There is nobody but hates a liar.
Rule 4:
As soon as েুক্ত sentence কয Negative যরর্ত হর্েAs soon as এর জায়গায় no sooner had বের্ব + প্রদত্ত Sentence এর যতো বর্ে + কে Sentence এর মূে verb এর past
participle form বর্ে + কে sentence বাযী অংশ বর্ে + than + রিতীয় বাযে বর্ে।
Affirmative: As soon as he saw the tiger, he ran away.
Negative: No sooner had he seen the Tiger than he ran away.
Affirmative: No sooner had the boy saw the police, he ran away.
Negative: As soon as the boy saw the police then he ran away.
Rule 5:
Affirmative sentence কয Negative যরার েময় উক্ত sentence এর Affirmative শব্দটির Negative রূপ বোর্ত হয়।
এবং উক্ত Negative এর পূর্ব not
ে
বোর্ত হয়। বাযী েব রথয থার্য।
Affirmative: He is a good man.
Negative: He is not a bad man.
Affirmative: Rakib is an honest boy.
Negative: Rakib is not a dishonest boy.

Affirmative: This was an extra-ordinary ship.
Negative: This was not an ordinary ship.

Rule 6:
Always েুক্ত Affirmative sentence কয Negative যরর্ত হর্ে Always এর পররবর্তে never বর্ে। Affirmative শব্দটির
Negative রূপ বোর্ত হয়।
Affirmative: He was always punctual.
Negative: He was never late.
Affirmative: I always tell the truth.
Negative: I never tell lie.
Rule 7:
Superlative degree েুক্ত Affirmative sentence কয Negative যরর্ত হর্ে –
No other + superlative এর পর্রর অংশ + verb + as + superlative degree এর positive form + as + প্রদত্ত sentence এর
subject.
Affirmative: He is the best batsman in the team.
Negative: No other batsman in the team is as good as him.
Affirmative: You are the best boy in the class.
Negative: No other boy in the class is as good as you.
Rule 8:
Than any other/than all other েুক্ত comparative degrees কয Negative যরর্ত হর্ে –
No other + any other/all other এর পর্রর অংশ বর্ে + প্রদত্ত verb + so/as বর্ে + comparative degree এর positive
form + as + প্রদত্ত sentence এর subject.
Affirmative: He is better than any other boy in the class.
Negative: No other boy in the class is as good as him.
Affirmative: Dhaka is bigger than all other cities in Bangladesh.
Negative: No other city in Bangladesh is as big as Dhaka.
Rule 9:
Than েুক্ত comparative degree কয Negative যরর্ত হর্ে –
Than এর কশর্ের অংশ প্রথর্ম বর্ে + verb (tense ও person অনুোয়ী) + not + so/as + comparative degree এর positive
form + as + প্রদত্ত sentence এর subject.
Affirmative: He is stronger than you.
Negative: You are not as/so strong as him.
Affirmative: I am taller than you.
Negative: You are not as tall as me.
Rule 10:
As....as েুক্ত positive degree কয Negative যরর্ত হর্ে –
প্রথম as এর পররবর্তে not less কশে as এর পররবর্তে than বর্ে।
Affirmative: Robi and Rahat were as strong as Rakib.
Negative: Robi and Rahat were not less strong than Rakib.
Affirmative: He is as good as you.
Negative: He is not less good than you.
Rule 11:
Less...than েুক্ত sentence কয Negative যরর্ত হর্ে –

Less এর জায়গায় not as বের্ব এবং than এর জায়গায় as বের্ব।
Affirmative: He is less ugly than you said.
Negative: He is not as ugly as you said.
Affirmative: You are less good than he said.
Negative: You are not as good as he said.
Rule 12:
Too.....to েুক্ত sentence কয Negative যরর্ত হর্ে –
Too এর জায়গায় so বর্ে + Too এর পর্রর adjective/adverb বর্ে + that বর্ে + পনুরায় subject বর্ে। + tense
অনুোয়ী can not/could not + প্রদত্ত to এর পর্রর অংশ বর্ে।
Affirmative: He is too weak to walk.
Negative: He is so weak that he can not walk.
Affirmative: The sum was too difficult for me to work out.
Negative: The sum was so difficult for me that I could not work out.

NEGATIVE AGREEMENT
Either and Neither have the same meaning but their placement is are different. .Neither is used
before auxiliary and either is used after auxiliary verbs and not.
🢥 Either and Neither function in simple statements much like so and too in affirmative
sentences. However, either and neither are used to indicate negative agreement. The same rules
for auxiliaries, be and do, does, or did apply.
negative statement + and+,
subject negativeauxiliaryor beeither 
neither positiveauxiliaryor be subject 



She won't be going to the conference, and her colleagues won't either.
She won't be going to the conference, and neither will her colleagues.

Embedded Questions
Embedded or included questions are used in two main situations: when we ask for information
indirectly or when we report questions. This is common in more passive, or softer English (“Do
you know…”), for reported speech (“She told me where…”) or to discuss a question without
directly asking it (“I don’t know why…”).
When to use embedded questions
We usually ask indirect questions to soften the question, often for politeness, for example, “Do
you know where the bathroom is?” (Rather than the harder, direct question “Where is the
bathroom?”). We may also ask an indirect question when we are discussing someone who is not
in the conversation, for example, “Do you think he knows the way home?”
We can report questions to feedback, as in reported speech, for example, “He told me where the
bathroom was.” We may also use embedded questions to report that we have a question, but we
are not directly asking it, for example, “I wonder what time it is.”
How to form embedded questions
Embedded questions are always formed using a noun clause. This means it must use noun clause
word order, subject + verb, not the usual question form. The embedded question (noun clause) is
the object of a verb.
For example, “I know what his name is.” The embedded question is what his name is, a noun
clause that is the object of know.
For information questions, using question words (when, what, where, why, whose, which, how),
the noun clause should begin with the question word. For example “Do you know when the taxi
will arrive?”
If the question asks for a yes/no response, the noun clause should begin with “if” or “whether”.
For example, “Do you know if the taxi is coming?”
For questions formed with the verb to do, remove the verb to do from the embedded question.
For example, “What do you want?” would become “He asked what I wanted.”
In the questions, the verb of the question is usually in a bare infinitive form; when it is part of a
noun phrase it should agree with the noun, with the correct tense. For example, we might ask
“What did he say?”, but as an embedded question say “I don’t know what he said.”

Vocabulary

Word
Beauty
Sculpture
Embroidered
Quilt
Appreciate
Define
Discover
Pleasurable

Unit Thirteen: Lesson - 1
Meaning
স ৌন্দর্য
ভাস্কর্য
নকশাখচিত
কাাঁথা, সেপ, সতাশক ইতযাচি
প্রশং া করা
চনচিযষ্ট করর বো বা সিখারনা
নতুন বা অভাচবত সকারনা চকছু বুঝরত
পারা
ুখাবহ, প্রতযক্ষকরণ

Synonym
Charm
………..
………..
Blanket
Praise
Describe
Explore, Invent

Antonym
Ugliness
…………
…………
…………
Neglect
Distort
…………

Enjoyable, Delightful

চনরুৎ াচহত করা
ুষ্পষ্টভারব সিখারনা বা প্রতীয়মান
করা, ইচিত সিওয়া
চনরুৎ াচহত করা
কির্যতা
উকরণ
ীচমত করা, ীমাবদ্ধ করা
অচভরক্ষপন
উরপক্ষা করা, গ্রাহয না করা
ংর্ুক্ত করা
ংর্ুক্ত করা
ধরর সনওয়া, অনুমান করা
চগ্রক স্থাপতয, মৃৎচশল্প, ংস্কৃচত,
মুখাবয়ব চবষয়ক
ভস্মাধার
শ্রদ্ধা ও ম্মান প্রিশযন করা
স্থায়ী, সেকর ই

Realization, Notion
Clarify, Elucidate

Unpleasant,
Disagreeable
Ignorance
Hide, Conceal

Discourage
…………
Element, Part
Limit, Restrict
Jut
Avoid, Neglect
Blend, Combine
Attach, Fasten
Anticipate, Expect
………

Inspire
Beauty
……….
Increase, Open
Dejection
Praise, Approve
Exclude, Separate
Exclude, Separate
Doubt, Reject
………..

Cinerary
Praise, Honor
Permanent, Lasting
Insufficient, Limited
Monument, Grave

Question
Brethren
Kinsman

অপ্রতুে, দুষ্প্রাপয
চবরশষত স্মৃচতর ৌধ ংবচেত, কবর,
মাচধ
প্রশ্ন করা
ভ্রাতৃগণ
পুরুষ আত্মীয়

…………
Criticize, Neglect
Transitory,
Temporary
Adequate, Ample
…………….

Query, Interrogate
Kin
Relative

Answer, Reply
Sisters
……………

Word
Sophisticated
Secular
Spring

Unit Thirteen: Lesson-2
Meaning
মাচজযত
ধমযচনররপক্ষ
উদ্ভূত হওয়া

Synonym
Cultured, Refined
Nonreligious
Bounce, Recoil

Antonym
Unsophisticated
Communal
Disappear

Perception
Manifest
Repulse
Ugliness
Ingredient
Confine
Projection
Ignore
Incorporate
Tie
Assume
Grecian
Urn
Celebrate
Enduring
Scarce
Tomb

Combination

মন্বয়

Connection, Gathering

Separation,
Permutation
…………
Literate
Repel
Callous
Equality
…………
Nation
………….
Ordinary, Common

Characteristic
Illiterate
Appeal
Emotive
Inequality
Metaphor
Tribe
Interact
Distinctive

ববচশষ্টয
চনরক্ষর
আরবিন
আরবগপ্রবণ
নিীমাতৃক
রূপক
উপজাচত
প্রচতচিয়া করা
স্বাতন্ত্র্য ূিক

Exclusive
Participate

একরিচেয়া/স্বতন্ত্র্
অংশগ্রহণ করা

Feature, Specialty
Uneducated, Ignorant
Solicitation
Passionate, Impulsive
Discrimination, Disparity
Allegory, Imagery
Race, Community
Cooperate, Collaborate
Distinguishable,
Specific
Individual
Join, Take Part

Word
Inclusive
Retain
Ingenuity
Intimate
Tactile
Aesthetics
Exquisite
Patron
Impose
Evolve
Stable
Emerge
Contend
Authenticity
Argue
Revive
Consolidate

Unit Thirteen: Lesson-3
Meaning
অন্তভুযক্ত
রাখা
উদ্ভাবনীিক্ষতা
অন্তরি
স্পরশযচিয়
নান্দচনক
অপরূপ ুন্দর
পৃষ্ঠরপাষক
িাপারনা, আররাপ করা
চবকচশত করা
চস্থচতশীে
উদ্ভুত হওয়া, স্পষ্ট হরয় ওঠা
প্রচতরর্াচগতা করা
ভযতা
তকয করা
পুনঃপ্রিেন করা
একত্র করা/ ংহত

Synonym
Including
Keep
Adroitness
Familiar, Near
Tangible, Touchable
Esthetic, Beautiful
Delicate
Supporter, Upholder
Burden, load
Amplify, Reveal
Durable, Permanent
Rise, Appear, Become
Compete
Accuracy, Validity
Controvert, Contend
Exhilarate
Gather, Solidify

Antonym
Exclusive
Abandon
Uninventive
Distant
Intangible
Ugly
Ugly
…………
Unload
Block
Unstable
Disappear
Yield
Inaccuracy
Agree
………………..
Separate, Isolate

Synonym
…………….
Try, Intend
Answer, Reply

Antonym
……………
…………..
Ask, Request

Explore, Investigate
Obscurity, Gloom
Stare
………….
See

Neglect
Light, Brightness
………..
………..
Neglect, Ignore

Word
Translation
Attempt
Respond
Seek
Darkness
Gaze
Fig
Behold

Unit Fourteen: Lesson-1
Meaning
অনুবাি
সিষ্ট করা
সকারনা কথা বা কারজর জবাব
চিয়ভারব সিয়া
সখাাঁজা, অরন্বষণ করা
অন্ধকার
চস্থর িৃচষ্টরত তাচকরয় থাকা
ডুমরু গাছ বা ফে
েক্ষ করা/ সিখা

………….
Opted Out

Roost
Clump
Cactus
Sight
Incomparable
Raft
Thrush
Desolate
Wagtail
Wail
String
Guess

(পাচখরির প্র রি) রারত ঘুমারত
র্াওয়া, িাাঁরে বর ঘুমারনা
গুচ্ছ, ঝাে (বৃক্ষাচি)
ফচণমন া, নাগফনী
সিখরত পাওয়া
অতুেনীয়, অনুপম
সভো
গায়ক পাচখচবরশষ
জনমানবশূনয
খঞ্জন
চবোপ করা
িচে;
অনুমান করা

Come to rest

………….

Bunch
…………..
See
Exceptional, Excellent
Boat, Barge
………..
Isolated, Wild
………….
Mourn, Lament
Rope, Cord
Anticipate, Suppose

Individual
………….
…………
Ordinary, Inferior
………..
…………
Populated
………...
Laugh
………..
…………

VOCABULARY
Word
FLIMSY
FLOURISHING

Meaning
cvZjv
DbœwZ

GLUTTONY

AwZ‡fvRb

HILARIOUS

AZ¨vwaK nvwm
Lykx
AwZwi³
wek¦vmcÖeY
cÖwZeÜK

GULLIBLLE
HINDRANCE
ILLUSORY
IMPERTINENT

wg_¨v
1. a„ó/D×Z
2. AcÖvmw½K

IMPRUDENT

nVKvix

INANE

‡evKv

ENDANGER
ENDURANCE

wec`MÖ¯’
mwnòzZv

ETERNAL

wPi¯’vqx

FLEXIBLE

bgbxq

Synonyms
Thin = Delicate
Prospering =
Thriving
Excessive =
Voracity
Very Funny,
Joyous
Overtrusting =
Credulous
Impediment =
Obstacle
Deceptive
(1) Impudent =
Arrogant
(2) Irrelevant =
Extraneous
Rash = Impetuous
= Reckless
Foolish =
Senseless
Put in danger
Stamina,
Durability
Endless,
Everlasting
Easily bent, Elastic

IMMENSE

wekvj

INTENSE (a)
INTENSIFY (v)
PRECISE

Pig/Zxeª
ZxeªZi Kiv
¯úófv‡e wbw`©ó

SPACIOUS

cÖk¯Í/we¯Í…Z/
¯’vb eûj

DEPRECATE

weiæ‡× ejv

DIDACTIC
CIRCUMSPECT

wk¶vমূjK
weP¶Y

DEARTH
BONDAGE
CAPRICIOUS
CHASTISE
DAUNT

`y®cÖvc¨Zv
`vmZ¡
Lvg‡Lqvjx
kvw¯Í †`qv
fxZ

AMBIGUOUS

Ø¨_©‡evaK

OMINOUS
DISTINGUISHE
D
DIVULGE
FOLLY
FAVORITISM
NOCTURNAL
RANSACK

fxwZKi
m¤§vwbZ

RASH
RAUCOUS
RUMMAGE
SALIENT

cÖKvk/dvuk Kiv
†evKvgx
c¶cvwZZ¡
wbkvPi
Zbœ Zbœ K‡i
†LvuRv
nVKvix
KK©k
ZbœZbœ K‡i
†LvuRv
cÖavb/ j¶¨Yxq

Vast, Enormous,
Huge, Massive,
Mammoth
Extreme, Powerful
Increase, Heighten
Exact, Definite,
Specific
Wide, Broad,
Large
Commodious,
Capacious
Disapprove,
Protest, Condemn
Educational
Prudent =
Judicious =
Discreet
Scarcity = Paucity
Slavery
Fickle=Changeable
Discipline
Intimidate =
Frighten
Vague, Equivocal
(Having double
meaning)
Threatening
Famous =
Celebrated
Disclose = Reveal
Foolishness, Idiocy
Partiality = Bias
Night, Nighttime
Rummage
Reckless
Harsh,
Cacophonous
Search thoroughly
Prominent

Phrase & Idioms
Idiom and phrase
Make hay while the sun shines (seize an opportunity while it lasts, ঝ োঁ প বু ঝ ঝ প ম র ) : Wise men make
hay while the sun-shines.
Man in the street (everyday man, নিত্যনিঝির পথচ রী): You and are men in the street.
Man in the moon (a very rare person, দুর্লভ বযনি) : You have become a man in the moon nowadays.
Man for the job (a perfect candidate for a role): He is a very experienced worker. It is quite evident
from his cover letter that he is the man for the job.
Make one’s mark (become successful and influential, স র্ ও প্রভ বশ র্ী হওয় ) : He has made his mark on this
firm.
Moot point (an undecided matter, অমীম াংনসত্ নবষয়) : Dowry system is still the most point in West Bengal.
Make a mountain out of a molehill (to magnify a trifling matter, ত্ুচ্ছ ন ছু ঝ ব নিঝয় বর্ ) : It will not help you
to make a mountain out of a molehill.
Make both ends meet (live within means, আয়-বযয় ঝমর্ ঝি ) : I cannot make both ends meet with my small
income.
Not dream of (not consider, ি ভ ব ) : I do not even dream of sending my son there.
No question of (not a possibility of, ঝ ি সম্ভ বি ঝিই।) : There is no question of my quarreling with you.
Not cricket (not honorable) Mr. Razan is not cricket in our society.
Oil one’s hand (to bribe, ঘু ষ ঝিয় ) : Even oiling one’s hand is common is in many public sector offices.

Grease one’s palms (to bribe, ঘু ষ ঝিয় ): I had to grease his palms to pass through the gate.
Live on the edge (to live an adventurous life): Some people like to live on the edge while some simply
like to live a routine life.
On the verge of (about to do something): Scientists are on the verge of finding a cure for this disease.
On the breadline (extremely poor) Rakib is on the breadline now.
On cloud nine (very happy) I am on cloud nine getting you.
One’s true colors (one’s real unpleasant character, ঝর আসর্ খ র প চনরত্র) : If you see his true colors, you
won’t like him.
On the spur of the moment (under the impulse of the moment, মুহূঝত্ল র উঝেজি য়) : He did it on the spur of
the moment.
On the wane (declining, হ্র সম ি) : His name is on the wane from the world.
Out of the wood (free from danger, নবপিমুি) : He is not yet out of the wood.
Out of sorts (not well, ঈষৎ অসু স্থ) : He is out of sorts now.

Appropriate Preposition
Appropriate Preposition
Infested with (উপদ্রুত্) : The house is infested with rats.
Indifferent to (উি সীি) : You can’t be. Indifferent to the duty’s call
Identical with (এ ই) : The interests of Landlords were identical with the ruler’s interests.
Ignorant of (অজ্ঞ) : The politician was ignorant of the latest developments in politics.
Insist on (ঝজ র নিয় বর্ ) : The child insisted on my going there.
Interested in (ইচ্ছু ) : She is not interested in her work.
Involve in (জনিত্) : The servant was involved in the theft.

Justification of, for (িয য্যত্ ) : What is the justification of or for his conduct?
Instill into (ধীঝর ধীঝর অিু প্রঝবশ র ি) : He instilled that idea into my mind.
Introduce to (a person) into (a room) (পনরনচত্ র ি) introduced him to my brother, or into the family.
Interview with (স ক্ষ ৎ র) : The prisoner had an interview with his wife.
Incentive to (উদ্দীপি ) : Processions are incentive to mass awakening.
Indulgence in (আসনি) : We should not tolerate indulgence in wine.
Laugh at (নবদ্রুপ র ) : A beggar is not to be laughed at.
Listen to (মঝি ঝয্ গ সহ ঝর শ্রবণ র ) : Listen to what I say.
Noted for (famous for) : Leo Tolstoy was noted for his literary work.

Spelling
Negligence, Superficial, Façade, Compartment, Compliance, Consecutive, Concentration, Scrupulous,
Ascension, Descendant, Despicable, Indomitable, Impregnable, Immaculate, Exquisite, Extrapolate,
Indestructible, Audible, Haste, Congenial, Cognitive, Conscience, Congregation, Exterminate,
Correlation, Constellation, Consolidate, Immature, Impractical, Circumvent, Circumference, Embellish,
Embezzle, Encompass, Extravagant, Exaggerate, Fiduciary, Frugality, Illegitimate, Infrastructure,
Obliterate, Paradigm, Phenomenon, Sustainable, Threshold, Unequivocal, Vicinity, Stipulate,
Rehabilitation, Perpetual, Notorious, Plummet, Rupture.

Group Verb
Phrasal verbs
Put down (লিখা) : Put down what I say.
Put forth (প্রয় াগ করা) : He put forth all his energy in the task.
Put forward (উত্থাপন করা) : The committee put forward a new suggestion.
Put in (দালখি করা) : Put in Your claim in black and white.
Put off (মু িতবী/ফেয়ি রাখা) : Don’t put off your today’s work for tomorrow.
Put off (ফখািা) : put off your shoes.
Put on (পলরধান করা) : put on your own dress.
Put out (লনভায়না) : put out the lamp.
Put out (উপয়ে ফেিা) : The robber’s eyes were put out.
Put up (টানায়না) : The notice was put up on the notice board.
Put up with (সহ্য করা) : I can’t put up with such an insult.
Put away (ছালে া ফদও া) : He put away all ideas of being a doctor.
Put down (দমন করা) : The king put down the revolt.
Pick at (খুুঁ ত ধরা) : Dont pick at others.
Pick off (গুলি করা) : The police picked off the thief.
Pick out (সনাক্ত করা) : The man failed to pick out his son from the mammoth gathering.
Pick up (লিখা) : Where does she pick up French.
Pick up (তুয়ি ফন া) : He picked me up on his way to office.
Pick up (ফেপ্তার করা) : The police picked up the attackers.
Pull down (ফভয়ে ফেিা) : They pull down the old complex.
Pull in (বন্দী করা) : The police pulled in the boy for interrogation.
Pull off (খু য়ি ফেিা) : I pulled off my shoes.
Pass away (মারা যাও া) : The patient passed away at night.
Pass away (অদৃিয হ্ও া) : The clouds have passed away.
Pass by (পাি লদয় যাও া) : I passed by your house.
Pass by (উয়পক্ষা করা) : He passed by my faults.

Pass off (ক্রয়ম কয়ম যাও া) : The density of fog passed off with the sunrise.
Pass on (অেসর হ্ও া) : Let us pass on to another subject.
Pass over (উয়পলক্ষত হ্ও া) : My claim was passed over.

English to Bengali
1.You'd better brush your teeth regularly.
ত োমোর নিয়নম দোাঁ ব্রোশ করো উনি ।
2.You’ve got to be kidding me!
ুনম মনি হয় আমোর সোনে মজো করন ো!
3.Shrewd people perceive at the slightest symptom.
ভোগোনে গরু মনর, শুকুনির টিক িনে।
4.To cut off one’s nose to spite one’s face.
নিনজর িোক তকনট পনরর যোত্রো ভঙ্গ করো।

5.A soft answer turneth away wrath.
তকোমল ব্যব্হোর সংঘর্ষ এেোয় ।

6.A sleeping fox catches no poultry.
কুাঁনে তলোনকর দ্বোরো তকোি কোজ হয় িো ।

7.Seemingly long time it takes water to boil when you are waiting for it.
অনপক্ষোর সময় তশর্ হয় িো ।
8.Your shoe is creaking.
ত োমোর জু োটো মি-মি করন ।
9.Your ward is the student of our school.
আপিোর প্রন পোলয আমোনদর নব্দযোলনয়র োত্র ।

10.You should have stood first.
ত োমোর পরীক্ষোয় প্রেম হওয়ো উনি ন ল ।

11.A wolf in sheep’s clothing.
দ্মনব্শী শত্রু ।

12.You should not shrink your duty.
কোনজ ফোাঁনক নদও িো ।
13.You should stop smoking.
ত োমোর ধুমপোি ব্ন্ধ করো উনিৎ ।

14.Admiration is the daughter of ignorance.
ভনি হনলো অজ্ঞ োর কিযো ।

Bengali to English
1.আপনি এটো আপিোর হোন র ডোি নদনক তদখন পোনব্ি ।
- You will see it on your right-hand side.
2. ুনম ব্রং ডোিোর ডোক - You had better call in a doctor.

3.তমোটো হন শুরু করোর আনগই আনরো তব্নশ ব্যোয়োম করো ত োমোর জিয ভোনলো হয় ।
You had better do more exercise before you start getting fat.
4. ুনম ব্রং ব্যোংক তেনক ঋণ িোও - You had better get a loan from a bank.

5. নু ম তসখোনি তগনলই ভোনলো হই - You had better go there.

6. নু ম ব্রং োনক এখোনি পোনিনয় দোও - You had better send him here.
7.তযমি গো , োর ত মনি ফল - As is the tree, so is the fruit.

8.য নদি কমলোর কৃপো েোনক - As long as fortune smiles on one.
9. োনক তিোর ব্লনলও হয় - You may as well call him a thief.
10.আপনি হয়ন ো ভুল িোম্বোনর ডোয়োল কনরন ি - You may have dialed the wrong number.

11. নু ম এটো নিন পোনরো - You may take this.
12.মোেো তিই। োর মোেো ব্যেো - Bachelors’ wives and maids’ children are always well taught.
13.রন কোনরর তিনয় প্রন নরোধ ভোনলো - An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

14.নব্দযো অিন্ত, জীব্ি সংনক্ষপ্ত - Art is long, life is short.
15.রনির টোি ব্ে টোি - Blood is thicker than water.

CONCEPT CLEAR
WRITING

Drug addiction
Drug addiction is now a global problem. This social cancer has spread its poisonous
claw all over the world. Frustration is the cause of this addiction. Unemployment
problems, political cataclysm, lack of family ties, lack of love affection, etc. give rise to
frustration. Drugs bear a terrible effect on the human body. They kill them slowly but
surely. No physician can stop the changes that take place in the body of a drug addict.
Drug addicted people feel drowsy, lose appetite and sleep. The skin of their bodies
begins to change its color. Drugs also damage the brain and all internal functions of
the body. However, this curse should not be allowed to go on unchecked. At any cost,
we must get rid of this social cancer by highlighting its dangerous effect on the human
body and society. When every person is sincere to drive this curse of drug addiction
from the society, human beings can get rid of it.

The 21st of February
The 2Ist of February is a red-letter day in our national life. The day is of great
importance in our national life. On this day in 1952, some heroic sons of the soil
sacrificed their lives for establishing Bangla as its rightful place. For their supreme
sacrifices, we got the recognition of our mother tongue. Every year on this very day,
the whole nation comes to the martyr’s monument and the ritual seems to affect a
purification of souls. The government, different organizations, and institutions
arrange programs to celebrate the day. People of all sections of our country bring
out processions. They put on black badges on their clothes. Hundreds of people
walk bare-foot and gather in front of the Shaheed Minar with flowers, garlands. The
people of our country celebrate this day with great enthusiasm and a renewed
pledge to build the nation.

SUMMARY/ PRECIS
Part A

Example of a summary is given below:
Passage

Climate change is one of the most serious issues at the moment all over the
world. The causes of climate change can be divided into two categories –
natural causes, and manmade situations. Global warming is the main natural
reason and using harmful chemicals in everyday life is the main reason
created by man. The climate is changing rapidly that results in the rise of the
earth’s average temperature.
The global climate change and its outcomes are leaving a bad impact on the
developing countries like Bangladesh, forcing poor countries to face natural
disasters and poverty. Climate change impacts include temperature rise,
greenhouse, and carbon dioxide gas emissions, irregular rainfall, the rise of
floods, cyclones, storm surges and drought, ice sheets melting which will
seriously Affect agriculture and livelihoods.

Bangladesh, for its geographical locations, is likely to be the most affected. The developed nations,

which are more responsible for such climate changes, should take responsibility to protect the
victimized countries. The Maldives is also one of the worst victims of climate change. A one-meter

sea-level rise will submerge about one-third of the total area of Bangladesh,
which will uproot 25-30 million people of Bangladesh. These people will become refugees of climate

change.
To reduce the bad impact of climate change people should be aware of it. Tree plantation can reduce
global warming which is the main natural reason for Climate Change. Stop using harmful chemicals
can reduce environmental pollution which is the main man-made reason for climate change. Students
should be careful to protect the environment and raise awareness. Thus, students can play a vital role

to reduce the bad impact of climate change.

Summary
Climate change is one of the biggest concerns of this time. And it does not
happen only due to natural causes. We, the people, are largely responsible for it

as well. There are a lot of causes for climate change but the effects of it will be
largely on the developing and under-developed countries. Bangladesh has the
risk of losing one-third of its land if a one-meter rise of the sea levels takes

place. It is our duty as students and also humans to take steps and raise
awareness to decrease the effects of climate change.

Write a short answer on recent topic

Part B

Write a Short answer on Bangabandhu Satellite-1

Bangabandhu Satellite-1 is the first Bangladeshi geostationary satellite
operated by BCSCL. It was launched on 11 May 2018. Bangabandhu Satellite1 manufactured by Thales Alenia Space. The total cost of the satellite was
projected to be 248 million US dollars. Through the launching of the
Bangabandhu-1 Satellite, Bangladesh entered a new era as a proud member of
the satellite club and the flag of Bangladesh has also been hosted in the space.
The launch made Bangladesh the 57th nation in the world and fourth in South
Asia after India, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka to own a satellite. Bangabandhu-1
was implemented by the Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory
Commission (BTRC) under the postal and telecommunications ministry and
for the overall management, there is a new organization “Bangladesh
Communication Satellite Company Limited

(BCSCL)” formed in 2017. The satellite will offer video and
communications coverage over Bangladesh and its territorial
waters in the Bay of Bengal, as well as in India, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri
Lanka, the Philippines, and Indonesia. The satellite will also
provide broadband connectivity to rural areas throughout the
country. Bangladesh’s annual expenditure for satellite connectivity
is $14m. The cost is due to renting bandwidth from foreign
operators. Private TV channel operators and Direct-to-Home (DTH)
as the alternative of cable television service providers will be the
main consumers of the satellite. The weather department, as well
as the defense sector, will also benefit from the satellite.

Voice
Voice হচ্ছে ক্রিয়ার প্রকাশভক্রি যার মাধ্যচ্ছম ব াঝা যায় বয বকান াচ্ছকযর subject কাজটি করচ্ছে/কচ্ছরচ্ছে/করচ্ছ নাক্রক কাজটি subject
দ্বারা করা হচ্ছে/হচ্ছয়চ্ছে/হচ্ছ ।
Voice is the way of expressing verbs that describes whether the subject does the work or has
been done by the subject.

Types of Voice:
Voice দুই প্রকারঃ
●
●

Active voice
Passive voice

Active voice:
বয sentence-এ subject ক্রনচ্ছজ সক্রিয়ভাচ্ছ কাজটি কচ্ছর বসই sentence-এ verb-এর active voice হয়।
The sentence in which the subject does the work by himself actively in that sentence the verb
has an active voice.
Sentence Structure:
Subject + Verb + Object
Example:
o

I write articles.

Passive voice:
বয sentence-এ subject ক্রনচ্ছজ সক্রিয়ভাচ্ছ কাজটি কচ্ছর না রং object-এর কাজটি তার দ্বারা করা হয় বসই sentence-এ verbএর passive voice হয়।
The sentence in which the subject does not do the work by himself actively rather the object’s
work is done by the subject in that sentence the verb has a passive voice.
Sentence Structure:
Object + be verb+ verb’s past participle + by+ subject
Example:
o

Articles are written by me.

Voice-বক active বেচ্ছক passive করার ক্রনয়মগুচ্ছ া ক্রনচ্ছে ক্রণিত হ :
Rule 01:
a. Active voice-এর subject passive voice-এর object-এ রূপান্তক্ররত হয়।
The active voice’s subject is changed to the passive voice’s object.

b. Active voice-এর object passive voice-এর subject-এ রূপান্তক্ররত হয়।
The active voice’s object is changed to the passive voice’s subject.
c. মূ verb-এর past participle য হৃত হয় এ ং auxiliary verb/ be verb ক্রন িােন করা হয় subject এ ং tense অনু যায়ী
।
The main verb’s past participle is used, and auxiliary verb/ be verb is chosen according to subject
and tense.
Example:
o
o

I write poems. (Active)
Poems are written by me. (Passive)

Rule 02:
⇒ Indefinite tense-এর বেচ্ছে passive voice-এর structure:
a. Present- Object’s subject+ am/is/are+ Verb’s past participle+ by+ subject’s object
Example:
o
o
o
o

She praises me. (Active)
I am praised by her. (Passive)
I praise her. (Active)
She is praised by me. (Passive)

b. Past- Object’s subject+ was/were+ Verb’s past participle+ by+ subject’s object
Example:
o
o
o
o

She praised me. (Active)
I was praised by her. (Passive)
She praised them. (Active)
They were praised by her. (Passive)

c. Future- Object’s subject+ shall be/will be+ Verb’s past participle+ by+ subject’s object
Example:
o
o
o
o

She will praise me. (Active)
I shall be praised by her. (Passive)
She will praise him. (Active)
He will be praised by her. (Passive)

⇒ Continuous tense-এর বেচ্ছে passive voice-এর structure:
a. Present- Object’s subject+ am being/is being/are being+ Verb’s past participle+ by+ subject’s
object
Example:
o
o
o
o
o
o

She is praising me. (Active)
I am being praised by her. (Passive)
She is praising him. (Active)
He is being praised by her. (Passive)
She is praising them. (Active)
They are being praised by her. (Passive)

b. Past- Object’s subject+ was being/ were being+ Verb’s past participle+ by+ subject’s object
Example:
o

She was praising me. (Active)

o
o
o

I was being praised by her. (Passive)
She was praising them. (Active)
They were being praised by her. (Passive)

c. Future- Object’s subject+ shall be being/will be being+ Verb’s past participle+ by+ subject’s
object
Example:
o
o
o
o

She will be praising me. (Active)
I shall be being praised by her. (Passive)
She will be praising them. (Active)
They will be being praised by her. (Passive)

⇒ Perfect tense-এর বেচ্ছে passive voice-এর structure:
a. Present- Object’s subject+ has been/ have been+ Verb’s past participle+ by+ subject’s object
Example:
o
o
o
o

She has praised him. (Active)
He has been praised by her. (Passive)
She has praised me. (Active)
I have been praised by her. (Passive)

b. Past- Object’s subject+ had been+ Verb’s past participle+ by+ subject’s object
Example:
o
o

She had praised me. (Active)
I had been praised by her. (Passive)

c. Future- Object’s subject+ shall have been/ will have been+ Verb’s past participle+ by+ subject’s
object
Example:
o
a.
o
o

She will have praised me. (Active)
I shall have been praised by her. (Passive)
She will have praised him. (Active)
He will have been praised by her. (Passive)

Rule 03:
May/might/can/could/must/ought
এর structure:

to/going

to-যু ক্ত Sentence-এর

বেচ্ছে passive voice-

Object’s subject+ may/might/can/could/ must/ought to/going to+ be+ Verb’s past participle+
by+ subject’s object
Example:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

You must write a poem. (Active)
The poem must be written by you. (Passive)
She may help you. (Active)
You may be helped by her. (Passive)
We ought to obey our parents. (Active)
Our parents ought to be obeyed by us. (Passive)
We are going to organize a party. (Active)
A party is going to be organized by us. (Passive)

Rule 04:
Imperative Sentence-এর বেচ্ছে passive voice-এর structure:
a. Main verb ক্রিচ্ছয় শুরু হওয়া Sentence-এর বেচ্ছেLet+ Object’s subject + be+ verb’s past participle
Example:
o
o
o
o

Write the article. (Active)
Let the article be written. (Passive)
Prepare the assignment. (Active)
Let the assignment be prepared. (Passive)

b. “Do not” ক্রিচ্ছয় শুরু হওয়া Sentence-এর বেচ্ছেLet not + Object’s subject + be+ verb’s past participle
Example:
o
o
o
o

Do not write the article. (Active)
Let not the article be written. (Passive)
Do not prepare the assignment. (Active)
Let not the assignment be prepared. (Passive)

c. একটি sentence “Let” ক্রিচ্ছয় শুরু হচ্ছ এ ং এর পর personal object বযমন: me/us/him/her/you/them োকচ্ছ Let+ Object’s subject + be + verb’s past participle+ personal object
Example:
o
o
o
o

Let me write an article. (Active)
Let the article be written by me. (Passive)
Let him write the letter. (Active)
Let the letter be written by him. (Passive)

d. “Never” ক্রিচ্ছয় শুরু হওয়া Sentence-এর বেচ্ছেLet not + Object’s subject + ever be + verb’s past participle
Example:
o
o
o
o

Never deceive anyone. (Active)
Let not anyone ever be deceived. (Passive)
Never go there. (Active)
Let not there ever be gone. (Passive)

e. Sentence main verb ক্রিচ্ছয় শুরু হচ্ছ এ ং এর পর personal object বযমন: me/us/him/her/you/them োকচ্ছ Let+ direct object + be+ verb’s past participle + for + personal object
Example:
o
o
o
o

Give me a pencil. (Active)
Let a pencil be given to me. (Passive)
Give me an eraser. (Active)
Let an eraser be given to me. (Passive)

Rule 05:
Interrogative Sentence-এর বেচ্ছে passive voice-এর structure:
a. Interrogative Sentence-বক Assertive Sentence-এ রূপান্তক্ররত করা হয়+ পক্রর ক্রতিত Assertive sentence-বক
passive form-এ বনয়া হয়+ পক্রর ক্রতিত passive voice-এর auxiliary verb-বক sentence-এর শুরুচ্ছত সান হয়+ Objectএর subject+ ……..+ by+ Subject-এর object+ প্রশ্নচ্ছ াধ্ক ক্রেহ্ন (Tense অনু সাচ্ছর করা হয়)।
Interrogative Sentence is changed to Assertive Sentence+ Changed Assertive sentence is taken
to passive form+ Changed passive voice’s auxiliary verb is put at the starting of sentence+
Object’s subject+…. ……..+ by+ subject’s object+ note of interrogation (Done according to Tense)
Example:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Have you written the article? (Active)
You have written the article. (Assertive)
The article has been written by you. (Passive of Assertive)
Has the article been written by you? (Passive of the main sentence)
Are you writing the article? (Active)
You are writing the article. (Assertive)
The article is being written by you. (Passive of Assertive)
Is the article being written by you? (Passive of the main sentence)

b. “Who” ক্রিচ্ছয় শুরু হওয়া Sentence-এর বেচ্ছেWho-এর পক্রর চ্ছতি By whom+ Tense এ ং person-অনু সাচ্ছর Auxiliary verb+ object-এর subject+ বকান বকানসময়
tense অনু যায়ী “be/being/been” য হৃত হয়+ Verb-এর past participle+?
By whom instead of a who+ Auxiliary verb according to tense and person+ object’s subject+
sometimes “be/being/been” is used according to tense+ Verb’s past participle+?
Example:
o
o

Who is writing the poem? (Active)
By whom is the poem being written? (Passive)

c. “Whom”- ক্রিচ্ছয় শুরু হওয়া Sentence-এর বেচ্ছেWhom এর পক্রর চ্ছতি Who+ Tense এ ং person-অনু সাচ্ছর Auxiliary verb+ Verb-এর past participle+ by+
subject-এর object+?
Who instead of a whom+ Auxiliary verb according to tense and person+ Verb’s past participle+
by+ subject’s object+?
Example:
o
o

Whom did you recommend? (Active)
Who was recommended by you? (Passive)

d. “What”- ক্রিচ্ছয় শুরু হওয়া Sentence-এর বেচ্ছেWhat+ Tense এ ং person-অনু সাচ্ছর Auxiliary verb+ Verb-এর past participle+ by+ subject-এর object+?
(Tense অনু সাচ্ছর করা হয়) ।

What+ Auxiliary verb according to tense and person+ Verb’s past participle+ by+ subject’s
object+? (Done according to Tense)
Example:
o
o
o
o

What is he doing? (Active)
What is being done by him? (Passive)
What does he need? (Active)
What is needed by him? (Passive)

Rule 06:
Active sentence যার ক্রনম্নরূপ কাঠাচ্ছমা:
Subject + verb + object +present participle-এচ্ছক ক্রনম্নরূচ্ছপ passive করা হয়:
Object-এর subject+ Tense এ ং person-অনু সাচ্ছর Auxiliary verb + Verb-এর past participle+ present
participle-যু ক্ত অংশ+ by + subject-এর object।
The active sentence having a structure like thisSubject + verb + object +present participle is changed into passive in the following way: Object’s
subject+ Auxiliary verb according to tense and person+ Verb’s past participle+ the part having
present participle+ by + subject’s object.
Example:
o
o

I saw him dancing. (Active)
He was seen dancing by me. (Passive)

Rule 07:
Active voice-এর double object োকচ্ছ Passive voice-এর কাঠাচ্ছমা:
দুটি object-এর বযচ্ছকানটি subject ক্রহচ্ছসচ্ছ বনয়া হয় ( যক্রক্ত ােক object-টি পক্রর তি ন করা ভা ) +Tense এ ং person-অনু সাচ্ছর
Auxiliary verb +Verb-এর past participle+ অনয object+ by+ active voice-এর subject-টি object ক্রহচ্ছসচ্ছ ব খা
হয়।
Passive voice’s structure in case of Active voice having double objectAnyone of the two objects is taken as the subject (Changing the personal object is better) + Verb’s
past participle+ Auxiliary verb according to tense and person+ the other object+ by+ active voice’s
subject is written as the object.
Example:
o
o

I gave her a dress. (Active)
She was given a dress by me. (Passive)

Rule 08:
Complex এ ং compound sentence-যু ক্ত Active voice-বক passive-এ পক্ররণত করার সময় উভয় clause-এর voice
পক্রর তি ন করা হয়।
In case of transforming active voice with the complex and compound sentence, into passive, the
voices of both clauses are changed.
Example:
o
o

I know that he sang the song. (Active)
It is known to me that the song was sung by him. (Passive)

Note:
Active voice যক্রি “People say” ক্রিচ্ছয় শুরু হয়, তচ্ছ এচ্ছক passive করচ্ছত হচ্ছ , এর শুরুচ্ছত “It is said that” য হৃত হয়।
If the active voice is started with “People say” while transforming it into passive “It is said that”
is used in the beginning.
Example:
o
o

People say that Dhaka is the city of mosques. (Active)
It is said that Dhaka is the city of mosques. (Passive)

Rule 09:
সাধ্ারণত: intransitive verb-এর passive voice হয় না। ক্রকন্তু যক্রি intransitive verb-এর পচ্ছর preposition যু ক্ত হচ্ছয়
একটি group verb ততরী কচ্ছর এ ং এটি intransitive verb ক্রহচ্ছসচ্ছ য হৃত হয়, তচ্ছ passive রূচ্ছপর structure হচ্ছ Object হচ্ছ subject+ Tense অনু সাচ্ছর Auxiliary verb + Verb-এর past participle+ প্রিত্ত preposition+ by+
subject-এর object।
Generally, the intransitive verb doesn’t have any passive voice. But if the preposition is added
after the intransitive verb it creates a group verb, and it is used as an intransitive verb then the
structure of the passive form will beObject will be subject+ Auxiliary verb according to Tense+ Verb’s past participle+ given
preposition+ by+ subject’s object.
Example:
o
o

The boy took care of the parrots. (Active)
The parrots were taken care of by the boy. (Passive)

Rule 10:
Active voice-এ Reflexive objective বযমন: myself, yourself, himself, herself, yourselves, ourselves,
themselves, প্রভৃক্রত োকচ্ছ Passive-এর কাঠাচ্ছমা-

Active voice-এর একই subject passive form-এ ও+ Tense এ ং person-অনু সাচ্ছর Auxiliary verb + Verb-এর
past participle+ by+ reflexive object।
Passive voice’s structure in case of active voice having Reflexive objective like myself, yourself,
himself, herself, yourselves, ourselves, themselves, etc.Same subject of the active voice in passive form + Auxiliary verb according to tense and person+
Verb’s past participle+ by+ the reflexive object.
Example:
o
o

He mocked himself. (Active)
He was mocked by himself. (Passive)

Rule 11:
Factitive object/ Complementary object-যু ক্ত active voice-এর passive কাঠাচ্ছমাদ্রষ্ট য: যক্রি বকান াচ্ছকয transitive verb বযমন: call, make, name, nominate, elect, select, প্রভৃক্রত োচ্ছক ক্রকন্তু একটি
পূ ণি অেি প্রকাশ করচ্ছত একটি অক্রতক্ররক্ত object য হৃত হয়, তচ্ছ এই অক্রতক্ররক্ত objectটিচ্ছক Factitive object/
Complementary object চ্ছ ।
Him, her, me, us, you, them, প্রভৃক্রতচ্ছক active রূচ্ছপ বনয়া হয় এ ং subject ক্রহচ্ছসচ্ছ য হৃত হয়+ Tense and person
অনু যায়ী Auxiliary verb+ Verb-এর past participle+ factitive object+ by+ subject-এর object.
Passive voice’s structure in case of active voice having Factitive object/ Complementary objectNote: If a sentence has a transitive verb like call, make, name, nominate, elect, select, etc. but
still can’t express a full meaning and an extra object is used to have the full meaning. This extra
object is called the Factitive object/ Complementary object.
Him, her, me, us, you, them, etc. are taken to an active form and used as subject+ Auxiliary verb
according to tense and person+ Verb’s past participle+ factitive object+ by+ subject’s object.
Example:
o
o

They made me a moderator. (Active)
I was made a moderator by them. (Passive)

Rule 12:
Cognate object-যু ক্ত active voice-এর Passive কাঠাচ্ছমাCognate object: ক্রকেু intransitive verb ক্রকেু সাহাযযকারী object য হার কচ্ছর transitive verb-এর মত আেরণ কচ্ছর।
এই সাহাযযকারী object-গুচ্ছ াচ্ছক Cognate object চ্ছ ।
Object-টি subject ক্রহচ্ছসচ্ছ য হৃত হয়+ Tense অনু সাচ্ছর Auxiliary verb+ Verb-এর past participle+ by+ Subjectএর object.
Passive voice’s structure in case of active voice having cognate object-

Cognate object: Some intransitive verbs use some supporting object and act as a transitive verb.
These supporting objects are called as a Cognate object.
The object is used as subject+ Auxiliary verb according to tense+ Verb’s past participle+ by+
Subject’s object.
Example:
o
o

He wrote a poem. (Active)
A poem was written by him. (Passive)

Rule 13:
Infinitive-যু ক্ত active voice-এর passive কাঠাচ্ছমাActive voice-এর subject+ tense এ ং person অনু যায়ী মূ verb+ infinitive-এর পচ্ছরর object (যক্রি োচ্ছক) + to be
+ infinitive-এর পচ্ছরর verb-এর past participle
Passive voice’s structure in case of active voice having infinitiveActive voice’s subject+ main verb according to tense and person + object situated after infinitive
(if there is) + to be + past participle of the verb after the infinitive.
Example:
o
o

He wants you to give a speech. (Active)
He wants a speech to be given. (Passive)

Rule 14:
Gerund combinations বযমন: suggest/recommend/advise/propose+ gerund+ object-যু ক্ত active
voice-এর passive কাঠাচ্ছমাActive voice-এর subject+ মূ verb+ that+ gerund-এর পচ্ছরর object+ should be+ gerund-বক verb-এ পক্ররণত
কচ্ছর তার past participle.
Passive voice’s structure in case of active voice having gerund combinations, i.e.,
suggest/recommend/advise/propose+ gerund+ objectGiven active voice’s subject+ main verb+ that+ the object after the gerund+ should be+ the
gerund is converted into a verb and its past participle.
Example:
o
o

He proposed watching the movie. (Active)
He proposed that the movie should be watched. (Passive)

Rule 15:
Determine/arrange/be determined/demand/decide/ be anxious, etc.+ infinitive + objectযু ক্ত active voice-এর passive কাঠাচ্ছমা:

Active voice-এর subject+ মূ verb+ that+ infinitive -এর পচ্ছরর object+ should be+ infinitive-বক verb-এ
পক্ররণত কচ্ছর তার past participle.
Passive voice’s structure in case of active voice having
determined/demand/decide/ be anxious, etc.+ infinitive + object-

determine/arrange/be

Given the active voice’s subject+ main verb+ that+ the object after the infinitive+ should be+ the
infinitive is converted into a verb and its past participle.
Example:
o
o

He decided to prepare the proposal. (Active)
He decided that the proposal should be prepared. (Passive)

Rule 16:
One+ should-যু ক্ত active voice-এর Passive কাঠাচ্ছমাObject-এর subject+ should be+ Verb-এর past participle.
Passive voice’s structure in case of active voice having One+ shouldObject’s subject+ should be+ Verb’s past participle.
Example:
o
o

One should perform one’s prayers. (Active)
Prayers should be performed. (Passive)

TAG QUESTIONS
Tag Question n‡”Q evowZ GKwU Question †hwU GKwU sentence Gi c‡i Ry‡o †`Iqv nq| †hgbtIt is a beautiful day, isn’t it?
You are lucky, aren’t you?
You’re the new secretary, aren’t you?
Z‡e Tag question mvaviYZ t ïaygvÎ Assertive Sentence GiB nq Ges GUvB important. ZvQvovI Imperative
Sentence Gi Tag Question Avm‡Z cv‡i| wKš‘ Interrogative sentence Gi KL‡bvB Tag Question nq bv|
Tag Question MVb Kivi K‡qKwU Basic rule ev bxwZ Av‡Q Ges memgq G¸‡jv follow K‡iB Tag Question
MVb Kiv nq|

Rule - 01:
hw` Sentence wU Affirmative nq Zvn‡j Question wU Negative n‡e| Avi hw` Sentence wU Negative nq
Zvn‡j Question wU Affirmative n‡e|
He is working hard these days, isn’t he?
They have already completed this, haven’t they?
You are not happy at all, are you?
He has never fallen in love before, has he?
You saw a bird, didn’t you?
We could not evaluate the freedom, could we?
Rule - 02:
If an imperative sentence starts with the word (let’s), the tag will be ‘Shall we?’.
যদি একটি imperative বাকয (let’s) শব্দ দিয়ে শুরু হে তয়ব tag হয়ব ‘Shall we?’
Example:
Let`s play football, shall we?
Rule - 03:
If an imperative sentence starts with the word ‘don’t/let him/let me/let her/let them, the tag will
be ‘will you?’.
যদি একটি imperative বাকয (don’t/let him/let me/let her/let them) শব্দ দিয়ে শুরু হে তয়ব tag
হয়ব ‘will you?’
Examples:
Don`t run in the sun, will you?
Let him play cricket now, will you?
Rule - 04:
If an imperative sentence starts with a verb and indicates Request/order/advice, you will use one
of the ‘Will you/would you/can you/could you?’ in answer.
যদি একটি imperative বাকয verb শব্দ দিয়ে শুরু হে এবং তা দিয়ে আয়িশ,অনুরধ বা উপয়িশ
ববাঝাে তয়ব ‘Will you/would you/can you/could you?’ হয়ব উত্তয়র।

Examples:
Finish the work as soon as possible, will you?
Please stay here for them, will you?
Rule- 05:
If the subject of the sentence is
‘Someone/somebody/everyone/everybody/none/nobody/anyone/anybody’, you will use the
pronoun ‘they’ in the tag question.
যদি বায়কযর subject দহয়েয়ব
‘Someone/somebody/everyone/everybody/none/nobody/anyone/anybody’ থায়ক তয়ব তু দি
pronoun দহয়েয়ব ‘they’ বোয়ব।
Examples:
Somebody came here, didn`t they?
Everybody wants to be happy in life, don’t they?
Rule - 06:
If the subject of the sentence is ‘Something/everything/anything/nothing’, you will use the
pronoun ‘it’ in the tag question.
যদি বায়কযর subject দহয়েয়ব ‘Something/everything/anything/nothing’ থায়ক তয়ব তু দি pronoun
দহয়েয়ব ‘it’ বোয়ব।
Examples:
Everything is similar to you, isn`t it?
Something is similar to it, isn’t it?
Rule - 07:
If the subject of the sentence is ‘Here/there/it’, you will use the same pronoun in the tag
question.
যদি বায়কযর subject দহয়েয়ব ‘Here/there/it’ থায়ক তয়ব এয়ির pronoun একই হয়ব tag question
এর বেয়ে।
Examples:
There was a pond, wasn`t there?
Here is your new notebook, isn’t it here?
Rule - 08:
In English sentences, only ‘no or not’ is not the sign of negative sentences. Some other negative
words make sentences negative. The negative words are:
few/little/bit/never/hardly/scarcely/barely/rarely/seldom/no sooner had/nobody/none/no
one/nothing/without. In this case, you will make the tag in affirmative form.
ইংয়রজিয়ত শুধুিাে ‘no বা not’ না-ববাধক বায়কযর দিহ্ন নে। আরও দকছু শব্দ রয়েয়ছ বযগুয় া থাকয় বেই
বাকযটিয়ক না-ববাধক রূয়প গণ্য করয়ত হয়ব এবং তখন tag এর উত্তর হাাঁ-ববাধয়ক হয়ব।

(few/little/bit/never/hardly/scarcely/barely/rarely/seldom/no sooner had/nobody/none/no
one/nothing/without)
Examples:
They hardly come here, do they?

I have a few tickets now, have I?
You never study hard, do you?
Rule - 09:
If the sentence is complex, you will get two clauses or sentences in it. You will be confused in
this situation. But remember, for making tags, you have to follow the tense and subject of the
principal clause. There is an easy method of recognizing the principal clause in a complex
sentence. If there is a comma (,) between the two clauses, the last one is a principal clause. But if
there is no comma (,) between the two clauses, the first one is a principal clause
Complex sentence এর বেয়ে তু দি িুটি বাকয পায়ব যার একটি হ principal clause এবং অপরটি হ subordinate clause । িয়ন রাখয়ব tags করার িনয বতািায়ক েবেিে principal clause টি অনুেরন করয়ত হয়ব। principal
clause বিনার একটি েহি উপাে রয়েয়ছ। যদি তু দি িুটি বায়কযর িায়ঝ বকান কিা(,) পাও তয়ব ২ে বাকযটি principal
clause এবং তার subject এবং tense অনুেরন কয়র করয়ত হয়ব। দকন্তু যদি বকান কিা না থায়ক তয়ব ১ি বাকযটি
principal clause হয়ব।

Examples:
As they phoned me, I went there, didn`t i?
The boy waits here though I have ordered him to leave, doesn’t he?
Rule - 10:
If the sentence starts with ‘All of us/some of them/none of you’, you will use the subjective form
of the pronoun in tag such as (All of us=we)/(some of them=they)/(none of you=you).
যদি বাকযটি ‘All of us/some of them/none of you’ দিয়ে শুরু হে তয়ব tag করার েিে এয়ির subjective
রূপটি বযবহার করয়ত হয়ব বযিনঃ (All of us=we)/(some of them=they)/(none of you=you)
Examples:
None of us can buy it, can we?
All of us were present in the last class, weren’t we?
Rule - 11:
If we get the words ‘summer/fire/sun’ as a subject in the sentence, we use the pronoun ‘he’ in
the subject of tag question but if we get the words ‘moon/ship/country/river’ as a subject in the
sentence, we use the pronoun ‘she’ in the subject of tag question
যদি আিরা বায়কযর subject দহয়েয়ব ‘summer/fire/sun’ পাই তয়ব এর pronoun দহয়েয়ব ‘he’ বোয়ত হয়ব দকন্তু
যদি আিরা ‘moon/ship/country/river’ পাই তয়ব এর pronoun দহয়েয়ব ‘she’ বোয়ত হয়ব
Examples:
Summer is a hard time, isn’t it?
The country has developed, hasn’t she?
Rule - 12:
Let’s wKsev Let us w`‡q hw` †Kvb statement nq †m‡¶‡Î tag question wn‡m‡e memgq shall we e¨eüZ n‡e|
Let us have some fun, shall we?
Let’s go for a picnic, shall we?
Rule - 13:
Gevi Tag Question Gi wKQy Exceptional D`vniY †`L Ges G¸‡jv g‡b ivL|
I'm right, aren't I?
We had to swim, didn't we?
We ought to go, shouldn't we?

Rule - 14:
Imperative Sentence Gi Tag Question MVb Kivi Rb¨ Avgiv mvaviYZ Will wKsev can e¨envi Kwi|
Sit down, won't you?
Shut up, can't you?
Checklist for three things in tag endings:
🢥 Does the ending use the same person as the sentence verb?
🢥 Does the ending use the same tense as the sentence verb?
🢥 If the sentence verb is positive, is the ending negative? If the sentence verb is negative, is the
ending positive?
It's nice here, isn't it?
They’ll be here tomorrow, won't they?

**An exceptional form of tag!
Tag এর একটি বযদতক্রি রূপ!
Yes, there is an exceptional structure in a tag question if the verb is ‘am’. You can not use the
form (am’nt) in a tag. If there is the verb ‘am’, you will use the form ‘are/aren’t’ in that place.
হযাাঁ, Tag এর গঠয়ন একটি বযদতক্রি দনেি রয়েয়ছ। এটি হ ‘am’ এর বেয়ে। তু দি কখয়নাই ‘am’
রূপটি Tag এ বযবহার করয়ত পারয়বনা। যখন তু দি verb দহয়েয়ব ‘am’ পায়ব তখন তায়ক
‘are/aren’t’ এ পদরবততন কয়র বোয়ত হয়ব।
See the examples:
I am writing a report for the project, aren’t I?
I am not aware of the fact, am I?
Finally, I want to show you some confusing usages of tag questions in English grammar.
েবয়শয়ে, আদি বতািায়ক tag questions এর দকছু দিধাযুক্ত বযবহারগুয় া বিখায়ত িাই।
Confusion - 01:
Nowadays, some learners follow British English and some follow American English.
এখন দশোথীয়ির িায়ঝ বকও British English অনুেরন কয়র আবার বকও American English
অনুেরন কয়র।
See the examples:
He had a nice book, hadn`t he? (British style)
He had a nice book, didn`t he? (American style)
Confusion - 02:
(The short form’ may indicate the verb ‘would/had’. If the form of a principal verb after it is in
base form, it indicates ‘would’. But If the form of a principal verb after it is in past participle
form, it indicates ‘had’
‘d’ এর েংদেপ্ত রূপ িুটি verb বক ববাঝায়ত পায়র বযিনঃ ‘would/had’ যদি তু দি ‘d’ এর পয়ে
verb এর িূ রূপ পাও তয়ব বেটি ‘would’ বক ববাঝাে আর যদি রূপ past participle পাও তয়ব
বেটি ‘had’ বক ববাঝাে।

See the examples:
I`d meet you on time, wouldn`t I?
I`d completed the task, hadn`t I?
Confusion - 03:
Except for assertive sentences, you may get also exclamatory sentences or different forms of
subject. You will make a tag of those sentences following these examples:
োধারণ্ বাকয ছাোও তু দি দবস্মেিূ ক বাকয বপয়ত পায়রা বা subject এর দিন্ন রূপ বপয়ত পায়রা।
বেয়েয়ে দবেেগুয় া ববাঝার িনয দনয়ের উিাহরণ্গুয় া েয কয়রা।
See the examples:
How fine the morning is, isn`t it? (Exclamatory sentence)
Birds fly in the sky, don`t they? (Different subject)
Kindly do me a favor, will you? (Requesting words in Imperative sentence)

SUBJUNCTIVE
The subjunctive in English is the simple form of the verb when used after certain verbs indicating that one
person wants another person to do something.
advise
demand
insist
propose
prefer
require
suggest
request
ask
recommend
command
urge
order
decree
NOTE: The verb want itself is not one of these verbs.
In the following rule, the verb indicates one of the above verbs.
subject + verb+ that + subject + [verb in simple
form]..
The doctor suggested that his patient stop smoking.
We proposed that he take a vacation.
I move that we adjourn until this afternoon.
The simple form of the verb is also used after impersonal expressions with the same meaning as the above
verbs. The adjectives that fit into this formula include the following.
advised
recommended
proposed
urgent
obligatory
important
necessary
mandatory
suggested
required
imperative
In the following rule, adjective indicates one of the above adjectives.
It+be adjective + that + subject +[verb in simple
form].. (any tense)
He must find books.
She needed to leave at once.
It has been proposed that we change the topic.

The English subjunctive is a special, relatively rare verb form that expresses
something desired or imagined.
We use the subjunctive mainly when talking about events that are not certain to happen. For example, we
use the subjunctive when talking about events that somebody:
● wants to happen
● anticipates will happen
● imagines happening
Base Subjunctive
Form of the base subjunctive
The form of the base subjunctive is extremely simple. For all verbs and all persons, the form is
the base of the verb, for example: be, have, do, go, sing, work
The base subjunctive does not use any other forms (goes, sings, works).
This table shows the base subjunctive in all persons, using the verbs be, work and sing as examples:
base-subjunctive
be

work

sing

I

be

work

sing

you

be

work

sing

he, she, it

be

work

sing

we

be

work

sing

you

be

work

sing

they

be

work

sing

Note that the subjunctive does not change at all according to person (I, you, he, etc).
Use of base subjunctive
In certain that-clauses
The base subjunctive is typically used in that-clauses after two structures:
1. suggest-verb (or noun) + that
● advise, ask, command, demand, desire, insist, order, prefer, propose, recommend,
request, suggest
● command, demand, order, proposal, recommendation, request, suggestion
2. advisable/anxious-adjective + that
● advisable, best, crucial, desirable, essential, imperative, important, necessary, unthinkable,
urgent, vital
● adamant, anxious, determined, eager, keen
Look at these sentences which include examples of the above:
main clause
suggest-verb
He

that clause
with subjunctive
suggests

that

you

be

present at the meeting.

The board

recommend

that

he

He

requested

that

the car park

main clause
suggest-noun

not

join

the company.

be

locked at night.

that clause
with subjunctive

They made a

suggestion

that

we

be

early.

He made a

proposal

that

the company

buy

more land.

The president has issued an

order

that

the secretary

resign

next month.

main clause
advisable-adjective

that clause
with subjunctive

It is

advisable

that

she

rest

for a week.

It was

essential

that

the army

advance

rapidly.

After the landing, it will be

vital

that

every soldier

use

a radio.

main clause
anxious-adjective

that clause
with subjunctive

Tara is

anxious

that

you

They are

keen

that

he

We were

determined

that

it

not

return

soon.

be

hurt.

remain

secret.

not

Notice above↑:
● the position of not when creating negation
● that the main clause can be in any tense
Look at some more examples, which include that clauses in the negative and continuous form:
● The judges order that he stay the execution.
● We have requested that we not be disturbed.
● The car must be waiting when we arrive.
● The manager was eager that his visitor sees the new building.
● The board of directors recommended that he not be dismissed.
● Have you seen my suggestion that work hours be reduced?
The use of the subjunctive as above is more common in American English than in British English,
where should structures are often used:
● We needed to vote the following day.

● He requested that the car park should not be locked at night.
be after if
We sometimes use subjunctive be after if/whether, though this is rather formal, especially in British
English:

If that

be

(not)

the case,
I intend to report the matter.

Whether he

be

prepared or not,

If this be error and upon me proved,
I never writ, nor no man ever loved. William Shakespeare
Fixed expressions
Note the following fixed expressions with the subjunctive:
● Bless you!
● God bless America!
● God save the Queen.
● Long live the President!
● Heaven forbid!
● Heaven help us!
were-Subjunctive
Form of were-subjunctive
were-subjunctive
be
I

were

you

were

he, she, it

were

we

were

you

were

they

were

Note that the subjunctive does not change according to person (I, you, he, etc).
Use of were-subjunctive
In the following examples, you can see that we sometimes use the were-subjunctive (instead of was) after:
● if
● as if
● wish
● suppose
Note that in these cases were is always correct, but was is possible in informal language:
Formal with were

Informal with was

I would go if I were younger.

I would go if I was younger.

If he were not so mean, he would buy
one.

If he wasn't so mean, he would buy one.

I'd tell her if I were you.

We do not normally say "if I was you" even in
colloquial language.

It's not as if I were ugly.

It's not as if I was ugly.

She acts as if she were the Queen.

She acts as if she was the Queen.

I wish I weren't so slow!

I wish I wasn't so slow!

I wish the computer were working.

I wish the computer was working.

Suppose she were here. What would you
say?

Suppose she was here. What would you say?

If I Were a Rich ManFiddler on the Roof
If I were a boyBeyoncé
If I were a carpenter
And you were a lady,
Would you marry me anyway?
Would you have my baby? Tim Hardin
Strange as it may seem, although the words hope and wish seem to be similar, we do not use the
subjunctive with hope. Correct sentences with hope would be, for example:
● I hope that this computer works.
● I hope that this computer is working

Causative Verbs
Structures & Examples
The causatives are the verbs that are used to indicate that one person causes another person to do something for the
first person. One can cause somebody to do something for him/her by asking, paying, requesting, or forcing the
person.

Causative Verbs:
o
o
o

Have
Get
Make

This kind of verbs constitutes different structures for their sentences.

Have
Structure 1:
Subject + have (any tense) + object (usually person) + base form of verb + . . . .
Example:
John had Alex clean the bedroom.
He always has me do his work.
Mary will have Alex prepare her homework.

Structure 2:
Subject + have (any tense) + object (usually thing) + past participle form of verb + . . . .
Example:
John had his car washed.
He always has his work done.
Mary will have her homework prepared.

Get
Structure 1:
Subject + get (any tense) + object (usually person) + infinitive + . . . .
Example:
John got Alex to clean the bedroom.
He always gets me to do his work.
Mary will get Alex to prepare her homework.

Structure 2:
Subject + have (any tense) + object (usually thing) + past participle form of verb + . . . .
Example:
John got his car washed.
He always gets his work done.
Mary will get her homework prepared.

Make
‘Make’ is stronger than ‘have/get’. It constitutes only one structure as it does not take anything
‘passive’ as its object.
Subject + make (any tense) + object (always person) + base form of verb + . . .
Example:
Robert made me beat that little child.
He always makes me do his work.
Mary will make me prepare her homework.
I made him wash my car.
He makes me laugh whenever I am down.

Note: According to the grammar rules and structures, two more similar verbs are not causative
verbs by definition but they constitute similar sentence structures.
Those two verbs are:
o
o

Let
Help

Let
‘Let’ means ‘allow/permit’ but the use of ‘let’ in the sentence is different from these words.
Structure:
Subject + let (any tense) + object (always person) + base form of verb +. . .
Example:
Robert let me escape the prison.
Let me go. (Subject ‘you’ is hidden)
The teacher let the students discuss among themselves.
I let him drive my car.

Let’s (let us) laugh and live a happy life.

The verb ‘permit’/’allow’ does not follow this structure. It follows the regular sentence pattern of
the English language.
Subject + permit/allow + object + infinitive + . . . .
Example:
John allowed him to drive his car.
He always allows him to do that.
The teacher allowed me to sit for the exams.

Help
Help is not actually a causative verb either but is generally regarded as a causative verb because
of its grammatical use in a sentence. It has two structures.
Structure 1:
Subject + help (any tense) + object (usually person) + base form of verb +. . .
Example:
Robert helped me escape the prison.
He helps me prepare my presentations.
The teacher had helped the students understand a complex theory.
I helped him learn driving.
It will help you move on.

Structure 2:
Subject + help + object + infinitive + . . . .
Example:
John helped him to lift his car.
He always helps me to find my stuff.
The teacher helped me to understand the topic.

Vocabulary

Unit 1
Word
Translation
Attempt
Respond
Seek
Darkness
Gaze
Fig
Behold
Roost
Clump
Cactus
Sight
Incomparable
Raft
Thrush
Desolate
Wagtail
Wail
String
Guess

Word
Myth
Associate
Present
Perfection
Withstand
Fellow
Soften
Drum
Tame

Impact
React
Suitable

Unit Fourteen: Lesson-1
Meaning
অনুবাদ
চেষ্ট করা
চকাননা কথা বা কানের েবাব
সক্রিয়ভানব চদয়া
চ াোঁো, অনেষণ করা
অন্ধকার
ক্রির দৃক্রষ্টনে োক্রকনয় থাকা
ডুমরু গাছ বা ফল
লক্ষ করা/ চদ া
(পাক্র নদর প্রসনে) রানে ঘুমানে
যাওয়া, দাোঁনে বনস ঘুমাননা
গুচ্ছ, ঝাে (বৃক্ষাক্রদ)
ফক্রণমনসা, নাগফনী
চদ নে পাওয়া
অেুলনীয়, অনুপম
চভলা
গায়ক পাক্র ক্রবনেষ
েনমানবেূনয
ঞ্জন
ক্রবলাপ করা
দক্রে;
অনুমান করা
Unit Fourteen: Lesson-2
Meaning
পুরাণ কথা/প্রােীনকাল চথনক
পুরুষানুিনম প্রবহমান কাক্রহনী
সংযুক্ত করা
দান করা, উপহারস্বরূপ চদওয়া
সম্ভাবয সনববাৎকৃষ্ট অবিান
প্রক্রেনরাধ করা, ক্রিনক থাকা
সহকমবী
নরম, চকামল, দুববল ইেযাক্রদ করা
বা চমাক্রহে হওয়া
ঢাক বা চঢাল
(েন্তু সম্পনকব) চপাষা, চপাষমানা;
(বযক্রক্ত সম্পনকব) ক্রনেবীব, অনুগে;
গৃহপাক্রলে
প্রভাব
প্রক্রেক্রিয়া করা
উপযুক্ত

Synonym
…………….
Try, Intend
Answer, Reply

Antonym
……………
…………..
Ask, Request

Explore, Investigate
Obscurity, Gloom
Stare
………….
See
Come to rest

Neglect
Light, Brightness
………..
………..
Neglect, Ignore
………….

Bunch
…………..
See
Exceptional, Excellent
Boat, Barge
………..
Isolated, Wild
………….
Mourn, Lament
Rope, Cord
Anticipate, Suppose

Individual
………….
…………
Ordinary, Inferior
………..
…………
Populated
………...
Laugh
………..
…………

Synonym
Fable, Fiction

Antonym
Reality, Truth

Combine, Attach
Offer
Excellence, Sublimity
Endure, Resist
Partner, Mate, Assistant
Calm, Lighten

Detach, Separate
Return
Flaw, Imperfection
Assist, Reject
………….
Agitate, Provoke

Bell
Domesticated, Obedient

………….
Wild

Outcome
Respond
Appropriate, Acceptable

………….
………….
Irrelevant, Awkward

Programme
Listen
Describe
Effect

Word
Legend
Credit
Miracle
Calm
Docile
Depict
Apparent
Threaten
Vigilant
Predatory
Believe

অনুষ্ঠানসূক্রে
মননানযাগ ক্রদনয় চোনা
বণবা করা
ফলাফল, প্রভাব
Unit Fourteen: Lesson-3
Meaning
চলৌক্রকক উপা যান যার সভযো
ক্রনরপণ দুরুহ, ক্রকংবদন্তী
চকাননা ক্রকছুনে আবিা িাপনক
করা, অক্রধকারী হওয়া
অনলাক্রকক ঘিনা
োন্ত হওয়া বা করা
সহনে বে মানন এমন, বাধয
ক্রেক্রিে করা, অঙ্কন করা
স্পষ্টে প্রেীয়মান
ভীক্রে প্রদেবন করা
সেকব, হুক্রেয়ার
ক্রেকাক্রর
ক্রবশ্বাস করা

Geographical
Perform
Admire
Emphasis
Statement
Register
Celebrate
Presentation

সক্ষম করা
োষ করা
সংরক্ষণ করা
স্বনদেীয়, চদক্রে
চল ার েনয কাগে বা োমোর
পাকাননা ফাক্রল
াক্রে (উত্তর আনমক্ররকার) চছাি
নদী
চভৌনগাক্রলক
চকাননা কমব সম্পাদন করা
শ্রদ্ধা করা
গুরুত্ব প্রদান
ক্রববরণ
োক্রলকাভুক্ত করা
শ্রদ্ধা ও সম্মান প্রদেবন করা
উপিাপনা

Word
Undergo
Disturb
Terrible
Slay
Arrow
Tactic
Immense
Victorious

Unit Fourteen:Lesson-4
Meaning
সহয করা
স্বাভাক্রবক অবিানক ক্রবক্রিে করা,
ভীক্রেকর; ভয়ঙ্কর
হেযা করা
েীর
চকৌেল, েেুরো
অপক্ররনময়
ক্রবেয়ী

Enable
Cultivate
Preserve
Indigenous
Scroll
Creek

Schedule
Hear
Depict, Express
Result, Consequence

…………
…………
Conceal, Mystify
Start, Source

Synonym
Fable, Fiction

Antonym
Truth, Non-Fiction

Assign, Approve

Blame

Wonder, Marvel
Soothe, Pacify
Obedient, Easygoing
Describe, Portrary
Probable, Seeming
Warn, Pressure
Careful, Aware
Greedy, Rapacious
Trust, Rely On
Empower, Permit
Till, Plant
Save, Protect
Native, Domestic
Papyrus, Document

………….
Agitate, Excite
Stubborn, Obstinate
Conceal, Distort
Doubtful, Obscure
Assist, Approve
Heedless, Ignorant
…………
Disbelieve, Deny,
Reject
Stop, Oppose
Destroy
Attack, Give up
Foreign, Alien
………..

Brook, Rill

………..

Terrestrial, Earthly
Achieve, Function
Appreciate, Respect
Priority, Importance
Explanation, Presentation
…………..
Honour, Praise
Performance, Exhibition

………..
Avoid, Prevent
Dishonour, Mock
Ignorance, Weakness
Question
……………
Blame, Condemn
Concealment

Synonym
Endure, Suffer
Bother, Agitate
Horrible, Frightful
Kill, Murder
Cursor, Dart
Strategy
Enormous, Huge
Triumphant, Winner

Antonym
Escape
Assist, Promote
Delightful, Soothing
Create, Give Birth
……….
……….
Limited
Unsuccessful

Immortal
Succeed
Bury
Triumph
Acquire
Reputation
Possess
Accomplish
Impress
Defeat
End

অক্ষয়
সফলো লাভ করা, সক্ষম হওয়া
কবর চদওয়া, সমাক্রহে করা
ক্রবেয় অেবন করা; েয়লাভ করা
অেবন করা
যাক্রে
অক্রধকারী বা মাক্রলক হওয়া
সাফনলযর সনে চেষ করা
মুগ্ধ করা, অক্রভভূে করা
পরাক্রেে করা
সমাপ্ত করা

Eternal, Endless
Win, Triumph, Gain
Entomb
Conquer, Win
To Gain Achieve, Obtain
Fame, Honour
Own, Occupy
Perform, Gain
Inspire, Excite
Beat, Ruin
Finish, Abate

Temporary, Mortal
Lose, fail
…………
…………
Lose, Give Up
Notoriety
Need
Begin, Commence
Discourage, Neglect
…………….
Start

Idioms & Phrases
Practical joke (a harmful joke, ক্ষতিকর িামাশা) : Never play practical jokes on your friends.
Present oneself (Be present, (উপতিি হওয়া) : The girl presented Herself at the party in a beautiful
dress.
Patch up the quarrel (তিিাদ তমতিয়য় ফেলা) : Will anybody volunteer to patch up the quarrel between
the two relatives?
Pick and choose (সতিক তিিবাচি করা) : The owner picked and chose a good person for the post of his
personal secretary,
Pillar to post (এক িাি ফেয়ক অিযিায়ি) : Vagabonds wander from pillar to post all through their life.
Pore one’s eyes out (পয়ে পয়ে ফচাখ িযাো করা) : Good students never pore their eyes out just before
the exam.
Palmy days (সুসময়) : Friends flock around us in our palmy days.
Put the cart before the horse (to do things in the reverse order of nature, প্রকৃতি তিরুদ্ধ আচরণ ) : By
laying more stress on military and less on meals we are putting the cart before the horse.
Roaring success (extremely successful, দারুিভায়ি সেল ) : This film has been a roaring success.
Rank and file (সাধারণ ফলাক) : We should pay attention to the rank and file of the country.
Ready money (িগদ িাকা) : He had a lot of ready money.
Run one’s race (জীিি যাপি করা) : The poor run his race in a miserable way
Rack one’s brain (মাো ঘামায়িা) : I racked my brain to remember the date of his birth, but in vain.
Rise in arms (সশস্ত্র তিয়রাহ) : Some personnel of the army of Russia rose in arms against Gorbachev.
Root and branch (সিিুক)ু : He will not be able to do the work root and branch.
Right and left (সিতদক তদয়য়) : we attacked our enemies right and left.
Ride anchor (ফিাঙর ফেলা) : As soon as the ship was about to ride anchor in the estuary, a terrible
storm arose and the captain suggested moving into the sea.

Appropriate Preposition:
Obedient to (িাধয) : The boy was obedient to his parents.
Opposite to (তিপরীয়ি) : Their house is opposite to ours.
Overwhelmed with (অতভভূি) : She was overwhelmed with pain.
Obstacle to (িাধা) : Poverty is an obstacle to social form.
Pride in (গিব) : Habib took pride in his success.
Proficiency in (দক্ষিা) : The scholar had proficiency in language.
Play for (ফখলা করা) : He plays regularly for that team.
Pleased with (সন্তুষ্ট, িযতির সায়ে) : The teacher is pleased with me.
Pleased at/ with (িযতির আচরয়ণর সায়ে) : They were pleased at/ with his gentleness.
Popular with (জিতপ্রয়) : john is popular with his friends.
Prefer to (পছন্দ করা) : I prefer a blue pen to a red one.
Preside at/ over (সভাপতিত্ব করা) : who presided at/ over the last meeting.
Plunged in (thought) into (water) (মগ্ন) : I found him plunged (engrossed) in thought. He plunged
(dived) into the river.
Ponder on, over (গভীরভায়ি তচন্তা করা) : Ponder well on (or over) my advice.
Prompt in (answer), at (figures) (চিপয়ি) : He is prompt in his answers. He is prompt at figures.
Proud of (গতিবি): We are proud of our blind belief in the east.

Prompt in (িৎপর): The student is prompt in answers.
Pry into (উঁতক তদয়য় ফদখা) : I do not like prying into your secrets.
Passion for (আসতি) : I have a passion for games.
Persevere in (অধযিসায়ী হওয়া) : He is persevered in his attempts.

Spelling
Ambiguous, Malleable, Ameliorate, Conundrum, Impermeable, Anomaly, Impervious, Appease,
Wound, Besmirch, Consult, Arrogance, Excellence, Triumphant, Associate, Instigate, Anticipate,
Exhibition, Concealment, Conquer, Commence, Scholarship, Deliberate, Disseminate, Tentative,
Malicious, Renowned, Mystery, Possess, Reputation, Geographical, Apparent, Incomparable,
Attempt, Investigate, Obscurity, Exceptional, Sublimity, Domesticated, Irrelevant, Schedule,
Consequence, Obedient, Obstinate, Doubtful, Rapacious, Terrestrial, Appreciate, Dissolution,
Dissonance, Admonish, Compliant, Conciliatory, Luminous, Amalgamate, Arduous, Deterrent,
Oscillate, Audacious, Autonomous, Inherent, Digression, insensible, Facilitate, Fallacious

Phrasal Verbs
Run after (পশ্চান্ধাবন করা) : The villagers ran after the thief.
Run away (পালিয়ে যাওো) : The servant ran away with valuables.
Run down (ক্লান্ত হওো) : The servant ran down after working the whole day.
Run off (দ ৌয়ে পািায়না) : The thief saw police and ran off.
Run out (দেষ হওো) : I am writing this line in short because my pen is running out.
Run over (চাপা পো) : The dog was run over by a car.
Run over (উপয়চ পো) : The water of the river was running over its bank.
Run into (পলিি হওো) : Don’t run into debt.

ENGLISH TO BENGALI
1. Facebook is one of the popular social networking media in the present time
বর্তমান সময়ের জনপ্রি়ে সামাজজক যায গাযায গ মাধ্যম ফেসবুক।
2.If you hear the truth for nothing, you can be angry
সর্য কথাও খামকা শুনযে রাগ হযর্ পাযর।
3.Someone who makes threats all the time seldom carries out the threats
যর্ গযজত র্র্ বযষ না
ত
4.Make hay while the sun shines
ফ াপ বুয ফকাপ মারা
5.The more you read, the more you learn
যর্ই পপ্র়িযব, র্র্ই প্রিপ্রখযব
6. A bully is always a cow
র্জতনকারী বা ষন্ডা সব সম়েই কাপুরুষ
7. A golden key can open any door.
টাকা়ে বাযের দুধ্ ফমযে
8. A good start of war, a clear sing of victory
যুযের শুরু ভাযো মাযন অযধ্ক
ত প্রবজ়ে
9. This is the faith that I go back to the South with
এটাই ফসই প্রবশ্বাস যার কারযে আপ্রম দপ্রিযে প্রেযর প্রগয়েপ্রিোম
10.We first make our habits and then habits make us.
িরীযরর নাম মহাি়ে,যা স্ও়োযব র্াই স়ে
11.You cannot make a silk purse out of a sow's ear
েুেূ ফদযখযিা, োাঁদ ফদখপ্রন
12. Being unnecessarily flashy is pointless
কম পাপ্রনর মাি ফবি পাপ্রনযর্ উঠযে ও মাযি ফবি োোোপ্রে কযর

13. Out of sight, out of mind
ফ াযখর আ়িাে হযেই মযনর আ়িাে হ়ে

14. A guilty mind is always suspicious
ঠাকুর েযর ফকযর, অ াপ্রম কো খাই না

15. To count one’s chickens before they are hatched
গাযি কাাঁঠাে ফগাাঁযে ফর্ে

BENGALI to ENGLISH
1. ভার্ ি়িাযে কাযকর অভাব হ়ে না
A full purse never lacks friends
2. একাই একযিা।
A host in himself
3. প্রবদুযরর খুদ ।
A humble gift made by a poor man with a sincere heart
4. ফনবু ক োযে ফর্যর্া হ়ে।
A jest driven hard, loses its point.
5. আজ বাদিা কাে েপ্রকর।
A king today is a beggar tomorrow.
6. টযাক খাপ্রে ফর্া মুখ কাপ্রে।
A light purse is a heavy curse

7. সঙ্গ ফদযখ ফোক ফ না যা়ে ।
A man is known by the company he keeps

8. অল্পপ্রবদযা ভ়েংকরী।
Shallow knowledge turns one’s head
9. ফনংটার ফনই বাটপাযরর ভ়ে ।
A pauper has nothing to lose

10. কাাঁ া়ে না ফনা়োযে বাাঁি, পাকযে কযর টযাাঁিটযাাঁি।
A pet lamb, makes a cross ram

11. অসৎ সযঙ্গ সবনাি
ত
।
A rotten sheep infects the flock
12. প্রবষ কুম্ভং পয়োমুখম।
A serpent under the flower.
13. কুাঁয়ি ফোযকর দ্বারা ফকান কাজ হ়ে না
A sleeping fox catches no poultry.

14. ফকামে বযবহার সংেষ এ়িা়ে
ত
।
A soft answer turneth away wrath

15. বাংোযদযির অথনীপ্র
ত র্যর্ অপ্রভবাসীগে অনযর্ম সহা়েক িজি
In the economy of Bangladesh, the migrants are a helping power.

CONCEPT CLEAR WRITING
1. A reporter
A reporter is a person who collects news from any place or sector of the country or from any
county of the world on behalf of a certain newspaper or a news agency in order to publish it. He
plays a very important role in the newspaper industry. He supplies various kinds of news to the
news agency or newspaper, such as news of different happenings, events of political and
economic aspects of social aspect, and so on. A reporter should be an ideal person to supply true
reports to the newspaper or news agency. If he is a reporter of a false news, he will do harm to
the nation or to the humanity. He must remember his is a noble job. If he is noble, he will get
recognition. He is a builder of public opinion in favor of or against an issue.
2. How to make a garden
Gardening is one of the most useful and interesting things of a man’s life. In order to make a
garden at first, a person has to select a suitable piece of land where the rain water does not stand
during the rainy day or season. Then, he has to dig the soil well for sowing seeds or planting
little seedlings in it. Next, he will have to put a strong fence around the garden so that the cattle,
the goats or any naughty boys can’t do any harm to his garden. After that, he has to water the
flower plants every morning. Besides, he has to make the soil loose. In this way, anyone can
easily make a garden. Making a garden is very essential to both our body and mind.
3. A Winter Morning
A winter morning has some characteristics which make it different from a morning of any other
season. It goes without saying that a in morning is cold. Sometimes, in winter dense holds the
early hours of a day. In such a foggy winter morning thing at little distance of few yards cannot
be seen. We, sometimes, get up late in winter morning to elude the biting cold. Poor people, in
winter morning, are seen to sit around a makeshift fire made of straw and dead leaves. People
and creatures start coming out of their den. In winter morning payesh made of date juice and rice
is a delicious dish.

Answer the following questions:
1. Who is a reporter?
2. What happens if a reporter gives fabricated news?
3. What the are the first three steps of gardening?
4. What are the main features of a winter morning?

5. Who don’t enjoy the winter morning?

Precis

Campus Violence
Violence is a word with which we are more or less acquainted. This violence creates nuisance
and haphazard in the society without any discrimination. When this violence takes place in
campus, it becomes more dangerous than anything else. The university and the college campus is
a usual place for the students to enjoy educational facilities. But now it has become a place of
political area, where the procession, grouping, party politics have been practiced leaving the
objectives of education.
If it is constructive, it is beneficial, but if it is destructive, it brings bad luck in every sphere of
the students’ life. Because of campus violence, many innocent students die. They often lose their
golden time due to session jam. Then the nice atmosphere of taking education becomes a place
of battle field of the terrorists. Obviously, our political parties. are greatly responsible for this.
The involvement of the respected teachers is also responsible for campus violence.
Campus violence is a hot issue of Bangladesh. Almost every universities and colleges of
Bangladesh are affected by this problem. So, this problem should be eradicated at any cost. Our
students should realize that student life is to utilize and cultivate for the sole purpose of study
only. They are the future generation of the country. It should be remembered by them. Our
political parties should be liberal in this respect. They should not use the innocent students in
this regard. The intellectuals, the teachers and the educated society should come forward to
remove this problem. Above all, our government should take proper measure to mitigate this
problem.
Summary: Violence is something that creates nuisance in the society and it should be kept away
from university campus. But sadly, now the university and college campuses have become a
place of political activities. While constructive political activity is beneficial, destructive ones are
certainly dangerous. And the political activities in college and university campuses are mainly
destructive in nature. The government should ensure that campus violence does not take place in
educational campuses.
Answer the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is violence?
Is the university campus a place for violence? Why or why not?
Why is campus violence not beneficial sometimes?
How should the political parties be to stop campus violence?

5. What can be done to mitigate this issue?

Short Answer Writing
The prosperity of a country mainly depends on the education of her population. About fifty
percent of the total population in our country is female. A country cannot expect her prosperity
by avoiding this large part of population. Female education is a must for every woman. Firstly,
women have some special tasks and duties. Education is very necessary to perform their duties
properly. Secondly, every woman is a potential mother. Education of a child greatly depends
upon its mother. An educated mother would be able to bring up her child properly. Thirdly,
social responsibilities should also he shared between men and women. in conjugal life a woman
should be able to help her husband. For this purpose, a woman should be educated. Besides,
women of present society are very neglected. To keep our women free from unexpected
negligence women should be educated. There are some people who are strongly opposed to the
female education. They think that women’s only, duty is to do household affairs and rearing
children. But we cannot think of the progress of our country without the education of female. So
all necessary steps should be taken to encourage female education for the betterment of our
country.

Read the following passage and answer the following questions:
1. On what factor does the prosperity of the country depend on?
2. What happens if women are not educated?
3. Why is education important for a mother?
4. Why is female education obstructed?
5. Why should female education be prioritized?

Parallelism
Definition of Parallelism
The balance between two or more similar words, phrases, or clauses is called parallelism in
grammar. Parallelism is also called parallel structure or parallel construction. Parallel
construction prevents awkwardness, promotes clarity, and improves writing style and readability.
The concept of Parallelism is the repetition of a chosen grammatical form within a sentence. It means
using the same pattern of words to show that two or more ideas have the same level of importance & adds
refinement to what is being written and helps avoid repetition.
Examples:


Not Parallel: Nancy likes playing the piano, the trumpet, and play the guitar.

Parallel: Nancy likes the piano, the trumpet, and the guitar.
Parallel: Nancy likes playing the piano, the trumpet, and the guitar.


Not Parallel: She played basketball, had a shower, and gone to school.
Parallel: She played basketball, had a shower, and went to school.



Not Parallel: You can apply to the job by filling this form or apply by telephone.
Parallel: You can apply to the job by filling this form or you can apply by telephone.

Rules of parallelism
1. Parallelism is used to balance nouns with nouns, prepositional phrases with prepositional phrases,
participles with participles, infinitives with infinitives, clauses with clauses.
2. Parallelism is used with elements joined by coordinating conjunctions.
Not Parallel: My mother likes cooking and to read.
Parallel: My mother likes cooking and reading.

3. Parallelism is used with elements in lists or a series.
4. Not Parallel: This task can be done individually, in pairs, or can be done in groups of four.
Parallel: This task can be done individually, in pairs, or groups of four.
5. Parallelism is used with elements being compared.
Not Parallel: She is mad about watching TV more than to read a book.
Parallel: She is mad about watching TV more than reading a book.
6. Parallelism is used with elements joined by a linking verb or a form of being

Not Parallel: To learn is understanding the world.
Parallel: To learn is to understand the world.
7. Parallelism is used with elements joined by linking words.
Not Parallel: The teacher not only wants his students to keep quiet but also to do the task.
Parallel: The teacher wants his students not only to keep quiet but also to do the task.

Steps to revise sentences for parallel structure:
1. Figure out what parts of the sentence are being compared.
2. Decide whether they are parallel, i.e. arranged in the same way.
3. If they are not, make them parallel by making the grammatical construction the same in each part.
Example 01:
He likes reading, writing, and swimming.
OR we can say: ‘He likes to read, write and swim’ (but not ‘He likes reading, writing and to swim’
because the structure is not the same throughout)
Example 02:
Sam has a pen in his bag.
Sam has a pencil in his bag.
Sam has two books in his bag.
A better way of conveying the same would be: Sam has a pen, a pencil and two books in his bag.
Example 03:
Betty has intelligence, honesty, and she is funny.
OR A better way of conveying would be: Betty has intelligence, honesty, and humor.

5 GOLDEN RULES to be mastered to write parallel sentences:
1. When you connect two or more clauses or phrases with a conjunction (for, and, nor, but, etc)
use parallel structure.
Example:
Not Parallel: My best friend took me dancing and to a show.
Parallel: My best friend took me to a dance and a show.

2. When you connect two clauses or phrases with correlative conjunction (not only, but also,
either…or,neither…nor, if…then, etc.) use parallel structure.
Example:
Not Parallel: Sam wants both a satisfying job and that pays well.
Parallel: Sam wants both a satisfying and well-paying job.
3. Observe the parallel structure of sentences while comparing elements.
Example:

Not Parallel: I like to read books over watching movies.
Parallel: I like reading books watching movies.
4. Observe parallel structure when elements are in a list.
Example:
Not Parallel: Traditional societies believed the king to be a religious, political, social, and head of the
military forces.
Parallel: Traditional societies believed the king to be a religious, political, social, and military head.
5. When you connect two clauses or phrases with a word of comparison, such as ‘than’ or ‘as’, use
parallel structure.
Example
Not Parallel: I would rather pay for my education than financial aid.
Parallel: I would rather pay for my education than receive financial aid.

Redundancy
What Is Redundancy In English?
Redundancy in the needless repetition of words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, or ideas.
Redundancy is when we use two or more words together that mean the same thing, for example,
‘adequate’. We also say something is redundant when a modifier’s meaning is contained in the word it
modifies, for example, ‘merge’.
When we write, we should try to be as clear and concise as we can be. If we learn how to get a message
across without adding unnecessary words, readers are more likely to read what we write.
Why You Should Not Use Redundant Phrases
Every word you use should add something new to your piece of writing. When you use a redundant
phrase you are using two or more words that mean the same thing. They add nothing new.
Redundancies pad your writing and bore your readers. The longer sentences are liable to make people
stop reading altogether.
Common redundancies to avoid in business writing:
1. In my opinion, I… (Use: I…)
2. Collaborated together (Use: collaborated)
3. Past experience (Use: experience)
4. The reason why (Use: reason)
5. Plus in addition (Use: in addition)

19 Very Common Examples Of Redundancy In English are given below:

Be Concise!
Instead of…

Try saying…

12 midnight

Midnight

12 noon

Noon

A total of 12 birds

14 birds

Biography of her life

Biography

Circle around

Circle

Close proximity

Proximity

Each and every

Each

End result

Result

Exactly the same

The same

Free gift

Gift

Inspite of the fact that

Although

In the evnet that

If

New innovations

Innovations

One and the same

The same

Period of four days
Repeat again

Four days
Repeat

Revert back

Revert

Shorter/Longer in length

Shorter/Longer

Summarize briefly

Summarize

In
English usage, redundancy is usually defined as the use of two or more words that say the same thing, but
we also use the term to refer to any expression in which a modifier’s meaning is contained in the word it
modifies (e.g., early beginnings, merge together—many more are listed below). Think of redundancies as
word overflows.
This list is far from complete, and we’re developing it organically (i.e., adding redundancies as they come
up in our work) rather than compiling the list by stealing from other online sources, which would be too
easy. If you feel strongly that any redundancy should be added here, please comment.
A
Actual fact
Added bonus: A bonus is by definition something added.
Adequate enough: One or the other will work.
After having
Arm’s reach: reach or arm’s length.
B
Blatantly obvious: Things that are blatant are obvious.
Blend together
[Adjective]-born: e.g., Brazilian-born, Texan-born. Make it Brazil-born or Texas-born (or Brazilian or
Texan).
Browse through: To browse is to look through something, so through is already contained in its
meaning.

But yet: As conjunctions (but not as adverbs), but and yet are synonyms.
C
Central protagonist
Chase after
Close proximity: To be in proximity to something is to be close to it. Try close to or in proximity
to instead.
Collaborate together
Comingle, co-mingle: The verb mingle means to mix or bring together in combination.
Combine together: To combine is to bring multiple things together.
Continue on: If you two words, try go on.
Critical juncture: A juncture is a moment made critical by a concurrence of circumstances.
Critically important
Current status quo: The status quo is the current state of affairs.
E
Each and every: Each and every are synonyms.
Early beginnings
End result
Enter into: Try go into, or just enter.
Equally as: Try one or the other.
Excess(ive) verbiage: Verbiage is an excess of words.
F
False pretense and false pretenses: Pretenses are by definition false.
Far distance: Exception: when contrasting a far distance with a near distance.
Favorably disposed: To be disposed is to have a favorable inclination to something.
Fellow classmates: Try fellow students.
Few in number: Few always pertains to number.
Final destination: Exception: in reference to journeys, especially airline flights, that have multiple
destinations.
Final outcome
Final result
First and foremost
First dibs: When you have dibs on something, you have the primary claim to it.

First discovered: Generally, something can only be discovered once, but there are exceptions—for
example, “I first discovered bananas in 1979, then forget about them, and then discovered them again in
2009.” Alternatives: First saw, first encountered, first observed.
Follow after
Forewarn
Free gift: If it’s not free, it’s not a gift.
Future plans: All plans pertain to the future.
G
General consensus (of opinion): A consensus is an opinion generally held by a group.
General vicinity
Generally always
H
Historic milestone: A milestone is by definition historic.
I
In the negative: no.
In the process of: The meaning of this phrase is usually conveyed by the surrounding verbs. For
example, we are in the process of moving could be just we are moving.
Innocent civilians
Interact with each other
Intermarry, intermarriage
Intermingle
J
Join together: Things that join can only do so together.
Joint cooperation: If it’s not done jointly, it’s not cooperation.
Just exactly: Exactly means precisely or in all respects, and one definition of just is precisely.
M
Main protagonist
Manually by hand: Manually means by hand.
Meld together
Mental attitude: Can an attitude be anything but mental?
Merge together
Mix together
Moment in time: A moment is a short, indefinite period of time.

Most quintessential: Quintessential contains most in its definition—i.e., the most typical of a quality or
state.
Most unique
O
Old adage: The definition of adage is a traditional (i.e., old) saying that is accepted as true.
Opening gambit: but only when gambit is used in its traditional sense.
Orbit around: Orbit means to go around (something).
Outward appearances: Appearances are by definition outward.
Overexaggerate: Excess is contained in the meaning of exaggerate, but overexaggerate works where
exaggeration is expected, such as in some types of acting.
P
Past experience: All experience is in the past.
Past history
Pervade throughout: The verb pervade means to be present throughout.
Plan ahead
Plan in advance
Pre-plan: Exception: where pre-plan means prior to planning.
Prior experience: All experience is prior (though people seem to love using this phrase in job listings).
Proceed forward: To proceed is to move forward.
Proceed further
Proof positive: Proof is usually sufficient.
R
Rate of speed: Rate or speed is usually sufficient.
Reason is because: Reason is contained in the definition of because, and while the phrase reason is
because is common, sticklers for this sort of thing say either the reason is that or it is because.
Repay back: Go with either pay back or repay.
Repeat again: This is redundant when something is repeated for the first time.
Reserve ahead of time
Return back: Try go back or just return.
Revert back: either go back or just revert.

S

Self-confessed
Sequential order: in order or in sequence.
Shared commonalities
Slight edge: One definition of edge is a slight advantage or superiority, so the modifier is unnecessary.
Slight hint
Software programs: All computer programs are software.
Steady stream: Streams are by definition steady.
Sum total: These words are synonyms.
Sworn affidavit: An affidavit is a formal statement of fact made under oath before a notary public or
other authorized officer.
U
Unexpected surprise
Up until: Go with up to or just until.
Uphill climb: When climb isn’t emphatic enough, try uphill battle.
Usually always
V
Various different: These words are synonyms.
Vitally important
W
Well respected: If you want to use the word well, try well regarded or well thought of.
Whether or not: Or not is often contained in the meaning of whether, but whether or not is not
redundant when or not is a necessary alternative to the positive option (e.g., “I’m going whether you go or
not.”)
While at the same time
Whole entire: These words are synonyms.

Correction
One of the most scoring as well as tricky part of the Verbal Ability section is- Sentence Correction. What
do you think can be the purpose of this topic? Well, it checks your grammar skills. In other words, you
need to identify whether the sentence is grammatically correct or a part of it needs to be replaced. So,
what do you need to know about that? A few fundamental rules of grammar and correct usage of words!

In such questions, you may find a part of or the whole sentence in bold or underline and you are expected
to find the correct phrase to replace it. You need to figure out the grammatical error in that particular part
of a sentence. Most of the time, you will find that one of the options repeats the same phrase while the
rest rewrite it in different ways. So, it’s for you to decide whether the given phrase is correct or not.
We all have learned the basic grammar rules in our school days. Now, let’s discuss some important rules
and errors so as to tackle questions based on sentence correction.
1. Subject-verb agreement
As the name says itself, the verb used in the sentence should be in accordance with the subject. Both
should be either plural or singular at the same time.
E.g. The girl was reading.. (Singular)
The girls were reading.. (Plural)
Let’s recall some of the essential rules of subject-verb agreement.


In case of collective nouns (like police, army, herd, etc.), the verb used is singular.



Similarly, for subjects connected by ‘and’/‘or’, plural verbs are used.



If the sentence begins with each/anyone/everyone, a singular verb is used.



For the sentences that contain ‘either/or’ and ‘neither/nor’ pairs, the verb used will be singular if
both the subjects are singular. In case one or both the subjects are plural, the plural verb is used.



Often, there arises confusion between the usage of ‘I’ and ‘me’. Let’s see the following examples:

Mary and I joined the sports club. (Here, ‘Mary’ and ‘I’ are the subjects of the sentence.)
John took Mary and me to the sports club. (Here, ‘Mary’ and ‘me’ are the objects of the sentence.)
Similarly, in case of comparison, ‘I’ is used with the other subject. E.g. He is shorter than I am.
Another important thing to identify here is the correct usage of pronouns as per the subject and object.
In some cases, long sentences are given without the required verb. That calls for an answer option with
the required missing verb.
2. Repetition
Sometimes, there is redundancy in the sentence. In other words, the same thing is written twice in a single
statement. Most of the times, you can spot such errors easily. Example:
I returned back from Goa. (Incorrect)
I came back from Goa. (Correct)
3. Error in modifiers
As you can guess from the name itself, modifiers modify the subject. So, where do you think should the
modifiers be placed? Yes, they need to be placed next to the subject it modifies. Example:
Sitting in the garden, a scorpion stung her. (Here, you can’t figure out who is sitting in the garden- the
scorpion or the girl. This is an incorrect way. )

The correct way would be: Sitting in the garden, she was stung by a scorpion.

4. Parallelism
What exactly can be parallelism in sentence? Well, it relates to the structure of the sentence. Putting it
other ways, the different phrases/words performing the same function should be used in the same format.
Example:
Sonia likes to dance, sing and cook. (Correct)
Sonia likes dancing, singing and cooking. (Correct)
Sonia likes to dance, sing and cooking. (Incorrect)
5. Error in diction
A diction error refers to the error in choice of words/phrases. At other times, even some idioms occur in
sentences in an incorrect way. Common pair of words and phrases where you may face diction error are:


affect v/s effect (E.g. the effect of the decision, ..affect the outcome)



adapt v/s adopt



argue against v/s argue with



later v/s latter



lay v/s lie



few v/s less (E.g. less water left.., ..few students in class)

6. Wrong comparisons
Sometimes, the comparisons are made between dissimilar things or in an incorrect way. Example:
John is wiser than all men. (Incorrect way)
John is wiser than all other men. (Correct way- John needs to be excluded from the rest of the same
category.)
In the above example, comparative degree is used. But in case of superlative degree, the person/thing
compared is included in the rest of the class. E.g. John is the strongest of all men.
Overall, you need to make sure that the different parts of speech (adjective, adverb, nouns, pronouns,
conjunctions, interjections, verbs, etc.) are used appropriately and at the right place in the sentence.
So now, you are aware of the errors that may occur in questions based on sentence correction. The next
step should be to devise a strategy to answer these questions in an accurate and timely manner. Keep the
following things in mind while tackling a sentence correction question:


Identify the concept

The very reason above-stated rules were discussed! Generally, in such questions, one or two rules are
rules are used inappropriately. So, the first task is to identify the particular kind of error/s.

Keep an eye on the time indicators (before, after, during, etc.). This can help you spot the verb tense
errors easily. In some cases, the whole sentence needs to be rewritten.
Once you have figured out the kind of error/s, try to make the correction without looking at the options.


Similar answer choices

Sometimes, the given answer options are very close to each other and display very less difference. So,
you need to extra careful in the examination of such choices. Read the full statement before selecting your
answer. Also, if there are 2-3 similar answer options, that doesn’t mean one of them must be the right
choice. The actual answer may be the completely dissimilar one.


Treat all options equally

While going through the answer options, you may feel the initial particular option is correct and neglect
the remaining. It is advised to go through all the options before deciding your answer choice.


Pay attention to the non-underlined part

It is common to ignore the non-underlined part of sentence. But, this part may contain vital hints about
the kind of error as well as the required answer.


Choose the shorter answer

In case you are stuck with two options, choose the shorter one. Often the long sentences are added in the
options to confuse the candidates. This also helps when you are unsure of the concept being tested. It is
always wise to start examining the shorter options first, before moving on to the longer ones.


Substitute the selected answer

Before you mark your selected answer, it is a good idea to read the sentence along with the answer option.
Infact, it would be great if you read it a second time after the correct insertion. Also, sometimes, error is
caused in an exceptional rule and not the usual standard rules. So, make sure the sentence makes sense.
If it still seems too complex, listen to the sentence. In other words, say the sentence in your head and
choose the option that sounds best to your ears.


Elimination technique

Multiple errors in a sentence and similar answer choices – complicate matters! Here,
elimination strategy comes to your rescue. This technique proves effective in any kind of question. There
would be some options that change the meaning of the sentence while some make it grammatically
incorrect. In such cases, elimination technique will help you arrive at the right answer.
1. Do not eliminate options with idioms or pronoun ambiguity in the first go. These pose problem
only when the meaning of the sentence is altered.
2. The options with ‘ing’ form is mostly incorrect and can be rejected outright.
3. In some cases, the word pair (just as…so, not only..but also, etc.) is used incorrectly or half of it
is missing.
Below are some of the most common English mistakes made by students, in speech, and writing. Go
through the examples and make sure you understand the corrections.

01.
Wrong:

I have visited Niagara Falls last weekend.

Right:

I visited Niagara Falls last weekend.

02.
Wrong:

The woman which works here is from Japan.

Right:

The woman who works here is from Japan.

03.
Wrong:

She’s married with a dentist.

Right:

She’s married to a dentist.

04.
Wrong:

She was boring in the class.

Right:

She was bored in the class.

05.
Wrong:

I must to call him immediately.

Right:

I must call him immediately.

06.
Wrong:

Every students like the teacher.

Right:

Every student likes the teacher.

07.
Wrong:

Although it was raining, but we had the picnic.

Right:

Although it was raining, we had the picnic.

08.
Wrong:

I enjoyed from the movie.

Right:

I enjoyed the movie.

09.
Wrong:

I look forward to meet you.

Right:

I look forward to meeting you.

10.
Wrong:

I like very much ice cream.

Right:

I like ice cream very much.

11.
Wrong:

She can to drive.

Right:

She can drive.

12.
Wrong:

Where I can find a bank?

Right:

Where can I find a bank?

13.
Wrong:

I live in United States.

Right:

I live in the United States.

14.
Wrong:

When I will arrive, I will call you.

Right:

When I arrive, I will call you.

15.
Wrong:

I’ve been here since three months.

Right

I’ve been here for three months.

16.
Wrong:

My boyfriend has got a new work.

Right:

My boyfriend has got a new job. (or just "has a new job")

17.
Wrong:

She doesn’t listen me.

Right:

She doesn’t listen to me.

18.
Wrong:

You speak English good.

Right:

You speak English well.

19.
Wrong:

The police is coming.

Right:

The police are coming.

20.
Wrong:

The house isn’t enough big.

Right:

The house isn’t big enough.

21.
Wrong:

You should not to smoke.

Right:

You should not smoke.

22.
Wrong:

Do you like a glass of wine?

Right:

Would you like a glass of wine?

23.
Wrong:

There is seven girls in the class.

Right:

There are seven girls in the class.

24.
Wrong:

I didn’t meet nobody.

Right:

I didn’t meet anybody.

25.
Wrong:

My flight departs in 5:00 am.

Right:

My flight departs at 5:00 am.

26.
Wrong:

I promise I call you next week.

Right:

I promise I’ll call you next week.

27.
Wrong:

Where is post office?

Right:

Where is the post office?

28.
Wrong:

Please explain me how improve my English.

Right:

Please explain to me how to improve my English.

29.
Wrong:

We studied during four hours.

Right:

We studied for four hours.

30.
Wrong:

Is ready my passport?

Right:

Is my passport ready?

31.
Wrong:

You cannot buy all what you like!

Right:

You cannot buy all that you like!

32.
Wrong:

She is success.

Right:

She is successful.

33.
Wrong:

My mother wanted that I be doctor.

Right:

My mother wanted me to be a doctor.

34.
Wrong:

The life is hard!

Right:

Life is hard.

35.
Wrong:

How many childrens you have?

Right:

How many children do you have?

36.
Wrong:

My brother has 10 years.

Right:

My brother is 10 (years old).

37.
Wrong:

I want eat now.

Right:

I want to eat now.

38.
Wrong:

You are very nice, as your mother.

Right:

You are very nice, like your mother.

39.
Wrong:

She said me that she liked you.

Right:

She told me that she liked you.

40.
Wrong:

My husband engineer.

Right:

My husband is an engineer.

41.
Wrong:

I came Australia to study English.

Right:

I came to Australia to study English.

42.
Wrong:

It is more hot now.

Right:

It’s hotter now.

43.
Wrong:

You can give me an information?

Right:

Can you give me some information?

44.
Wrong:

They cooked the dinner themself.

Right:

They cooked the dinner themselves.

45.
Wrong:

Me and Johnny live here.

Right:

Johnny and I live here.

46.
Wrong:

I closed very quietly the door.

Right:

I closed the door very quietly.

47.
Wrong:

You like dance with me?

Right:

Would you like to dance with me?

48.
Wrong:

I go always to school by subway.

Right:

I always go to school by subway.

49.
Wrong:

If I will be in London, I will contact to you.

Right:

If I am in London, I will contact you.

50.
Wrong:

We drive usually to home.

Right:

We usually drive home.

Pin point Error
Understanding the 18 most common grammar mistakes can help you improve your writing. When you
know which common grammatical errors to look for, it's easier to act as your proofreader and editor.

18 Most Common Grammar Mistakes
1. Run-on Sentence or Comma Splice
A run-on sentence is a sentence that joins two independent clauses without punctuation or the appropriate
conjunction. A comma splice is similar to a run-on sentence, but it uses a comma to join two clauses that
have no appropriate conjunction. Fixing a run-on sentence or a comma splice can be accomplished in one
of five different ways.
Incorrect sentence: "Rachel is very smart, she began reading when she was three years old."
●

Solution 1: Separate the clauses into two sentences. "Rachel is very smart. She began reading
when she was three years old."

●

Solution 2: Replace the comma with a semicolon. "Rachel is very smart; she began reading when
she was three years old."

●

Solution 3: Replace the comma with a coordinating conjunction. "Rachel is very smart, for she
began reading when she was three years old."

●

Solution 4: Replace the comma with a subordinating conjunction. "Rachel is very smart because
she began reading when she was three years old."

●

Solution 5: Replace the comma with a semicolon and transitional word or phrase. "Rachel is very
smart; as a result, she began reading when she was three years old."

2. Pronoun Disagreement
Some of the most common grammar mistakes are pronoun errors. They occur when pronouns do not
agree in number with the nouns to which they refer. If the noun is singular, the pronoun must be singular.
If the noun is plural, the pronoun must be plural as well. Also, using 'own' creates tautology.
For example:
●

Incorrect: "Every girl must bring their own lunch."

●

Correct: "Every girl must bring her lunch."

Pronoun errors are common in modern English, as writers try to avoid awkward phrasing or the
implication of sexist language. Although this is an admirable goal, it is still important to learn the correct
grammar and use it in more formal situations.
3. Mistakes in Apostrophe Usage
Apostrophes are used to show possession. However, you do not use an apostrophe after a possessive
pronoun such as my, mine, our, ours, his, hers, its, their, or theirs.
For example:

●

Incorrect: "My mothers cabin is next to his' cabin."

●

Correct: "My mother's cabin is next to his cabin."

In the case of it's, the apostrophe is used only to indicate a contraction for "it is."
For example:
●

Incorrect: "Its a cold day for October."

●

Correct: "It's a cold day for October."

4. Lack of Subject-Verb Agreement
Confusion over subject-verb agreement can be the source of many grammatical errors. When speaking or
writing in the present tense, a sentence must have subjects and verbs that agree in number. If the subject is
singular, the verb must be singular. If the subject is plural, the verb must be plural as well.
For example:
●

Incorrect: "These recipes is good for beginning chefs."

●

Correct: "These recipes are good for beginning chefs."

5. Misplaced Modifiers
To communicate your ideas, you should place a modifier directly next to the word it is supposed to
modify. The modifier should refer to a specific word in the sentence. Misplaced modifiers can create
confusion and ambiguity.
For example:
●

Incorrect: "At eight years old, my father gave me a pony for Christmas."

●

Correct: "When I was eight years old, my father gave me a pony for Christmas."

6. Sentence Fragments
Sentence fragments are also common grammar mistakes. A sentence needs to have a subject and a verb.
A fragment often happens after another related idea has been expressed.
For example:
●

Incorrect: "Sharon stayed home from school the other day. Because she was sick."

●

Correct: "Sharon stayed home from school the other day because she was sick."

7. Missing Comma in a Compound Sentence
A compound sentence expresses two complete and related ideas, and it usually includes a conjunction to
connect these two parts. There should be a comma before the conjunction to indicate the two ideas are
related. If that's missing, it's mistake readers will notice.
For example:
●

Incorrect: "Jim went to the store and Ella went with him."

●

Correct: "Jim went to the store, and Ella went with him."

8. No Clear Antecedent
An antecedent is a word that comes before a pronoun and helps the reader understand what the pronoun
means. Generally, you can clear up this confusion by rearranging the wording.
For example:
●

Incorrect: "The dad found the boy, and he was happy."

●

Correct: "The dad was happy when he found the boy."

9. Ending a Sentence in a Preposition
Another common grammar mistake is ending a sentence with a preposition. A preposition, by its nature,
indicates that another word will follow it. In casual conversation, this type of error is no big deal, but you
should avoid this mistake in your writing.
For example:
●

Incorrect: "What reason did he come here for?"

●

Correct: "For what reason did he come here?"

10. Mixing Up Spellings
Some words sound the same but have different spellings and meanings. If you mix these up, it can be an
embarrassing mistake. These are a few of the most commonly confused words:
●

"You're" vs. "your"

●

"To" vs. "two" vs. "too"

●

"Weather" vs. "whether"

●

"There" vs. "their"

For example:
●

Incorrect: "There father went to school there."

●

Correct: "Their father went to school there."

11. Mixing Up Similar Words
Sometimes, it's not a matter of mixing up the spelling as much as an error in word choice. Many words
sound similar but have different meanings and spellings. These include the following:
●

"Affect" and "effect"

●

"Except" and "accept"

●

"Comprise" vs. "compose"

●

"Further" vs. "farther"

For example:
●

Incorrect: "The rain had a good affect on the farmer's field."

●

Correct: "The rain had a good effect on the farmer's field."

12. Unnecessary Commas
While commas are important for clarity and give the reader a chance to pause in the sentence, it's possible
to use commas when you don't need them. These unnecessary commas can be confusing to read, and they
make writing look less professional. Before you use a comma, think about why you're using it. If you
aren't sure it's needed, double check by reviewing comma rules.
For example:
●

Incorrect: "She had a stomach ache, because she ate too much ice cream."

●

Correct: "She had a stomach ache because she ate too much ice cream."

13. Mixing Up Possessives and Plurals
People often get confused when adding an "s" to the end of a word. When do you need an apostrophe? In
general, you use an apostrophe before an "s" to show possession or as a contraction, like "that's" for "that
is." If you're just trying to say something is plural, you don't need the apostrophe. Like most rules in the
English language, this has some variation. However, if you keep the general guidelines in mind, you'll be
correct most of the time.
For example:
●

Incorrect: "The dogs dish was full of bone's."

●

Correct: "The dog's dish was full of bones."

14. Mistakes With Well and Good
One of the most common grammatical errors is mixing up "well" and "good." In general, "well" is an
adverb, while "good" is an adjective. When you aren't sure which one to use, simply ask yourself whether
an adjective or an adverb is appropriate for the situation.
For example:
●

Incorrect: "I am doing good in math."

●

Correct: "I am doing well in math."

15. Incomplete comparisons
When you use a word that has a comparative aspect, you need to compare it to something else. These
common grammatical errors may appear in advertisements or market slogans, but it does not work well in
papers or other writing. If the word requires a comparison, you should always provide it.
For example:
●

Incorrect: "My hair is smoother and softer."

●

Correct: "My hair is smoother and softer than it was a month ago."

16. Mixing Up Adverbs and Adjectives
If you mix up adverbs and adjectives, this can be an embarrassing grammar mistake. This is the kind
of error that can annoy a teacher or make the difference between a great grade on an essay and getting
marked down. This happens most often with words that end in "-ly."
For example:
●

Incorrect: "Susan gave me a real nice bouquet of flowers."

●

Correct: "Susan gave me a really nice bouquet."

17. Confusion Between Fewer and Less
Many people mix up "fewer" and "less." If you're talking about the amount of something, you need to
decide whether the item is all one thing or a group of many things. If it's a group of many smaller things,
you should use "fewer." If it's one thing, you should use "less."
For example:
●

Incorrect: "The store was almost out of dog food. There were less cans on the shelves than there
was yesterday."

●

Correct: "The store was almost out of dog food. There were fewer cans on the shelves than there
was yesterday."

18. Title Capitalization Problems
Knowing when to capitalize the words in a title can be very confusing. In general, you should capitalize
the first and last words, all nouns and pronouns, all verbs, and all adjectives and adverbs. However,
specific title capitalization rules are depending on the style you are using.
For example:
●

Incorrect: "Around the world in 80 days"

●

Correct: "Around the World in 80 Days"

Sentence Completion
Sentence Completion is a common test item in most competitive exams. A sentence contains one
or two blanks (usually), to be filled in using the choices. These questions test your vocabulary
and knowledge of the finer distinctions among words. A good vocabulary can be a great help
here. But you can use many strategies for these questions, even without knowing all the choices.
Sentence completions test the skill to use the information observed in complex and incomplete
sentences to correctly complete them. It tests a candidate’s vocabulary power and skill to follow
the logic of sentences. These sentences are often quite complex.

Types:
There are possibly four types of sentence completions:
Restatement: Containing words such as namely, in other words, in fact, that is, etc.
Example: The pickpocket was a trickster, in other words, a ______. Here answer will be knave
or scoundrel, which restates “trickster,”

Comparison: Containing the words such as likewise, similarly, and, just as, as like as, etc.
Example: Jack was cleared of all charges; similarly, Jill was ______.
Here we have to compare ‘cleared of all charges’ with the suitable word, and hence vindicated is
the answer.

Contrast: Containing the words such as though, although, however, despite, but, yet, on the
other hand, but, however, despite, or, on the contrary, etc.
Example: Although the tiger is a solitary beast, its cousin the lion is a ______ wild animal.
Here answer should be in contrast with “solitary”. Therefore, gregarious or sociable are possible
answers.

Cause and effect: Containing words such as this, therefore, consequently, because of, etc. It also
contains phrases such as due to, as a result, leads to, etc.
Example: A truck stole her parking spot; consequently, Rocky’s ______ look showed her
displeasure.
Here answer should be to find the cause for someone to steal. Therefore answer may be scowling
or sullen.

Strategies for Sentence Completion:
1. Read the Sentence
Use the sentence clues by reading the sentence thoroughly. Two things make a question difficult: difficult
words and sentence structure. If you cannot dissect a sentence to figure out what fits best, you CANNOT
crack the question though you know the word meanings. We need to properly take apart the sentences and
improve our vocabulary.

2. Hints
The hints indicate what should go into the blank for the sentence to make sense. Here’s a test to locate the
right hint: if you change the hint, the choice in the blank MUST be changed. Often, you can use the hint
by putting that word or phrase into the blank itself.

3. Pluses and Minuses
Once you find the word clues, indicate the kind of word you’re looking for with a + (positive
meaning) or – (negative) sign. Also, to indicate synonyms or antonyms, you can use these
symbols.

4. Structure Words
Look for words like but, rather, although, however, and, while, but, therefore
They reveal the sentence organization and the hint-blank relationship. They tell you what kinds
of words to look for as they change the thought process in the sentence.

5. Visualize
Before you go to the choices, think of the possible words for the blanks. It will save you from
wrong choices. If you know roughly the KIND of words needed, the elimination is much easier.
The word you visualize doesn’t have to be fancy – a general idea is fine.
This is better than trying out the choices to find out “what sounds good.” It is faster and less
prone to errors.
EXAMPLES
A. Neem has _______qualities and in many clinical trials, doctors have saved countless lives by
using raw Neem leaves on serious wounds.
a) remedial

b) flavouring c) inferior

d) doubtful

Ans;A
We need a positive word with a “life saving”-like meaning. Choices C, D, and E are negative
and are ruled out. You may be unaware of remedial but you know that “flavoring” doesn’t mean
anything like life-saving. Therefore, the answer is remedial.

B. The much-hated bill sparked off a wave of public ________which could not_________by the
concessions the British announced.
a) enthusiasm…dampened
b) clamour…misled
c) curiosity…complemented

d) adoration…channelized
Much-hated indicates a negative choice for the first blank indicating anger or protest here. The
second one needs harder thinking; even the British concessions did not “lessen” the public anger.
Once you are clear about the word SHADES needed, find the words similar to the ones you had
visualized.
6. Elimination
Ruling out the wrong choices should be easy now. But remember, BOTH the words have to fit in
the given ORDER for the right answer. If one word is a perfect choice but the other one doesn’t
make sense, the answer is WRONG. DO NOT rule out choices if you don’t know their
meanings and unless you are sure they do not work. If you have doubts, leave and return after
checking the other choices.
7. Improve Your Vocabulary
Improving your vocabulary and usage can help you do better as the words meaning help you find
the right answer.
8. Working Backwards
The two-blank questions can be easier as you have more opportunities to eliminate wrong
choices. If you can eliminate a choice based on one word, you don’t need to know the other
word. Often, working BACKWARDS i.e. picking the second blank choice first works better.
Keep the above points in mind while tackling sentence completion questions.

Vocabulary
Word
Outstanding
Committed
Educator
Extensively
Experiment
Transform

Unit Fifteen:Lesson-1
Meaning
অসাধারণ
প্রতিজ্ঞাবদ্ধ
তিক্ষক, প্রতিক্ষক
বযাপকভাবব
গাববষণা
রূপান্ততরি করা

Intellectual
Hospitality

কাবযে পতরণি করা, বাস্তবাতিি করা
আিা, আকাঙ্ক্ষা ইিযাতি হৃিবি পপাষণ
করা
অনুিীলন/চচো করা
উদ্ধৃিাাংি; পকাবনা গ্রবের ছাপাবনা
অাংিতববিষ
বুতদ্ধবৃতিক
আতিবেিিা

Established
Acquaint
Knock
Aristocracy
Acknowledge
Succumb
Compulsion
Lure
Humiliation
Tread
Notify
Claimant
Disaffection
Perversity
Grudge
Ulterior

প্রতিতিি
পতরতচতি করা/ হওিা
ধাক্কা পিওিা
আতভজািয
স্বীকার করা
(প্রবলাভন, পিাষাব াি ইিযাতি)
বাধযবাধকিা
প্রবলাভন
অব াননা
অনুসরণ করা
জ্ঞাপন করা, তবতিি করা
িাতবিার
অনানুগিয, পরাহ
সিযভ্রষ্টিা, তবকৃতি
অসবন্তাষ, আবরাি, ঈষো
িূরবিেী, ভতবষযৎ

Initiative
Recoup
Strut
Clatter
Numerous
Perpetual
Disseminate
Redeem
Pervade

প্রােত ক পিবক্ষপ
পুতষবি পনওিা/ পিওিা
সিবপে পিচারণা করা
ঠনঠন িব্দ করা
তবপুল সাংখ্যক, বহু
অনন্ত, তবরতিহীন
ধারণা, িত্ত্ব ইিযাতি প্রচার করা
ক্ষতিপূরণষ করা
পতরবযাপ্ত করা, বযাপকভাবব ছতিবি
পিা

Implement
Cherish
Practice
Excerpt

Synonym
Extraordinary
Devoted, Dedicated
Teacher, Trainer
Widely, Broadly
Investigation, Analysis
Metamorphose,
Transfigure
Eventuate, Materialize
Hope, Wish

Antonym
Inferior
Careless
Pupil
Narrowly
…………..
Stagnate

Exercise
Citation, Extract

……………
…………..

Knowledgeable
Entertainment,
Friendliness
Settled, Fixed
Inform, Initiate
Hit, Strike
Nobility
Recognize, support
Give In , Surrender
Liability, Obligation
Enticement, Bait
Contempt
Follow
Inform, Apprise
Applicant
Animosity, Hostility
……………
Envy, Malice
Closing, Coming Next
off
Action, Enterprise
Recover, Compensate
………….
Rattle, Clang
Many
Constant, Infinite
Publicize
Restore, Recover
Occupy, Diffuse

Ignorant, Foolish
Hostility, inhospitality

…………..
……………

…………..
Conceal, Deceive
………….
Proletariat
Deny, Reject
Withstand
Freedom
………….
Respect
…………
Conceal
………….
Loyalty, Compassion
…………..
Friendliness, Sympathy
Immediate
Inactivity
Deprive, Lose
…………..
…………….
Few
Temporary
Hide, Collect
Lose, Abandon
Empty

Stagnant
Reservoir
Purification

তির, বদ্ধ
পাতনর টযাাংক, জলাধার
পতরবিাধন

Quicken
Accumulate
Infinity
Communication

ত্বরাতিি করা
সাংখ্যা বা পতর াবপ বৃতদ্ধ
অসী িা
পযাগাবযাগ

Dominate
Craftsman
Explore
Enthusiasm

প্রবল হওিা, কিৃেত্ব করা
কাতরগর
পুঙ্খানুপুঙ্খভাবব পরীক্ষা কবর পিখ্া
প্রবল উৎসাহ

Sacrifice
Pursue

িযাগ, উৎসগে
অনুসরণ করা

Comprise

Unit Fifteen:Lesson-2
Meaning
িৃিীি পযোিভুক্ত, (কবলজ এবাং
তবশ্বতবিযালি পযোবির তিক্ষা)
অন্তভুেক্ত করা

Affiliate
Finance
Autonomous

সম্বন্ধযুক্ত হওিা/ অতধভুক্ত হওিা
অেে প্রিান করা
স্বািিিাতসি

Entity
Phenomenon
Establish
Experience
Spectacular
Accessibility

সতিযকার অতস্তত্ব আবছ এ ন তকছু
ইতিিাবগাচর ঘটনা, বযাপক তবষি
প্রতিিা করা
পকাবনা তকছু সম্পবকে অতভজ্ঞিা লাভ
করা।
লক্ষণীি, উবেখ্বযাগয
অতভগ যিা

Opportunity
Sufficient
Limited

সুবযাগ
যবেষ্ট
সী াবদ্ধ

Enroll
Expense
Avail
Diversified
Attract
Monetary
Compensation
Symposium
Exhibition
Exposure

িাতলকাভুক্ত কবর পনিা
বযি, খ্রচ
গ্রহণ করা
বহু ুখ্ী
আকষেণ করা
আতেেক
আতেেক সুতবধা, পাতরবিাতষক
আবলাচনা সভা
প্রিিেনী
প্রকাতিিকরণ

Word
Tertiary

Motionless, Inactive
Pond, lake
Clarification,
Rectification
Hasten, Activate
Expand, Increase
Vastness, Endlessness
Connection,
Interchange
Govern, Influence
Artisan
Investigate, Examine
Keen Interest,
Excitement
Dedication
Follow, Seek

Moving
…………….
Pollution

Synonym
……………

Antonym
……………

Include, Encompass,
Consist Of
Adopt, Affirm
Sponsor, Subsidize
Independent, Selfgoverning
Existence, Substance
Happening, Incident
Found, Form
Face, Undergo

Exclude

Impressive, Striking
Receptiveness,
Approachability
Convenience, Chance
Enough, Adequate
Restricted, Controlled,
Bound
Enlist, Admit
Cost, Expenditure
Utilize
Diverse, Varied
Invite, Allure
Financial
Allowance
Discussion, Meeting
Display, Advertisement
Acknowledgement

Dull, Humdrum
Inaccessibility

Discourage, Halt
Lessen, Divide
Ending, Limitation
Silence, Denial
Obey
……….
Neglect
Apathy
………….
Ignore, Run Away

Disjoin, Separate
…………..
Dependent, Subservient
Concept, Abstract
……………
Destroy, cease
……………

Misfortune
Deficient, Insufficient
Unbound, Unlimited
Reject, Deny
Income
Bar, Block, Impede
Similar
Deter, Refuse
…………….
Deprivation
…………….
Cover, Hiding
Concealment

Seeker
Residential

অবিষণকারী
আবাতসক

Inquirer
Domestic

Cost
Subsidize

িা
অেে সাহাযয অেবা ভিুেতক

Expense, Price
Sponsor, Finance

Word
Indispensable
Participation
Achievement

Unit Fifteen:Lesson-3
Meaning
অপতরহাযে
অাংিগ্রহণ
অজেন

Assessment
Empower
Evaluate
Encounter
Categorize
Expect
Identify
Explore
Approach
Entrepreneurial
Associate
Unconventionall
y
Embrace
Collaborate
Diverse
Innovative
Contribute

তনধোরণ
স েে বা সক্ষ করা
ূলযািন করা
সম্মুখ্ীন হওিা; অপ্রিযাতিিভাবব পিখ্া
পাওিা
পকাবনা স্বিাংসম্পূণে রীতি প্রণাতল প্রভৃতি
অন্তভুেক্ত করা
প্রিযািা করা
তচতিি করা
পরীক্ষা কবর পিখ্া বা ূলযািন করা
অগ্রসর/ পদ্ধতি
উবিযাগ ূলক
সাংযুক্ত করা

……………..
Commercial, Nonresidential
Repayment
Disapprove

Synonym
Necessary, Inextricable
Presence
Acquisition,
Attainment
Judgement, Estimation
Permit, Enable
Judge, estimate
Confront, Meet

Antonym
Trivial, Trifling
Absence, Hindrance
Failure, Loss

Classify, Identify

Scatter

Anticipate, Assume
Recognize
Examine, Investigate
Entrance, Advent
Progressive, Pioneering
Affiliate, Combine

Disbelieve, Overlook
Confuse, Mistake
Neglect
Departure
…………….
Disconnect, Divide,
Sever
Conventionally,
Typically
Exclude
…………….
Same, Similar
Old, Traditional
Refuse, Neglect

অগিানুগতিকভাবব

Atypically, Unusually

গ্রহণ করা
সহবযাগী তহবসবব কাজ করা
নানারক , তবতভন্ন
উদ্ভাবনী
পকাবনা তকছু ঘটবি সাহাযয করা

Include
Concur
Various, Dissimilar
Inventive, New
Help, Promote

……………
Deny, Disallow
Neglect, Ignore
………….

MORE VOCABULARIES
Word
PROFUSE

Meaning
(1) cÖPzi
(2) Ace¨q

Synonyms
(1) Copious = Abundant
(2) Extravagant= Prodigal

PROSAIC

MZvbyMwZK/ GK‡Nu‡q

RELINQUISH
RENOVATE

`vex/c` Z¨vM Kiv
‡givgZ K‡i
bZz‡bi gZ Kiv
A¯^xKvi Kiv
¯^v¯’¨Ki
fxiæ
c` Z¨vM Kiv
AKvU¨
(1) w¯’iZv/ ˆah©
(2) kv Ae¯’v
AgvwR©Z/ Af`ª
`ªæZ †PvL eyjv‡bv
Pig civRq
G‡jv‡g‡jv
Aweb¨¯Í / Avjy_vjy

REPUDIATE
SALUTARY
TIMOROUS
ABDICATE
COGENT
COMPOSURE
CRASS
CURSORY
DEBACLE
DESULTORY
DISHEVELED
DISPARATE
DISSENT
ENCOMIUM
EXORBITANT
FUMBLE
INCENSE
INDIGNATION
INFLUCTABLE
INFINITESIMAL
INSIDIOUS
INSIPID
INSOUCIANT
INTELLIGIBLE
LACONIC
LANGUID
LICENTIOUS

Am`„k
gZ‡f` Kiv
cÖksmv/ ¯‘wZ
AZ¨waK
Avbvwo gZ Kiv
ivwM‡q †`qv
‡µva
Awbevh©
AwZ ¶z`ª
Qjbvc~Y©
(1) ¯^v`nxb
(2) GK‡Nu‡q
AbywØMœ
‡evaMg¨
msw¶ß
wb‡¯ÍR/ `ye©j
AmrPwiÎ

Humdrum=Trite= Dull = Vapid =
Pedestrian
Give up= Abdicate
To make new again = Revamp
Disclaim= Disavow
Salubrious = Wholesome
Timid= Pusillanimous
Renounce = Relinquish
Convincing = Persuasive
(1) Poise = Aplomb
(2) Calmness
Coarse = Crude
Quick = Hasty= Swift
Disaster, Collapse
Discursive
Unkempt =Ruffled= Disorderly
Dissimilar, Different
Disagree, Oppose
Eulogy = Panegyric
Excessive
Bungle
Anger= Infuriate
Anger = Ire = Vexation
Inevitable = Inexorable
Tiny= Microscopic
Deceitful = Tricky
1. Tasteless = Savorless
2. Banal
Carefree
Comprehensible = Lucid
Succinct = Terse = Pithy
Feeble = Weak = Weary
Immoral

Idiom & Phrase
In cold blood (cruelly and on purpose): He killed the man in cold blood.
In return (in exchange for, বিবিময়ে): He agreed to help me in return for money.
In the guise of (ছদ্ময়িশ) He came in the guise of a beggar.
In fine (পবিয়শয়ে): In fine the arrangement was very nice.
Ins and outs (খুবিিাবি): I know the ins and outs of this subject.
In a fix (in a difficult position, মুশবিয়ে পবিি) He is a in fix and does not know what to do.
In a body (এিয় ায়ে): We appealed to the D.C. in a body.
In the nick of time (in right time, বিি সময়ে): The school team arrived in the nick of time.
In a nutshell (সংয়েয়প): Tell the story in a nutshell.
In black and white (বেবখিভায়ি): Put your arguments in black and white.
In full swing (পুিাদয়ম): Our classes are going on in full swing.
In hot water (অসুবিধাে) He is in hot water over the matter.
Irony of fate (by bad luck, ভায়েেি পবিহাস): He could not succeed by irony of fate.
Jaundiced eye (biased viewpoint, পেপািমূেি দৃবিভবি): He judged me with a jaundiced eye
To read between the lines (to understand the hidden meaning) – My boss does not express everything
thoroughly. To understand what he wants, you have to read between the lines.
Scare out of one’s wits (to extremely scare someone) – After watching the horror movie, my friend
was scared out of her wits.
A bolt from the blue (a shocking event) – The news of Iniesta’s retirement was a bolt from the blue
because he was still playing very well.
Bring to pass (Cause to happen) – Despite all his efforts, he could not bring his dream to pass.
Through thick and thin (under all conditions) – I have a friend who supports me through thick and
thin.
Out and out (Thoroughly) – He always tries to find ways of making money. He was a businessman
out and out.
Turned over a new leaf (opened a new chapter) – The newly found evidence turned on a new leaf in
this case.
Beggars description (Miserable condition) – After the tornado, the condition of people who lived in
West Bengal was beggars description.
On the contrary (Opposite) – My father is a Real Madrid fan. On the contrary, my mother is a
Barcelona fan.
Out of date (out of date) – Dial-in telephones went out of date when smartphones came.
Put up with (tolerate) – Even though it’s not very easy, I try my best to put up with her.

Appropriate preposition
Dwell upon (আয়োচিা িিা): He dwells upon the subject.
Deaf to (অবিচ্ছুি): The father was deaf to hear his son’s fault.
Die of (রিায়ে মিা): died of malaria /illness.
Die of (েুধা/িৃষ্ণাে মিা): He died of thirst /hunger.
Die from (িািয়ে মিা): He died from overrating.
Die in ( ুয়ে/ দাবিয়যে মিা): He died in battle /poverty.
Die through (অিয়হোে মিা): The man died through negligence.
Deviate from (চুেি হওো): I cannot deviate from truth.
Devoid of (িবজিি): Your story is devoid of truth.
Devote to (বিয়োবজি িিা): Devote some time to say your prayer every day.

Diffident of (সবিগ্ধ): I am diffident of success.
Dispose of (সুসম্পন্ন িিা): Let us dispose of our work.
Disgrace to ( অপমাি ) He has bought disgrace to his family by stealing.
Fondness for ( শখ ) Music is an integral part of our family, so my fondness for music is
inherent.
Prejudice against ( বিয়িাবধিা ) The two brothers have prejudice against each other.
Take off ( উড্ডেি ) The plane has taken off smoothly.
Claim on ( দাবি ) The prince set up a claim on the throne even though his father was still alive.
Grief at ( রশাি ) She felt extreme grief at her son's accident.
Victim of ( বশিাি ) He is a victim of workplace harassment.
Confidence in ( আস্থা ) I hope you will justify my confidence in you.
Control over ( বিেন্ত্রে ) Miss Sutapa has no control over the class.
Charge of ( অবভয় াে ) A charge of larceny was brought against him
Infested with ( আক্রান্ত ) The house is infested with rats.
Overwhelmed with ( ভািাক্রান্ত ) She was overwhelmed with the huge amount of work assigned
to her.
Owing to ( িািয়ে ) Owing to his careless driving, we had a bad accident.

Correct Spelling

Scroll, Vigilant, Predatory, Hospitality, Subsequent Humiliation, Prospective, Initiative, Recoup,
Perpetual,

Disseminate,

Substitute,

Comprise,

Phenomenon,

Spectacular,

Affiliated,

Compensation, Symposium, Indispensable, Credibility, Unconventional, Beneficial, Evaluate,
Documentary,

Drizzle,

Fundamental,

Inquisitor,

Temperament,

Squabble,

Sanguine,

Repercussion, Reprimand, Precarious, Obligatory, Obese, Melancholy, Larceny, Hallucination,
Haphazardly, Harbinger, Grotesque, Gruesome, Guarantee, Gratuitous, Grievance, Chimerical,
Banquet, Acquisition, Manuscript, Massacre, Scaffold, Squander, Squalid, Vengeance, Versatile,
Indomitable, Industrious, Inflammatory, Jurisdiction, Languish, Miscreant, Superfluous,
Superstition.
Group Verbs
Hang about (ইতস্তত ঘ োরো ঘেরো করো): The girl always hangs about her mother
Hang down (নিচু করো): He hung down his head with shame
Hang for (েোাঁনি ঘেয়ো): He was hanged for murder
Hang on (নিরলি ঘচষ্টো করর যোওয়ো): If you hang on long enough you will succeed
Hang over (মু লতবী করো): The debate had been hung over.
Hang up (ঝু লোরিো): Don’t hang up any portrait in your room.
Lay off (কমমনবরত থোকো): You should lay off till full recovery.
Lay on (রোখো): He laid his hand on my shoulder.
Lay out (খোটোরিো): He laid out huge amount of money in business.
Lay up with (শযযোশোয়ী হওয়ো): He was laid up with fever.
Look at (তোকোরিো): He is looking at the door.
Look after (ঘেখোশুিো করো): We should look after our old parents.
Look down upon ( ৃ ণো করো): Don’t look down upon the poor.
Look for (ঘখোজ করো) What are you looking for?
Look into (তেন্ত করো): I shall look into the matter.

Look upon (গণয করো): I look upon you as my best friend.
Look out (বোইরর তোকোরিো): I looked out of the window.
Look out for (ঘখোজ করো): I am looking out for a job.
Look over (পরীক্ষো করো): Please look over the application.
Look to (মিরযোগ ঘেয়ো): Look to your own affairs.
Look up (খুাঁ রজ ঘবর করো): Look up the word from the dictionary.
Look up to (িম্মোি করো): I look up to him as my elder brother.

English to Bengali

1. Piece-work is ill-paid.
খুচরা কাজের মেুরর নাই।
2. Six of the one and half-a-dozen of the other
যার নাম ভাো চাল, তার নাম মুরি।
3. Something is better than nothing.
নাই-মামর চাইজত কানা-মামা ভাজলা।
4. Silence gives consent
মমৌনতাই সম্মরতর লক্ষণ
5. The eyes are the window of the soul
মচাখ হল মজনর োনালা।

6. Never put off until tomorrow what can be done today.
আগামীকাজলর েনয মকান কাে মেজল মরখ না
7. Everyone should love their mothers
প্রজতযজকর উরচত তাজের মাজক ভালবাসা

8. We first make our habits and then habits make us.
শরীজরর নাম মহাশয়,যা স্ওয়াজব তাই সয়
9. Eloquent writing persuades people better than military force
অরসর মচজে মসীর শরি মবরশ
10. The wages of the sin is death - পাজপ মৃতুয আজন

11. The wearer best knows where the shoe pinches
যার জ্বালা মসই োজন
12. Cleanliness is an important part of life
পররচ্ছন্নতা েীবজনর একরি গুরুত্বপূণণ অঙ্গ

13. Strike the iron while it is hot.
কাাঁচায় না মনায়াজল বাাঁশ, পাকজল কজর ঠাস ঠাস
14. A rogue is deaf to all good
মচাজর মচাজর মাসতুজতা ভাই।

15. The spoilt child of a rich parent
আলাজলর ঘজরর দুলাল।

Bengali to English
1. পজকজি িাকা না থাকজল মনও ভাজলা থাজক না।
If you do not have enough money, you will worry and be unhappy
2. অল্পরবেযা ভেংকরী।
Shallow knowledge turns one’s head
3. পাগজল কী না বজল, ছাগজল কী না খাে।
A mad man and a animal have no difference.

4. সঙ্গ মেজখ মলাক মচনা যাে ।
A man is known by the company he keeps.
5. রনে বারি রনে ভুবন ।
A man’s home is his castle.

6. প্রাে মশষ করা আর এজকবাজরই শুরু না করা একই কথা ।
A miss is as good as a mile.
7. মনংিার মনই বািপাজরর ভে ।
A pauper has nothing to lose.
8. ওরা রক আপনার বাচ্চা? ওরা খুবই সুন্দর
Are those your kids? They're so cute.
9.আপরন রক একেন সুরবনযস্ত (সবরকছুজত শৃঙ্খলাবদ্ধ) বযরি?
Are you an organized person?

10. তুরম কাল যাচ্ছ মতা?
Are you going tomorrow, isn't it?

11. তুরম রক বাোজরর রেজক যাচ্ছ?
Are you going toward market?

12. রনজের রেরনস সকজলই ভাজলা মেজখ ।
One’s own things are the best.
13. ভাজলাবাসা এবং যুজদ্ধ মকান রনেমনীরত মনই ।
All is fair in love and war.
14. বুজিা পারখ মপাষ মাজন না।
An old dog learns no trick.

15. ররতকাজরর মচজে প্ররতজরাধ ভাজলা ।
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

CONCEPT CLEAR
WRITING

Punctuality
Punctuality means doing something on time. One can achieve the habit of punctuality
through long constant practice right from the boyhood. The proverb’ goes ‘A stitch in time
saves nine’. If one fails to perform his duty in time, he will have to exert much more time
and energy for the work that will cost him much. The wise people always go by the clock.
They are careful to do the work in time so that they can avoid unnecessary harassment.
Lack of punctuality results in frustration, national and international loss. Punctuality is
badly needed in every field of life. A student should attend his class in due time. He should
prepare his lesson on time. He is sure to pass. Otherwise he will fail. A teacher should also
enter the class room in due time. An office goer should reach his office on time to avoid
untoward situation. However, a man who follows punctuality is sure to succeed in life.

My Favorite Poet
Kazi Nazrul Islam is my favorite poet. He is known as a rebel poet. He was born on the
11th Jaistha, 1306 B. S. in Churulia, a village of the district of Burdwan in there West
Bengal. His father’s name was Kazi Fakir Ahmed and his mother was Zaheda Khatun.
Nazrul lost his parents in his childhood. All his works have an appeal to all men and
women. These encourage and inspire us. In most of his writings he rebels against the
tyranny, injustice and suppression of the ruling class. For this reason, he is favorite to
me. Nazrul Islam was a poet, a novelist, a dramatist and a story writer. His first poem
“Mukti” was published from Calcutta. His eminent poem “Bidrohi” was published in
1328 B.S. Then one by one he created “Agnibina”, “Bisher Bashi”, “Chakrabak”,
“Badhanhara”, “Rickter Medan” etc. His poems inspire me to stand against all injustice
and indiscipline.

Nakshi Kantha
Nakshi Kantha is a kind of embroidered quilt. ‘The name was taken from the Bengali
word, ‘naksha’ which means artistic pattern. It is a kind of traditional craft and is said to
be indigenous to Bangladesh and West Bengal in India. The art has been practiced in
rural Bengal for centuries, The name “Nakshi Kantha” became popular after poet
Jasimuddin’s poem “Nakshi Kanthar Math” was published in 1929. Traditional Kanthas
are made for family use. Old or new cloth and thread are used to make these quilts.
Mymensingh, Jamalpur, Rajshahi, Faridpur, Bogura and Jashore are most famous for
this craft. Now it is produced commercially and we can find them in many expensive
handicraft shops in cities. The quilts are now in great demand because of the colorful
patterns and designs embroidered on them. Finally, we can say that “Nakshi Kantha”
signifies a token of Bengali culture and tradition.

SUMMARY/ PRECIS

Part A

E-learning is the use of electronic media and information and communication technologies in
education. Bernard Luskin, a pioneer of e-learning, says that the “e” should be interpreted to
mean “exciting, energetic, enthusiastic, emotional, extended, excellent, and educational” in
addition to “electronic.” E-learning includes numerous types of media for delivering text, audio,
images, animation, and streaming video etc. E-learning can occur in or out of the classroom. It is
suited to distance learning and flexible learning.

There are many advantages to online and computer-based learning when compared to traditional
face-to-face courses and lectures. Class work can be scheduled around work and family. It
reduces travel time and travel costs for students. Successfully completing online or computerbased courses builds self-knowledge and self-confidence among students.
There are a few disadvantages as well. Students may feel isolated from the instructor and
classmates. Instructor may not always be available when students in many ways. learners are
studying or need help.

Summary

E-learning is learning through electronic media and information
and communication technologies. It is suited to distance
learning and flexible learning. Text, audio, images, animation,
streaming video etc. are used for E-learning. There are a lot of
advantages of E-learning – reducing travel time and cost,
increasing self-knowledge and self-confidence of the students
etc. But there is also the disadvantage of not having an
instructor available all the time. But overall, E-learning is a
great way of studying.

Write a short answer on recent topic

Part B

Write a short answer on Rural Life
Rural life means village life or country life. Actually, it is a life related to an area outside
towns and cities with fields, woods, farms etc. There are some distinctive features of
rural life. It has lucrative natural beauty. There is wide open sky above and green fields,
beautiful flowers and murmuring streams below. We find melodious tones of different
kinds of birds in rural life. This life provides us with fresh fruit, fish, vegetables, water
and pure air. Besides, we get congenial life and more friendly community in rural life.
Rural life is different from urban life regarding many aspects. Rural life has less
opportunities of modern communication, advanced education and Medicare. It has also a
great lack of modern civic amenities. Yet I like rural life most. Though sometimes, rural
life is branded as old fashioned than urban life, I enjoy the bounties of rural life most. It
is almost free from the noise and anxieties of urban life. A rural life is full of simplicity,
tranquility and natural beauty. We must ensure that all the attractive features of rural life
prevail against all odds.

